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PART I 



PREFACE 

This work propr>s(?s to h? ;i cotniiipnt.i.i'y on tho Tloly (Jnmu strictly 

fiooov.iina' to tho spirit nn'.! Ictiiei' of tlio lEolv Book :nii} strid.ly !'>,“c<>ri!in,!>' 

to the traditioiis (^nrreut ainou^^ Mnsalinaua from the enihii'st liinos nar- 

tienlarl}^ in the Shia chiireh. It also aims to justify these tivuritions in 

the light of present knowledge, seien(ie and philosophy, and to ine(‘t, as 

far as possible, all objeetions that have been urged by anti-lslainie (rrities 

against the Qnran or Islam in general. 

Nothing need be said about my incapa(nty for a work of siudi preteu^ 

tions. What to speak of Hebrew^Syrhn?, Greek^&e. which are all in a way 

essential, my knowledge of Arabic itself is defective, and my ac(|uaintanee 

with Islamic literature itself is limited. It was indeed presumptuous on 

my part to take this work upon myself. Further I have to work miles 

away from books in leisure hours snatched from an all-occupying official 

life. Yet 1 bad to prepare myself for it to the best of my ability owing 

to pressing requests made by His Holiness, the Shamshul Ulaina, Maulana 

Syed Najmul Hasan Sabeb, who being intensely eonseiovis of the need of 

such work in the present day has long been seeking tliat someone having 

a western education should do something for it, however imperfectly. 

The only qualification I can claim is that I know tlie difiienltio!S and 

have no desire to shirk them. Whore the diffieulties are merely subjec¬ 

tive, as is usually the ease I do not hesifcxte to show that the tendeucies 

and points of view that create tliera are themselves wrong', and whore 

they are some way real I try to deal with them, knowing that they are 

partly due to our imperfect knowledge and partly to our limited powers 
of undei'standiug. 

As said before, this work stands up for the common traditional inter¬ 

pretation of the Qui-an which has been eixrrent from the earliest times. 

This will appear rather bold to the weak-minded among whom the ten¬ 

dency has been to get rid as innch as possible of any “beliefs”, especially 

those relating to the supernatural. But the book will show that “Faith 

in the Unseen” is much easier in these days of growing knowledge and 

research than it was any time before. The only requisite is an all-round 

general knowledge of modern science and philosophy incinding spiritual¬ 

ism which is mailing rapid strides evei'y day. Uenerally speaking this book 
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Aviil, it is liopol, ]>!*'>vi‘lt‘ a hiir Introliu-tioii to tlia ordinary woll-known 

aolntHentaria^— iioin‘ot‘ wiii-di, liownroi-, aro yet in Eni^-lisli iangnage 

ex(*ept in brief; notes in Translations of the Quran by western authors as 

Sale. Wherry^&e. 

An apology may be required for repeated referenees to the Ahtnadi 

Oomnientary—\n‘i'y frequently for the purpose of attack, I have nothing: 

but admiration for tliis finely executed work which I regard as great in 

many re-'peets. But frequently to support his views and predelietions, 

more so to avoid the supernatural element in the Qnran, the author 

systematically perverts the plainest meanings of words and passages, and 

in my opinion in this he has done an amount of dis-service to Islam that 

is incalculable. 

I am conscious that the boob contains much that runs contrary to the 

nsual trend of thoughts; many will find much that is new and unexpected; 

but the work is the result of years of thought and study, and I trust that 

those who at first reading may find themselves widely dissenting or unable 

to accept the arguments advanced will on repeated thinking at different 

times find themselves agreeing. Many of the contentions flow from the 

general theories explained in the Introduction and it is requested the 

various chapters of it may be read before the main Commentary. 

Owing to the inordinate delay in preparation, owing to my difficulties, 

this-volurneds published incomplete. Long notes which were set apart 

for Supplement are not being published. Two important chapters which 

should come in the Introduction, and are not yet quite complete, are not 

inserted. Only a very brief abstract of one of them appears as chapter X. 

They will appear very shortly in the Muslim Review and will be publish¬ 

ed in the complete form in the next volume, to be issued shortB^ later, in 

which the Supplement also will be published- If there is any criticism in 

the meantime I will be glad to consider it, and will also discuss it in the 

next volume for the benefits of the readers. 

The Madrasatnl Waezin is indebted to Mohammad Sharif Husain 

Safieb of Z.anzibar for the munificent donation of about Rs. 6,400 for the 

publication of this C.)nf^aentary. It is hoped that the publication of this 

first volume will stimulate a wider class in this direction which is 

much needed. 

SiTAPUB : 

^6th December. IQSO 

A. F. B ADSHAH HUSAIN, b. a. 
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THE HOLY QURAN, 

INTRODUCTION. 

I. What is Islam ? 

Islam professes to be a true, perfeet, rational but revealed religion— 

a religion meant by God to supplant all previous cu'eeds and to last with¬ 

out: ehange, addition and alteration to the end of the world. 

(A). By true it is meant that there is nothing like mythology 

in it—nothing seeking to be interpreted in a new light in days of grow¬ 

ing knowledge and civilisation—nothing false (strictly speaking) as it is 

t5aiight, but intended to symbolise or allegorise some truth to make it 

thus capable of being swallowed by minds not ripe for it—in short 

nothing requiring the genius of a Bacon as shown in his Wisdom of 

Ancients, nothing seeking to be defended by the giibs theory of Madame 

Blavatsky and other Theosophists, Nor do its doctrines need for its 

reception in modern times the ingenuity of interpretation displayed by 

Mr. Mories in his New Theology to rationali^ie the popular dogmas of 

Hinduism and Christianity, 

All its cardinal doctrines are true and capable of proof or positive 

evidence in the strictest sense of the words. Its conception of God, as 

taught plainly and precisely by the Prophet or the Imams is true—as far 

as it is possible for the humam mind to reach the Infinite and Incom¬ 

prehensible Reality, On this subject the Imams have taught ail that the 

most profound and sublime philosophy can ever attain to by reason, and 

supplemented on this by, revelation on points that may be doubtful or 

not clear for unaided reason, but nothing inconsistent with it in the 

name of mystifies of faith. 

So its teachings about the inspiration of the prophets and the 

Imams and the reality of spiritual world and future life are to be believed 

as all true. There is no mere allegory in these things, The spiritual 

greatness and inspiration of our Blessed Pi’Ophet and the Holy Imams 

after him is capable of the most solid, positive evidenee—and this con- 

■ stitutes the main strength or proof of the truth of Islam as a revealed 

religion. Islam courts full enquiry on this. The whole mass of teach- 
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ings about things in the spiritnal world and the next life are ineapable 

of verification as they do not belong to this life or this world. They are 

to be believed merely, wholly and solely on the anthority of these 

divine teachers. Hence the importance of enquiry into this evidence. 

However, in regard to these purely spiritual matters it is only a 

general sort of assent that is demanded. Our power of conception being 

limited to sensory knowlege, all possible description can have but a 

shadow of resemblance to the truth. So definite belief with a clear con* 

eeption of these objects of belief—nature of angels for instance*—is out 

Of question here. At the same time all ingenuity spent in making 

eonjeetures about them have little chance of resulting in anything 

fruitful. 

Thus we see that Islam, in its profession and spirit at least, is a 

perfectly rational creed, basing its claims upon reason and cornmonsense 

and having little to do with mysticism, except in highly spiritual matters. 

It is Eationalism in the modern sense of the word, except that it does 

not subscribe to the narrowness of thought whieh refuses to acknow¬ 

ledge that there might be things in heavens and earth which are not 

dreamt of in our philosophy. 

(B). The claim of Islam to be a perfect religion is based on a number 

of considerations some of which may be briefly explained here. 

(1) Unlike all the older creeds which sought to develop man in 

particular capacities, Islam wants man to develop in all capacities, in¬ 

tellectual, moral, devotional, spiritual, physical, social, political—all. 

Christianity, it is well-known, aims to develop the moral and devotional 

side at the expense of the rest. Nay, it has nothing but contempt for 

these, particularly the intellectual side, and its long-continued struggle 

to crush the intellectual development of man is well-known. Again of 

morals it may be said that it teaches absurd morals having no refei^enee 

to social and political requirements. Its abortive spirit of contempt for 

mai‘riage, disgust for war &c. are all old story. Hinduism, if anything 

can be said of such an amorphous religion, ignores morals altogether 

and trains us for superstition and ritualism. Of the higher philosophic 

Hinduism it may be said it has a tendency to develop metaphysical moods 

of thought, still ignoring the moral side altogether. 

That Islam seeks to develop man in all capacities together and in 

due proportion is obvious and must be clear to all who know anything 

of it. The very structure of religion is rationalistic and infuses a 
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ipirit of rationalism, investigation and enquiry. There is nothing but 

contempt in the traditions of the Imams for simple unquestioning 

belief, and there is constant exhortation to acquire knowledge from the 

most distant corners of the globe. ‘ Whoever is given Hikmat (philoso- 

phy or wisdom) great good is given to him’ says the Qui-an- Of the 

great and constant insistence on piety, virtue and devotion in the Quran 

and the Traditions the whole Islamic Literature is witness. Piety and 

devotion develop a spirituality in man which the so-ealled spiritualists, 

have not even a conception of;, spiritualistic powers are developed 

spontaneously without man’s even knowing of them. The life-long 

exertions of the spiritualists for the development of occult powers is 

denounced as it impairs the physical and mental energies. The importance- 

Islam attaches to- physical, social and po-litical development is too obvious 

to need description. Witness its counting nmrriage and Jehad (war in 

cause of Islam) among duties^ witness its gigantic codes of Law. Its 

whole history will speak for itself., 

(2) Islam covers the entire life of man. There is no function of 

life from the highest to the lowest which is beneath its notice. There is 

nothing that man does, waking, sleeping, eating; drinking which has not 

a spiritual value—merit or demerit according to the specif c teaclimgs of tha 

Prophet and the Imams, Earning bread is an important religious duty^ 

and religious devotion to the- entire neglect of it is strongly reprobated.- 

There is no system so well devised to keep up the consciousness of the 

sanctity of the whole of man’s life.. The same can hardly he said of any 

other religion. And remember all this religious worth of the ordinary 

acts and functions of life is taught distinctly and speciheally, very little is 

left to be inferred^ so that there is no fear of perversion according to the 

taste or intelligence of the individuaL 

(3) It will also be remembered that, unlike other I’cligions, Islam 

has no orders, no monks, clergies, priests &c. as among Christians, no 

Brahmans, Kshatriyas &c. as among Hindus, no Esseens,.Sadduces &c, as 

among the Jews, with special moral and religious duties of each. Islam 

wants every individual to be as.much of a devotee,, philanthropist, warrioir 

and so forth as it is possible for him to be. A saint is W'orfcbless if he 

cannot perform the oi*dinary duties of a husband or cannot go to war if 

the occasion requires it, Islam wants no» recluses-, no men-devotees, but 

a perfect man having capacity for everything and: rendering everything in 

his life holy by the spirit that rules his actions. The ideal is difficult 

of attainment but it is there and all are enjoined to ^ct up to it It is 
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fully realiz:ec] onlj" in the prophets and the Imams. A higher ideal eau 

not be eoneeived. 

(4) Then the fimction of a religion ought not to stop short with 

teaching* good morals, depending on its ministers or others for successful 

preaching of the same. A perfect religion must devise suitable forms of 

religious duties, in the' routine observance of which desirable virtues 

shpuld develop of themselves and. evil propensities may be eliminated 

according to the well-known laws of psychology. And a perfect religion 

must thus provide for the development of all possible virtues and the 

elimination of all possible vices. It is claimed that feAv other religions 

propose to do this, and where they do they do it very imperfectly. Islam, 

however, has done it perfectly by the formulation of such ordinary reli¬ 

gious duties as the five daily prayers, fasting, Khims, Zacat, pilgrimage, 

jehad (&e. This can be easily shown but a discussion of the psychological 

effects of all these would be too lengthy. I have discussed them at 

length in my Principles of Shia Theology. .However reluctantly a man 

may leave his merry-making or other mind-engrossing persuits, and 

however pnrfunctorily (to begin with) he may say his prayers, but the 

doing it and having had to do it five times a day cannot fail to have its 

effect. ^ The levity of mind and the complete swaying away of it by this 

and that thing must go away gradually and thoughts of devotion must 

arise from time to time. So the one inor.th’s fast is efficacious for con¬ 

trolling the emotions and prodneing habits of patience and forbearance. 

However reluctantly may a miser pay his Khams and Zacat in the begin¬ 

ning, but having had to doit again and again he finds his heart apened for 

charity. 

All religions seek to provide duties having similar objects in view. 

The question is whether they are able to provide in this way for the 

development of cdl possible virtues and the elimination of all possible 

vices. I find there is one thing, tenderness of mind, for which no religion 

provides any proper measure. If mere preaching could do anything 

Christianity should have been the most successful in this respect. But 

what does history say to this ? It may be safely said that all the rest of 

the world put together has not shed so much innocent blood, devised so 

many excruciating forms of torture, and revelled so much in callousness 

and brutality as the Christians have done both as individuals and as a 

people. The bare mention of the word ‘ Middle Ages’ is sufficient to 

recali everything to the mind. And to this day when the progress of 

culture ought to have quickened sensibility for poor men’s sufferings, the 

Gi-reat War has -shown how inxxch^callousness persists in the nainds of the 
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rfioes at least—by heredity. So mneh laureleutiug havoe of life for purely 

secular interests, and those too too line to be appreciable to any bnt the 

professional economists, conkl hardly be imagined to be even possible in 

hntnan civilization. What is the worth of a religion if it cannot devise 

snitable psychological remedy for all this! And has any religion done 

it? Why the remedy is simple enough, only it was reserved for Islam 

(time Islam, I mean, according to the lShiasect)to enforce it. If sympath" 

etic feelings are naturally dull, why, make them sharp by suitable 

exercise. Make it inenmbent on every man to commemorate some great 

tragedy and wm’p over it. That means realizing the distress in the 

fullest sense of realizing, with the rousing of all appropriate tender 

emotions. The development of keen sympathetic feelings and the 

sharpness of sensibility against aets of callousness is then a physical 

necessity. How finely is this provided for in onr religion in its insistence 

on mourning over Husain—the great tragedy of Karbala—true, real 

mourning with torrents of tears ! Can any such thing be found in other 

religions? And can such religions be called perfect in any sense without 

some snob thing ? Gould Islam itself be perfect Witnont it ? 

It requires only a cursory reflection over the other ordinary duties 

prescribed and recommended by Islam to see that if acted upon according 

to the directions given they must necessarily have training effect on the 

spirit and gradually develop all good moral instincts and sentiments and 

eliminate their opposites. It would take us too long to discuss each in 

detail here. 

There are also many other things in the very structure of our reli¬ 

gion designed to produce and keep up the right habits and attitudes of 

mind. Thus we have spoken (in the notes on 2:182 and elsewhere) of the 

wonderful efficacy of the prayers prescribed and recommended to produce 

the spirit of devotion in minds not prepared for it. 

(.5) Islam embraces and embodies the ti-nth underlying all religions. 

There is no religion however foolish, corrupt or depraved but that there 

is some truth at the back of it—some sentiment natural to man, and 

therefore an element of truth, though expressed in false grotesque forms. 

There is in this sense’ a truth in the lowest forms of- religion—man- 

worship, nature-worship, even idolatory. Islam does not ignore or 

suppress these—it only corrects and regulates them and then gives them 

their right significance and importance in its spiritual system. A detailed 

discussion of these would take more space than the preceding even and 

so we must refrain. It will suffice, however, for illustration to cite the 
great importance given in our religion to Z2ttrais(visits to the tombs o£ 
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the Imams) and to read the prescribed addresses of salutation to them if 

one cannot go to these places. What is this bat the truth felt so keenly by 

the great philosopher Comte as to be made the basis of his religion f 

Pious visits to the tomb of Comte and other great men are specially 

enjoined in that religion. And what is this again but a refined form of 

the old man-worship 1 

Also there is usually some great truth underlying the tenets of the 

various great religions, which have since been grossly corrupted into 

strange dogmas. There is a truth in the doctrines of Logos and Double 

nature of Christ, both made absurd by turning them into elements of 

God, but perfectly intelligible in the Islamic doctrines of the Light of 

the Imams and their being the Living Word of God. We have no space 

here for these highly spiritual doctrines. They are discussed at some 

length in my Principles of Shia Theology. 

(6) The most that other religions care about is to prepare the soul 

for devotion to God (each in its own way) and to develop virtuous habits 

or moods of mind for** action in this life. !No religion cares to enforce 

the great necessity of intense attachment of love to all who are virtuous 

and intense hatred of all who are wicked—whether we have any dealings 

with them or not. The importance of this should be clear to all who 

know anything of the direct action of spirits on each other. If we love 

the pious and holy souls we will receive their spiritual graces for vii*tne 

and so be lifted overselves spiritually. If we are indifferent to them we 

are wholly or in a great measure deprived of this. If we love the wicked, 

or even if we do and not actually hate them as much as we should, there 

is no protecting us from their evil influences. Slowly but surely they 

will drag us some way, some distance, into their own realms—God save 

us from them ! Love and hatred are the great means we have to receive 

or reject spiritual influences which are always silently and unconsciously 

working on us. 

The importance Islam (Shiaism, I mean) attaches to Taioalla (love) 

and Tabarra (hate, lit, keeping aloof) is well-known. It is the distinctive 

feature of our religion. 

The proper function of religion is the same as that of ethics. 

Ethics is concerned with regulating the relations of man to his fellow- 

creatures. The same is the purpose of religion, only it carries the 

relations of man to all existence, knownland unknown—up to God. As 

moral relations are impossible without a correct knowledge of the men we 

have to deal with so religion is first concerned with teaching about the 
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highei' spiritual world—with God at its bead. But this knowledge is 

useless—worse than useless—unless a man seeks to enter into right re¬ 

lations with them. As in ethics the true relations are those of the 

spirit—Jove, reverence, fear, hatred and tbe like and actions are only an 

expression of these emotions. So the love and fear of God, love and 

reverence of those most holy in His sight, pre-eminently the holy 

prophets and Imams*—in fact all occupying any high position in the 

spiritual world, and in the same way disgust and hatred of all known to 

be enemies of God or His religion or His blessed servants, may be said 

to be the essence of religion. Religion is nothing besides this. If there 

is no spiritual world there is no religion in the proper sense of the word. 

All is mere mundane ethics. If there is, the importance of knowing them 

correctly and fully and acting up to our knowledge is obvious. There is 

no question of salvation without it. 

(C) The last thing we said was that Islam is meant to be a lasting 

religion. Our Lord Mohammed was the Last Prophet and no prophet is to 

come after him. The reason of this finality is two-fold. First as,shown 

above the ideal of a perfect religion is already realized in Islam. No 

higher form or more complete system of religion can he conceived even. 

Then the Prophet and the Imams teaj^hing for over 210 years have 

given such a permanence to the cardinal teachings that there is no fear 

that they can ever be wholly corrupted. Before the Imams left there 

were a large number of books which cannot all be obliterated. The work 

of teaching could, therefore, be safely left to the (iommunity which, small 

as it was, could not wholly die out;. In short, though of course there is 

no absolute immunity against errors yet there is no likelihood of a com¬ 

plete corruption. The essentials must remain to the end of the world. 

The previous prophets, far from giving any permanence to their teach¬ 

ings, could not leave a sufficient trace of their existence even in the world, 

so that their very existence is now doubted by many. 

(D) Finally we have said that Islam is a revealed religion. It is based 

on the teachings of the Prophet fully expounded and supplemented 

(according to Shias) by the Twelve Imams following him, who are all 

held to be inspired meu. The Prophet had not sufficient time, and Kis 

career was too much ocenpied in clearing a way for Islam in the intensely 

ignorant, immoral and heathen country to give a full exposition of a 

perfect religion, perfect in everything, and to publish it in a way that 

would ensure its permanence, so as to become a final and lasting religion 

for all time to come. This was the work of the Imams. 
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Ev^erythln^ in Islam, whether of cloetriee, discipline, morals, law or 

civilization, is due to the Prophet and the Imams—notliint^ is taken trom 

any extraneous sonree (among theShias at least)—nay, not even from their 

own saints and ministers (as the Sufis and jurists of the Sunnies do). All 

that Islam can boast of for its truth sublimity and perfection is due 

directly to the Prophet and the Imams. None ean add anything, however 

good in appearance, in the name of religion.* it would be denounced as 

Bidaat. Similarly no newiuterpretation of any old teaching will be 

recognized as valid. 

All its purity of theism, all the sublimity and metaphysical profund- 

ity of its conception of God is derived not from the philosophical discus¬ 

sions of its scholastic divines, but directly from the explicit and detailed 

teachings of the Imams which fill volumes of traditions. It is to them 

that wt* owe all our civilization, all our codes of law and morality. Nay, 

in pi’actical life all the spirituality and spirit of piety and devotion that 

may be among us owes little to the preaching or inspiration of any saint 

or preacher—it comes mainly from the perfect form of religion they 

have devised and the devotional literature they have left. These two 

have beei:i eaid will ever remain self-sufficient for the spiritual perfection 

of man. Similary their lives and activities are the chief important factor 

of our history; the evolution of our religion and nationality is intimately 

bound up with them. 

And it is obvious it is only on their credit as inspired men that we 

receive all accounts of the spiritual world, the angels, the Hereafter and 

the like which by their very nature are incapable of the direct knowledge 

or verification. So it is on their testimony that we believe in the pro¬ 

phets of old of whose existence even we could not be sure otherwise. 

Thus the Prophet and the Imams are the warp and woof of our religion. 

It is for this reason so essential for anyone desiring to study our religion 

and appreciate its strength and vitality to study the lives and character 

and history of the Prophet and the Imams—to realize their intellectual 

genius and moral spiritual perfection, and weigh the evidences of their 

divine inspiration. In fact it is possible to consider Islam as the pro¬ 

duction of their genius and spiritual elevation and to regard it as in¬ 

volving nothing but belief in and love and reverence for them. All the 

rest follows naturally of itself. 

It is clearly not possible to do justice to so vast a subject in the 

brief limits of an Introduction. But we can afford to glance at some phases 
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of their greatness, however brieliy and imperfectly, under suitable 

headings. 

* * * 

Note—It is (^lear that a spiritual religion reqairiii" for its realization the 

highest powers of the head an t the noblest qualities of the heart ean be but imperfectly 

realized by the mass of people. Faith is a very great acquisition, and many can only hang 

about at the i^ortals of it. All have not the time, education or occasion to understand 

the higher spiritual truths as those about the nature and attributes of G-od, nature of 

spiritual life as of angels or of the Holy Souls in their pre-exiatent state, so all have not the 

spiritual elevation n{icessary to appreciate their great spiritual greatness. All may not have 

the wolFdeveloped emotions requisite to love, us intensely as one might, the Holy prophets 

and the Imams. For all these there is a minimum expressed in the well-known testaments of 

Islam ' 1 believe in one God, angels, prophets with Mohamed as the last, Quran as the 

Book of God, Resurrection, Heaven, Hell e.'c./ these are to be believed in a general way and 

the man is a Musalinan. This is IsUm as distinguished from ^Iman^ faith, of which there 

are infinite degrees according to increased knowledge and comprehension and according to 

the intensity of religious emotion in connection with the things believed in. The former 

makes merely for a possibility of salvation. It is only a minimum without which salvation 

is impossible, and may count for nothing without some degree of Iman. If it is attended 

with emotions opposed to those required by Inian then it is little better than infidelity. 

However, though the lowest it is not the less important being adapted to all men of all 

culture, from the highest to the lowest, and as the higher sbiges of it are apt to come of 

themselves to the soul with the increasing seriousness with which the religion is held to. 

It should be the first aim of the preacher, as it was with the Prophet of which more 

later on. 
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IL The Prophet and the Imams. 

1. As inspirexl teachers of Dirmify^ 

That among a people used to the grossest forms of idolatory arul 

polytheism a man should arise who should be eon\^ineed of ihe Unity 

of God and should have intense religious zeal for it is wonderfui 

enough, but at least coneeivahle and barely possible ; but tliat among a 

people sunk in the lowest depths of intelleetual and moral degeneration 

a man or ‘series of men should arise who should outdo the gia^nttsst 

philosophers in giving the purest coirreptiou of God as a Transeendet^tab 

Ineoneeivable yet Living Reality, Behind and Above, Or ating and Sustain¬ 

ing all existence is hardly anything short of miraculous and for him this 

can only be the gift of divine knowledge. 

No one who has not read the orations of Onr Lord Ali and the 

traditions of the Imams in Kafi and other collections can have any idea of 

the extent to which the Imains were concerned in in gi ving to the wojdd 

the purest conception of God attainable to man. Limited as we ai-e to 

human terms the Imams were ever careful to point out and irapre^ss that 

all the attributes we assign to God must be divested of all 

anthropomorphic implications. Thus though we call him Seeing, 

Heai’ing, Speaking, Wiliiiig, Laving dc., we should clean these terms of 

all mental associations implying sensation, affection and the like. Of 

God’s knowledge we read He is knowing before the origination of 

knowledge and causality showing that God’s knowledge is something 

totally different from what we understand Iw the term and is not limited 

as ours is to the eansal connection of things. In one of bis orations Our 

Loi'd Ali says Between Himself and the things known there is no 

knowledge besides Him intervening,” showing that God does not know 

things as we do by sensory impressions which are different both from 

ourselves aud from things as they exist pn sc. In short His is direct 

absolute knowledge of which we cannot form any conception even, 

It is insisted that we have to conceive God by Himself—there is 

nothing that by analogy could supply the elements of His conception. 

“0 Thou” Says Our Lord Ali '’that leadest to Thy Being by Thine own 

Being; and is too pure to be homogenous with Thy creation, and too 

Exalted to have conditions attached to Thee ”. “He is One” but we are 

reminded “ not in the sense of mumber ” as this implies the possibility 

in thought of another being beside Him. • 
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An important paint for theism is the neeessitj^ of uniting two opposite 

eoneeptions, both true yet both defeetive in their exclusiveness. Is God 

external to or iinnianent in creation. The Imams constantly try to 

n:ake us reach a stand-point which over-reaches both Theism and 

Pantheism and includes either, “ With all things, not in the sense of 

nearness and distant frorh all things, but not by separation.” “Near 

to things without coming into touch with them. Away from them yet 

not apart.” “Present to things not being in touch with them. Apart 

from them not by separation of distance. He is apart from things by 

His Majesty and power over them, and they are apart from Himin their 

sirbjection and resort to Him.” The Oreation theory which Islam teaches 

is too apt to ignore the immanence ol God. Hence the eonstant efforts to 

remind its truth. 

Another difficulty arises in connection with His attributes which 

are thought to be one with or the same as the Essence (or Being) of God, 

just as it is no matter whether we regard equiangularity as the essence 

or attribute of an equilateral triangle. The latter cannot be conceived 

without the former. This is a difficult conception for synthetic attributes 

as Flearing, Seeing etc., bat since these are nothing but so many forms of 

expressing His Infinite perfection (without whhffi He is nothing) that is 

the only right conception Onr Lord Jaferel Sadiq says ‘ These names 

bespeak not attributes but that which He is'—ITis Essence. His attributes 

are not additional to Ilis Being. He is all these in His very Being’ 

and this is the purity of monotheism. Says Our Lord Ali ‘The first 

thing in religion is to know Him’ and the perfection of - this consists in 

attesting to Film (/. r., to believe Him as really existing, not to regard 

Him as a mere logical Unity of thought as, I^ant did). The perfection 

of attestation consists in declaring Ilis Unity. The perfection of His 

Unity consists in purifying His conception and the perfection of this 

purification consists in denying qualities for him, as all qualities declare 

their distinction from what they qualify and everything qualified declares 

that it is different from its quality. 

This does not certainly mean that God is pure Being, for pure Being 

is pure nothing. It only means that He is an all-necessary Being, 

perfect in His Unity and Infinity, having nothing of the nature of 

synthetic contingent attributes about Him. All His attributes are 

necessary to His Being. The fui'ther conclusion follows that these 

attributes, so various in the senses we understand them, are all One in 

the case of God'—as phases of one single Inconceivable Reality unifying 

them ail in its Unity, Hence it is that, as I have shown in my pii-neiples 
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and elsewhei’Oj the (J-vent Name of (iod 

unattainable. It represents a eoneeption 

weli-knowu ' Blessed Names of God b 

A:am ’ is said to be 

given separately by the 

This mtioh -would snffiee to give to the render some idea of the 

metaphysical profundity of the Ploly Prophet and the Imams. It is 

needless to say that ail is well reasoned knowledge, no vague religions 

instinct or mystic intuition. The Imams spent their lives in arguing 

about God, proving His existence to the inddels and purifying His 

conception among the believers. This was no easy task for an intensely 

degenerate -country like Arabia, specially in the dreadful persecutions 

and hard conditions of life tbe}^ lived in from the to the last. See 

the notes on the Imams in the succeeding sections. 

All the facilities which literary arts can afford to help the mind to 

realize and retain a difficult conception were freely made use of. The 

orations of Our Loi*d Ali are acknowledged to be masterpieces of Arabic 

Literature, and as such have been studied from the earliest times. A 

selection of these made pureJ3' from a literary point of view—the Nahajul 

Balagat, turns out to be a treasure of thoistic plilosophy and is studied 

by the Shias and Sunnis alike for that purpose. These orations may be 

said to have done more than anything else to establish the reputation 

of Islam for the purity of its monotheism. Well might the great 

Motazaii (Sunni) poet and philosopher Ibae Abil EEadid exclaim 

‘ And Islam, but for All’s knowledge great 

Were only sceptic’s butt or ti-ampling ground.^ 

Yet another step to popularise these highly abstruse conceptions 

was taken by the Imams. They were dwelt upon in their longer prayers 

which must be used everyone for some purpose or the othei*. Thus 

there are hundreds of pi*ayers which may well be studied for instruction 

in theistie philosophy. In short all the purity of our monotheism 

we owe dii‘ectly to the Imams and hardly to anyone else. 

The subjeet is important in as much as it shews that even in the 

matter of the inculcation and propagation of the true doctrines of faith 

Islam could not do without the Imams. The Prophet had not sufficient 

time and leisure to do it as has been said in the beginning, and accord¬ 

ingly we find that very little of this kind comes to us from the Prophet; 
all comes from the Imams. 
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This oan be seen in a most elear way by eontrast if we eonsider how 

it fared with the majority of the Mnsalmans for whom this door of 

^nidanee was elosed, or nearly elosed by sectarian prejudices. As said 

above the Prophet had not sufficient time for the full guidance of the large 

country that was converted as if by charm in a space of ten years only. 

Many were converted only in name and remained pagans at heart. 

Those who were really converted were little better than others intellecbii- 

ally. They had merel}^ substituted belief in one God for that in many 

gods. In their new life they had persnits of a chai^acter far different 

from an intellectual one. Thus being incapable as well as indifferent, 

their minds remained unsophisticated as before and they retained their 

gross anthropomorphic conceptions of God. 

The Caliphate passed to the hands of the people on the distinct theory 
I 

that the work of divine instruction bad finished with the Prophet. He 

had taught what was to be believed and what was allovved and foidndden, 

and that was all. There was no inspired, divinely commissioned successor 

of the Prophet to continue his work and there was no need for it. 

Historical reasons for the intense aversion of the masses to the Prophet’s 

family and particulaidy to Onr Lord Ali and bis line of Imams which is 

so notorious in history we will consider later. And even when there 

was no marked spirit of aversion then according to the tradition of the 

established church they were held no way much superior to other 

companions of the Prophet and so there was no particular reason to turn 

to them for spiritual guidance. And certainly except the small number 

of adherents called Shias, none looked upon them as inspired men and 

their teachings as supplementary to, or equal in value to those of the 

Prophet. 

Thus rejecting the Imams the people were left without any good 

source of x'eligious instruction. The Quran was never designed to be 

read independently for spiritual guidance, hence the need acknowledged 

by all sects to understand every verse in the light of expository 

traditions of the Prophet (and the Imams according to the Shias). 

Moreover it was collected in a manner which to say the least of it was 

most unsatisfactory, and none can be sure if portions of it at least are not 

mutilated, disarranged and lost. The more highly spiritual teachings 

of the Prophet could not have been in abundance owing to historical 

reasons explained in the beginning, aixd moreover could not be preserved 

as the minds of the people were not ripe enough to understand and 

transmit them to others faithfully. They fell into the hands ^ 
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whose legends fill ifiieir trnditions and eoinnientnries on the (i)Tiran. 

Anthropomorphisni is rank among the Jews as everybody knows and was 

much more so in the old days in Arabia. 

Thns on all sides there w^ere influences tending to corrupt their 

conception of God to the grossest and most shocking* forms. The extent 

of the tendency towards this can only be realized by one who reads the 

hundreds of admittedly false traditions invented by the people in the 

days when this was a lucrative profession. IShahrastani in his Milal oNihal 

has quoted a few briefly. We will quote none. Suffice it to say that one 

divine Maqatil Tm Sulaimau boasted that he could tell about every 

part of God’s body except his beard and ail unmentionable organ! The 

number of persons, chiefly of Hambali sect, holding such gross views 

grew so inordinate that Caliph Eazibillah who was influenced by 

rationalistic views had to issue a special mandate threatening to deal 

severely with all holding such infidel notions.'—(323 A. H.) 

It will be interesting to see that whatever of reformation or eleva¬ 

tion there was in the Sunni ranks from these deplomble conditions was 

due mainly to the contact of the Shias and was effected mainly by 

Motazalites whose leaders had the fortune of discipleship, immediate or 

remote of the Imams, and derived these sublime conceptions from their 

teachings. This the Sunnis freely admit to this day. Wasik bn Ata the 

founder of this sect was a boy kept and trained by Abu Hashim son of 

Mohamed (son of Our Lord Ali). Abul Sabah Kanani was teaching the 

orations of Our Lord Ali to his disciples and spoke of Zaid ’bn Ali with 

being his disciple when the latter proclaimed Imamate. 

The teachings of the Imams differed from the popular views about 

the moral attributes of God. They insisted on the justice of God, which 

with them meant consistency with His principle and design as the All- 

Good. Thus His actions and dealings are within its limits open to moral 

criticism. The Motazalites followed them in this also. The oi:iposite 

school thought that this detracted from His Infinite Power and Independ¬ 

ence. In their own way they reconciled His justice with any conceivable 

eases of oppression. The potter has absolute power over his clay, so 

none can have any claim of any kind against God; ergo He can never be 

Unjust to anyone whatever He might do. They went further and taught 

that nothing was good or evil rationally: it is only God’s command or 

prohibition that makes it one way or another. 
’ ■ ' 

There is a grain of truth in this Absolvite Power theory which the 

Imams were not slow to recognise. It takes all sorts of things to make 
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a world. DifferoiK^es innst therefore have existed from the beginning of 

things andthere is no qnestion of equity here. A donkey has no right to 

ask why it was not created a man, nor a poor man to ask why he was nit 

born a prince. But there is a relative power given to every creature to 

see and do his best according to means and eircninstances and duties are 

always relative to these, and in the exercise of these consists the indivi¬ 

dual perfection which is all that can be morally called good. 

This explains the famous position of the Imams, that of limited 

freedom in the thorny question of Liberty arid Necessity or, as it was then 

understood, of predestination as opposed to personal freedom. To follow 

out the subject philosophically is obviously out of question here. One 

popular fallacy may, however, be exposed. God’s foreknowledge, it is 

said makes our actions certain. We cannot falsify God’s foreknowledge. 

The fallacy consists in taking account of only part of God’s fore¬ 

knowledge. If He knows I will steal, He also knows that I will do so of 

mj’’ own accord without irresistable compulsion within or without. Thus 

my freedom of will remains unaffected. Again knowledge depends on 

its object, not object upon knowledge. If I were not to steal there would 

be nothing about this in God’s Foreknowledge. 

The doctrine of compulsion, so unnatural to man, was much prevalent 

among early Musalmans. Caliph Omar insisted on it in his famous reply 

about God’s leading man astray. It was much used by Omyeds to suit and 

vindicate their tyrrany. Every oppressive act of theirs was attributed 

directly to God. The theory is common among the Sunnis not tainted 

with Motazalite views, though being unatural it is never consisteiitly 

believed or realized. 

Thus in divinity at least we see that taking the Imams as 

spiritual guides we have in Islam a revealed religion that is rational, 

true and perfect, and hence a lasting religion. Rejecting the Imams we 

have nothing but a simple naive creed requiring to be supplemented by 

philosophy which, however, is most virulently denounced by the more 

orthodox of them. The highest they attain to is Ahmed ’ bn Hambal’s 

teaching that God has hands, feet etc., (as thtse words occur in His 

conneetLon in the Quran and the traditions) but we are unable to form any 

conception of them, any conception of them likening them to any known 

hands and feet is to he denounced. Hughes.is glad that this teaching 

makes the Musalmans of this such school conformable to the Christian 

doctrine. See his Dictionary of Islam, Art Wahhabi. 
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Section 1. 

Their cmUdpations of scientifiG dtsoovenes, 

It is clear that the chief question of importance for Islam is ^Yhethel• 

the Prophet and the Imams were true in their claims to be such, for on 

their credit stands the probability of the vast body of Islamic teaching, 

about the pleasure of God in specific matters and all unverifiable spiritual 

doctrines and beliefs such as those about the angels and the Hereafter. 

We have to see what evidence there exists to‘day for their inspiration 

and spiritual elevation. This is a matter-of-fact question and requires a 

close and patient enquiry with an open mind. It is claimed that such 

evidence is ample and is as direct and cogent for the Imams as for 

the Prophet and all taken together constitutes avast body of evidence 

for Islam that is almost irresistable. 

Spirituality has many phases-—intellectual, moral and those 

specifically called spiritualistic. It is the perfection of them all that baa 

to be sought for and is probably unattainable to any but the prophets, 
and the Imams. 

We have seen some evidence of the first in their highly pure and 

sublime conception of God which was simply marvellous for the age and 

the country they lived in. We can point to similar wonders in other 

branches of knowledge with which they were not directly concerned. 

Their anticipations of truths in physical sciences are an interesting 

branch of study and have been dealt with in my Science and Islamic 

Tradition. They should appeal even to the most sceptical, for the Imams 

speak clearly and unequivocally of scientific truths which were not and 

could not possibly be known in the age in which they lived, were discovered 

centuries later by means of instruments and other elaborate appliances 

that were themselves the achievement of later ages, to say nothing of the 

great scientific culture required to handle them. 

From the nature of things these tilings should be few in number for 

it was no business of the Prophet and the Imams to teach science to the 

people. On the contrary in cases of strange truths as that of the earth’s 

motion it might have meant the death of their proper mission—the 

guidance of the people. Yet if these body men speak of nature at all 

it is natural they should occasionally betray their knowledge of it, 

sometimes, in some expressions at least. - 
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(Jreat preeantions, however, are required. To prevent self-deeeption 

which is so common ainou^ people in matters of this sort, it is necessary to 

■start only with clear, precise and full statements, and it is only when a 

number of plain, unequivocal statements have been shown to be true in 

the light of indisputable scientific truths that we may venture to form an 

opinion about others which may possibly be inadvertent or admitting, how¬ 

ever remotely, of another interpretation. There should be no twisting of the 

plain meanings of words, no searching of lexicons to find rare or unusual 

meanings that would serve the new interpretation. The passages must be 

understood from the earliest times exactly in the sense in which we 

interpret it. Except in flagrant cases of inaccuracy which should be very 

rare no new interpretation should be allowed. Apologists of whom there 

have been so many in recent times in all religions who proclaim that 

none has ever understood their Saered Books before themselves are 

victims of self-delusion, if not liars conaeionsly. 

We have been taken too long in the preamble, but in a matter of 

this kind it is necessary to keep up our reputation. To be brief, however, 

there are several verses in the Quran which are evidential in this respect 

But these may best be reserved for the chapter on Quran as a standing 

miracle. Here we are concerned with the Prophet and the Imams, 

Since it is the traditions of the Imams that give us the most striking 

instances we may confine ourselves here to these only. Here is one. 

Our Lord Ali -e- Naqi (lOth Imam) says ^When the night is halved 

{rzcmtamfallail) there appears a light {zulmra haijazwn) in the middle of the 

sky (/i wastessamue) like a pillar of iron {lc(x amudin min hadkhn) which 

illumines the world i^uzio lahudrdimya). It stays for some time {yaqumn 

saatan) and then passes away (stanma yuzbibo). Then the tradition goes on 

to say that after this a light appears on the eastern ^horixon (aodiacal 

light) and then appears the true dawn of the morning (Kafi, 8rd eent*A. H.) 

Any body can now see that the light spoken of in the middle of the 

night in midsky is the Oegenchein which was discovered only in the 

19th cent being first observed by Brorsen in 1856. 

Our Lord Ali ’bn Abi Talib being asked about the legnth and breadth 

of the sun [jxnd the. moon, so the tradition as it is has it, though it is 

probably an inadvertent addition by constant association of sun and moon 

in parlance, and there is another report giving dimensions of the .moon 

pretty correctly ] Our Lord replied 900X900 Parsakhs. (Uyun, 4th 

cent A. .H) Any one who knows the diameter of the sun (880000 miles) 

whieh has been found by eight wholly different methods since the 
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eigliteenth eentni^ ean see that the figure given by Onr Lord is correct 
af the length and breadth {L polar and equitorial serai-circuraferences) 

of the sun. Any one ^ho knows anything of astronomy knows that 
knowing the correct dimensions of the sun was simply impossible more 

than 800 years ago. 

Onr Lord Hasan in the Umihah read on the death of his father said 
that day corresponded with the day of Ascension of Onr Lord Jesus 
Christ. In an ai-iicle published some time ago in the Muslim Review I 

have shown the accuracy of this though it invoiveaf an elaborate math*’ 

ematical calculation. 

Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq speaks of the planet unknown to astronomers 
of the day which he called sah'na (quiet e.^ very slow-paeed, the name 
being suggested probably by the name slow-paced given to Saturn by 
Hindus) and he also speaks of a Lowhe Mahfooz (preserved Table) which 
in the connection appears no other than the Invariable plane of the 
Sola^ System. And he tells us that the inclinations of the orbits of 
Jupiter and Venus, of the sun (Ecliptic) and Sakina and of the suh(?) 
and Ihe^Lowbe Mahfooz are (nearly) the same. (Kafi). The T^radition is 
discussed fully in my Science and Islamic Tradition. Prom the 
inclination it is clear that planet that is giveir the name of Sakina is 
Neptune. 

Our Lord Mohamed Baqir says the days and lunar months will be 
longer in the days of Our Lord the Mahdi of Islam. (Irshad, 4th cent.) 
Everybody knows now that days ai'e increasing by 22 seconds per 
centuiw* And so the lunar months, both owing to tidal friction. 

Our Lord Ali ^bn Husain in one of his pi’ayers (Sahifae Kamila 
Supplement) speaks of the weight of air—a reality discovered first by 
Toi'rieelli in the Ifith century, and what is infinitely more wonderful 
of the‘‘weight” (liro^rr?) of light—a thing which to many wo-uld appear 
simply absurd, but the reality of which is now a certainty'—one of the 
greatest scientific achievements of the 20th century. 

Oui Lord Ali speaks in (Duae Samat) of the planets being controlled 
by the sun, of their sight being the same to all people (referring clearly 
to their small parallax), and in one of his questions to a Persian astrono¬ 
mer asks‘What is the position of Venus ^ Is it one of the attendants 
(satellites) or the system-makers ’(Jawame), The question is left without 
an answer but it speaks of itself. 
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Speaking of tiie creation of the Univei'se he says *And God called 

ont to it when it was yet in a state of smoke idahlmTi) and the cords of its 

galaxies were intertwined {faltahamat ora ashrajaha). That two or 

more gilaxles were intertvTined to form the present milky way (in a 

corner of which onr sun with its vast system is situated) appears from 

the proper motions of the stars (see A, W. Biekerton’s Birth of the 

Worlds and Systems). Nahajui Balaghat, 4th cent. 

Of the earth’s motions Our Lord speaks so often and so plainly 

that the holy divine Allama Majlisi (who would be the last man to 

admit it) is constrained to say in one place (in Behar Vol. XIV) that he 

who would postulate a rapid smooth motion for this globe can do so 

without difficulty. But honestly speaking I am not satisfied that it is 

the astronomical motions of the earth that are referred to in these 

passages—it is rather the earth’s internal motions there. The passage 

that speaks most clearly of earth’s motion is this one of Our Lord Jaferel 

Sadiq (Hadis-Mufazzal). “All things speak (by their change) of their 

origination—the circuits of Falak (the totality of orbits) in respect of 

(the motion of) what belongs to them (the planets) {bemaJthi) and these 

are the seven heavens, and the motion of the earth with {Ar and) those 

on it, and the changes of the seasons and the changes of time (due to annual 

and diurnal motions respectively). 

Our Lord Riza says it is a blue orb behind the yonder veil (atmos^ 

phere) that causes sky to appear blue. We now know that the sun is 

that blue Orb as has been shown by Langley-—it would appear so if we 

could view it beyond the atmosphere. And we know that it is the 

dispersion of its blue rays that causes sky to appear blue in daytime. 

These instances must suffice to set men athinking what kind of men 

these Imams were. They are veritable, standing miracles, I say. 

Physical miracles may pass away but these will abide to the end of the 

world. And remember these are only instances. Of course I cannot 

give here a synopsis, such as the above is, of what fills my ‘Science and 

Islamic Tradition’. I will, however,’ conclude with something said 

obviously in jest, not in earnest. An Arab, a typical Arab we may 

suppose, comes to Our Lord All and asks the question “Where do clouds 

remain r’(from where they come every now and then”, “On a tree” 

says Our Lord “on a thick tree on the shores of the sea and thence they 

go where God commands them” (Kafi), This tree, let it be observed has 

been found out—in Peru, It is called Eain-produeing tree there. It 

collects the floating vapour in the air about it and then condenses it by 

the motion of its leaves, and so a continuous rainfall continues from its 
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twigs, dfiy in find dny out tlirongtiont tliG your. AnotliGr tvoo lifiving 

ibis peculiar property is a variety of Eucalyptus found in Australia. 

Section 2. 

Their Prcpheeics. 

Everybody admits that prophecy is a miracle, only it should be suffi¬ 

ciently precise and particular, and whether owing to distance of time or 

other reasons there should be bo possibility of foreseeing the events that 

are predicted. For these too we need not confine ourselves to the remark¬ 

able prophecies in the Holy Quran which the world has been seeing 

fulfilled to this day. 

In a way the whole life of the Prophet was a continiions senes of 

the most remarkable prophecies as remarkably fulfilled. They are the 

very warp of his history and it-is not easy to pass them over as embellish¬ 

ments of later ages. The Prophet’s biographers were Sunnis, and they 

would be the last of men to publish sayings of the Prophet which go to 

make a refiection on their own holy Caliphs. Witness the words in 

which the Prophet foretold the victory of Khaibar at the bands of Our 

Lord AH after Abubecker and Omar were badly put to flight, Tomorrow 

I will give the standard to a man who is a great charger and never knows 

a fi.ight, who loves God and His Apostle and whom God and His Apostle 

love. The fort will be won at bis hands. ’’ . And at the time he said this 

he knew that Our Lord AH was suffering from sore eyes and hardly able 

to go to fight at all. However over-critical we choose to be, it is tiot easy 

to pass over things like these. However, I do not pi^pose to dwell here 

on prophecies of this class. There are simply hundreds of them depend¬ 

ing move or less on the reporters for their credit. But I cannot pass 

over the famous prophecy of the Prophet about the martyrdom of the 

holy Sababee Ammare Yasir, “ 0 Ammar, a rebellious people will kill 

thee while thou would be calling them towards heaven and they would 

be calling thee towards Hell. Ammar was killed in the battle of Siffin 

fighting against the forces of Moaviyah who had revolted against Our Lord 

AH. The Prophecy was so fameus that some persons kept waiting to se6 

the fate of Ammar and as soon as he was killed they came over to fight 

on the side of Our Loi-d Ali. The thing produced such a consternation 

in the ranks of Moaviyah that to retain his hold on his own people he 

said that it was Ali who was responsible for Ammar’s death, having 

brought that old man to fight for him (Mishkat). Certainly but for its 

being in every one's mouth Bokhari would have been the last man to 

give a thing so damning to his creed a place in his well-known book. 
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The same may be said of the well-known prophecy of the barking of 

the dogs of Howab which disconcerted Ayesha so much that she was 

abanloning her march altogether, and Talha had to make a number of . 

people swear before her that the place was not Howab. See account of 

the battle of Jamal in any history. 

Among prophecies that were fulfilled long after they were recorded 

may be mentioned the memorable ‘ Fire of Hljaz ’ which as the Prophet 

had distinctly foretold made the necks of the camels in the town of Bhsra 

visible at night to the people of Medina. The event occurred in 654 A.H. 

and a detailed account of it is given by Qnstalani who was eye-witness. 

The prophecy is to be found in Bukhari (3rd cent). The geologists say it 

was the rising of a mad-volcano that was responsible for this phenomenon. 

Of the same class-—fulfilled long after being recorded may be men¬ 

tioned those about the invasion of Tnrkornans (under Halaku Khan 

656 A. H,)‘ a number of them are cited in Rashiduddin Khan’s history 

with their sources. The same may be said of the prophecy about 

Abbasides coming to the throne and the number of their monarchs being 

forty. This prophecy is cited by A1 Ghazali who lived long before the 

dynasty came to an end. As it happened the number of Abbaside sove¬ 

reigns was thirty seven. It was in round numbers that the number was 

given in the prophecy. Finally the well-known prophecy about t he 

twelve Imams after him who should continue as long as the faith of 

Islam exists i.e, to the end of the world yields to none in point of cer¬ 

tainty. Though so disconcerting to the Sunnis they have never ventured 

to deny the report. The number is exactly fulfilled in the twelve Imams 

of the Shias. 

It is a question whether such predictions require special revelation 

from God, or whether they are the products of a power—their great 

spiritual perception or genius if I may so call it. But whatever it is 

there is the same overfllowing evidence for it in the ease of the Holy 

Imams. As in the case of the Prophet, space cannot permit to enter even 

into an outline of the proper heads. As to the numbers they are simply 

hundreds. It has taken 14 closely written folios in my father’s Kitabnl 

Kashfe Anil Ghasasah to give merely a list of the prophecies of one 

Imam only Our Lord All ’bn Abi Talib. And the thing to notice is that 

the vast, nay overwhelming, majority of them are from Sunni sources. 

He has been particular about these as they have something of the value 

of hostile witnesses. Indeed it is inconceivable why Sunnis should have 

set about to spread reports to the glorification of Our Lord All, while 

they aa*e reticent in doing the same for their )nuch beloved Caliphs, 
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Gertainl}^ that meatis something. Anyone who reflects over this will be 

able to see that generally speaking the Sunni reports at least of Our Lord’s 

prophecies fulfilled before they were, presumably, committed to writing 

are not less certain than those that were fulfilled centuries after they 

were committed to paper. See a paper of mine published recently in the 

Muslim Review on the “ prophecies of Our Lord Ali. ” 

Then it is remarkable that several of the disciples of Our Lord as 

Misam Tainmar, Raschid Hujri and some like Mukhtar who merely 

heard from these men were branded by their opponents as laying plaim 

to the gift of prophecy. We know it was simply due to their giving 

utterance to these prophecies they learned from Our Lord. It is notice- 

.able that it is the disciples of Our Lord and no others who got that 

reputatation. 

Then as in the case of some prophecies of the Prophet the prophecies 

of Our Lord Ali have sometimes given rise to events which would be 

inexplicable without them. Thus the Omyeds in the da3’‘S of their power 

were always careful to prevent any youth in the line of Abbas (uncle of 

the Prophet), marrying any girl of Banu Haris clan. This was due to 

prophecy of Our Lord Ali which had become famous that the destroyer 

of Omyeds would be an Abbaside youth having an Harisiya for his mother. 

As the fates would have it Caliph Hisham in some mood of mind (probab¬ 

ly of unbelief) gave the permission to Abdulla ’bn Abbas, and his son 

Saffah literally exterminated the Omyeds from the country. 

However, in the brief space at our disposal it would be better to 

confine ourselves to instances of prophecies fulfilled long after they were 

committed to paper. The following may be cited:— 

1. The destructive inroads of the Mongols under Halabu Khan. 

Several Prophecies. One is in the famous Khutbatul Bayan, “The 

Fatva {lit interval has been completed and the 6th (century) from Hegira 

has come on. The fiat*nosed will overspread the land and (evefi) the 

dresses (of people) will be snatched off. The (ladies) in seclusion will be 

insulted and the freemen would be taken into bondage. They will go to 

Kaisan (Kashan probably) and will devastate Khorasan” etc. One scroll 
containing clear prophecies of these inraods and the inability of any to 

withstand them was in possession of Syed ‘bn Tans, and so before they 

had made any conquests of consequence he made a petition to Halaku 

Khan to leave his district unmolested and mentioned this prophecy. 

2, Prophecy about the rise of Ale Bowaih 4th cent who were fore* 

told by Our Lord to get complete conti’ol over Caliphate and remain 
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masters for a century or more. So prophecies about the rise of Fatimite 

Caliphs in Egypt and the Syeds coTiling to rule at Tabrastan—all taken 
from Khutbatul Malahem cited by Ibne Abil Hadid (Sunni) in his great 

commentary on Nahajul Balagah. 

3. Prophecies about the insurrection of Zanjis (Yaqut, Moj^m, 

Zahabee cited in Durre Manzun and in addresses of Our Lord). So about 

the murderous Oaramites (Ibn Abil Hadid from Khutbatul Malahem). 

4. Prophecy about Sanjar (by name) the last Persian (probably 

meaning Seljuki) king living 80 years and dying of hunger. (Rafeei, 
History.) 

5. Submerging of Basra and its being destroyed by earthquakes 

(Yaqut, Mo jam.) 

6. The deser: of Karbala becoming a great City. (Saduq, Uyun.) 

This is sufficient within the limits of an Introduction to show that 

in spite of the intense ignorance and barbarism of the people through 

whom Islam has come to |us there remains the amplest evidence that 

could be desired for the divine truth of the Holy Prophet and the Imams 

after him. It is obvious that all this which has been transmitted to us is 

but an infinitely small remnant of the true prophetic sayings; much 

has been lost, obscured and disfigured in the intense darkness of the ages 

through which it has passed. What would have been the effect if we 

were confined to the Prophet alone for these evidences. We see that 

apart from the few passages in the Quran which have a clear scientific 

import there are few scientific traditions of the Prophet himself which, 

we can put forward as irrefragible proofs of his divine inspiration. 

The number swells in the ease of the Holy Imams. Of the prophecies 

many have no evidential value, those that have had as much chance to be 

lost to the world as the thousands of others which, we have no doubt, 

wei*e. Thus even in the matter of evidences for Islam the Imams were 

almost as indispensable as the Prophet himself. But for them the 

strength of Islam would not have been half of what it is to-day. 

Section 3, 

Their other miracles. 

The same principles that make us feel secure is affirming the truth 

of prophecies whose fulfilment was (possibly) before they were record.ed 

apply to reports about physical miracles of which there is no other proof 

or evidence now available. The Sunnis might in their love for the 
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Prophet invent millions of tales to glorify him, they might do the same, 

let it be granted, for Onr Lord Ali ‘bn Abi Talib, but there ean be no 

reason an earth why they should invent siieh tales to the glory of Our 

Lord Ali as would east a reflection on their own Caliphs, Thus foreseeing 

what was coming after him it was the habit of the Prophet that when he 

wanted to do something to glorify Our Lord Ali be would first give a 

chance for it to Abubecker and Omar and in this way make their 

disgrace patent. Thus for building his first Mosque (at Qiba) he ordained 

that his camel would decide the area that it should aecupy. He first made 

Abubecker and Omar ride it—the camel would not move. Then he bade 

Our Lord Ali to ride it and forthwith the camel started and made a 

circuit and the area was made sacred for the mosque (Abdul Haqq : Jazbul 

Qulub etc). Why on earth, I ask, do Sunnis invent such tales and publish 

them ? Granting that th'^y are not hostile to Onr Lord Ali, is not their 

testimony to-a story like this, nevertheless, a testimony of a hostile wit¬ 

ness? Instances of such miracles, can be multiplied without numbm’ but 

it is hardly pleasant, and neither we have space for many here. We can 
only afford to give principles. 

Thus it is with the Prophet’s miracles. Most of the miracles of 

which the works of Islamic tradition are full have certainly-no evidential 

vahie for the enquirer. Thej’' are gone and their reality depends on the 

credit of the reporters which for the unbelievers would in such a ease be 

very small and we can say no more to it. But all are not sneh, there are 

others which carry their iron evidence with them, and the above is an 
instance of only one kind of it. 

Then miracles which have led to important events in history which 
are inexplicable without them must hava some basis of truth Thus to 

the Christians of Najran the challenge was given simply to pray for 

curse of God on the Prophet if he was a liar. They accepted the challenge 

at first and came to the appointed spot but as soon as they saw the 

Prophet coming with Our Lord Ali and his wife and children coming 

for prayer changed their mind and left the field agreeing to pay 

the Jezia. Why on earth did they do so, every sensible man would 

ask, if the accounts as we read in histories are all embellishments. I have 

never found any Christian writer giving any explanation that could 

appeal to any man of sense. It is all very well to say that it was a 

strange mode of settling a question—or to-say with a great show of 

Christian charity and meekness that it is unbecoming for Christians to 

curse anyone. It is sufficient to say their ecclesiastical history is full 

of such instances. And it wp a question of money and property. They 
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would have gladly cursed the whole world rather than pay a farthing of 

Jezia. 

The miracles which have left relics or traces which are themselves 

wonderful do certainly require some consideration. The splitting of the 

moon is a case to the point. The two halves do not appear to have been 

completely joined together. Sir John Herschell in his Outlines of 

Astronomy says there have been several well-credited observations in 

which the moon coming in transit in front of a star the star has not 

disappeared, as it should have done, but has continued to be seen through 

the disc of the moon, as if there is some mighty crack cutting the moon 

right through. Certainly no other globe is known to have this strange 

structure. So Sheikh MuM speaks of a sidr lote tree which 

existed down to his day, and its leaves were much used by the people for 

cures etc. Its trunk was for a man’s height split in two parts separated 

by a space through which a man could pass. Of this tree the tradition 

was that the Prophet walking to this tree in a state of drowsiness the 

tree was split asunder so that the Prophet passed through it unhurt. 

Surely the formation is a strange one specially for a sidr tree having no 

very broad trunk to it. 

The same may be said of the miracles of the Imams. Granting that 

the Sunnis are not unfriendly to Our Lord Ali one must wonder 

how it is that while the traditions speaking of the miracles of their own 

Caliphs are exceedingly few those about the miracles of Our Lord are 

exceedingly numerous. And the wonder must increase if one considers 

the conditions under which traditions came to them. It is well-known 

that Moaviyah started public cursing of Our Lord Ali which was done 

in every mosque in the Muslim empire. He also issued strict orders 

forbidding people^ to relate any tradition to the credit of Our Lord, 

prescribing severe penalties for this, enjoining them to publish tales to 

the credit of other Caliphs etc., and promising bountiful rewards for this. 

In his Nasaehe Kafiya the great Sunni savant Mchamed ^bn Aqil has 

cited several mandates of Moaviyah to this effect. The practice of cursing 

continued to the second centui'y till the days of Caliph Omar ‘bn Abdul 

Aziz who stopped it. What effect this had on the ideas of the people 

about and their feelings towards him can be gathered from the method 

which he adopted to do it. He tutored a Jew to come to him in full audience 

and ask his daughter in marriage to himself. He doing this and the 

Caliph refusing on the ground of his being a Jew and a beggar, the latter 

replied (as he was instructed) that if he was a Caliph he was not l^etter 

than the Prophet, and as to himself if he was a Jew he was not worse 
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than All ‘bn Abi Talib whom the Miisalmans enree pnb]i<*Iy in their 

mosques. Pretending to avoid sneers of this kind the Paliph stoi)]ied 

this custom. Of himself it is said he never thought of it till he learned 

from his tutor that Ali had fought at Beder. As was natui’al the people 

—the masses at hist—had forgotten all about Our Lord and knew 

nothing but calumny against him. The Snunis have had much ado to 

sift the rubbish that filled their traditions in this scandalous age. The 

Abbasides were'—though alternately and with intervals of irritation and 

persecution as in days of Mansur, Haroun, Mutawakkil—on the whole 

not unfavourable, and that helped to mend matters. But as to the 

masses they remained much what they were in Omyed times. Madaini 

related to Mamnn that in one of the towns he was sni'T;)nsed to see that 

no man was named after Hasan, Husain ete. Only one shoe-seller had 

given the name Hasan to his boy^ and being asked about it he explained 

that he gave that name to him as he had often to u&e abusive language 

to him, , 

Such being the conditions among the people for centunes is it not n 

miracle by itself that any tradition speaking of the excellence of Our 

Lord Ali is to be found in Sunni writings^? Indeed the extent to which 

the Sunnis having such a history behind them have got over their 

prejudice against Our Lord Ali is creditable to them. But this can be said 

only of the later ages. The traditions were all collated in the age when 

among sections of people at least there was intense prejudice against Our 

Lord. I cannot continue this very unpleasant topic any longer, but any 

who keep an eye on the intensely bad conditions of the time will agree 

with me that even after making every sort of all manee it remains that 

generally speaking the testimony of Sunni writers to the'miracles and 

other excellences of Our Lord Ali and the other Imams are not of much 

inferior value for evidence than the testimony of a non-Muslim. Grant¬ 

ing that the writers were all perfectly free from pi^ejudice the men they 

wrote for were—the vast majority of them—^greatly prejudiced and they 

would hardly have been able to get any reputation or popularity if they 

published any but the most well-credited accounts on this particular head. 

The people of Damascus appear leather much prejudiced against Our 

Lord Ali. Nasai the author of one of the six correct books of the 

Sunnis thought he might eorreet them by reciting to them his small book 

Khasais dealing with traditions in honour of Our Lord Ali. For some 

days the people suffered to listen—at length one day a man asked him 

if he had composed any similar book for Moaviyah, and on his replying 

knew of no reliable traditions to his credit they jumped upon 

him and beat him so much that he died. Of Saqae Wasite it is said 
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that one day in the eonrse of his redtals he dictated the Hadise Tail*—a 

famous tradition to the credit of Our Lord Ali. They pounced upon 

him and beat him out and then washed the place where he had sat Then¬ 

ceforward he stuck to his house, never recited a tradition to any body 

there. Can it he imagined that any traditionist could have set about to 

invent tales in honour of Onr Lord Ali and kept himself safe among 

populace to say nothing of keeping his reputation with them. Of course 

there were infinite variations according to culture or education, contact 

with Shias and other conditions, but the above holds good of the infinite¬ 
ly vast majority. 

We have been taken so long with principles that we cannot afford 

space for specific instances. But neither do we need it. They are so 

very famous and on ever^mue’s lips. Who has not heard of Our Lord 

All’s Wring out the gate of Khaifoar fort and holding it for sometime in 

kis hands setting it on the trench as a bridge for the Muslim forces to 

exiter. For debills see Madarij or any other history. The matter was so 

well-known and accepted of all that it got a place in the Ziarats of Our 

Lord taught as early as the 2nd ceuL 

The same may be said of the rerising of the sun for his pi*ayers> 

twice after it had set. As to the first time when it was more a miracle of 

the Prophet than his own there are few Sunni works of authority with¬ 

out it. See Shifa of Qaj^i Ayaz &e. As to the second time when it 

happened in his own Caliphate see Nasr ’bn Muzjihim Kitabul Siffin 

(2ud cent) or any other classics of Islamic history. One of the attendants^ 

himself a Sahabee, extolled this miracle in verses in which he appears to 

extol not so much Our Lord himself as his own party of followers on 

whom he says this was a special grace of God, for the whole party 

following Our Loid had uot said their prayers when the sun went down. 

Those who may be afraid there was a tremendous break in the course of 

nature here may be told that it is not at all necessary. It may have 

been a purely physical phenomenon such as may h(.) effected by abnormal 

refraction. The miracle of producing a fountain of water (on the way to 

Silfin) on removing a block of stone that shut it is equally famous. It 

led to the eouversion of a Christian monk. And so on. 

A mere list of the well-authenticated mimeles of Our Lord 

would swell this article to an enormous size even if we confine 

the list to Sunni sources. We hurry to note that the same may 

be said of the miracles of later Imams. It is true, as Sell says, 

that they were not much noticed by the Sunnis and their biagrophers 

were mainly Shias. They always remained under the evil eye of 
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the rnliiig Oaliplis and so few would approach them. Some passed the 

greater part of their lives in dungeons owing to politieal suspicion. So 

accounts tending to glorify them in public estimation could not be openly 

published without great risk. If we trust the Shia accounts one man 

was put to death by Caliph Harun for publishing a miracle of Our Lord 

Musa Kazim the 7th Imam. Yet it was not that they were wholly 

unnoticed. Though leaders of the condemned heretical Shias they ever 

continued to hold the highest reputation as holy men and saints. 

Shafeei the founder of one of the four great sects of Sunnis in law gave 

to the tomb of Our Lord Musa Kazim the name of Baho ([Qzail Jlcaoaij ‘ the 

gate of the fulfilment of wants.' Ahmed 'bn Hambal the founder of the 

Hambali school of law said of the stmad (chain of transmitters) recited 

by Our Lord Eiza (8th Imam) through his holy ancestors that it might 

well serve as a charm to heal the demented. ‘ Haza midul majanind The 

great Sufi saint Maroofe Karkhi was a disciple of Our Lord Eiza and 

boasted of being called his porter. All this must surely be due to some¬ 

thing. The world has not known another instance of the leaders of one 

sect being regarded by men of other sects as saints and holy men. 

This does not certainly mean that the sect as a whole was very 

favom’ably disposed towards them. Were it so the state could not 

possibly have treated them, in the way it did. Indeed owing to reasons 

explained in the beginning among the mass of men and their leaders 

there always remained a spirit of aversion against them. The treatment 

to which Nasai and Saqae Wasite were put we have given above, and they 

are crying proofs of this For the prejudice of the leaders against the 

later Imams specifically it may be noted that Bokhari never took a tradi¬ 

tion from Our Lord Jaferel Sadiq, to say nothing of the later Imams, and 

said he felt something in his heart against him. Imam Fakhniddin Razi 

wonders why Our Lords the 9th, 10th and 11th Imams never thought 

to learn something from the great traditionists and divines of the time. 

Thus on the whole the miracles of the holy Imams recorded by the 

Sunni authors have great evidential value. They are either testimonies 

of hostile witnesses or they explain how those who should in the natural 

course of things have been hostile or prejudiced were irresistibly attracted 

to them. For these it is suffi^^ient to bake a book like Zakhiratul Maal, 

the work of a typical Sunni writer who would not allow even that Our 

jLord Ali delayed to do Bay at (swear allegiance) to Abiibeeker. He cites 

from Shaqiqe Balkhi the famous miracle of Our Lord Musa Kazim 

reading his thoughts and turning sand into fiour ; Our Lord Ali e Naqi 

being placed in the cage of tigers at the bidding of Caliph Mutawakkil and 
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eoming ont inihnrt the animals falling at his feet in snpplieation ; Onv Lord 

Hasan Askart exposing tlie triek of the Christian monk who made rain to 

fall quite at will—a thing that caused great consternation among the 

people and many were renouncing Islam, These out of a host cited by 

him and other writers ought to suffice to set a seeker after truth on the 

path of enquiry. 

An interesting class of miracles are those which were effected 

by the Imams after their death Thus the Manaqibe Murtazawi cites 

from Waqidi the account of a man shown to him (along with others) by 

Caliph Harun having been changed into a dog and afterwards struck with 

lightning. The man was in the habit of abusing Onr Lord and being 

asked to repent would not. The same writer gives an account of a man 

raised to life after be was helplessly killed and cut into pieces for admir¬ 

ing Our Lord Ali. The tyrant was metamorphosed and killed shortly 

after. The same author records a case of punishment in his own time 

which made a great noise at the time reaching the ears of Emperor 

Jehangir, who then in his excitement did what he could for the man’s 

disgrace after his death. 

Finally the great Slaughter of Karbala is, as I have said in my Islam 

in the light of Shiaism, a miracle of miracles. Take the bare skeleton of 

facts and just ponder over them. Just try to conceive (for none can 

conceive adequately) four days of thirst and then conceive of engaging in 

hand to hand fight with forces a thousand times strong. And then how 

they fought! Before the fight Onr Lord Husain-had arranged with 

Yezid’s General Omar that one man shall fight against one man. But he 

soon saw that in that way there was not the least chance of victory and 

he directed the rule to be broken. Thus no one daring to approach 

Abis he was surrounded on all sides by archers and thus succeeded to be 

finished. And so of many others. It is useless to say anything of the 

fighting of Our Lord Husain himself who was literally surrounded on ail 

sides and assaulted with all weapons together, fire and stones not excepted. 

And in this way they continued the fight from morning to afternoon. 

Then remember all were not stalwart yonths able to fight. There were 

old tottering frames amongst them like Habib ’bn Mazahir and Muslim ’bn 

Ausaja and there were little boys of twelve or so among them like Qasim 

whom Our Lord had to lift up to seat him on his horse. These boys 

should not have known even the art of striking with a sword. And let 

ns not foi-get the poor animals. How were the horses able to work on 

the fourth day of their thirst. If all this is not a miracle I say nothing 
tcs miA 

„ . J -• , . . 
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Skc;ti<)N 4. 

But are we limited to niiraeles roeordixl iii l>0(>k!>, whether the 

writings of Sbias or Sunnis f Do miracles not aetualiy occur before our 

own eyes i There are not only (A) occasional miracles which are wit¬ 

nessed from time to time (a) at the tombs of the Imams, [h) at Tazia 

Khanas and other places associated with the Imams, (r) all the world over. 

There are also (B) periodical miracles which can he witnessed on speeitic 

dates at various places and (0) permanent, lasting or standing miracies. 

As in the ease of the preceding space prevents ns from giving any 

accounts however brief of these-—and toere is such a large number of 

them. Everyone has in his knowledge some of them. We will give only 

one or two instances of each. 

Instances of A (a). Only the last year saw the display of two great 

miracles. One, a blind man restored to sight at the tomb of Onr Lord 

the 7th Imam at Kazimain. The man had been under the best available 

treatment of the European method and given up as hopek-ss. The news 

was first published by a (presumably) European correspondent of the 

Pioneer of 10-8-28 who had satisfied himself by enquiries that the man 

was really totally blind for years. Details of the miracle with his 

previous treatment were published in Alwaiz^ a journal of this association, 

and other papers later. 

Another, a paralytic quite unable to stand on his legs—power of 

walking restored to him at the tomb of Our Lord Ali at Nejef. Published 

in Sarfaraz and numbers of other papers. 

There are literally hundreds of such miracles ; only owing to their 

commonness and lack of missionary spirit no one cares to publish them, 

and in time they are forgotten. The well-known poet Amanatof Lucknow 

was dumb. He was given the power of speech at the tomb of Our Lord 

Ali at Nejef. The thing would never have been recorded, but a Hindu 

patrou of letters Munshi Newal Eishore published a collection of looems 

of a special type called Wasokhts and with each poet's Wasokht he 

attached a short account of the poet to whom it belonged. In that brief 

note in Shola Jawala the miracle is noted. The reader will excuse me 
more instances. 

Instances of A {b). Innumerable, and witnessed every year and all 

year round. I have seen four whole volumes of miraculous cures &e. 

recorded to be performed at Joara in Eajputana; and I verified one 

having related to a relative of mine. The miracles at Jogipura near 
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BijBor are, I dare say, well-known to everyone in these provinces thongh 

few have cared to publish any reports, I have had occasion to verity 

some miracles published about Chowrathia District Kberi, one, the cure 

of a leper, was reported to me by a man who was quite a disbeliever and 

attributed it to faith eure—a thing I can not understand as leprosy is not 

a disease connected with the nervous system. 

Accounts of miracles occurring^ at Tazia Khanas come to ears almost 

every year ; only a few have begun to be pxiblished. I know of one in 

my own house which though it created a great terror at the time in the 

city, which later proved to be quite right, was never published. Of 

examples of published miracles and of these too those that continued for 

a length of time so as to be witimssed by hundreds and thousands of 

persons may be mentioned the sights seen at Mir Wajid Ali’s Tazia 

Khana some years ago at Mustafabad District Eae Bareli which a European 

Engineer thought might be something of the nature of refraction 

appearances in the strait of Messina—a foolish idea the jibsurdity of 

which I exposed in a number of Isna Ashari. The long-continued 

miracle of the Zarih at Zaidpur District Barabanki was witnessed by 

thousands. I wilLnot say a word about it, but simply ask the reader 

to enquire. 

Instances of A (e). Under this head may also be taken miracles 

which take place in connection with Tazias or Moharram mourning. 

Readers of Barfaraz and Birat know that this very year (1930) there have 

been two horrible cases of punishments for wilful disrespect of this sacred 

period, in one a whole wedding party of Musaimans was involved, in 

another a Hindu ringleader. Also this year saw hundreds of Tazias 

kept afresh by Hindus owing to horrible pestilence ceasing at once in 

village Sanhjar in Biswan Tahsil of Sitapur District on a Hindu’s 

vowing that if it will go down he will keep Tazia. Though rather* old 1 

cannot omit reference to the restoring to sight of a Hindu Hiraman 

Murao at Biswan immediately on his praying to Our Lord Husain and 

vowing to keep Tazia. Tbe fact is well in the memory of the people at 

Biswan. At Satrikhi District Barabanki, it is said, a Hindu Sozkban 

much devoted to Moharram ceremonies would not burn at the funeral 

pyi*e. Two of his sons embraced Islam, one said he had perhaps done 

some such deed that even Fire would not take him. 

As a most striking though somewhat old instance of this class of 

miracles I may refer to the case of revival of a dead child in Masauli 

Pistriet Barabanki about the year 1876 which forms the subject of 
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Mr. Danish Ali Sahab’s poem Qatinl Auliam published abont 189G, The 

anthor is an eye witness and, as he says, almost all men of the vieinity 

are eye-witnesses. The father had in an intensity of spirit laid the 

child before his Tazia zealously trusting that the Imam would give back 

his life to him. The child was revived in a momeuT;. The fact made 

such an impression on the mind of the anthor that though a Sunni he 

observes Moharram with an intensity of devotion which may well be an 

example for the Shias, to say nothing of the Sunnis. The poem was 

composed in reply to some Wahabis who went there to preach against 

Tazia-keeping. But for this mischief they were causing, this case so 

important and so well-known might never have been recorded. 

The raising to life of the husband of a Hindu Girl in Gujerat alx)nt 

the year 1852 is commemorated in a poem by Mufti Mohammad 

Abbas Mujtahid of Lucknow. The chaste woman was persued by two 

armed Muslim scoundrels. The husband who fled was pointed out by 

the helpless girl on their making Our Lord Husain their surety that 

they would not hurt him. Then they perfidiously killed him, struck off 

his head with the sword. Our Lord appeared in an instant, and hanged 

two men on a tree, and then joining the head to the body raised to life 

the poor man and restored him to his weeping wife. The miracle made 

a great noise at the time. Two Christians and a number of Hindus who 

investigated into the matter were converted. The news coming to 

Lucknow through letter of a Sunni merchant of Bombay numbers of 

poets commemorated the event in their poems. 

Examples of B (periodical miracles which can be witnessed on spe¬ 
cific dates at various places). 

1. At Amroha in sevcTal houses are rosaries to be seen, on the 
night of Ashura (night preceding the 10th of Moharram). They can be 

seen changing their colour from dusty white to bloody red and then 

reverting to their natural colour by the evening of 10th. The beads of 

these rosaries are made of the dnst oi the tomb of Our Lord Husain to 
which none now have any access. 

2. The great Sunni Divine Monlvi Hasaniizzaman Khan of Hydra- 

bad says in his Matamul Saqalain that he possesses a hair of Our Lord 
Husain, It becomes bloody red on the night of Ashura. 

3.. The wierd ceremony of on fire is to be witnessed evei*y 
20th of Safar (Chehlum day) at Aurangabad in the Nizam’s Dominions, 

Over a large area fuel is collected and lighted. When all becomes cinder 
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a man (a sppinal man whose aneestC'i'S ^ofc the Alam first in a well) goes 

with his Alam and begins MaUun. Then everybody, you, I, any man, can 

go into the fire without the slightest fear of any harm. They may not 

do Matam there but there will be no iiijury Aeeounts are published from 

time to time in various papers. 

Before eoneluding we will ask the reader to refieet for a moment 

how the practice of Taaia^keeping has taken such a hold on the Hindus 

and Sunnis. Whatever may be said of the latter, at least the former 

should not be disposed to observe a cnstoin of an alien religion. Granting 

that they are superstitious and their religion does not prevent them from 

holding in reverence saints of other religions how is it that it is only the 

Moharram ceremonies,—those belonging to an obscure minority sect 

only—that they singled out to borrow from Islam ? And add to this it 

is not the low uncultured ciassses alone who do it. Who does not know 

how zealously the Maharaja of Gwalior and Indore and a host of other 

Rajahs and Maharajahs observe the Moharram ceremomes and how 

munificently they spend upon them. Surely they are not fools, idiots. At 

Nimsar the great Tirath of the Hindus, where all are Hindus, there is 

hardly a Musalman at all, they observe both Moharram and Ohehlum, 

Can there be any sufficient reasons for this except that miracles are 

observed, their prayers are granted, wants are fulfilled? If you want 

the facts you can have than everyvrhere. Ask how Moharram com¬ 

menced to be observed at Gvcalior. Ask about the marriage of the 

parents of the late Maharajah. If you do not believe these then guess 

for yourselves. The result ought to convince you of their substantial 

accuracy. But tbe way with the world is to disregard facts of this kind 

when they occur and when they are long past or forgotten to call them 

legends, tales. 

The last head we proposed was permanent, lasting or standing 

miracles. Of these the most prominent instance is the Quran itself 

How it is a miracle we will see in another chapter and so need say noth¬ 

ing of it here. 'Here we mean to men1i(»n two which are always before 

our eyes and so we do not much notice them. 

One is the mourning over Onr Lord Husain, I have shown in my 

Prineiples of SMa Theology that the continuance of this mourning among 

us is a miracle. It breaks the most elementary laws of psychology. 

Pain is self-abating. However painful and tragic an event may be, be it 

connected with yourself or those dearest to yourself, and however mneh 

you may try to keep grief of it in your hearts it must go away and in 

time you cannot shed a tear over it, however much you im^y try to do so. 

Mourning over Husain is the only exception in the world to this. 
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The othei’ is Istikhai'a. The Prophet and the Iiiinms have tanght 

ns a number of ways by which we can ascertain d/iimti-ly what W(»nld be 

best for us in cases of diffi(;ult3^ These ai’e all forms of praj'er to God 

through the Prophet and the Imams. But prayer is a difficult thing and 

you cannot expect clear illumination in response. Of course this is 

available only to believers, but unbelievers can by mixing socially with 

us get information about our Istikharas (they are in common use atnoog 

us) and watch the results. It is impossible to recount the wonders I 
have experienced myself. 

Secmox 5. 

Their moral character. 

Sneh were the Prophet and the Imams ! The above which is not a 

hundredth part of the evidence will be sufficient to show that the Proplnrt 

and the Imams were not men in the ordinary sense of the word, but some¬ 

way a supernormal order of beings, hawing powers far transcending 

those of ordinary men. It may be said that supernormal men having 

abnormally developed capacities for some things are occasionally born— 

thus Mozai't was a born musician, Swedenborg had a spontaneous gift of 

spiiutualistie powers. But (a) These gifts are only in special cunacities, 

in other respects they are ordinary men. Those wIfo get a capacity, 

innate or acquired, for spiritualistic powers are usually half-cra-zy men 

having little capacity for duties of ordizrary life. There is a limited 

stock of energy and when one faculty is developed it must necessai-ilv be 

at the expense of others. But consider the lives of the Priyphet and the 

Imams. They were wari'iors, genei'als, statesmezr as much as they wez'e 

philosopher's, devotees, rpclu.ses spiritualists 'if we may use the woi-d. 

That is the chief distinguishing feature of true miraenlous gifts i. e. 

powers received as special gifts from God as distinguished from those 

acquired by due exercise or arising spontaneously as a freak of nature. 

(A) Granting that some powers can be abnormally developed in this way 

there is no comparison to the miracles displayed by the Pi-opbetand the 

Iipams. Has there ever been hfeaz'd of an}' claim eveir to make scientilic 

discoveries by meairs of ocrznlt powers. Ts there any where any (zlaim even 

to such thingsaspcriodical or permanent mii'acles(r)Gi'autii»g that by some 

freak of nature some irvdividuala may az'ise from time to time gifted with 

marvellous powers, yet it is against natee and so tbei-e is no example of 

it in history that for two centuries and a half the powers should be in¬ 
herited or received by snecessiou in an unbroken line frz>m father to son 

and by a single member only at a time in the family-the one who should 
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snnoeed- Even if the Prophet eonUl be supposed to be a supernormal man, 

the coiitiunanee of the gift to onr Lord the present Imam shows eoii- 

clusively that it is something specially, pnrposively designed by God. 

However, for all that I would say that all this evidence of miracul¬ 

ous po-\vers might be taken to be worthless if toe life of the Prophet and 

the imams were not by itself a mira(de of piety, holiness, self-annihila¬ 

tion. If there eotild be conceived even a life more holy, pious and devout 

than theirs—I will not say if a single fault could be found in theirs—all 

this evidence might be cor.sidered inconclnsive or even misleading. I say 

this though I know that I must stop with saying this, only appealing to 

readers to peruse the lives of these holy men sometime at their leisure 

hours and reflect over them. It is clearly out of question to write any¬ 

thing of the life of any one of them, to say nothing of so many of them. 

For wuint of space I have been forced to cut down all details of miracles— 

the very few that I spoke of, how can I devote pages to wriie accounts 

of their piety, charity, devotion &c t Nothing but a detailed description 

and evidence can suffice for this purpose. That must therefore be fore¬ 

gone once for all though it is the most captivating part of the subject. 

There is one way, however, to tell almost all about it in a few words. 

There are tests by which the extent of piety and devotion can be gauged. 

If they result: in things which transcend the powers of luiman nature 

they show they have reached—to say the least of it the highest point 

tibat human nature is capable of. Anyone who considers the achieve¬ 

ments of Our Lord Ali as a warrior would imagine him as a man whose 

life was passed in physical self-culture like some of the renowned athletes 
and warriors of old as Rustam &c. He would reject as exaggerated ov 

false all accounts of his intense devotion, constant self-mortification in 

prayers, fastings &c. Hut what are the facts 

what athletics and physical self—culture was. 

? He never knew even 

It was merely his spirit 

of having sold his soul to God (2:207) and having no self of his own 

to (iare for that gave him the eonrage to face the mightiest and, G-od 
helping, always sneeeeded. If the essence of morality consists in dis* 
regard of the self, then certainly this is the highest point of it and so it 
comes as the last in the description of ideal virtue in Surah 2: l'?7. 

Let aloue Our Lord Husaiu and his work at Karbala. It is simply 
ineoneeivable to us, human beings. Consider his son Our Lord Ali bn 
Husttin. There was never a more distressed, disconsolate life. Not only- 

• he had to pass through the dreadful tragic scenes of Karbala and after, 
but all his life was passed in constant cares, sorrows and humiliations. 
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Another man in his conditions of life might well have lost all faith in 

God. Bnt let that go ; conceive just this. His whole life was pass<^d in 

devotion—prayers which were of the nature of sililoqnies or snpplica- 

tion to God. Four volumes of these prayers very long prayers, often, 

are collected. It would not be unnatural if in all these prayers there 

were to arise occasionally thoughts of thankfulness for granting him 

strength to hear with patieiiee the trials and tribulations that came to 

his lot chiefly the end of all dearest to him at Karbala- 3^et there is not 

slightest reference even to the great tragedy to say nothing of other 

events of less consequence. It is as if all were a mere ordinary thing, 

not worthy of thought at all I, for one, cannot conceive a higher stage 

of selfless holiness. Not only is all this quite forgotten, but the enemies— 

such fiendish enemies as Oiir Lord had—are actually prayed for. In the 

pi*ayer book of’Our Lord^—the Sahifae Kamila there is a long x)ra3^er for 

those who were fighting on the frontiers of the Muslim Empire. All is 

forgotten in the interest for Islam. 

I earnestly appeal to all to study the lives of the Prophet and the 

Imams. The life of the Prophet at least is easily available to all. 

Conceive a life more resolute, active, in the midst of worries, troubles, 

disappointments, helplessness. And in the end when he was master of 

all Arabia what did he do for himself f for his children ? for his rela¬ 

tions ? for his friends Conceive a life of utter self-annihilation such as 

his and the whole force of arguments in favour of Islam falls to the 

ground. It is easy to cut oneself off from the world and train the 

emotions accordingly, but to live in the world and to lead such a life is 

simply unthinkable. 

I have no space for anything more on this. Whole volumes could 

be written upon it. The above is sufficient to set-the reader on the path 

of enquiry. One thing, however, he must note. When a man is immea* 

surably greater than ourselves, has none of our weakness, or has 

functions and duties far different from ours, some of his actions may 

appear strange to us. One who hears of Our Lord Abraham becoming 

readily prepared to make a sacrifice of his son to God may be apt to 

imagine that he lacked tender emotions. So the Prophet^s sending avfay 

his cousin Jaafar to the battle of Muta almost immediately after Ms 

return from the long stay at Abyssinia might be almost unthinkable to 

ns, It was not that they had no hearts at all, but their hearts had 

learnt a power of restraint which is simply inconceivable to us. Will it 

be said that it was an act of callousness on his part to order the slaughter 

Of the Jews of Bani Quraiza And what of his pardoning all his most 
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inv^eternte personal enemies, Ahn kSnfyan, Hind and others 1 Aye, 

Wabshi the nmrderer of bis nnele Hamza, and Habbar Avho liad nearly 

killed his danj^liter Zainab as she was eomingf to him from Mecca f On a 

mere show of enibra'nng; Islam these men were given a free pardon and 

admitted to all the privileges of Islam. What to say of the Prophet even 

the commonest men with the merest vestige of sense in them could see 

that these conversions at the sword’s point were simply nothing, and none 

could have blamed him if he had not accepted their submission and sent 

them off to where they deserved to go. 

So knowing as we do the reasons that obliged the Prophet to take 

to himself nine wives after he was over fifty years old, some of them very 

undesirable and make his house a hot bed of dissensions we cannot always 

conceive how a man who had so much national and spiritual 

work to do and was doing it, to say nothing of personal religions devo¬ 

tion of which no description could be given in words, could possibly have 

a mood of mind for such things. 

Yes, we who have a gross material nature and so are subject to 

inertia of the spirit cannot conceive a state of spirit withont inertia. 

The inertia of matter is that when it rests it seeks to continue its rest 

and resists force trying to move it. And when it is moving it wishes to 

continue its motion and resists efforts to stop it. The inertia of the 

spirit is that when it is engaged in a certain direction it would con¬ 

tinue in that direction and cannot easily change it. When as usual there 

ai*e differences in a mans’s capacity for different things those for which 

there is great capacity dete^’mine his tastes and the others become practi¬ 

cally impossible for him. We cannot conceive a state in which there are 

no tastes, no liking of one thing above another, and further no inertia, he 

who is engaged in a particular course this time can leave it in an instant 

and immediately stt itself to another wholly different. He has no self 

in our sense of the word. All his tastes, likings are submerged 

in one great taste, love of God and obedience to His Will. We cannot 

pause to explain how the taking in of one wife after another became 

necessary for the Prophet. Those who know the facts know that there 

were reasons, great reasons, moral or politic for every one of them, and 

even the most ignorant can be sure that whatever they were it was not 

iixoriousness. An nxorious man in his power should certainly have 

liked to have taken better women to his harem—certainly not more or 
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The above will make it clear that to the Prophet and Imams we owe 

not only the teaching of onr religion but ail its strength. Without them 

Islam is nothing more thaw a theory of God and morals and certain 

beliefs which may or may not be true. Without them we do not get that 

inductive force for our religion which, Mill says, is wanting in the 

Design argument for God Himself. Anyway without tliein God is apt 

to be believed merely as a philosophical theory, not as a Living Reality 

of whom we have direct eonseionsness. Hence the supreme importance 

of them for the very existence of our religion. It would be almost 

nothing without them. Yet it is not merel}" because of their utility for 

evidence that they are so important. The evidence will show that they 

really occupy a very high position in the sight of God and the scheme of 

His creation. So faith in them is almost as important as belief in God 

Himself. Also they were sent to show the heights to which the spiritual 

development of man can go by simply seeking to keep his will subser¬ 

vient to the Will of God- 

Further it will appear that the evidence for the Imams is nearly sa 

cogent as that for the Prophet hifnself and the latter would be sadly 

crippled^—if not indeed made to a certain extent defective—if it were not 

supplemented by that for the Imams. Taken with them the evidence for 

Islam is simply overwhelming 
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Hi. The Holy Quran. 

The Qm'fin is innde tip of Surahs of variable length, the shortest 

consisting of three short verses and longest (Surah ii) consisting of 283 

fairly long verses. These Surahs have been and may be called chapters, 

but they can be called so only in a general sense, theie is usually no divi¬ 

sion of subjects giving rise to the division. Only a few, the shortest 

Surahs can be said to have a definite subject, the rest take up a variety 

of subjects, more or less few according to the period of revelation, and 

there is no marked distinction between them. The only distinction is 

that of stvle, diction and rhyme which indeed is so marked that it is 

difficult to mistake the verse of one Surah for another. The only 

parallel or analogue to them in any literature is the poems of Persian 

poets which are units only in respect of rhyme and metre and ramble 

through all sorts of subjects. The Surahs are meant to be independent 

wholes, each a complete guidance by itself, more or less distinct according 

to the detail that is to be found in it and lienee its length. Some give 

only a a clue to guidance by exortation or a marked evidence of the truth 

of Revelation as Snrah Kausar (108), others give chief principles in 

nutshell (as Surah 1), others give the whole of Shariat (Law) with more 

or less detail (as Surah 2, 3, 4 &c). 

The word ‘ Surah ’ is said originally to signify a row, (Sell, Hughes 

&e.) and the meaning is well applicable, the verses, which by themselves 

or by sets of them are complete wholes, being simply brought together 

as in a row without rerij much regard of connection. But this meaning I 

have not found in the Qamus and I am not aware of the use of the word 

in that sense. The word is used to signify a lofty building, a fortification 

wall, and also a stage, and it is easy to see bow these meanings could 

have been transferred to give the special sense in which the word is used 

for the units or divisions of the Quran. The word is, however, also used 

in an abstract sense signifying the glory, light or life of a thing, thus the 
««ra4 of a spirituous liquor is its heat (alehoholic strength), that of cold 

its intensity, th.atof nobility its signs of greatness, that Of sovereignty 
its prestige, power &e (Qamus), and I think it is this abstract sense that 

has led to the use of the word to signify the units of the Quran as they 

are designed to be Lights, a complete light each by itself, to the soul. 

The versfs are units by themselves—they are sentences or passages 
with a rhyme to mark their end. Where the verses are very short it 

may take two or more vei*ses to complete a sentence or a thought *, in 

these cases it is this whole set that makes a unit. The longer yerses are 
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usually full passag'es ending' in rliyine and are each a unit by themselves. 

These are, as said above, i-owed together without any rerij viueh regard of 

eonneetion. Usually some sort of eonueetion, it may be a unity of 

subject, is kept in viev% but this is not necessary and in many eases 

though a connection can he traced it is very aerial. The verses it will be 

rememberd were not alw*ays revealed together, sometimes verses revealed 

years before or after are joined together, and so it is clear not much con¬ 

nection be always observed. 

This thing, the joining together of the verses revealed at widely 

different times is much complained of by the Western critics of the Quran 

(Sell, Muir Roeldeke &c) as a great nnisahee. It is indeed quite nnseienti- 

lic and causes great difficulty in understanding the growth and develo])- 

ment of Islam. But this is simply due to the wrong way in which the 

Quran was collated fox* a book. We know that Abdallah 'bn Masud’s 

recension of the Quran contained notes attached to each verse giving 

what is called Shone nuz)d,, the occasion to which each verse refers. Thus 

we know that verse 5:71 read in his recension thus ‘ 0 thou the Prophet, 

convey (to the people) what has been revealed to thee concerning AH 

(fi Alim) and if thou dost not do so thou hast not fulfilled they mission 

and God will protect thee from the people.' (.See Duare Mansur, Snyutc). 

The words italicised are omitted in the current Othmanite, recension. 

It is open to question if these worls formed part of the Quran and it has 

been plausibly supposed that they were comments excluded from but to 

be read with each verse so as to make them really useful. But unfor¬ 

tunately his recension and all other recensions have not been allowed to 

remain. Why these explanatory notes were no i)art of the main revelation 

we see elsewhere. The Quran Avas in fact never meant to be read alone. 

In absence of these more complete recensions the Imams have tanghfc what 
the various verses relate to. 

Thus there is no occasion for a confusion. The only thiixg is that 

the Quran is not written as it should have been and as it was meant to be 

written. The right way to write the Surahs was to write them as they 

are with brackets interspersed betvveen the verses giving the necessary 

explanatoi*y notes. These notes we believe were taught by the Pi*ophet 

to his disciples and were presumably part of the revelation, though not 

part of the Quran, and so not required for public recital, that is for the 

ordinary liturgical purposes. We will explain this in a Inter chapter. 

Thus whoever arranged the verses in their present order in the 

Surahs, (and we are sure it was the Prophet in the vast majority of cases 
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fit least), he eould not have done anything batter. The verses were 

revealed at different times in various eonneetionS; and yet differing in 

spirit they differed in style, dietiou and rhyme To set them down in the 

serial order of dates may have been good for the historical method, bnt 

would have made the Quran a cnrioiis literary work with a jarring effect 

of discordance at every five and six lines, and so not well suited for 

ordinary liturgical use and rhetori<*al effect. And the Quran was meant 

to be a miracle for its literary excellence. As it is the composition of 

Surahs is comparable only to the composition of the units such as lyrics 

of the Persian poets. The thing'cleterminirig where a vi^rse should go is 

not its date bat its’metre and rhyme. So it was in the case of Surahs of 

the Quran though some coune(?tion of matter has been kept in view in 

arranging tffe verses . The early small Surahs were usually revealed as 

complete Surahs. Many, however, were revealed partially to he added up 

and completed afterwards. There were also isolated passages revealed in 

other manners of style and diction which could not properly come in 

any of those existing and they were allowed to remain as they were till 

other verses being revealed with a Bismillah they were added to make a 

complete Surah. Thus we know that 8: 57 which now form part 

of a late Medina Surah were read Oy the cousin of the Prophet Jafav 

before the Abyssinian King, Najashi, in the 6th year before Hejirah. 

These verses were therefore arranged at different times in their 

respective places They were pTaced, as far as possible, in suitable con¬ 

nections, z. e. along with those of an allied surface purport—I say surface 

for many verses though historical in the sense of being revealed in x'^arti’ 

cular connections, or in praise or condemnation of particular persons, or 

having special hidden meanings at their back were couched in generaf 

terms and could apiparently be read as ordinary moral directions or 

exhortations. These therefore could suitably be placed along with others 

having an allied purport or sense. This juxtaposition of verses allied In 

purport and the same in style and diction adds to their effect.veness, and 

the ordinary reader finds in it a fairly connected elementary book of 

doctrine and discipline. The well-informed are in no fear of being deceiv¬ 

ed by this arrangement. They must remember that the verses were 

revealed at different times and so must take each verse separately. It is 

for this reason that in this subsequent^ arranging no verses have been 

modified to suit the ari*angement, all have been kept in tact. Otherwise 

hot only the addresses with their numbers and persons would have to be 

changed, but considerable alterations would have been necessitated owing 

to woi'ds having reference to or having meaning only in connection with 

the. occasion or the original purpose or topx of the re\elation. 
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How carefully these verses were arranged on these lines appears 

from the fact that it has been found possible to split up every Surah into 

smaller divisions according to general subject spoken of. These are the 

sections or Rubus. We do not know by whom they were set up in the 

Quran, but they are evidently very eai-ly. If we reflect on the verses 

that come in these sections we will find that they all are fairly connected 

in subject. Occasionally, however, we will come across verses which 

apparently have no connection whatever with the subject of the section 

as a whole. But on due reflection it will be found to have a very deep 

and beautiful basis of connection. Thus- verses in sec. 19 of Sarah II deal 

generally with trials and afflictions necessary to be borne in the cause of 

God. In their midst comes abruptly the verse 153 which says that Safa 

and Marwah are monuments of God and there is no harm in making 

devotional circuits of them. There is no talk of Hajj anywhere near. 

But the notes on this verse will show that there is a very vital eonnee* 

tion. Safa and Marwah are monuments of God because they are scenes 

of'‘the patient endurance of Our Lady Hager on being cost out with Our 

Lord Isbmael in obedience to the command of God, and the running 

between these two hills prescribed in Hajj is only a memorial of the 

running about of the former in search of water when the latter was 

dying of thirst. The above will suffice to illustrate concretely how 

verses belonging to different times and in different eonnections have 
4 

been put together. It will appear that thought has been spent npou it 

and in some eases at least it will have to be acknowledged that it has 
been done by a master-hand. 

m 

It will, however, be observed that this question of finding a place for 

a verse arose only in the eases of isolated verses revealed. Generally a 

number of verses were revealed together and in them the connection was 

manifest. They required onlj? to be added in a Surah as complete sections. 

Sonaetimes whole Surahs were revealed together—not only the early 

small Surahs but fairly big ones also like Surah VL It was only when 

isolated verses were revealed that place had to found for them. When 

they could conveniently go in a set of verses (afterwards made into 

they were placed there, otherwise they were placeiin the begin" 
ning or end of these sections. 

The above will he found to clear most of the difficulties that occur 

to the reader about the arrangement of verses in the Quran. In the con¬ 

ditions that the Quran was revealed and arranged afterwards (and collect" 

ed still later) there could not be better arrangement expected. We are 

sure that in the generality of cases it was the Prophet who fixed the 
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places of the verses, liis recital being presumably generally followed, but 
whether the arrangement of verses as we have before us in the extant 
Quran is in each and ever^ place the same as was dictated by the Prophet— 
that certainly is more than we can know and say. A general presump^ 
tion or belief is all we can arrive at, and that is sufficient for our purpose, 
This historical question we discuss in another chapter. Here it is suffi* 
cient to say that the question is not at all so important as it appears at 
first sight. The exact place of a passage is important only in a connected 
narrative or discourse, where the change of context may lead to a signi¬ 
ficant change in meaning or implications of the passage. In the Quran, 
however, the verses (or sets Of verses making a complete thought) are as 
stated complete units and their exact place in a Surah is only about as 
much significant as the place of a vei'se in a lyric. So it does not appear 
that the Prophet took any very great pains in the matter or that the 
early Musalmans were very much particular about it. 
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IV. The Inspiration of the Quran. 

SKtiVlON 1. 

Tke theory of inspiration. 

Aceoi'ding to tho Sunnis—all ex(*ept. the Motazalitfs who Were 

under the infLnenee of the Shia views and are eondenmed as heretical the 

Quran is eternal in its original essence. Thus Imam Abu Hanifa the 

great Sunni Imam says ‘‘ The Quran is the Word of God, and is His ins¬ 

pired word and Revelation. It is a necessary attribute (Sf'fat) of God. 

It is not God, bufstill it is inseparable from God. It is read in a volume, 

it is read in a language, it is remembered in the heart, and its letters and 

its vowel points, and its writing are all created, for these are the works 

of man, but God's word is uncreated {ghcdra malchluqin). Its words, its 

writing, its letters and its verses are for the necessities of man, for its 

meaning is arrived at by their use but the Word of God is fixed in the 

essence {zni) of God and he who says that the word of God is created is an 

infidel ” (Kitabnl Wasiyat cited by Hughes). 

As this position is wholly unintelligible to me I am unable to say a 

word about it. I suppose how they reason is thns : Speaking {Kcdam) is 

one of the attributes of God. The Quran is what God has spoken (also ex¬ 

pressed by the word Ktdarn). So the Quran is one of the attributes of God. 

If it is not this they best know what it is. The doctrine made a great noise 

in scholastic discussions, and under some of the Abbaside Caliphs who 

imbibed the Motazalite views the orthodox suffered persecution on 

account of this strange belief. The remarkable thing about this is that 

doctrine appears wbolly derived from reasoning. There is not a word in 

the Quran or the traditions about it. On the contrary word Miihdasin 

(newly coming in existence) in Surah 21: 2 seems meant to debar the very 

possibility of any such belief gaining ground among the Musalmans. The 

curious thing is that those very people who would not allow Reason to 

interfere in the least in religion, so that they would not venture to inter¬ 

pret metaphorical expressions in the Quran, such avS the hand of God, in 

the light of their obvious-meaning, would insist that it was really hand 

in some inconceivable sense, would jump^to this sti*ange doctrine by mere 

dint of philosophy without having the least authority for it either in the 

Quran or the Traditions. Imam AhiHad ’bn Hambal sufiferred much on 
account of this belief. 

Needless to say that according to the Shias the Quran is nothing 

but this book that we read, its revelation an act of God as much as" the 
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<*r^^ation of all that exists. Revelation as an aet of .God is as inueh or as 

little of a mystery as ereation itself, and we would never be done if we 

enter on a philosophieai disenssion of the metaphysical difficulties that 

have been raised and answered. It is to be noted, however, that the 

Quran makes the position sufficiently clear to dispel crude ideas about the 

matter. In 11; 17 it speaks of its bein^ revealed with the knowledge 

of God {he ilmillah) just as of Creation it says it is done by His Will or 

romraand. As speech, as sounds uttered it is said to be the speech {Qaid) 

of an honoured messenger (Gabriel) Surah 81 : 19-21. 

All the rest is detail, the nature, form, and manner of Revelation. 

The traditions, Sunni and Shia, which can be found in any book, give 

accounts from which some idea—as much as is possible for one who has 

no experience of such things—can be formed. For a belief in these it is 

only necessary to be convinced of the reality of a spiritual world. For- 

Innately this is a thing that has passed the stage of religious belief, 

passed even the stage of philosophieai argument, it is now entering the 

stage of scientific knowledge. The greatest scientists, men like Sir Oliver 

Lodge, Sir William Crookes, A. R. Wallace and a host of others are 

coming to it. And philosophy, modern philosophy which is no more 

based on mere abstract ideas, but is an advancing science based on observa¬ 

tion and expeidment is most pronouncedly spiritualistic. The reality of 

a cx'eative world spirit, of matter being only a creation of the spirit, is no 

longer a mere idea but a recognised truth based on the higher researches* 

in physics and psychology. One has only to recall the name of Henri 

Bergson to feel the weight of this ,philosophy. And yet, let it be 

remembered, his philosophy draws exclusively on the psychology and the' 

physical sciences and leaves spiritualism entirely alone, which, as we 

have said, is gaining an established position in current thought. And 

what if all that were not so ? We do no depend wholly on this or that 

philosophy. The truths of religion, our religion I mean, carry by them^ 

selves an amount of evidence that is irresistible. We have had some of 

it in previous chapters. Is that not sufficient to establish something af a 

Reality above us however little we may understand it. 
, - I 

It 

In my Principles of Shia Theology I have propounded a theory of 

a spiritual fountainhead for all existence, physical and spiritual, from* 

physical and metaphysical considerations. This does not concern our 

subject here very much, and so though it might throw light on many of 

the questions relating to the spiritual agencies concerned in the . bringing 

down of the revelation to mind of the Prophet we do not wish to encum¬ 

ber this short discourse with it. One thing, however, must occur to all 
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wlio n(^r*ept any nooonnt of the spiritual oihgin of matter. If the nniver*. 

sal oreative spirit which Bergson erroneously supposes to be the ultimate 

existence or God—it is only His first creation and creates only in a 

secondary sense—can by its activity give rise to material existence by 

detension of its own movement (as Bergson says) or by measuring its 

(spiritual) force according to fixed principles (as we would say) the forces 

being interpretable in experience as motion, which is sufficient to create 

matter as we know it in science, then matter as we know it need not be 

the only form of objective existence which the ultimate reality need thus 

create and express itself in to discrete consciousness. It is not thus 

strange that some products ehiefiy the earliest products of this universal 

creative spirit should, like angels and other such beings, be not material 

in our sense of the word, whose objective existence determined, as ours is, 

by the needs of their being may be wholly or mainly phenomenal or only 

quasi-physical having no properties of matter as we know it, inertijf, 

weight, resistence &c. Then, however much the universal creative spirit 

may divide itself in the act of creation, there remains a spiritual conti¬ 

nuum in which one existence can communicate and receive communication 

from others. This on the plane of our low earthly life we call telepathy, 

but there may be infinitely higher forms of it. The power decreases with 

attention to immediate needs of life and increases with effort at spiritual 

reunion. The continuum is such that every part or product can claim to 

be the whole if it can completely unite itself with the whole, so that the 

whole or any desired parts of it respond to its wishes. Tnis becomes 

then the higher plane of being in which there may be thoughts hidden 

from ordinary consciousness but available at will or by suitable applica¬ 

tion, prayer &c. This is the mechanism of Revelation. The universal 

spirit is moved with i. e. in accordance with and in obedience to the Will 

of God. Thence the angels communicate it to the human soul of the 

Prophet. These things are difficult to understand but they are well worth 

pounderiug over. Those who know that God is a Reality transcending 

both activity and inertness, and so speaking in terms of our human cons¬ 

ciousness to which we are limited is both active and unchangeable will see 

no difficulty in understanding how the Quran may be as a complete whol^ 

in the spiritual realms according to the knowledge and Will of God, and 

may even be known to the Prophet in the higher plane of his being and 

the same time be duly revealed to him as a man from time to time. The 

states he was seen in at the time of revelation, the overpowering feeling 

ending in unconsciousness, the experiences he felt as man such as light, 

ringing in ears &c. are described in traditions available to everyone. We 

need not pause to describe them here. They have been compared—by 
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(Tiristian eritias—to fits of opileps}^ bnt has an epileptic been ever known 

to have changed the face of the world ! Is there any other instance of 

this or even approaching this in the world? But in this chapter we seek 

only to explain revelation, not prove it. 

A word may be said about the Quran being in Lmohe Mahfooz or 

preserved Table (Quran 85 : 22) and its descent therefrom to Baite 

Maajnur on the 7th heaven in the month of Ramzan as is described in the 

traditions. Are they mere figurative expressions or have they any 

reality. The great divine Saduq says definitely in his lettqadhja ‘ Articles 

of belief’ that the Pen and the Table spoken of in the Quran (68: 1, 85; 22) 

and the traditions are angels, and he is right in as much as speeches are 

attributed to them in the traditions: showing they are certainly no mere 

blocks of dead matter. But is there no reality corresponding to the des¬ 

cription we get of these things in the traditions? The answer must 

depend on the answer to the question, What is it that we call reality % 

If light and all the beautiful colours that we see in the world can 

be shown to have a mere subjective existence, to be merely vibrations of a 

subtle existence named ether ; if the hardest hits of stone, lead, iron, gold 

and what not, can be shown to be merely appearances to us of a reality 

which is quite different, an infinite number of systems of electrical forces 

moving with enormous speeds ; if all the perception we have of reality, 

and so all the conception jve form of it, is conditioned by our Being and is 

strictly relative to the needs of our view—then surely it is nothing 

strange that some realities the essence of which may be spiritual should 

not only be expressible as, but should really appear to some minds view¬ 

ing the things from some special standpoint as, something physical or 

quasi-physical, and this appearance would be,no less real than the reality 

of the physical world before ns. The same things may appear different 

from other standpoints or known to be different in their original essence. 

Any one who reflects on this and takes it in continuation what has gone 

before about spi];itual conditions in higher planes of being will find no 

difficulty in the suggestion of the learned author of Safi that the descent 

of the Quran to the Baite Maamur may mean revelation of it as a complete 

whole to the Prophet in some of the higher planes of his exalted soul. 

In connection with revelation a question may be asked how is a 

man—a mere natural man^—having a vision of angels, receiving communi¬ 

cations from on high, to satisfy himself that these visions and communi¬ 

cations are real and not some form of lunacy. The answer is obvious. 

It is just as we become sure of objective existence on the ground of 
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subjective iinpi'essions. Our uuiiupaired activity when we act on the 
basis of the theory gives ns the assnivance that the theory is true. If the 
revelation is accompanied with a spiritual illumination giving a beiiter 
perception of things, some results of which can be verified in ordinary 
ways and all by their harmony with each other, so if it is attended with 
rise of new powers such as the power of working miracles—then there 
remains no doubt about the reality ot the revelation. Other considera¬ 
tions, such as the remaining unimpaired of intelleetnal powers as shown 
by success in design &c., also can bring high degree of moral conviction 
but mental matters are so very complex that it must be admitted that 
perfect certainty cannot be obtained without a mass of real credentials for 
the new gift. 

Section 2, 

The Prophet, according to the Shias, was a prophet from his birth, 

only he was not commissioned to preach. According to the Sunnis he 

was so only from the time be received the revelation of the Quran on 

mount Hara when he was forty years of age However, their traditions 

also show that previous to that he had been gifted with elementary forms 

of inspiration, true visions &e. (see Mishkat). They also relate hundreds 

of miracles worked by him or observed in his connection from his very 

childhood. These reports coming from men whose general view is that 

he was not a prophet from before clearly have great weight as evidence 

for the Shia views. They indeed take such a low view of him that, accord¬ 

ing to their traditions, Abnbecker might have become prophet in his place 

if the Prophet had not gone ahead of him in his attempt! 

According to the accounts in Bokhari &c.. the Prophet was much 

perplexed at the sight of Gabriel on the first revelation, doubted the 

truth of the vision, feared be might he demented and was not consoled 

until assured by his wife, Our blessed Lady Kadijah. And afterwards 

too when revelation of the Quran stopped for some time he was wont to 

have doubts about his Apostleship, and sometimes he would be so distract¬ 

ed in mind thac would think of committing suicide, rise to tops of hills to 

fling himself down. But Gabriel 'appeared duly in time to assure him 

that he was truly a prophet and so prevented him from taking that fatal 

course. Needless to say the Shia accounts have not a word of all this. 

He never doubted his apostleship for a moment. It would take us much 

beyond our purpose to enter on a criticism of these traditions in Bokhari 

&o, though we know they have a very serious import. A prophet who 

could doubt the reality of his own inspiration can be no true prophet. 
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It shows that he had not the inner credentials, such as the power of 

working miracles, which must bring conviction to the man v/ho was 

receiving a revelation from God. And if such was his own state of 

mind others wer.e all the more justified in their taking a sceptical attitude 

towards him. Surely no such thing has ever been heard of any prophet 

before. Critics of Islam are fully justified in drawing what inferences 

thev like from such accounts. 

However, it will not do for the Shias to say that they are not res- 

•ponsible for them—not the slightest trace of them is to be found in their 

books. They must explain how such views could arise at all in any sect 

of the Mnsalmans, and unless they can do so critics of Islam have a right 

to hold that they must have some basis of truth as they amount to ad- 
* 

missions on the part of friends. We hope we are fully able to explain 

the thing, but unfortunately tliis is a very long business to enter upon and 

what is worse there is no work available for English readers to refer to. 

I can only refer to my Principles of Shla Theology ' which is not yet 

piiblisbed, or the Hints for enquirers at the end of my Islam in the light 

of Shiaismd 

However, the main elements of this idea can be explained without 

much reference to the historical conditions bearing upon the traditions. 

It is not improbable tliat some of these stories might have their origin in 

a cautious way adopted by the Prophet to convince the people that he was 

truly made an Apostle. Thus it is quite possible that considering autho¬ 

ritative announcement injudicious even to his wife he might have stated 

his experience to her in an air of bewilderment so as to induce her to 

examine the thing as best she would. She was soon convinced ou 

assurance from her uncle Waraqa ’bn Nanfal, who was well-versed in 

scriptui'es and became the first convert. Also some verses such as those 

assuring that he was not mad, pod was not displeased with him, and so 

forth, whi(*h were really revealed to remove the misgivings arising from 

time to time in the minds of the early raw converts, might also have lei 

to the notion that the Prophet had doubts about himself and that these 

verses were meant to assure him about them. There were also other 

X)OS3ibIe sources of misapprehension too numerous to be mentioned--^ 

ebiefly imperfect and ill-understood information infiuenced by prejudicial 

preconceptions. 

It is said that the first five verses of Surah 96 were the first 

to be revealed. With words which apparently do not convey niucli 
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infomation the whole of creation and the whole of spiritual knowledj^v^ 

find the whole scheme of teaching it to the world was laid l)efore his eyes 

‘ Keac! in the name of Thy Tx>r3 Who created, 

Created Man out of a clot of hloocl. 

Bead and Thy Lord is Most bountiful 

He who taught through the Fen 

Taught Man what he knew not/ 

Taking the verses in their simple literal meaning one must wonder 

that even after this reeonimendation the Prophet never cared to learut and 

always declared himself igxiorant of reading and writing. 

The revelation of these verses Was an indication that he had reach* 

ed the highest stage of Apostiesbip'—that in whieli a special Book of Uod 

is to be revealed. But, contrary to expectation, for a long time, which the 

varying Snnni acconnts state from 2^- months to years, there was no 

revelation. This time was passed in a eons taut longing which we can 

have no conception of, and pombl^ with anxiety also as theoreUcalbf all 

promises of God to His servants are conditional to their keeping np to 

the standard required by Him, and the more a holy man advances in faith 

the moi^e he becomes ^rneertain of himself. In the endi Onr Lady Khu- 

daijah began to fear that for some reason God became displeased with 

him bother fears were removed by revelation of 93 : 3. The object of the 

interniption was obvious. The first vei‘se& revealed made him u prophet 

and also gave him the necessary equipment for it—higher spiritusel 

knowledge. Only he was not permitted to make his mission public and 

call men to the new faith. This permission was given in the next Surah 

revealed, the ‘74th in the current eoUection. All this time the 

Prophet was required to eonbne bis efi^orts to his family, principally Our 

Lord AM and Our Lady Khudaijab, who were to be trained to a degi^ee 

approaching the Prophet himself. Other members of the family wei'^ 

also more or less converted in this period—Abii Talib, Hamza, Abbas* 

Jafar &G'”bui for obvious reas-ons kept their Islam senu^et. Of the first 

we have reasons to I?elieve that be believed the Prophet to be a prophet 

even before the fii*st revelations came to him. This preliminary work in 

the. family was necessary for the eontinuance of his work toth in his life 

and after his death. The penod of intemiption also-served as a further 

triai for the Prophet for patience &c, as he had so much concern for the 

regeneration of mankind Ixit had to wait till he was commissioned. 

The Quran was not the whole of the EevMaticm to the Prophet, 

.Were it so the early converts would have little of any religious belief* 
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and practiees, for the earliest Surahs of the Quran hardly incnlc^ate any¬ 

thing of doctrine or ritual. Were it so all the wars that the Prophet 

fought were fought without any distinct order. Ail the law and ritual 

that the Prophet taught was without any revelation. The fact is the- 

revelation to the Prophet was of various kinds (1) General illumination 

by which he generally taught things to men without wuiiting for any 

special revelation at all (2) Special revelations which came from time to 

time ill which directions were given but not the actual words inspired by 

God in the sense of the Quran (3) Revelations purporting to- be in the 

words inspired by God, but not meant to be publicly recited as Quran— 

tfn.aire. Mutloo. These are also called Iladi^se qiuki some of these may 

be in style of Quran (4) The Quran which was meant to lie read before all 

and also for liturgh^al purposes. 

As revelation theie is no ditferenee in the sanctity of any of tliese» 

^any of the teachings of the Prophet and the Quran itself; there is no dif¬ 

ference certainly between 8 and 4 which were apparently often mixed with 

each other. The chief difference for us is in the amount of certainty 

about the authenticity and literal aceiiraev of the words, in which matter 

none of the first three can approach the Quran. Another difference is- 

that in the ease of the Quian language (style &c) was meant to be a 

miracle. The Quran was also meant to mark out the minimum of belief 

for the masses, so that the rejection of an}^ of its plain teachings removes 

a man at once from the iiaie of Islam. 

The teaching of doctrine and faith was conditioned^by the capacity 

of the disciples. Those who w^ere raw in faith were taught only .the 

rudiments of Islam and its outward practices. The more spiritual 

teachings were reserved for the initiates only, such as Balman, Abu2ai% 

Ammar, Hozeifah &c. It was the same with the giving of the Revelation 

to the people. Before the unbelievers and the masses among the converts 

only the Quran was recited. To the better class of believers, who were 

always few, the revelations called IVahf/e ghalre Matloo were also given 

which apparently cleared things for the faithful which wei*e left purpose¬ 

ly vague or indefinite in the Quran. Thus Surah IX (Tauba) we know is- 

concerned, much of it, with hypocxdtes (Muuafiqs). Hozeifah complains 

that it was much larger and contained details about almost all Sahabasv 

We suppose that these lost portions were Wdhye gaite Matloo which, not 

being in public recital, were unknown to many and wei-e gradually for¬ 

gotten and lost, and we can see why these portions were not given to the- 

masses. They would have been offensive to the vast body of raw converts 

whose conversion had hardly risen above the nominaL And it was m 
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polwy of Islam that all who eoiild get to be enrolled as Musalmans 

should be taken in, however little the value of their faith might be. 

Having got to be called Blusahnans they would naturally imbibe its 

higher teachings by and by. It is possible that having due regard to the 

policy of the times some verses were given full to special disciples and 

only in a shorter form to the masses. Instances will appear in tlje 

chapter about the collection of the Quran. Th(Jugh of course all Wah;/o 

gaire. Matloo need not be occupied with matters of this sort which it would 

be difficult for all to accept, Avbether owing to prejudices or incapacity of 

understanding, yet many of the Hadise qud.ii that have come down to ns 

do appear to be such. One is the “ My servant does not cease, to devote 

himself in voluntary prayers {Nmmxfi!} till I become the eye wherewith he 

.sees, the ear wherCAvith he hears ” &c. It c.an easily be seen that such 

teaching could not well be given to the masses. Tlie Quran being the 

QAiintessenee of faith, this and everything else can he deduced from it by 

proper application of the mind to it; but it is also so designed as to sieep 

in the ears of those who have not the capacity for it. (See the chapter 

on the design and contents of the Quran). However, as said, all need not 

be of this character. No W^ahi/e gheun Matloo is a miracle in respect of 
style &c. 

The revelations meant to be publicly read as Quran were read out 

to the people who were present, and writers were engaged to write them 

down ; the Prophet kept a eopy of them himself. Of the other i-evelations 

it does not appear that the Prophet was very pai’tieular. There is a 

Sunni tradition that the Prophet said “ Write from me nothing but the 

Quran.” But it does not appear true. To say nothing of others Abu- 

beeker made a collection of the Prophet’s sayings in his lifetime which he 

destroyed afterwards on coming to Caliphate (Zahabi, Ta2Uiiratal Huffaz,}. 
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V. The Quran as a standing miracle. 

Section 1. 

Generah 

“ Say if all mankind and genii were to unite to bring (a book) like 

this Quran, they will not be able to bring one like it, though they might 

be helping eaeh other. (17 : 90). 

Do they say, he has fabricated it, say then bring ten Surahs like 

it fabricated and call (to your help) whomsoever you can besides God, if 

.ye are truthful. 

“So if they do not answer your call, then know that it was revealed 

with the knowledge of God, and there is no God but He. Then are you 

believersf (11: 16, 17). 

“ And if ye are in doubt about what We have revealed to Our ser¬ 

vant then .bring one Snrah like it, and call your witnesses {Shuhadaa, 

leaders or helpers'?) if ye are truthful. 

“ Then if ye do not, and never will ye do it, then fear the fire of 

which the fuel are men and stones, appointed for the unbeliever^ 

(2 : 21, 22).’’ 

This is the challenge of the Quran, as is well-known to the whole 

world, and yet throughout all the thirteen centuries no one has come 

forward to take it up. The verses I have given in chronological order. 

First the challenge was to bring a book like this Quran, then it was 

reduced to ten Surahs only, and finally to one Surah only. And the 

Surahs, as all know, are of very variable length, quite a numbei* of them 

consisting of a few, one only three, short verses. And yet no one has 

ventured to bring a composition that would be a match for some of these. 

Whatever the excuse that may be put forth, at least the prophecy that 

none will do it has continued to be fulfilled, to this day at least. 
•' , Of* . - • ' ' , • . 

It requires thought, and we will discuss it at some length here ; but 

before we enter upon that it would be well to consider that in announcing 

the Quran to be a miracle a new departure was made in the history of 

miracles. The miracles hitherto known to the world were generally 

physical wonders in which the laws of nature were palpably seen to be 

broken. They were exhibitions of Divine power and signs of His special 

His apostles. , And that is indeed the sole import 
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and purpose of a miraele^—something to press the most refraetory heads 

into submissive belief. But the vague, ilhdefined belief in unknown 

powers—Satan, inagie, delusion—have ever been found siifheient to 

explain awaj" the wonder—the sole point in the argument, and even 

where some got a shade of belief in the miraeuloiis in this way, the deep- 

rooted, subeonseioiis and latent conviction of the uniformity of nature 

soon asserted itself, and threw off the supernatural yoke on the merest 

trial as soon as the miracle was no longer visible. Thus it is. that people 

while they ever believe, never really believe in a miracle—there is an 

elbow-stroke fvim within at every thought of the supernatural, more or 

less sharp according to the culture of the individual. This innate con¬ 

viction ever screens God and all His best attributes, and tends to reduce 

Him to mere Law or Necessity or other mere empty name. As the cause 

of this conviction is not any theory, but constant impressions of ex¬ 

perience (including pre-natal experience) the natural tendency to be wary 

of the supernatural could be overcome only by a permanent standing 

miracle or an endless series of miracles to be witnessed in all ages, 

Islam being the last and the only abiding religion it was its duty to 

provide miracles of either sort, care being of course taken not to let 

them come to a complete induction, so as to remove the veil altogether and 

have nothing for hard, earnest enquiry and moral conviction after a 

sifting of apparent possibilities in which alone consists the sole moral 

value of religious belief. Of the casual and periodical miracles we have 

seen before there are manifold classes and abundance instances everywhere. 

Of the standing miracles the Quran is the moat pre-eminent instance. 

The choice of this as a standing miracle bears witness to the great philO' 

sophical discretion underlying Islam. It is not a miracle for the faith of 

the masses, as were the miracles of antiquity. It appeals to the cultured 

and to their intellectual attainments. It requires candour to understand 

and appreciate it, the purpose being not so much to force the doctrine as 

to cultivate the minds to the reception of it and to embody the doctrine 

itself in a suitable word bearing witness to its divine origin. I say it 

requires candour to understand and appreciate it. And to fix this postu' 

late of candour its foremost appeal is to your taste, not to your intellect. 

True, the astounding prophecies which were most remarkably fulfilled 

within the sight of the very people to whom the Quran was given, as 

those about the triumph of Islam or the victory of Greeks over the Persi¬ 

ans, were an important element in the proof of its divine origin, and still 

more are those that 'yv'ere fulfilled later, as also the remarkable anticipa- 

tiojis of seientiflc diseoveries wMch we perceive and appreeiate to-day, but 
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th(^y not the only point in the challenge. The thing which has? ever 

sint'e been held to be tlie inain point in the challenge is its literary bean"* 

ti(?s and excellences {Faf^aJiat and hcdugliai). Of late this has been qnes* 

tinned by some Yh^stern critics, but that this was so appears f]’om 

16 : lOf). To the malicious suggestion of the enemies of the Prophet 

that he got information abotit the higher spiritnal realities and other 

things from Salman, the Persian, the reply in the Quran was that ' the 

tongue of the man they refer to is foreign, but this is the plain Arabic 

language,’ meaning that though possibly he may have some information 

about Heaven and Hell and other things he could not express them in the 

exquisitely beautiful language of the Quran. Thus in these innlUrs at least 

it was the language that constituted the main point in the challenge. 

This, it must be admitted, constitutes a very loose, unarguable point 

of superiority for discussion, and it is confessed that while in the ease of 

many passsages we can analyze and explain wherein consists the literary 

charm which mates it inimitable, “ change one word for another and the 

whole beauty of Milton is gone,” there are also many cases in which this 

is impossible, and we can only appeal to the good taste of the reader. 

' And it may be added that tastes are a most complex tlnng. It is possible 

for a man to deny that a rose is lovely, it is possible even to be disgusted 

with it and it would be hard for logic to answer him. The Burmese get 

a nauseating feeling at the very sight of milk and butter and have a 

keen appetite for ill-eooked mice and frogs ; and who can convince them 

that their tastes, not ours are bad ? So with literary tastes far different 

from the eastern it is not wonderful that many Europeans may wonder 

what it is we are enraptured with in a Hafiz or a Mir. So in the face of 

the deposition of millions it is possible for a Noldeke to deny the 

supereme literary excellence of the Quran and to ascribe the wide spread 

belief thereof to mere faith (see Ency. Britt. 9th Ed. Art Koran under 

Mohamedanism)* Whether faith can work a continuous miracle on mil¬ 

lions of people for thirteen centuries may well be doubted. 

To explain why in the face of the bold challenge of the Quran none 

attempted to take np the gauntlet Noldeke tries to explain by saying that 

it would have made him a laughing stock among the people meaning 

apparently that it would require assuming an air of prophetship which, 

without its seriousness, it would have been an awkward thing to sustain. 

It is possible that a man when he sets his head to explain a thing and 

after great difficulty succeeds in explaining it away he may really believe 

that his explanation is the right one, but to all who have not undergone 

that mental self twisting it must appear that the challenge was not to 
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produce a siunilar prophet amou^ the people but simply to produce a eouu 

position that in its literary charms and efrect on the hearts of the people 

should be similar to that of the Quran. If the verses of the Quran have 

somehow an enrapturing effect and irresistibly impel men to faith, or at 

least create emotions auxiliary to it, Ihe^ same could be done by another 

composition and the challenge was to produce it. No restrictions of any 

kind were made, the poetic influence may go in favour of many gods or 

for one Grod as in the Quran, for death to be the end or for survival after 

death, for Hedonism or for asceticism. It was not even insisted tliat the 

style or diction should be the same; it might have been different a 

hundred ways. Only the effect on the hearts should be similarly power¬ 

ful. It is pitiable that one should be reduced to the necessity of mis¬ 

understanding so plain a thing simply to explain away a very plain truth 

of history. 

It has been the habit of the Western critics to play fast and loose 

with the history of Islam, accepting what facts please them and rejecting 

those unpalatable, Here it is convenient to deny the nuraerons accounts 

showing how one after another Arabian poets ard literati attempted 

and eventually failed. But what shall we say of the allusions in tlie 

Quran itself to the great mental consternation felt by the Prophet’s con¬ 

temporaries on the recital of the verses of the Quran I “ The rmbelievers 

say, Do not listen to this Quran but shout nonsense in (during the recital 

of) it that haply ye may overpower ” (Surah 41 : 25). Again more 

clearly in Surah Muddasir which is one of the earliest Surahs of the 

Quran, and long before any challenge was made to produce its equal we 

see how perplexed the contemporaries of the Prophet were about the 
magical effect the Quran had on the people. 

* He redacted and set up a theory 

So death be to him how he theorised 

Again death be to him how he theorised 

Then again he pondered 

Then he frowned and made a face. 

Then he withdrew'on his back and (returned) swelled 
with, pride. 

And he said this is nothing but magic transmitted 

It is nothing but word of a mam’ (Surah 47 : 18-24). 

The verses relate to Walid ’bn Mnghira who was nearly believing 

on the Prophet when he, being intrigued by Abujahl and others, and 

partly being filled with thoughts of pride, dignity and position, set up 

this fantastic fascination theory to quell down the voice within him 
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(Constantly said to l^ini iliat it was the word of (4ol1. The story 

may be read in any eoauntmtary. 

Indeed it is very dilTwult to deal with men who would deny the 

plainest facts of history. These men do not beli(n"(^ that the Prophet 

worked niiracdes ; they say be never elaiuied that power. \Yhy, thtn, in 

what sense, did they call him a '’Faseinator, maj^kian’* unless the 

words of of the Qnrau clung; to their hearts as veritable spells, and they 

were moved irresistibly ? Is that not a miracle in itself!—a inirachi 

in a matter of taste in which it is so very easv to pretend and even assume 

listlessness. And remember all this was in tbs earliest days of the Pro- 

IthePs ministry when not only was there no (d*alleuge of any kind, but 

the Surahs consisted only of short verses, incoherent and unhnished 

utterances, sometimes lill(cd with strange mystic o:iths which must have 

appeared simply wild to the mass of the hearers, as they do to this day 

to those not conversant with the hidden spiritual meanings behind those 

w K'ds. In short tlierc was nothing appealing to the ordinary tastes of 

the people It was probably for tbis reason that they (iaiied the verses of 

the Quran incantations. They felt their irres.stible overpowering effect 

on their hearts but could not see what it was in these apparently wild 

expressions that ravished them so ]',<rvV(uTully, That is the ebarm of 

literary fascination—the words, the mere sounds seem to have an effect, 

quite independent of the thoughts which are seen to be expressed by 

them. Really it was tbis combined with a majesty of the spirit—another 

indefinable thing—that was carrying them awcy. 

Those who say that the challenge of the Quran relates not to the 

excellence of language, style or diction, but fco the higher moral and 

spiritual teachings in it, may well consider these early Surahs. There is not 

much of teaching—at least on the surface of it—in these Surahs. There 

is only a Spirit filling the words which gives its g»amonr to the thoughts, 

othex*wise staple and common place, and prepares the hearts for their 

purifying and edifying effect. Moreover was it for his noble thoughts 

that his eontempomries dubbed him a magician '? What has magi(3 to do 

with thoughts? The effect of poetry has freciuently been compared to 

fascination, iJertainly these miserable subterfuges to avoid the truth 

make the truth glare out with increasing brilliancy. 

As the subject is vague and incapable of discussion I do not propose 

to deal with it at all. There are other ways of proving that the Quran is 

a miracle both in respect of its matter and its literary composition. So 

out of a host of writers who have written all sorts of nonsense about it i 
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will saeleet an admittedly able writer ; bis words will show bow real t^^e 

difficulty about tbe unanswered challenge of the Quran is and bow diffi¬ 

cult it is to explain this fact of history. 

Palmer in his Introduction to his translation of the Qnran (Sacred 

Boohs of the East series) says, “ That the best of Arab writers hrs ewr 

BTicceeded in producing anything equal in merit to tie Qnran itself is not 

surprising. 

In the first place they have agreed hefore-hand that it is nriap- 

proachafele and they have adopted its slyle as tbe perfect standard ; any 

deviation from it, therefore, must be a defect. Again with them this sfyle 

is not spontaneous, as with Mohammed and his contemporaades, bnt is «as 

artificial as thongb Englishmen should still continite to fallow OhaiK^ei' as 

their model,, in spite of tbe changes which their language has undergone. 

With tbe Prophet the style was natural, and tbe words were those used 

in every day ordinary life, while with the later Arabic authors the style 

is imitative and the ancient woids are introduced as a literai'y emhelligfh”* 

ment. Tbe natural consequence is that their attempts look laboured and 

unreal by the side of his impi-ompiu and forcible eloquence. 

That Mohammed, though, should have been able to challenge even 

his contemporaries to produce anything like the Qui an, ' And if ye are 

in doubt of what We hav’e revealed unto Our servant then bring a chapter 

it. But if ye do it not, and ye surely shall do it not &(? ’ is at 

first sight surprising, but as Koldeke has pointed out, this challenge really 

refers mxxch more to the subject than to tbe mere style,—to the originality 

of the conception of the unity of God. and of a revelation supposed to be 

couched in God’s own words. Any attempt at such a work must of 

necessity have Md all the weakness and want of prestige which attaches 

to an imitation. This idea is by no means foreign to the genius of the 

old Arabs. 

Far from refuting these explanations I would rather confess that 

after* years of thought I have not been able to make out any intelligible 

sense out of his words. It may be my incapacity but I fail to follow him 

and I would seriously ask the reader to try and see if he can. What 

does he mean by saying that the Arabic writers have adopted the style of 

the Quran as the perfect standard 1 W'hat to begin with is tbe style of 

the Quran? 'What are the characteristic features that distinguish that 

style from others? We know and can explain in words tbe diffei'ence 

between Ruskinks, Johnson’s, Addison’s styles, between tbe sU le of 

Genesis and Eze-keiL What is it that characterises the style of the 
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Qnran as stj^le /. e. apart from the spirit and energy of it ? Yes here are 

these, hanging elanses, repeated parentheses, half-uttei*ed sentences, 

eoustant change of address, confusion of numbers and persons. Is it 

th's that the Ai'ablan writers consider perfect standard f Is it not rather^ 

that they timidly try to explain these pecnliarities as best they can T 

Were these things ever common, eonld thej^ be ever common and natural- 

to any man in Arabia or elsewlie .'e f And granting these were literary 

excellences to Arabians bow is it they never tried to imitate this style of 

the Qnraii in tlieir compositions ? Indeed o-ne of onr mo*st powerful 

argnments for the Quran being a miracle of literary composition is that 

in spite of all these, which naturally must produce a jarring" effect on the 

rea ier or the hearer, he does uot even notice these things in his reading 

and remains enraptured with an irresistible <'hai*in that he cannot explain. 

If by style he means (what no body else would mean) the varying 

lengths of verses in various Surahs, their measure and cadence and their 

appropriateness t.o the spi»*it pervading the verses or the Surah, the set* 

ting in of appropriate natural pauses to enforce thought on each separate 

part and impart a peculiar e.1:e(*tiveness on the whole, this by itself is an 

excellence of the-^ highest order and the devising of a number of sneh 

appropriate di<*tions for an ignorant and unlettered man is by itslf noth¬ 

ing short of a miracle. What then does he mean by sajdng ‘‘they have 

agreed beforehand ” &*., implying that our notions are by themselves not 

quite right? And how does the notion of nnapiproaehable beauty of this- 

diction affe‘*t their ability to use it for like effectiveness ? And how is it 

to be reconciled with their never seeking to adopt it. Evidently the 

learned writer is missing the point altogether. 

Again how some particular can be spontaneous in a particular 

age and notin another is not clear. Some manners of style may be 

approved in a particular age and become tasteless in latter times with the 

change of culture, temperajnents &c ; thus the verbose florid rhyming 

style of Surur (an Urdoo writer) which fascinated people in his day ha» 

become insipid and even offensive to oxxr tastes now and we can hardly 

bear reading his works for any length of time. So so-me manners of 

exhortation might be common in one age and might become ridiculous in 

another. But then the effect of these changes is that books written m 

the old obsolete styles, or using a kind of i*hetoric which does not appeal 

to us* become unbearable to read now. Is that the case with the Quran! 

If, then, there is anything peculiax with the style of the Qui*an which is 

discordant with the tastes of the present day it is another miracle of the 
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rioly Word , in spite ol: it eontiimes to captivate and enraptnre tlie 

hearts of men. 

He has said the style was spontaneons with MohainTned and hiseon- 

teniporavies. Is this a faetf It» is past on this point that we argne that 

the Quran eonkl not eei-tainlv liave been the work of the Prophet. Hnn- 

reds and thonsands of his speeches, addresses, orations bav^e come down to 

ns in the reports; we thus know what liis style was, or rather what style 

or manner of speaking was s]a<>nt-nieoiis with him The diction of the 

Qnran is wholly at variance with it, yon cannot mistake a single bit of 

the Qnarnie verse that happens to be or n:ay experimentally be mixed 

with it. And so of tlic Fropiicths contemporaries. Take an}" of their 

addresses—we have hosts Of them recoi*ded—and compare the stvle or 

diction of the Quran with it. N{)t even a child can fail to perceive the 

difference. Abab.eker Ba-pilaui has lilied nearly half his book hljaanl 

Qnran with samples of the spee(?hes (&c. of various contemporaries of the 

Prophet merely to insist on this point of utter variaace in style and die- 

tion. In fact the style of the Quran was not only not oaturak bat could 

not possibly be natural and .spovitaueous with any man. All that* is 

peculiar in it i:s wholly unnatural ; it is Wholly unhuman. There could 

hardly be a more ignorant opinion from a man hf good sense and 

erudition. 

His eomparing the effort to Englishmen continuing to follow Chancer 

‘ in spite of the changes which their language has undergone h is still 

more unfortunate. Bteingass the learned compiler of the English-Aiabic 

and Arabic-English Dictionary has ably refuted this in an article contri¬ 

buted to Hughes' Dictionary of Islam. I will only quote a passage from 

it. Referring to this comparison be says, *' But is such a parallel justi- 

hed in facts In English, as aiiiong modern nations in general, the 

written language has always kept in close contact with the spoken langu¬ 

age ; the changes which the former has undergone are simply the regis¬ 

tration and legalisation of the changes which in course of time had taken 

place in the latter. Not so in Arabic. From the moment when, at the 

epoch of its fullest and richest growth, it was, thi'ough the composition 
♦ 

of the Quran, invested with the dignjt}^ of a literary language, it was, by 

its very nature, for many centuries to come, precluded from any essential 

change, whether this be considered as an advantage or not.” 

His speaking of the Prophet's using words in everyday life and our 
being obliged to used ancient words is also annoyingly intorreet* Can 
even one instance be cited of a single word used in the Quran or/th^‘ 
traditions which has become obsolete in these thirteen hundred yearaj; 
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The Qnran and the traditions have really fixed the language of the 
Quran to the point of irninutability 

All these explanations thus appiear to be signally devoid of sense. 

Moreover, all assume one thing which has no l asis whatever. It is as¬ 

sumed that in the parallel to be compared, the language, style, diction 

should all be the same. I wonder hovs"^ he has got at these restrictions: 

As stated before the challenge was a simple one. Bring a Surah like the 

Quran. Prom a literary point of view this means only, Bring a eompo* 

sition alike in effect to the Qiiran,— the word ‘ effect ’ being understood in 

its fullest sense. That should be possible in any language. If in any 

language a literary eomposifcion can be produced which cau compare in 

effectiveness with the Quran, then the claim of the Quran to remain 

unequalled fails from the literary point of view. Here, however, is the 

point for candour I spoke of in the beginning The enquirer can judge 

about effect in the case of the Quran either from history or effect on his 

own heart when either, free from any thoughts, or eveii occupied in any 

thoughts (other than critical enquiry about the Quran itself) he acciden¬ 

tally hears or otherwise comes across any verse of the Qiii*an. Whatever 

his mood of mind may be cannot fail to feel a peculiar attraction for the 

verse, and wdth it its ennobling or admonishing or other effect as the 

verse in question may be concerned about. 

Hitherto while dealing with the inability of the later writers “ to 

produce anything equal in merit to the Quran ” the learned critic took 

the question from a literary point of view, but when he comes to the 

question of the Prophet’s contemporaries he changes the position alto¬ 

gether and says, following Noldeke, that the “ challenge refers mucli 

more to the subject than to the mere style,—to the originality of the 

conception of the Unity of God and of a revelation supposed to be couched 

in God's own words.” What a beautiful idea for a challenge which 

never occurred to any Arabian for thirteen centuries ! And granting it 

was so where was then the dilficulty of it. A mere parody would have 

have sufficed to silence all such challenges if there was really nothing 

more in it than the originality of the conception. As the fates would 

have it whatever else might have been meant it was certainly not what 

he says ‘ the originality of the conception of the Unity of God and of a 

revelation supposed to be couched in God’s own words.” The Prophet 

had been distinctly teaching that Unity of God was a doctrine taught by all 

prophets from Adam, and as to revelation couched in God’s own words 

this too W'as nothing peculiar to the Quran. All the books revealed were 
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I ftpsnre the renclev that this lon^ eritieism has been as wearisome 

to me as it woiild surely be to him—because of the airy intangible subjects 

involved, beauty of language, style and diction, the effect upon the heart 

and the like. But this is the stuff we get to deal with in the writings of 

the critics of the Quran on this point. The fault is not wholly theirs. 

The .subject itself is not much capable of discussion. Frankly, it is a 

matter in which to the unprejudiced the mere reading of the Quran is 

sufficient, to the prejudiced not ten volunu'S of arguments can suffice. In 

the brief space 1 have at my disposal I want to deal with more tangible 

arguments in which 1 hope I can convince even those who know little or 

nothing of Arabic language. This I will do in the next section. But the 

reader will observe that here in this passage we have taken from Palmer 

there is a testimony of great literary excellence of the Quran, even if does 
not amount to a miracle. 

Section 2. 

In the last section while replying to Palmer’s explanations we have 

come at least on one argument which must be convincing even to those who 

do not know Arabic language. By readingina translation even one can see 

that the style of the Quran is not only very simple and artless, free from 

all those arts, familiar to every one, by which writers seek to embellish 

their composition, but it hasforits peculiaranddistinctivefeatures all those 
things which would make any composition in any language unreadable. 

It is full of hanging classes, half-uttered sentences, repeated parentheses 

confusion of numbers and persons and the like also constructions gram¬ 

matically unjustifiable, at least very peculiar and awkward. If one con¬ 

siders these one will hardly be able to imagine that the original (whatever 

the language might be) can be at all a smooth composition to say nothing 

of being admired for its literary merits. Yet the testimony of all (includ¬ 

ing non-Muslim critics as Palmer whose passage we have cited) is crying 

proof to the fact that it is so in spite of all the literary defects that we 

find in it. It must at least be conceded that these pass the car smoothly 

without producing any jarring sense of discordance, to say nothing, wopse 

of it. Is this anything short of a miracle? Is there any other instance 

of this in the world ? The majesty of the spirit and the glowing power 

of the words covers it all; the mind is carried away and does not feel 

anything. This is indeed the highest pitch of literary fascination. No 

writer we are aware of has made the slightest approach to it except 
Ghalib in one verse only 

^ is not idiomatic), or, in a minor degree, Zauq in one 
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filiaznl bpgilining witli the verse 

ci'3 , 

(ciL'3 - ci'3 and similar constrnetions are slightly out of 

fashion in polished language). And these are considered as veritable 

marvels of the poetic art. What shall we say of the Quran which is 

literal!}^ full of real faults. .1 say but for this indesci'ibable power of 

fascination within it the mere rhasphodical structure whi(?h is apparent 

in every line of the Quran would have been sufficient to rule it out of 

court as a literary composition. Surely so at least among the literati 

of such low culture as the East has produced. 

To avoid misconception let us say that speaking, as we have done, of 

the literary defects in the Quran we do not mean to say that they are 

real ^lefects. There is always some reason for them, which if known they 

would cease to appear as such.. Remember, the Qui^n is a revelation to 

the Prophet, not to us. A banging clause, a half uttered sentence might 

be found sufficient for the instruction recpiired—to him ; the light of his 

mind is not in abeyance, on the cotitrary the revelation is often made in 

response to thoughts passing in or coming to his mind. So what appears 

a confusing rnedly of numbers and persons might be perfectly clear to 

him from the manner in which the revelation was made to him, just as 

we can indicate a lot of things by suggestive gestures in spealdng. And 

as will appear later many of the deviations from the rules of grararaer or 

established idiom might be purposely done for some high artistic purpose, 

in which case the apparent defects may turn out to be beauties of the 

highest order. But obviously these things do not affect the wonder we 

have been d ^scribing. For we do not know these things ; we kimw noth¬ 

ing of the revelation as it was, we have only the words befoi‘e us, and we 

must judge of the passage in the Quran like any other passage elsewhere. 

We now proceed to illustrate a set of literary beauties in the Quran 

which though of such a nature as to be easily appreciated even by those 

■who know little or nothing of Arabic language, will be acknowledged by 

all to be the highest achievements of litei*ary ai*t. Indeed as far as we 

know far fi*om trying to rise to them, the masters of literary art in the 

’East have not yet risen to the very conception of them ; they are only 

contemplated and attempted by the latest master-poets of the West as 

Tennyson &e. (I) Readers of Tennyson would be familiar with a some¬ 

thing that may be called ‘ sound echoing the sense.’ The sound of the 

passage as heard would give some idea of the sense or the sentiment 

underlying the passage. Now, take two Surahs revealed about the 
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time Siirali Rahman No. oo and Surah Qamar No. 54 The sentiment 

pervading the one is merey (even pamshment is there desridbedas mercy), 

that pervading the other is threatening, teri'or. Have these two Surahs 

read before you (supposing you are ignorant of Arabic* language); you 

cannot mistake the one for the other. The short, smooth lueid verses of 

the former {Al liahmcn^ AlUnnal Quran, Kkctlaqnl Insan, Allanial bay an 4'C.) 

contrast strikingly with the boisterous, teinx'^cstuous tone of words and 

the threatening cadence of verses in the later. {l(itarabatis,raatit 'wanshaqqai 

^amcLv ct iu qctrdu, evyatayi yo^vizft wj, yaqiiltL ^ihrwii Mnstanitr. H a kazzabn, 

watiahaiL ahwayaJiinn zva kulliL unirin miistaqar O’*"-) dor another example 

have the following verses of Sm^ab Furqau prox>erly read before a man 

knowing nothing of Arabic and see if he can feel anything of the senti¬ 

ment pervading these verses 

Vaima yauzzuz zalinio ala yaclaihe (biting remorse), or * 

Iza Raathum m/n ma lean in haifhn Sanien I aha Tagayyzan wa zajira 

Wa isa ulqu mtnlia makanan zayyeqan Muqarranina daaow hunahka suburay 

JjU tadid yanma snbiiran ioakidan laadu siiburan kasira. 

Contrast the hard gutteral and doable letters filling the first lines 

with the smooth daw of the last when the sentiment is changed. 

Tennyson is so much admired for bis lines 
He stepping down 

By zigzag paths and juts of pointed rock 

Came on the shining levels of the lake (Morte d’Arthur). 

(Contrast the hard sputtering letters of the first line and a half 

with the smooth lucid flow of the end). Is it not the same and infinitely 

better in the following short bit of a verse [V^ : 14). Just have in mind 

what is called pealing of thunder, and compare it with the sound of 

words Ymahbihur Haada bihnndihi wahnedaikatu min Khifateh, and see how the 

sound makes repeated peals in the first part and then falls rapidly after 

an expansion in malaika in perfect representation of crouching for fear. 

These are certainly no ordinary things for a literary- composition in 

Arabia thirteen hundred years ago. Such artistic beauties are beyond the 

conception even of Arabian literati to this day. If the Prophet was 

the author of the Quran he not only conceived this culminating point of 

advance in literary art, but successfully practised it. Is that not a 

mmcle I 

We are now somewhat enabled to see bow the contemporaries of the 

Prophet were quite incapable to produce anything like the Quran.. Blar 
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from attempting to produce a composition alike to it in literary effect 

they had not the capacity even to understand where lay the charm that 

was so infallible in its effect. To appreciate the literary merits of the 

Qup^n duly we should not compare it, as is usually done, with the re- 

nowned masterpieces of Arabic litei-ature which has not yet developed 

snfficiently enough/bnt with all that highest in any literature, notably 

that ofadvanced nations of the West. 

Before I proceed any further let me explain that, simple as it may 

appear at the first sight, it is sometimes a very difficult task for a literary' 

writer to put a speech in the mouth of a person. This speech must 

exhibit signs all the peculiarities of the supposed speaker and any 

special things:^hat may be about him at the time of his speaking. If the 

man is supposed to be feverish it must appear from his speech that he is 

so. Simple as this may appear it is one of the most trying arts for a 

literary writer. Tennyson has signally failed in put.ting tlie biting words 

in the mo^th of the child when speakiiig to G-Liinevere in the nunnery. 

It requires a power of psychological analysis besides the art of using it 

carefully in the composition. 

Well, when any speech is attributed to anybody it must agree en¬ 

tirely with all his conditions and faithfully represent all that may be 

special or peculiar with him. The greater the diillculties of this the 

greater is the skill of the writer. Having understood this consider what 

would require to be done if a spee(*h were put in the mouth of Almighty 

God. Just stop for a moment to think of this and the task wtniUl appear 

something impossible. The speech must repi-esent something of the 

peculiarities of His Infinite Trauseennental existence. Numbers of poets 

have represented God as speaking. Milton's Paradise Lost and Paradise 

liegained are full of God’s speeches. But has this thing which I a?n 

speaking of been ever attempted ? ever even thought of ? They all make 

God a man, a big gigantic man and nothing more. I do not say this iu 

disparagement of these great poets, it would make one’s head reel even 

to think of artistic representation of the great truths of divinity in 

human language. Well, if the Quran does it, and does it satisfactorily, 

will it not prove that it is a miracle of literary artf For anmilefteredson 

of the desert it would have been a miracle even to think that some such 

thing was requisite for a revelation purporting to come in the very 

words of God. The inference is obvious. If we find something of this 

in the Quran then it is not merely a miracle of literary prodaction, but 

possesses in itself immediate moral proof of its divine origin. 
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Before proceeding to give instances let me ask the reader to con¬ 

sider the following lines of Tennyson—they will give a cine to the way 

in which things of this sort can be done though of course not attempted. 

The great brand, 

Made lightnings in the splendour of the Tnoon 

And flashing round and round and whirled in an arch. 

Notice that in the last line the metre is broken purposely to make 

an artistic representation of the parabolic motion of the sword as it was 

hurled into the sea. 

We have spoken of apparent literal*}^ defects appearing on due 

reflection to be beauties of the highest order. One particular thing the 

Quran is literally full of from the beginning to the end. You cannot 

miss it on any page of the Quran, and so it is useless to give instances, 

God is addressing the Prophet, and immediately, often in the same verse, 

the address changes to people, or the address ceases to be address at all 

and the people are mentioned in the third person. There are infinite 

variations of this medlying of addresses and narrative forms. Very 

often one set of persons are addressed, and immediately another set of 

persons, or the Prophet or some specially holy persons are addressed or 

spoken of in narrative form, sometimes making it difficult to see precisely 

which is the person or clas>^ of persons that, is addressed or spoken of in 

a verse. At first sight this appears a literary defect, and so it would be 

if the speaker in the Quran werCa any other than God. In the case of 

God it is an artistic beauty of the highest order. It represents artis- 

ti<‘aily, so far as human language which is subject to time is able to 

represent the higher truths of divinity, that to God all are ever present; 

there is no difference of the past and the present, and the present and 

absent to Him ; and further He cannot attend to one (in address or des¬ 

cription) to the exclusion of the others. They are all in His thought and 

are attended to siraultaneously. Human language (and it is human 

language in which the Quran is revealed) is quite unable to give express 

sion to this great reality. The nearest approach to it that is possible is 

the artistic representation of it in the way that we have in the Quran. 

The artistic design explained above is also meant for representing 

the great reality that to God there can be no difference of address and 

description ; both are the same to Him. But it can often be seen in a single 

verse. Thus And they, if they were to come to thee and seek pardon of 

God, and the Apostle also prayed for their forgiveness, then they would 

have found God much retiiruiiig to mercy, the Merciful.’’ There is no 
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clifferenoe of 2ad and 3rd persons to God. Sueb constructions are of 

very frequent occurrence in the Quran. One more instance will do “ He 

said : Begone ! for v/lioecer of them will follow thee, then surely Hell is 

your recompense, a full recompense. 

The above might be thought sufficient for the highest powers of 

artistic representation. Yet that is not all. The Quran also seeks to 

represent artistically the great truth that God is super-personal. Per" 

sor.ahty is a limitation, and yet the very act of speaking implies it. 

When God speaks of Himself as lor We it implies that there is some- 

tldng outside Himself not contained in fhe I or We. But see how beauti- 

fnlTy is the difficultv removed bv artistically combining both the first and 

the third persons in the same verse when speaking of God. Instances of 

these also are very numerous in the Quran. Thus, 

Warner 

lamp.” 

We have sent thee as a witness, and a bearer of good news and a 

, and as a caller towards God by His permission and a shining 

(33 : 44). 

“ Dost thou not see to thy Lord how He extends forth the shadow 

and if He liked He would have kept it nimioved. Then We have made 

the sun a guide to it (25 : 45).” 

All this will be acknowledged to be the highest power of artistic 

representation. If it is (as will be acknowledged) one of the highest and 

most trying matters of skill in literary art to so arrange a speech that it 

would agree entirely with all his conditions, and faithfully represent all 

his peculiarities, and the greater the difficulties of this the greater is the 

skill of the writer, then it will have to be acknowledged that there never 

was, or is, or will ever be a work of art greater, or even approaching, the 

Quran. In fact the impossible has been made possible and effected. 

Truths such as that God is above personality ; He encompasses all persons 

and is Omnipresent, he is Jlazir (I) and Ghaih (He) at the -same time are 

difficult to be expressed in words what to say of making a successful 

representation of them in the mere construction of a passage. Is this 

not in itself a miracle of the highest order ? 

Notice one point, however. All such constructions which violate the 

most elementary principles of speech must be repulsive in any language. 

A speaker may speak of himself in the first person or the third person, 

but he cannot speak of himself in both persons in the same sentence. Is 

it not a further miracle that such constructions do not strike the ear at 

all in the Quran. Will it be said that it is because of their justification 
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on aeeonnt of the literary purpose we have explained ? T elaim that none 

before myself has pointed oat those thinj^s. The majority of the readers 
of the Quran have certainly not the slightest idea of these things. In fact 

the very idea of artistic representation is something beyond their com¬ 

prehension. 

The acme of literary art consists in expressing a thing without 
saying or even niahing a slightest reference to it- Thus verse 2 : 172 is 
apparently meant to make a clear definition of virtue, its chief charac¬ 
teristics &c. and the object (not expressly stated) is to show that not only 
the Prophet and the Imams are embodiments of virtue but that in the 
highest sense virtue is confined to others can only be i*elativmly virtuous. 
There is^ however, not the slightest mention of the Prophet and the Imams. 
To indicate this ra-tistiealiy the verse begins first by the unusual expres¬ 
sion ‘ Virtue is he who ’ &c. For a time predicates are in singular, then 
they become plural, and towards the end the case too is changed ; what 
(as should be) is nominative before becomes accusative. The mystery of 
it all is to indicate that the verse (in its highest sense) refers to one who 
has become many, some of whom were destined to have active life in this 
world, but others had their active force in pure non-resistance. I cannot 
conceive a higher power of literary art. 

So to indicate that this or that Prophet occupied a high position in 
the sight of God a frequent literary device in the Quran is that his words 
when reported in some narrative in the Quran are reported without any 
such words as ‘ He said’ or the like see 67 : 9 for example. The words 
get to be absorbed in revelation, become words of God as it were. The 
first Surah which is meant to be a prayer for the believers (including 
prophets) has no word such as ’ say ’ before it. So throughout the Quran 
there is only one iustanee in which the unbelievers are addressed directly 
by God. In all other places the Prophet is directed to say this or that 
to them. The believers are freely addressed directly. It is for the 
reader to consider for himself whether a sou of the desert could be 
expected to think of those nice little things to give an effect without 
saying anything directly. 

In another chapter we will have occasion to speak of instances of 
peculiar forms of expression meant to convey great truths not expressly 
stated. 

Section 3. 

Some thing may now be said about the literary miracle in some of 
the small Surahs which seepi to have nothing about them. Their miracle 
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consists chiefly in their design. In the literary note appended at the end 

of Snrah 1 we have shown how that little Surah of 7 verses designed 

to be a complete light in itself, to teach almost everything by merely 

reflecting on the words used, and further to be both a prayer and its 

realisation. And we see there is an artistic art of Laffo m^hre Murattah 

in it. We need not repeat it here. 

Take another Surah (112) Say God is One {Ar. most one Ahad) God 

the Absolute on Whom all depend {Samad). He does not beget:, nor is 

begotten, nor is there anyone like unto Him.” In two words Ahad and 

Samad, the absolute Unity of the Divine Bf'ing, His Independence in the 

philosophical sense of the word and yet the dependence of all in Him, 

doctrines which would be acceptable to all, the falsity of all possible 

erroneous forms of belief, whether crude or philosophical is shown. The 

emanation, evolution and pantheistic theories can be shown to be only 

refined forms of the three errors mentioned in the last verses. 

Take another Snrah (109) “ Say 0 unbelievers, I do not worship 

what ye worship, nor do you worship What I worship, nor will I 

worship, yours is your religion, mine is my religion.” The literary art 

consists in the repetition, with the present stretched to the future, show¬ 

ing impossibility, and thereby the radical difference between Islam and 

other religions. The infidels had proposed that if the Prophet wonld 

worship their gods for a year they wonld worship his God for the same 

space of time. The answer was (1) that both are equally impossible, 

worshipping without believing is nonsense, and voluntary changing of 

|)d[ief is impossible (2) however much the infidels try to modify their 

beliefs so as to come near the worship of the One true God they cannot, 

and however much concession may a Musalman make in point of belief he 

cannot come near idolatox^y or any of the erroneous forms of belief. It 

is commonly said all religions have one God. This is not true. None 

but the Musalmans believe in the God of Islam, and the Mnsalmans must 

reject the God taught in Ooher religions. To us he can be no true God 

who did not send some such piophet as Our Holy Prophet. There is no 

toleration or compromise in these matters. So much teaching (and more 

as may appear on due reflection) in a mere repetition of ' I do not believe/ 

‘ you do not believe ’! 

Some of the small Surahs such as Al lumsar (No. 108) and Tahhat 

(No. Ill) may be shown to be miracles f rom the prophecies contained in 

them. But this we are not at here. 
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The permeating of purely legal direetions in the Medina Surahs 

with the spirit of God and His preseuee making it impossible to lose 

sight of grave religious respousibility in any matter even the most tem¬ 

poral, we have spoken of elsewhere and so need not repeat it here. 

Section 4. 

The wonders of literary art which we have been speaking of in the 

preceding section are those 'v^hich may be appreciated by anybody whether 

he knows anything of Arabic language or not. Those we speak of here 

require a little shadowy acquaintance with Arabic language smdi as 

Indians w^ho read the Quran (the mere words of it without meaning) to 

enable them to say their prayers, for they must be said in Arabic, Gra¬ 

dually they get some little acquaintance with the structure of Arabic 

language and can read other Arabic passages, such as prayers taught by 

the Imams, without well understanding what is said therein. This stage 

has passed on me—indeed I have not quite passed that stage, for I never 

had a regular teaching in Arabic what I have learnt I have learnt by 

this natural method. Well, I speak from personal experience, and have 

beard quite a number of such experiences from others. Whenever a bit 

of a passage of the Quran is brought in a passage, as is often done for the 

sake of embellishment, it is ninety-nine to bnndrecl that you will be 

struck at the place where the word of God is brought in. You will feel 

instinctively that it is something like Quran. I had that experience in 

the ease of four little bits when I was quite a boy and knew nothing but 

the letters of Arabic language. My father who is a renowned scholar 

began to sJtiudder and perspire with wonder when he found in a tradition 

that Ibne Muljim, murderer of Our Lord Ali, when arrested and brought 

before our Lord, said to him ‘ A^^aanta tunqizu man finnar' The words were 

taken from the Quran, but my father was not aware of it at the time. He 

began to shudder, as he thought that the position about none being able to 

produce a passage like the Quran was shaken. There is a peculiar indescrib¬ 

able lustre about the word of God which cannot fail to strike you where- 

ever they may be used or put in. I do not know what to say of it when 

experiences such as this came to one like myself when I was quite a boy. 

The most that can be said that there was a nascent recollection, but this 

only shows that the words of God have a peculiar power to stick into the 

mind for I was never a frequent reader of the Quran—not certainly in 

the age I am describing of. 

This introduces us to the peculiar power the word of God has in 

producing an effect on the hearts, which was the thing which so bewilder" 
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ed tJie infideJs of Mtwn tlint the^^ called it fascination. Anal^'ze it if yon 

can. There is nothing in the farm of expression that mates it so effec¬ 

tive. We can very well understand haw the words of Oiir Lord Jesus 

had such a magical effect on the people. Far the}^ were conched in 

poetic figures ar.d parables—he rare]3’' said anything d^rect]3^ Bnt there 

is nothing whatever lite this in the Qnran. Yet the effect of it! As I 

have said it is impossible not to be affected. Some persons have Lad 

their lives suddenly changed by chance hearing of a verse of the Qnran. 

One we are told was changed from a thief to a saint as some one near 

the honse he was-scaling was reading the Qnran As it came to 57 : 15 

“ Has the time not yet come for those who believe that their hearts be 

filled with fear at the recollection of God f the words stimck on his 

heart like a lightning and he was a changed man immediately. Of one 

man we are told he fell down on hearingverse of the Qnran and died 

instantly. Of coarse much depends on subjective moods of the listener, 

and sometimes the mind most away from a mood of devontness is in 

the Tightest mood to receive the admonition, bnt this will have no effect 

unless the words are by themselves such as to have piercing power oi3 

hearts. 

It is with reluctance that I pass to literary beauties which can only 

be appreciated by those who are si^holars in Arabic language ; and this is 

all the more unpleasant as I know that apart from a lot of explanation 

required nothing but a very long list of instances can be anything like 

conelnsive. Bnt it is a fact that apart from the higher poetical beauties 

some of which we have tried to lay before the non-Arabic knowing reader 

there are beauties of language itself which make the reader enamoured of 

the Quran even in the case of simple narrative passages. One or two 

instances will give the reader an idea of the nature of the thing admired.. 

The chief thing is the right selection of words, having appropriate sug¬ 

gestions. Thus there is a simple passage saying that Noah lived a 

thousand years except fifty yeai^s (29: 13j that is 950 years. It 

would be bard to imagine that in this simple passage there could be any 

thing of particular literary beauty. But in the case of thousand years 

the word used for jmars is smaian and in the case of fifty years it is 

mnem. There is a slight difference between sematan and aman and that 

constitutes the literary excellence of the passage. The word semaUm has 

an implication that the years are hard ones, mmn on the eonti-ary implies 

that the years were passed well. Noah^s whole life was passed in worries 

owing to the people be bad to deal with, only the last years of his life 

after the deluge were passed in peace. So the former are spoken of as 

sancu^i and the latter as aman. Is that not a beauty of a very high and to 
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kOv^^p regard o£ sneh tilings in sneli simple passages is to the best of my 

knowledge and belief uuiqne in any literature, to say nothing of eontem- 

poeavy Arabic literature in wiiirh certainly there can hardly be found 

any instance even approadilng it. So when winds are spoken of as a 

matter of mercy they are spoken of in plural, when as punishment it is 

singular. The reason is obvious. 

While we say all this, and are able, we hope, more or less to show 

it to those not gifted with a very good taste for literature, learned qnes- 

tions arepnt to us by way of objection by the great Western scholars 

which we pigmy Mullahs find it hard even to grasp or understand much 

less to answer. Thus, though the root which gives rise to the word 

" 'Mcif^ariiya ’ ‘ repeated ’ is a very common Arabic root Eahbi Gieger (and 

he is followed by the whole herd of them) would have it that the word is 

not an Ambic word, it is really a corruption of Mishnah (the Jewish oral 

law) and incorrectly used in the sense that it was. Details will come in 

the notes where this word occurs ; here we have simply to say we are at 

a loss to see how to answer mere surmises of this kind. 

Then it is said there are some coined words as Tag7iut, GhMin^ 

Eliymu Sahethil &c.. some of which they trace to foreign sources, and say, 

like the above, that the original meaning are perverted. These too will 

' be discussed in the notes where they occur. All that requires to be said 

here is that granting all that there appears no point of objection in it. 

On the contrary by doing so the Quran has given to Arabic language the 

starting point for further development. It will be noticed that all these 

words are terms—names given to certain spiritual realities for which 

there were no names or terms in Arabic language. There were two ways 

to do it—one, to specialise the use of a familiar word in special technical 

sense, thus zacat' purification ’ for the poor-rate fixed in Islam, or Kausar 

for theTond of the Prophet in Heaven ; the other is the one before us to 

take an unfamiliar word from another language twisting it where the 

sense it bears in the original is not exactly what is desired. Every lan¬ 

guage does it when in need of terms. What is ‘ thermatol ‘ for instance f 

How has the English language been built up of Greek, Latin, French, 

German Swedish words?—all changed so as to irreeogniKable. I see no 

point in the objection, if anything it is a matter of merit in the Quran. 

Then it is said to suit the rhyme words have been distorted. Fi*ank- 

ly I will say that this objection is most annoying to me, for I cannot for 

a moment believe that anybody could imagine that it was really so. 

There are only two instances of it. One in Surah 95 WcU tine 

wai zailiin^ wa iiire sinin^ ioa Jiazal bciUidu^ It is said is made 
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Sinin simply to suit the rhyme. The other is in Surah 37 : 130, ‘ SaJamim 

al(t’ Ilyas (the prophet) being* made Iltja^ln to suit the rhyme of 

the Surah. 1 say what was the importance and indispensableness of the 

Mount Sinae in the first that so great a saerifiee was made for it. Could 

it not be very easily changed for another ? Is it not infinitely more 

probable that, ns the commentators say the mount was named both ways 

in the days of the Prophet f As to the other, was it in the slightest way 

indispensable that the verse should end with the name of Ilyas. Could it 

not be easily done thus : ^ Salamun ala Ili/as ; i'lhhaJut kana viin ihadinal 

'm:tkhlis!.md The traditions say it dearly that the word is not Il/jasin but 

Such is the stuff we get from the Western critics of the 

Quran! 

Section 5. 

In this section we propose to give eertain prophecies in the Quran 

welMcnown to have l]eeu remarkably fulfilled later and eertain scientiiic 

truths which were discovered centuries later and which could not possib¬ 

ly have been known in the Prophet’s day. These are admittedly 

miracles. 

1. Prophecies. The memorable prophecy of the victory of Greeks 

over Persians contained in Surah 30, Al is too well known to require 

description. ‘‘The Greeks have been overcome, in the nearest part of 

land ; but after their defeat they shall overcome (them); witliin a few 

years. Unto God is the affair both what was before and what is to come ; 

and on tliat day shall the believers rejoice in the success granted by God; 

tor He granteth success unto whom He pleaseth ” &c. 

The passage was revealed on occasion of a great victory obtained 

by the Persians over the Greeks, the news whereof coming to Mecca the 

infidels became strangely elated, and began-to abuse Mohammed and his 

followers, imagining that this success of the Persians, who like them¬ 

selves were idolatorers and supposed to have no scriptures against 

Christians who pretended as well as Mohammed to worship one God and 

to have divine scriptures was an earnest of their own future successes 

against the Prophet and those of his religion: to check which vain hopes, 

it was foretold in the words of the text, tliat how improbable soever it 

might seem yet the scale should be turned in a few years and the van¬ 

quished Greeks prevail as remarkably against the Persians. . . , . . 

History informs us that the successes of Khosru Parviz, King of Persia, 

who carried on a terrible war against the Greek Empire ..... were 

very great, and continued in an uninterupted course for two and twenty 
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3'ears. Pai'tienlarly in tlie year Gin abont the be^jinnin^ of the sixth 

year before the Hijira, the Persians, having the preceding year eoncnii-ed 

Syria made themselves masters of Palestine and took Jernsahnn ; whieh 

seems to be that signal advantage gained over the G-reebs mentioned in 

this passage.and there xvas so little probability, at the time, of 

the Greeks being able to retrieve their losses, mneh less to distress the 

Persians, that in the following years the arms of the latter made still 

further and more considerable progresses, and at length they laid seige to 

Constantinople itself. But in the year 625, in which the fourth year of 

the Hejira began.the Greeks when it was least expected gained 

a Temarkable victory over the Persians, and not only obliged them to 

quit the territories of the empire, by carrying the war into their own 

,country, but drove them to the last extremity, and spoiled the capital 

city of Madayen ; Heraclitus enjoying thenceforward a continued series 

of good fortune, to the deposition and death of Khosru.^' (Sell’s note 

on the verse abridged). The word we have translated a fetv (years) is 

Biz^e which signifies from three to ten, not more. 

Muir who feels to the core of his heart the great evidential force of 

this prophecy, tries to get rid of it in this way. In the event of the 

prophecy not coming out tjuie the Avord ' Sdi/agUbnua.'' (the Greeks) Avill 

overcome, could with a ehange of a vowel be read as S(iij>tglibniui * will 

be overcome ’ i. e. will be farther defeated ! It is diffimilt to remain polite 

when one has xo deal with men who would prefer to ai)pear senseless 

rather than accept a conclusion against their liking. What then is the 

meaning of ‘‘And on that day will the believers rejoice in the sue(*ess 

granted by God ” &c f But for this absurd note of Sir William Muir I 

should not have cared to give details of this well-known Prophecy and 

its fulfilment. 

But, great as this prophecy was. it was not to my mind very much 

greater than the much earlier prophecy’with which the Prophet began 

his preaching to the world, that if they would follow him they would 

soon become masters of Persian and Roman teridtories. It was, as Sell 

thinks, partly owing to this that the Meccans were so much opposed to 

the spread of the new teaching. “ Give me a word ” said the Prophet 

“ whereby the Arabs may be governed and the Pej'sians subjngated, say 

there is no God bnt A.llah and renounce what you worship beside Him.” 

In other words accept my teaching and Arabia shall be united and ene¬ 

mies subdued. The Meccans realized the danger and replied : ‘‘We are 

not sure whether the dominion will not be taken from us” (Sell, The 

Historical Development of the Quran), it is easy to call this a jumtter of 
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^onin?5, a 7riar;toi*ly .stroke of polit,it*al insi^^ht, but to dream of sneh 

extiMMJi'M'Osiilts, to aet np to the dream, and have the dream realized in 

one^d life is triily something:, AVOnderftiL 

Proidieeies riboat the ultimate triumph of Islam simply abound in 

the Quran, and we ’would never be done if we were to eite all. I will cite 

one from one of the earliest Surahs which will show that there was dis¬ 

tinct knowledge that wars would be fought and the infidels would be put 

to flight. “ Or do they say ; We are a host allied together to help each 

other?” ‘‘Soon shall the hosts be routed and they shall turn their 

hacks ” (Surah 54: 44, 45). The Prophet recited these verses when 

going to the battle of Beder. 

So the last verse of Surah 73, about the third to be revealed, says 

distinctly, He knows that there will be among yon (some who are) sick 

and some who travel in the land seeking of the bounty of God and others 

who fight in the Avay of God.” Rodvvell supposes the verse may be a 

later addition. May be; but it was certainly before any of the things 

described in the future hcd appeared. Were the Prophet’s followers 

immune from sickness all the thirteen years of the Meccan period? 

The little Snrali of three verses Al Kausar (No. 108' in the current 

collection, but among the earliest to be revealed) contains one of the 

greatest prophecies that was ever made. The Prophet’s son Qasim 

having died As ’bn Wael (father of the notorious Amrii, the crafty 

counseller of Moavyab) began to say that the Prophet was Abtar which 

sigiufies one who has no cliildreii and posterity. The Surah was revealed 

to tell the Prophet that God had given him abundance (of everything 

including of course posterity which was the thing in question) and that 

his enemy (and those like him) will be (devoid of posterity {Ahtar). 

The world has been seeing the falfilmeiit of this prophecy to this day. 

The posterity of Ornyeds, particularly, has been litemlly cut off from 

the world, and the posterity of the Prophet, which was thro’agh his one 

daughter only, has literally filled all the Muslim countries, though it -was 

subjeided to the most dreadful persecution for centuries, wh-ile the former 

had about a century of power in Arabia and later in Spain. They were 

weeded out by the curse of God on them,, while the Prophet’s generation 

will continue to- spread to the end of this world. 

As allied to the above may be noted the remaikable fact that all 

infidels in whose condemnation any verses were revealed in the-Quran 

remained infidels-and never embraced Islam. I can recall only one ins¬ 

tance which may be said to be an exi^eption to this, Abdul-Rahman sou of 
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Abnbeelcer, about wboni verse i([: 16 is said to Imve been revealed, but 

the Islam of sneh men was nominal. 

A remarkable Prophecy of the Quran wliieh remains fuliilled to this 

day is that among Christians (racial or sectarian) hati'cd will (*ontinue to 

the end of the world. See Sni'ali 5 : 17. The pages of history are red with 

the most horrible instances of sectarian hatred, and as to racial hatred the 

Great War*in these eivilried times is the most eloquealt testimony. 

So is the Prophecy that the Jews will remain a disgraced nation to 

the end of all time. 

“ They will (not be able to) do you any harm except worrying, and 

if they fight you they will turn their backs and will not be assisted. 

And they have been struck Avith disgrace wherever they go ; tliey (‘annot 

remain safe except under a treaty {Ar cord) from God or from people, and 

they have taken themselves to the wrath of God and have been struck 

with humiliation.” 

The former part of the verse is also not less remarkable. It pre¬ 

dicts distinctly that the JcArs in their hgliting Avith the Miisalmans will be 

routed and will get no aid either from infidels or the other Jews. 

We need only refer to the following :— 

Surah 59 : 11, 12. The dissemblers Avill not assist the Jew^s, though 

they had promised them to do so and in this way incited them to take up 

arms against the Musalmans. 

Surah 48, 110, 28 : 85 c&c. Conquest of Mecca, Surah 110 has been 

placed by Muir among one of the earliest Surahs. 

• 

, ' 2. Coming to anticipations of scientific discoveries made centuries 

later these too are not a few in number. We have occasion to speak of some 

of them in our notes to Surah II in this volume. The remarks made 

formerly in Chapter JI about caution in these things apply Avith full 

fome here, and the examples here below stand, it is hoped, the strictest 

precautions that may be considered necessary. 

(1). In Surah 27 : 9 we read “ Thou seestthe mount*ainsand thinkest 

them to be fiixed but they are moving like the moving of the clouds.” 
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No words of eorament are required ; only compare them with 

Tennyson’s lines 

The hills are shadows and they how 

From form to form and nothing; stands 

They melt like mist the solid lands 

Like clouds they shape themselves and g’O 
{in Momorian^* 

Slowly but surely all mountains are changing their places. And some¬ 

times some hills do not care to keep on to their slow pace but suddenly 

begm to move with a portentous speed causing a great deal of havoe 

There have bv^en several instances in recent times. Was the thing even 

dreamed of by any man in the Prophet’s day ? 

(2) . In Surah 86 : 11. God says ‘ By the earth having cracks in it,’ 

implying that there are cracks in our globe which must of course be of 

a size comparable to the size of it so as to be mentioned as its distinctive 

feature. Are any such cracks visible anywhere. The thing was dis¬ 

covered only in this 20th century when Col. Burrard ot the Survey of 

India showed in a xMonograph on H.malayas that, not only theoretically 

this must be so owing to diffei’ent parts of the globe having differences 

in physical and chemical structure, but actually there is a big underground 

crack extending from the Malay Archipelago to the Meditteranean Sea 

across Burmah and the skirts of Himalayas in India. The thing has 

been discovered by geodetical plumb-line observations. 

(3) . It is difficult to imagine a more clear reference (without direct 

teaching which was not desirable) to earth’s motion than this one He it 

is who has made the earth a camel (zalool) for you, so you walk about on 

its sides [Mmiakih) (67:15). To suggest that the word zalool is really 

meant as in oixlinary nse to signify a . camel, not to be interpreted etyino 

logically as those ignorant of this great astronomical tiuth are constrain¬ 

ed to do, the word Manahih is also used for sides which is appiopiiate 

only for the sides of a camel on which palanquins are set for taking a 

journey. There can be no purpose in comparing the earth to a camel 

except to indicate its motion. 

(4) - In quite a number of places the Quran appears to speak of the 

sexs of plants. Thus 20 : 55 speaks of “ pairs of vavions plants ” ; 22 : 5_ 

says the earth “grew forth every beautiful pair”; 31: 9 says ‘We 
made to grow forth there in a every bountiful pair.” In all these cases 
(and there are others) the word zauj or azwa] (sexual pairs) is used. Thosft 
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ignorant of tin’s seient.ifi(^ truth take the word in tlie abstraet sense of 

‘ kiiU,’ but it requires no seliolorship in Arable to know that the words 

are the. words for husband and wife. 

(5) . Both the sun and the inoon luo^re across the signs of zodiac, 

but in the Quran it is always the moon that is said to do so—-the sun is 

mentioned to make the contrast ; but this is not said about it. This is in 

several places. In one place the sun is said to move, but in a dilferent 

way from the moon. The moon moves in its mansions, but the sun moves 

in the area to which it is confined {le mitstaqavrin laha) (36 : 38, 39), refer¬ 

ring apparently to the sun moving round the centre of gravity of tdhe 

solar system. 

(6) . “ The day when We will roll up the heavens like the rolling up 

ol scrolls in books. We will return creation to the state in whi(*h We 

began it.” (Surah 21: 104). The simile of rolled scrolls shows that in 

the beginning the heavens /. e. the matter which has been worked in to 

the solar and other stellar systems was in a spiral form. This is exactly 

the theory that holds the day in cosmological speculations. 

The above are sufficient for instances. If these are not miracles I 

wonder what else is a miracle. There are a number of others besides but 

they would require something of explanation. They are discussed in my 

Science and Islamic Tadition. 

Section 6. 

The above is, I hope, sufficient to satisfy the most cautions and 

reticent enquirer after truth that the Quran is what it claims to be, a 

veritable miracle for the Prophet. It is not one miracle, but a miracle 

of miracles and a miracle that will last to the end of the world. 

It is not a miracle only for good Arabic scholars but for yon and I; every 

man according to his capacity can see it is a miracle—even if he does not 

know Arabic at ail. 

And yet all this long list of miracles in it is only for those who 

require to enquire about it. For the believers who have passed that stage 

there is a further set of mimcies which is available for them only—the 

others can only witness the things by mixing with them. Thus the Quran 

if rightly used in firm faith is available for the healing of bodily and 

mental diseases. Special Surahs are recommended to be read for special 

objects, and those who do so in right firm faith know how effective they 

are. Then the Quran is available to be consulted in eases of difficulties 

for right direction or for knowing what will be the end of things that 
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mneb concern or perplex ns. This ‘ Tawaful ’ is very nurcli in nse 

amongst us and I have myself seen hundreds of wonders of it It is 

useless to eile them. One insluTice only I will cite from Mufti Moham¬ 

med Abbas Sahab’s Nasrul Mominin, Sultan Sulaiman of Turkey went 

to visit the tomb of Our Lord Ali at Nejef, As the dome of (he shrine 

began to be visible from a distance the Sultan thought he should get 

down from horseback. One of tlie ministers said this was not at ali 

proper for he was no way inferior to Onr Lord, being a Caliph himself. 

The Emperor had divination made from the book of God and the verse 

came ont “ Take oif thy slippers, for thou hast come to the Holy land 

(20 : 12). * 

On this the Emperor had the counsellor beheaded at once. Another minister 

coinx)Osed the following lines on the occasion 

Ta:a]ui}U(i tijanid )nulid:G 1)C lahilii 

IJ'ci- yaksuru, indal is'ilam izciilKiniulia 

Iza Ilia raa lm min Ijac-edin tantijulat 

Wa in hiya lam tarjal :arajjala hauntha. 

At his gate there always remains a gathering of princes and their gathering inereasea at 

the time of kissing (the Holy Sepulchre). When they see it from a distance they get down 

to walk on foot, and if they do not their heads will go on foot. 

The author has given a case of his own in which he was able to tell a man that hia 

wife had given birth to a child. 
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VL Literary developmeiit of the Quran* 

The revelation we find eoUected in the Quran was, as said before, 

not the whole revelation that was given to the Prophet. Indeed it was 

-a very small part of it thongh in some respeeis it was of a distingnished 

eharaeter and so separated from the rest. We will attempt later to see 

the chief points that separated it from the rest. However, such as it was, 

it was not that it was wholly devoted to exposition of doctrine or practice, 

nor was it wholly spontaneons, revealed purely for instruction in*espec- 

tive of any special circumstances having led to the revelation. On the 

contrary we find it is of a very miscellaneous character and the revela" 

tions were very frequently excited by sopae of the incidents in the Pro¬ 

phet’s life or the history of the times. This certainly means that but 

for those incidents the revelation might have been different from what it 

was. This at first sight is a matter of reproach for the Quran, but this 

reproach is based on a wholly erroneous view of what the Quran is or 

was meant to be. It is supposed that the Quran is or should be an inde¬ 

pendent book of guidance or instruction by the side of the Prophet and 

independently of him ; and this is just what the Quran was not meant to 

be. It is nothing more than a collection of revelations to the Prophet, 

and the revelations too were not wholly or even mainly aimed at instruc¬ 

tion in the ordinary sense of the word—the main purpose of the revela^ 

"tions was to direOi and help the Prophet in his practical worJc^ preaching^ 

enforcing, propagating and puhliahing the new religion. The Quran therefore 

represents one side of the life of the Prophet viz that in eommunieation 

with God. Any body can see that in his life that and every other side 

must be in connection with each other. The Quran and the Prophet are'" 

one and the same reality. 

The historical element which is so marked in the Quran, far from 

being a matter of reproach, constitutes its chief worth, indeed gives it the 

.character that is characteristic of, it, makes it, in one sense at least, a| 

we can get with the light of reason 

but nowhere can we get t® 

aM’ mii-afeks. bvingiug by raeve foi-ee of his 

faith and 

Preserved Table {Lrirle Mahfooz)( ^e- 

"s knowledge. But it need iioi 

foreknowledge need not hiake Him 
iV. 
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TIkv Quran may indeed be a traiislatiou (in the etymoloj^ieal sense of the 

Avord) of that whieh is in Loiohe Mahfuoz. If all is a great coimeetecl 

whole, if one great thought ean imply all other thoughts, if the same 

spirit ean express itself in a variety of forms and ways, in various aetions, 

then the Quran, which in its essence is nothing but thought and spirit, can 

be contained in a single verse or even a word of its own, what to say of 

a Lowlie Mahfooz. So the whole Quran is said in the traditions to be con¬ 

tained in the introductory verse, Bimillah, prefixed to each Surah, aye 

even the first word of it, even the first letter of it. One has only to 

learn to think of higher things to understand these realities. 

The opposite is also true. The verses of the Quran though apparent¬ 

ly meaning to refer to some particular event, fact, or thing are really 

meant to cover all similar things that can come under this verse. This 

we know from the teaching of those, through whom we have the Quran. 

And sometimes there are indications in the verses themselves showing 

this to be the reality of the matter. We will see instances of this in our 

commentary The stories of ancient peoples recounted in the Quran may 

be taken as predictions of similar things among the Musalmans. Also 

there is what may be called science said to be taught by the Imams of 

apidying the spirit, called variously as Jafr, llmul Hiiruf, which Tuust 

appear mystical to us who are quite ignorant of it—I myself know 

nothing whatever about it—but the results are sometimes striking. Thus 

Suyuti in his Tarikhul Khnlafa cites from Ibu Barjan’s commentary that 

from Snrah 30 : 1-3 he predicted the relnrn of Jerusalem to Musalmans 

with the exact year of it. The event happened long after his death. 
• ^ 

But; we ignorant folk are not wholly obliged to train oirrselves in that 
most dilfumlt thing to perceive for ourselves the wonderful power of the 
Word of God. Any one sorely in trouble about himself, bis friends or 
relations ean in a truly prayerful mood of mind seek light and instrnetion 
from the book of G-od by simply opening a page of the Quran in the ways 
prescribed by the Imams—blessing the Prophet and Ms sons- The thing 
is of very common use among us. Some instances we have given in the 

chapter on Quran as a standing miracle. 

This is the meaning of saying that, it is the living Word of God, 
Though the Book is on the face of it made up of passages revealed 
strictly in connection with events of the day it is a book for all time and 
not only can cover or have application to but does actually cover and 
apply to all things, past, present and future.. Of course the unbeliever 

cannot put himself in the right mood of faith to prove these things iir 
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liinisell bnt he can, if he eare to take the tvotible, see the faithful obtain- 

iua results for themselves and verify them in true spirit of enquiry. 

To retnrn to onr subject. The revelations being intended to dirc'^t 

and help the Prophet in the practical work he was engaged in, it i^ snfTi- 

ciently clear why in the early Meccan Surahs it is mainly the infidels oE 

Mecca, their polytheism and idolatory that is denounced. In the Jledina 

Surahs their place is taken by Jews and dissembling or other hikewarm 

sections ot Mnsalmans, and also doctrine turning on the spiritual impor- 

tanv3e of the Prophet himself as also details of law and practice which were 

non-existent in Meccan Surahs are enforced on the believers. This also 

explains what to Rodwell appears a matter of complaint and leads him to 

adverse conclusions,' “ We lose the poet in the missionary aiming to 

convert and in the warm asserter of dogmatic truths ; the descriptions of 

natural objects, of the judgment of Heaven and Hell, make way for 

gradually increasing historical statements, first from Jewish and subse¬ 

quently from Christian histories ; while in the twenty-nine (thirty f ) 

Snrahs revealed at Medina we no longer listen to vagne words, often, as 

it would seem, without definite aim, but to the earnest disputant with 

the opponents of the new faith, the Apostle pleading the cause of wbat 

he believes to be the truth of God. He who at Mecca is the admonishcr 

and persuader, at Medina is the legislator and the warrior dictating 

'obedienee, and who uses other weapons than the pen of the poet and the 

scribe, while we are startled by finding obedience to God and the Apostle, 

God’s gifts and the Apostle’s, God’s pleasure and the Apostle’s spoken of 

in the same breath and epithets and attributes elsewhere applied openly 

to^ Allah applied to himself. ‘Whosoever obeyeth the Apostle obeyeth 

Allah.” The whole, particularly the last words, are very nmeh exaggerated 

but there is a great deal of truth in them. Faith must be given to the 

people,gradually. Faith in, submission to, and love for the Prophet is the 

very test of .faith in, submission to and love of God. Without the former 

the latter is mere self-delusion. 

One other obje^jtipn may also he disposed of in this eonnectihn. Tl 

is noticed that in the early Snrahs the pleasures of Heaven and the 

horrors of Hell are described in vivid detail. These details become 

absent in' latter Snrahs. It is suggested this may be due to objections of 

Jews &c. Sell explains (after Osborn) the absence of physical pleasures 

of Heaven in later Medina Surahs b^^ satiety, in Mecca the Prophet was 

farced to lead a contented life. In Medina he could have as- many wives as 

he pleased. So the pleasures which appeared intense formerly l0;St their. 

,,relish afterwards. Tt iselear.that the revelations being meagat to give 
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faith to people gradually, if there are auy passing phases of faith, some 

Stages through which ordinary people must pass in their way to piety and 

devotion, these must be duly provided for in the teaching. The stage 

that Our Lord Ali speaks of ‘ I worship God not for desire of Hea'^en, 

nor for fear of Hell, but because God is fit to be adored ’ is not reached 

ail at once. And particularly so when, however, some may not very 

much care for them, the existence of these things is a reality never to be 

forgotten or losT sight of. Wlien in the maturity of sense these induce¬ 

ments were not much required there were no more revelations of that 

kind, but the early Surahs 55, 56 &c. in which these details are given 

were much recommended, to he frequently read after prayers &e. 

One thing requires, however, to be explained. The revelations, it 

may be said, may change in contents according as they were revealed in 

connection with the infidels of Mecca, or in connection with the Jews or 

Musainians at Medina ; there may also be a progress in the exposition of 

doctrines, beliefs,^nd practices r^^uired for the faithful; the immediate 

requirements of the times may explain the former, the growing capacity 

of the Musalmans for faith may explain the latter—what is not explained 

is why the revelations should change in character, tone and style from 

period to period. The earliest Surahs consist mainly of shoi‘-t spirited 

verses beginning usually with strange mystic uttei-ances or oaths. This 

disappears gradually, and in their place we have inoi-e of a calm didactic 

or polemical tone with lengthening out of verses to- give one complete 

thought in each verse. This too changes gradually,, and the later Medina 

Surahs which are occupied mainly with directions of law and practice for 

the Musalmans the style is very prosaic, having nothing of the vigour of 

the early Surahs in it. Sir William Muir in his Life of Mohammed dwells 

at length on this changing character of the i‘evelation. The following 

citation from the Suppliment to chapter IV of Ms book may seiwe to illus¬ 

trate his impressions. 

At first like a mountain stream the cuiTent dashes headlong, pure, 

wild, impetuous . , . . . As we advance the style becomes calmer and 

more uniform, yet ever and anon a tranulous rhasphody, like the 

unexpected cataract, charged with thrilling words of conviction and fervid 

aspiration. Advancing still, though the dancing sti-eam sometimes 

sparkles, and the foam deceives the eye,, we trace a i-apid decline in the 

vivid energy of natural inspiration, and even the mingling with it of 

grosser elements. Tber*e is yet, indeed, a wide difference from the turbid, 

iame and sluggish courae of later days but the tendency cannot be mis¬ 

taken. The decay of life is, supplied artificial expedient. Eiaborite 
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periods ami the rneasTirecl eadenee of rhyming prose convey too often 

simple tvnisms and childish fiction ” &e. 

I have purposely quoted this passage from Sir William Muir to 

show the extreme position that can be taken in this respect. "Well, the 

answer is to be found in the words ‘ The main purpose of the revelations 

was to divfct and Mp the Prophet in his practical work, preaching, en¬ 

forcing, propagating and publishing the new religion^ Dirading and 

helping a man in a work is mainly, if not wholly, showing him how to do 
the work successfully, to the greatest effect. This effect depends, in the 

case of' preaching, on the character, intellectual and moral, of the people, 

the nature of the thing sought to be enforced, the spirit in which the 

work among them is done. The Prophet had to begin with a people who 

were steeped in the lowest depths of degradation as regards culture and 

morality -, had not merely a false but an intensely gross form of religion 

and were wholly alien to all higher spiritual ideas. Even the sense of 

religious responsibility was to be created among them. , The object being 

to enforce upon them a highly spiritual form of religion, the first thing 

to be done was to make them familiar with the idea of higher spiritual 

things. To begin with, a nascent, ill-defined notion of these things was to 

be created. This is best effected by mystic language. “ By the fig. the 

olive, the Mount of Sinae, this secure city.” The commonest things were 

taught to have a higher meaning, a something of spirituality about them. 

Those who know something of the psychology of low class people know 

they can assimilate vague ill-defined notions and yet they remain suspici¬ 

ons of clear, well-nuderstood trnths. Further, before any preaching could 

have any effect a sense of morak responsibility was to be created. The 

people were to be taught to look upon the commonest affairs of life as 

something serious, something liable to npset the whole'design of creation. 

“ And the heavens He has raised np and set up the Balance. That ye do 

not transgress in the matter of the balance.” To impress the importance 

of the sense of responsibility the whole creation from the sun and the 

moon to the sonl of man is brought in Surah 91 to witness it. 

This stage is soon passed, a few Surahs only suffiinng to produce the 

desired preliminary effect. The next stage was the more difficult one of 

making them receive the clear rational truths of Islam and give pp tlieir 
T- > Id 

own nascent, ill-defined notions and prejudices with which they we^- 

clinging to their false gods and idols. The style and manner of preach- 

ing must change, it must become more and more didactic, argumentative, 

polemical; and * so calm and more uniform ’ as Sir William pats it, ‘ yet 

ever and anon a tremulous rbasphody, like the unexpected cataract charged 
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with thrilling words of (H')avietion and fervid aspiration,’ as Sir William 

views it, when the subject turns to the faith that was to trinmph over it. 

The style must change farther towards the prosaic when the unbelievers 

are not addressed at all bat believers, there is nothing to argue about, 'the 

thing required is just to enfore with authority and invest the ordinary 

directions, chietiy of law and discipline, with a halo of sanctity. This is 

done by forcing in the name of God at every step so that the spirit of 

devotion, grave responsibility in these ordinary things, may not be lost 

sight of. This is wliat Sir William says in disparagement of it they 

ordinarily end with some such little expression as ‘ God is Knowing, 

Wise’—thus completing the rhyme and investing the record with an 

inspired and oracular character.” 

I cannot do better than cite a passage from Dr. Steingass the learned 

compilor of English-Arabic and Arabic-Eiiglish Dictionary. 

‘ But if we consider the variety and heterogeneonsness of the topics 

on which the Quran touches, uniformity of style and diction can scarcely 

be expected ; on the contrary it would be strangely out of place. Let ns 

not forget that in the hook there is given a complete code of creed 

and morals, as well as of the law based thereupon. There are also the 

foundations laid for every institution of an extensive commonwealth, for 

instruction, for the administration of justice, for military organization, 

for the finances, for a most careful legislation for the poor : all built up 

on belief in the one God, who holds man’s destinies in His hand. Whire 

so many important objects are concerned the standard of excellence by 

which we have to gauge the composition of the Quran as a whole must 

needs vary with the matter treated upon in each particular ease. Sublime 

and chaste, where the supreme truth of God’s unity is to be proclaimed, 

appealing in high-pitched strains to the imagination of a poetically gifted 

people, where the eternal consequences of man’s submission to God’s holy 

will or of rebellion against it are pictured; touching in its simple, almost 

erude, earnestness, when it seeks again and again encouragement or eon- 

solation for God’s messenger, and a solemn warning for those to whom 

he has been sent, in the histoides of the prophets of old: the language of 

the Quran adapts itself to the exigencies of every-day life, when this 

every-day life is to be -brought in harmony with the fundamental 

principles of the new dispensation,” 
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VII. The design of the Quran. 

To luulerstand tlie design of the Quran it is uecesstu’y to remember 

tbaTit was never meant to be read alone independently of its divine ex¬ 

positors. Not only eonsiderabte portions of it are MuiuKhahihii, dubious, 

allegorical, of doubtful meaning, of which it is distinctly declared tha't 

“ none know the meairing thereof but God and those well-rooted in 

knowledge” (3 : 5, see chap. Vi 11) but as a book of guidance it teaches 

nothing distiucily, fully. To say nothing of less important matters, it 

gives no clear authoritative statement about the (piestions that agitate the 

world about the vital problems of religion. Its great mission is to 

enforce belief in God and His Unity, but it says nothing clear about- the 

conception of God and the nature of His Unity. The result is that Islam 

is divided in numerous sects quarrelling even about this fundamental 

tenet of Islam. True, by careful application of mind, by bringing in a 

great deal of philosophy and erudition upon the words, yon can argue 

about these things, but that is Just why it is unsatisfactory—you might 

as well-dispense with the book itself ; what you get at is mainly from your 

ph ilosophy, not from the Book—and many are incapable of philosophy 

at all, and cei-tainly there is no immunity from error in philosophical 

discussions. So the book is filled with teaching about Inspiration, but it 

nowhere teaches clearly what Inspiration is, what sort of thing it is, 

how it is effected. 

Coming to matters of lesser importance the law of Islam, which fills 

gigantic volumes of Islamic literature, would be sadly crippled if it were 

to be confined to the few directions in the Quran. Admittedly these 

have to be supplemented by the traditions of the Prophet (and the Imams 

according to the Shias). And it would appear that while some things are 

given with minnte detail other things, not less important, are simply 

mentioned, and no more. Thus while the directions about Wuza (ablution 

preceding prayers) are given with full details, not a word is anywhere 

said about the form aud discipline to be observed in prayers. 

' Certainly the profession of the Quran to be a complete book q,£ 

guidance, an exposition of all things (16 : 91)^there is nothing wet or 

dry but is in the plain giiide, (36 : 12) it the term here means the Quran—i 

has to be understooil in a very special sense. And that 

it introduces the Prophet and commands us to 

■ gives and I’efrain from what .he forbids” (p9 

sense is 

1 i ; the Itqan of Shafeii proving that every 

’ M"' tke in thiSAvay- \ 
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cainplete gnidaiw in nathlng*, it bas at evei’y step ta be eoinmentecl and 

supplemented by the Prophet and the Imams. It "was for thia 7’eason 

that the Prophet directed—the saying is famous and imiversally admitted 

among all sects of Islam—“ I am leaving two weighty things among you 

the Book of God and my Itrat (family and generation)—so long as you 

remain attached to them yon will not go into error ; they will not 

separate till they return to me at the pond.” The Quran alone is not 

sufficient. Its very strnctnre is sneh that eomx^els yon to seek some 

expositors for its understanding. It never says anything clearly, dis¬ 

tinctly, fully. It is the neglect of the Prophet’s dii-ection that has divid¬ 

ed (and will keep divided) Islam in so many sects. It was the height of 

ignorance and impudence that made Caliph Omar say The Book of God 

is sufficient for us ” ; and God only knows how much the mischief of 

sectarian divisions and eiu’ors of all are to be laid at his door for his 

destroying the collection of traditions made in his time saying Mishna 

like the Mishna of the Jews I” (Ibn Saad). 

The question now arises, what was the good, what was the 

wisdom in a Revelation of this sort, in giving a Book which to all ap-' 

pearanee is so unsatisfactory, so imperfect in everything. The answer 

is you have only to blame yourselves for using a thing beyond the pur¬ 

pose it was oiuginally meant to serve. It was never designed to make us 

independent of the Prophet and the Imams for guidance. The piu’pose 

for which it was revealed, the requirement for which it was given to us 

and so much m’ged upon us, was something quite different. It was not 

one thing but many, and we will do well to consider them. 

(1). The first and immediate purpose of the Holy Revelation was 

to pi^ovide a lasting standing miracle for the Prophet. We have seen 

sufficient proofs of this in preceding chapters. 

’ (2). Its chief purpose for the purpose of guidance was to provide ati 

incorruptible book for testing the accuracy of the reported teachings of . 

the Prophet and the Imams in places and times where they may them¬ 

selves be not available. The rex>orts of these teachings must neeessaiily 

Gotue to us through fallible men. There might be, and have been, hundreds 

of lies invented, and some might be such that may radically affect the 

cardinal doctrines of faith. Thus like the Christians the Moliammeclans 

might also in time come to regard the Prophet as God or Son of God, 

relying on irresponsible traditions that such was his teaching. There 

was no immunity against misrepresentations of any kind. Similarly a 

number of cardinal teachings of Islam might have come to be reieeted by 
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men to wboin they are unpalatable. Thus, many at, the ])resentvlay would, 

if they eould, deny that JrhafI was ever taught by the Proidiet. Thanhs 

for the detaikal desiniption of Heaven and Hell in the Quran, but for it 

many would ehoose to teaeh that they are all purely spiritual. In spite 

of all this detail those who have a loose sense of religions res]mnsibility 

try to make believe that it is all allegorieal. No religion in the world 

has escaped eorrnption owing to lying teaediers or transmitters of tradi¬ 

tion—not even Islam, I may say, in an absolute sense. Woe to religion, 

then, if even Islam is not able to provide an immunity against radical 

errors due to fancies of the people ! 
I 

Clearly nothing but an absolutely undoubtable record of teachings 

eould have provided the immunity rer4nired. And a slight reflection will 

show that nothing but the very peculiar conditions of the Quran could have 

produced a record that should remain undoubtable to the end of the woi*jd 

Would the early records, if they were somehow preserved, offer the necessary 

guarantee of their truth ? The world has known enough of forgeries to 

place any absolute confidence in mere records. xAnd those w]n> know how 

newspapers in oar own day befool the whole world, publishing lies and 

suppressing truth, would be perhaps not very mncdi gratified if the\^ could 

get a newspaper of the times of the Prophet or the Caliphs after him. 

The peculiar conditions of the Quran are (1) that it is a miracle of com¬ 

position. If anyone were to interpolate a passage of his own between 

the verses or make any alterations in them the intepolation was sure to 

be felt. We cannot impress this, but we know that even the smallest bit.s 

of Quranic phrases, used ornamentally in other compositions, are at once 

felt to have a peculiar lustre, not only by the learned but even by those 

ignorant of Arabic language who simply have made several readings of 

the Quran, so as to have an ear for the Divine language, (i^) The care 

with which the Quiun was preserved (the whole with some, different 

portions with others) in writings and on the hearts of the people, so that 

at the time of the collection, and ever since, every verse is mutaicaii/'j well- 

known and accepted of all, not in a general sense but down to the most 
insignificant letters of it. 

The first of these things was out of question in anything but the 

Divine Book. The second, too, it was possible to do only with a small book 

of quasi-metrical kind, as the Quran is, not with all the' sayings of tlie 

Prophet, for which even the most gigantic volumes should not suffice. 

These must be left to the ei’edit of the reporters and their transmitters 

who are all fallible, and one may have his own opinion about individual 

traditions that have come in this way. It is true from various eicums-’ 
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tanees, of ti'ansmission and otherwise, thousands of these traditions reach 

a very hi^h degree of certainty and cannot possibly be doubted, but none 

reach the certainty that is claimable for the Quran—at least none can 

approach it in point of verbal accuracy. 

Thus we have an incorruptible' Book, even the verbal accuracy of 

which cannot be doubted. Now the reported teachings of the Prophet in 

the traditions can be placed before this Book. If we find any doctrines 

or teachings that are clearly inconsistent with those in the Quran they 

are to be rejected at once. If they are not inconsistent but only supple¬ 

ment or give a greater meaning to what might appear from the surface 

meanings of the words in the Quran they may he. true. They may be 

believed or not according to their merits, credit of the reporters, harmony 

with other teachings and the like. The more a teaching can be covered 

by a verse, be seen to follow from it, the more it gains in certainty. 

It will be seen this does not afford an effective criterion of true and 

false‘ traditions. There may still be many baseless traditions which after 

all do not, to our powers of judgment, appear iueonsistent with the 

Quran. That may so, but they would be such as do not affect the 

cardinal articles of faith; and there would be no great harm if one believes 

them in ignorance. What would it matter if a man believes that the hair 

of the Houris or (jhilman are after a particular fashion ? But not ten 

thousand traditions can make a Musalman believe that Mohammed was 

the son of God, that fasting and prayers are only things recommended, 

not compulsory, and so forth. That was the thing sought for, and that 

purpose has been most effectively achieved. The religion is made 

^uhekmilally incorruptible. Which other religion can compare with Islam 

in this respect ? 

(3). The Quran is so designed as to be a book that should be 

believed in by all. This may appear a truism, but that constitutes its 

greatest difficulty. It means that it should be a book for the learned and 

the unlearned alike—for men of all degrees of culture and all stages' of 

civilization. This it manages to do in this way. It gives in clear words 

only those basic beliefs which are essential for Islam and must be believed 

by all, and those rules of practice in law and discipline which are sought 

to be the distinctive practice of the Musalmans in all places and to the 

end of the world. Eejeefcion of any of these cannot be tolerated, they 

amount to infidelity—the man can no more be called a Musalman ; he 

will be treated as Tinbelieveiv All the rest that,: ■ eeks to teach, but it 

would be difficult and so cruel to impress upon all - t is adapted only to 
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those who have advaneetl some degrees in faith—it teaehes by sugges¬ 

tions, suggestive words, peculiar forms of expression, which may be 

passed over by the cursory reader, but which give a world of meanings to 

the man who reflects* The Quran is thus like the Islam it seeks to ^ 

enforce. It is primarily coircerned with the Islam that should be the 

faith of all without exception. The higher faith which we call /man is 

not less important, but it is not something new or additional, it is only a 

further, a higher and more spiritiral development of the Islam which is 

common to all (see note at the end of chapter 1). Those who have come 

into the pale of Islam and hold its beliefs with sincerity have already 

come to the portals of Imanj and for them mere suggestions may suffice, 

It is for this reason that while belief in one God is constantly 

enforced in Islam there are no clear details about the conception of God 

and His attributes. These higher things which even the greatest philo¬ 

sophers would confess their inability to understand thoroughly could not 

well be enforced as a religion for the masses. Were this done there 

would be continuous bloodshed among the believers about nice distinctions 
* 

such as has so long been among the meek Christians of bygone ages. 

Everyone would be declared an infidel by his neighbour who did not 

understand his thoughts. As the Prophet says in a famous tradition. 

“ If Abuzar were to know what is in the heart of Salman (both very holy 

companions of the Prophet) he would kill This is the reason of 

the omission i. e. omission in plain words of these things in the 

Quran. These things are for Iman (faith) "not Islam. This omission 

does not mean that those higher things are not important. They are 

important, but they are beyond the designed scope of Quran for fall 

treatment. Thus it contains expressions such as there is nothing like 

Him ” &c. which if rightly reflected upon may lead one to the right 

position about theism, and for the rest go to the Prophet and the Imams. 

The accuracy of their reported teachings (if they are not available) can be 

tested by comparing the tbeistic expressions in the Quran. 

The same applies to the higher spiritual matters which are involved 

in the very conception of inspiration and without which no conception 

of the sipritual elevation of the Prophet is possibe. A clear statement of 

these things is therefore out of question in the Quran. Suggestive words 

such as Witness over (^. e. watcher over) the prophets ” are not lacking 

and these are sufficient. For further detailed instruction the Prophet and 

the Imams must be approached. 

What to speak of the higher spiritual things the mere believing in 

the Prophet admits of infinite degrees and shades of belief which have 
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continued to our own day. Shlbli, the typical Sunni writer of the present 

day in India claims for Omar the distinction of distinguishing between 

the apostolic and personal character of the Prophet, and approvingly says, 

he freely disagreed with him when he thought he gave any directions 

only in his latter capacity.” These men are certainly not to be excluded 

from the pale of Islam. 

Imamate is not an article of belief for Islam, it is wholl}’- an article 

of faith tor Iman, and as such clear statements about the Prophet’s 

succession cannot be expected in the Quran. It is a matter requiring as 

much spirituality as the higher faith in prophets, and further in certain 

matters, the temporal implications of it, it requires not only complete 

subjugation but entire surrender of all self-interests, and the instincts of 

man naturally revolt against them. But being so very important, as 

essential for Iman as the higher faith in the Prophet himself, there are a 

number of very clear verses chiefly bearing on the root-principle, Wilayet, 

‘ Loving attachment,’ which makes the importance of it clear to the least 

reflecting. Remembering that the doctrine is meant only for those who have 

sincere faith in the Prophet, and have real attachment to him as such, it is 

not too mui^h to expect that they would conscientiously reflect over the 

words of God, and not try to get away by means of loose interpretations, 

which of conrse-are everywhere possible. Instances will repeatedly come 

in my commentary, one or two elsewhere in this Introduction. 

(4). It is designed to serve as testimony for the prophets. Belief in 

the prophets is one of the cardinal principles of Islam, yet from the 

meagre, extremely unreliable and (to some extent certainly) grossly 

corrupted accounts we have of them in the Bible &e, we can in first 

place not be certain or* their existence at all—existence of old prophets at 

least, as Noah, Abraham &e. to say nothing of Adam &c., has been 

questioned as everyone knows—and even if we believe in the existence of 

some, as Moses and the later prophets, we cannot be sure that they were 

really prophets ; on the other hand from the accounts we have of them we 

are likely to believe that they had grossly anthropomorphic ideas of 

God, and as to moral character we should be ashamed to speak of some of 

them as holy men at all. These details are everywhere available and the 

reader will excuse iis wasting our time on it. Suffice it to say that this 

is such an established thing that protestant Christians consider it one of 

the grounds of the sanctity of the old testament Litei'ature that it shows 

that the revelation of God to mankind was progressive accox*ding to their 

cultural development. See Dummellow’s or any commentary on the Holy 

Bible. The Quran was meant to give the most oixtspoken lie to this. 
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The pvophots who were. eoiBrnissh^ued to teal^h to the people were, all of 

them, prophets in the fullest sense of the word, and they tanght the same 

dOvdii'iues as arc found in Islam, and as toeharaeter they were all sinless" 

all sins or faults of character imputed to them are simply false. To <|ive 

permanence to this cardinal doctrine of Islam is one of the aims of the 

Holy Quran. 

Yet the Quran is not meant to he a book of history. It does not 

mention all the prophets, openly says it does not, it only mentions them 

when of use for, admonition to the people, or for consolation to the 

Prophet, or for serving as examples of things to occur in the history of 

rhe Prophet or Islam. The first of these purposes (admonition) explains 

why it was only the prophets familiarly known to the people that are 

mentioned ; examples of the last are, the condemnation of the son of Noah 

and the wife of Lot, the praise of the wife of Pharoah, the long life of Our 

Lord Jesus and the Sleepers of the Cave &c. Any one who knows some' 

thing of the dissensions that have bsen agitating Muslim theologians 

owing to sentimental reasons will see the incalculable use of bearing in 

mind these things in the history of the old prophets or in their 

connection. Moses’ history is so repeatedly recounted and with so much 

detail as he wuis the prototype of the Prophet in his apostolic career, and 

the history and religious development of the Musalinans was to follow 

en'actly the footsteps of Moses’ people. 

(5). The Quran is not designed to give a complete history of the 

Prophet; out of it it selects things which it is necessary for men to remem¬ 

ber about him, so as to form a right conception of him, as belief in him is 

one of the cardinal principles of Islam. In these it keeps a prophetic 

eye on the requirements of later times. We have seen that but for the 

Quran the Musalmans were apt to come to regard him as something of a 

divinity. How much this is true will appear from the fact that, though 

precluded in the case of the Prophet, some have come to regard Our Lord 

Ali as tiie Diety. This nasty heresy was started in the lifetime of Our 

Lord himself, and inspite of his own persecution of it has continued to 

our own day. It was necessary to remember that he was a mere man as 

- anymf us, though in saying this we mean much like as if we were to say 

(rightly enough) that Issac Newton was a mere animal, as any donkey or 

swine. It was to give to this world that higher conception of man that 

the Prophet was sent down to us. In short he was both the friend and 

the humblest slave of God. 

Even those who duly regard him as below God are apt to have 

grossly exaggerated miseoneeptions about his capicities, ignoring the 
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limitations that wore put upon him by the design and liatiire of the work 
that he was sent to do. He was not sent to convert men by exercise of 
spiritual force, or to use any miraculous powers for achieving his objects. 
All this is clearly stated, rather emphasised in the Quran. Yet it is 
constantly forgotten more or less, and the Sunnis fondly try to believe 
that all who came into contact with him as Musalmans (if not as infidels) 
were miraculously changed from beasts to—not men but—angels. And 
the Prophet’s wives ! Who can for a moment think that they could 
retain anything of evil about them ? So some facts as the marriage with 
Zeinab, behaviour with Mary the Oopt &e. many would from sentimental 
reasons come to reject at once as false. So revelations bearing on such 
things were needed. Thej^ like those referred to at the end of (4) above 
are of inestimable value for settling sectarian differences which is one of 
the most important purposes of the book of God, see Surah 2 : 209. They 
all have bearing on faith, Iman, if not on hlanu _ Were it not for these 

historical verses God only knows what would have become of Islam by 

this time. 

This design of selecting only those things in the life of the Prophet 
which were indispensable for right belief among the Musalmans. looking 
to the tendencies of the people, is the reason why so very few miracles of 
the Prophet are mentioned in the Quran. The Musalmans were in no 
fear of forgetting these, on the contrary the natural tendency was to 
exaggerate them, to publish hundreds of baseless tales of that kind, which 
if believed, would lead one to suppose that a state of Kafihe Ghita (Uplift¬ 
ing of the Veil) had come on. By no possibility could a man doubt that 
the Prophet was truly sent of God. A corrective was needed in this 
direction. So verses like 17 : 92-95 abound in the Quran, which show 
that even in the case of challenge miracles of the kind which the In/idels 

wonted—fho^e which would remove the veil altogether, were refused to be 

displayed. See note on Surah 2 :112. 

(6). In matters of law and discipline only some directions are given 
in detail to show that scrupulous regard to formed and established practice 
“Was desired. The directions could not be changed from time to time, or 
according to the fancies of the people. The ablutions before the prayers 
must be done in rigidly the same simple, easy way as is directed ; bath¬ 
ing in the Indian ocean would not be sufficient. So the shares of inheri¬ 
tance and other such things are to be taken as rigidly fixed—however the 
social conditions may change these must be followed exactly as laid down 
'—^not only in the Quran but in the teachings of the Prophet as well—for 

the Quran, by the few examples of detailed directions seeks only to 
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impress fche importance of this- This inflexibility has been considered a 

matter of reproach of Islam ; but it is really one of its excellences as a 

religion. It ignores nothing that can be of value. Some provision must 

be made for uniformity of practice as a visible embodiment of the unity of 

Islam and further of historical continuity from one age to another.It 

may be that in very much altered conditions of society some regulations 

may appear inconvenient, but the historical traditions mast be kept up at 

all costs. There is a spirit of obedience in this which is worth any in¬ 

convenience borne for it. And further these observances would of thefli- 

seives serve to prevent the society from altering very mtich, and the 

change will usually be found on close examination to be a disadvantage. 

In this matter also there appears something of prophetic insight 

into the tendencies of later ages, similar to what we have spoken of in the 

(5th) above. For nearly all the directions have been upset by some 

leaders of the popular churches owing to sentimental reasons or grounds 

of expediency. The Wazu (ablutions before prayers), the Muta form of 

marriage, the combining of Umrali with Eajj are notorious examples. 
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VIII. The interpretation of the Quran* 

Section 1. 

In considering the interpretation of the Qnran we have first to make 

an obvious remark which, however, it is necessary to bear in mind—those 

who read the Qnran in a translation such as purs should never forget it. 

No translation can be a true complete translation of the thoughts 

expressed in the original. There is no word which has not a number of 

associations by way of connotation which the equivalent words in other 

languages have not, and thns the sense as read in a translation is often 

not exactly like, and often not half of, what it means in the original. 

Thus liahh which connotes the idea of nourishing and looking after the 

development or increasing good of the creation is sadly crippled when 

translated Lord. Then many words have a number of closely allied 

senses, and the effect on the reader or hearer when he comes across these 

words is the sum-total of all these allied meanings, some being more 

prominent in the mind than the others. Thus zulm may mean sin, 

oppression, injustice, transgression &c. If we were to deal with these 

shades of meaning in our English commentary we would obviously never 

be done. So it is only in a few places, where it appeared very necessary 

to do so, that we have pointed out the fuller significance of the original 

word, and in some places have cited the original word in brackets. It is 

one of the literary characteristics of the Quran that out of the hundreds 

of equivalents that could be found in the prolific Arabic tongue, it always 

selects the word most full of suggestions, so that the words continue to 

emanate meanings like radium. 

Apart from this difficulty which occurs only to those who read in a 

translation, there are difficulties, more or less serious, which occur i;> 

those also who read in the original. Arabic, like Sanskrit, is a very 

prolific language, and has been made still more so by lexicograjh rSr 

If you take one of the bigger lexicons as the Qamus, you will find against 

every word, even one most commonly in use, a whole host of meinings, 

only some of which can be called very allied and implying one another. 

There are etymological senses, transferred senses, figurative senses, many 

of which not generally in use, or only used in special connections, besides 

a number of quite unusual, rare, wholly unused senses which it would: 

never be justifiable to use those words in. These lots of meanings give 

rise to a not an inconsiderable amount of discussion about the meanings 

of verses, and it is mainly with these that the vast majority of the 

popular (chiefly Sunni) commentaries are full. There is a great deal o£ 
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eriiditioTi sho-wn, all sorts of possible or impossible meanings are suggest¬ 

ed as possible, bat it is only eommonsense that gives prefc'erenee to one 

over the other. It is for this show of learning that these voluininons 

writers are so mneh admired. No one who has not read these commen¬ 

taries can form any idea of the extent these annoying differences go. 

There are few verses that are not subjected to these differences. 

Gommonsense is indeed sufficient to decide in all these things. The 

principle should be to accept the plainest sense of the passage-—the sense 

that would occur to every man on the first heaiing of the words. All rare, 

unusual senses of words should be discarded once for all. The words 

should be taken in the senses most prevalent in common language, trans¬ 

ferred and figurative senses can be allowed only where there is clear 

indication from the context that the words are used in the passage in 

these and 7iot the ordinary senses. The same applies to differences created 

by the extremely loose grammatical structure of the Ar"abic language. 

There are only a few grammatical forms which suffice for all the needs 

of human speech. There is hardly a particle which may not be used to 

devote anything desired. This too gives occupation to those who wish to 

fill their volumes with it, and thereb}^ pass for learned men. 

The occasions for these differences would have been fewer than they 

are if the Quran had been in the form of a connected narrative or strictly 

scientific discourse, but the Quran is not such ; even where there is some 

sort of connected narrative much is left out, for the Quran is never meant 

to be read by itself without the help of its expositors. That, however, 

great as these difficulties might appear to those not conversant with the 

Arabic language, these difficulties, great or small, are not considerable to 

commorsense, appears from the fact that there have been hundreds of 

translations made by Muslims and non-Muslims, and they all substantially 

agree-—hardly any differences of importance are ever observed, only the 

Ahmadi commentator who has a special, never-heard of teaching of Islam 

to elicit from the Quran, disagrees with them all, availing of rare, unusual 

meanings or even possible figurative uses of words or the looseness of 

Arabic grammar. The unsophisticated readers of the Quran, whether in 

: the East or the West rarely disagree. 

This point is thus clear—no rare, unusual meanings of words should' 

ever be admitted. There would be no demuiTer to this except from the 

side of the Ahmadi sect, or those whose interest it is to make Islam square 

with the Rationalism of the present day. This, however, does not 

mean that, by ^reference to etymologies oiv senses lost .sight of, the 
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peenliai' applicability of a certain word or its liintin.? to a certain truth, 

possible scientific truth not known in the day, might not be argued. 

We cannot pause to give illustrations as it would entail a deal of explana¬ 

tory matter, but instances of these will come from time to time in the 
commentary. 

I 

The next thing which though equally obvious is equally necessary 

to insist on, is that within reasonable bounds which coramonsense can easily 

decide, the Quran should be taken as plain prose, not high-flown poetry. 

Passages should be understood in their simple literal sense unless it can 

be shown that they are wholly inadmissible. In these cases it is not suffi¬ 

cient that the ordinary literal senses are very unreasonable, for what we 

regard as unreasonable may be reasonable from a higher view of things 

whic.h we have not attained to. Up to the nineteenth century everybody 

would have thought that to talk of the weight of light was to talk pure 

nonsense. But this is uow an established seieiitific truth. So in 

philosophy “ unconscious psychical states ” appears a contradiction in 

terms, but it is new an aijknowleged reality, and philosophers see they 

must someliow explain it. Moreover the point on which unbelievers are 

at i«?sue with us is whether the author of the Quran was reasonable, 

at all. So it is idle to take that plea before them. The way to show the 

inadmissibility of a literal meaning of any passage is to show its^ -utter 

inconsistency with other clear passages of the Quran or well-authenticated 

teachings of the Prophet and the Imams, for it is throngh them we have 

got the Quran and they are its divine expositors. It is very desirable 

that we should have very distinct teachings of theirs about such expres¬ 

sions. So we should be able to show that they were not understood in 

that crude literal sense in the earliest ages (and if there are differences, as 

may naturally be from -the historical conditions those days) by some 

Musalmans at least. 

The above remarks will show what otir view would be on the half- 

expresed surmises of those who would be glal to believe that some of the 

narratives in the Quran, such as those of Adam and the Seven Sheqers of 

the Gave, are more of allegories than facts. We know this view absolves 

them from the undertaking to prove things which it is difficult to prove. 

We sympathise with them for their trying to get away from difficulties 

which appear to them insuperable, but for ourselves we cannot take up a 

position without a very clear basis for it. Those who can conscientiously 

believe that the Prophet took these things in the same light that they do 

and taught the same view of them to the people, are welcome to do so. 

We are not uneoiiseious of the difficulties ; we know that with the very 
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meagre sonrees at our disposal, it is not possible for us to uneartb and lay 

bare all tbe trutlis of the past before the eyes ot the seeptieal ; but we 

would perfer to acknowledge that rather than make the Prophet or the 
Quran say what we do not see they say. 

Again remembering that the Quran is given to the world as the Word 

of God, every word in the Revelation must be taken to be most seriously 

meant. It will not do to take a general sense fi’om the general impoi’t 

of the passage and leave the actual words as of no consequence. Thus 

when God saj^s in 2: 148 that ^ Wheresoever ye be God will' bring yon 

together ’ this does mean that, not a mere national nnitv of Musalraans. 

So when God speaks of the Prophet as Witness {Shahid) over all other 

prophets it means that he is witness in the truest sense of the word. If 

people duly reflect over the words used in the Quran, higher spiritual 

meanings will be revealed which may be missed at first sight. We will 
come to this again later. 

Prom words we pass to peculiarities of expi*ession—peculiar forms 

of expression which give a lot of trouble to commentators are of frequent 

oceurreuee in the Quran. When a master of style and composition uses a 

peculiar expresioii that nobody else would usc, there must be some 

purpose, some meaning in it. It mnst be to suggest some meaning of a 

highei: character. Thus in 16:121 Abraham is said to be a people 

{Lmmat), In Surah 37 after narrating the miraculous escape of Ishmael 

from immolation we read We have spared him for a great sacrifice. And 

we have left (that) on him in the after ages.’’ We cannot panse to explain 

the higher spiritual truths that explain these peculiar forms of expression. 

They would naturally suggest themselves to the reader if he cares to 

ponder and reflect. The latter verse we have cited here is really a 
prophecy for the great slaughter at Karbala. 

It is needless to say that in every case, and particularly in cases of 

difficulty, the meaning of words or implications of words explained by the 

Prophet (and the Imams) should be accepted. Thus out of the number of 

significations of the word .SVmcf/that explained by the Prophet ‘ He to 
whom all turn for their wants,’ is to be preferred. Bokharee says that 

the Prophet having called out to a man who was saying his prayers the 

man did not reply ; but the Prophet explained to him that 8: 24 was 
general and applies to all cases. 

Thtn have to remember the appropriation of words and phrases to 
particular senses, and these we can know only from history. The most 

welhknown case is that of Salat (prayers prescribed in Islam). It originally 
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means pi'a3nng'. Zncat, the poor rate, means purification. But there are 

other eases which but for their historical notriet.y might be (and by many 

sought to be) easil}" forgotten. In 8 : 42 describing the Kkums or 20 % 

tax on gains God it is for God, the Prophet, the nearest of kin [znl 

qiirho) &e. The words might appear to mean personal relations of the payer, 

but from history we know it was the Prophet’s relations tlmt is meant 

here. So in 42 : 22 we read ‘ say I ask no recompense for tliis (/, my 

work) except that ye love (rn^O relations Qurha' The ‘ my \ is omitted. 

But we know from the consensus of all, Sunni and Sbia alike, that it was 

the Prophet’s and none but the Prophet’s relations that are meant here. 

Indeed the Prophet could not have asked for any recompense. His only 

recompense was that people should act up to the spirit and letter of his 

teachings, so what he was directed to ask for in this w^ay must be that 

which, though apparently personal, was tantamonnt to the whole of his 

teacliing, without which the observance of his directions becomes a 

nullity. The same word is used in the same \mgne way in 17 : 49, but 

we know that on the revelation of this verse the Prophet gave away his 

lands of Fidak to his daughter (Powzatul Ahbab). The purpose of keep¬ 

ing these expressions vagne seems to be to try the faith'of the Mnsalmans. 

They can be no ivcie. Mnsalmans if they blindfold their eyes to facts of 

history, though by tawll, they can remain sociaUy as Mnsalmans. 

Generally it may be said that verses meant for Mnsalmans their 

duties &c are purposel}^ left vague and imdenned. The Mnsalmans having 

entered the portals of faith, the least that is to be expected of them is 

that that the^^ should have some conscience, some sense of duty, some 

desire to search for truth and willingness to accept, it from which ever 

source it be forthcoming. Thc}^ should not insist on having every¬ 

thing laid down clearly for them in the book of God. Thus the five daily 

pra^^ers are enj(>ined but nothing is said about its prescribed form, zacat 

is enjoined but nothing is said about its rate. We have had occasion to dis¬ 

cuss on this important principle in eh. VII above. This will explain howitis 

that sometimes the plainest vei-ses are left vague and require to be inter¬ 

preted in the light of other knowledge or due reflection o-u the indica¬ 

tions in the verses themselves or other such ii^eaus of ascertaining the 

truth. The verses we have cited in the previous paragraph may also be 

taken as instances of this. Another instance is ‘O who believe, obey 

God and obe}’- the Prophet and those in authority {Ulil am^) among you ’ 

( ). Clearly these ‘those in authority’ must be such that 

obedience to them should be as binding as that o-f God and the l^rophet 

themselves, there should be no fear of the commands of one conflicting 

with those of others pin short the UIH wnr must be infallible, The selee- 
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tion of the word having a vast ainonnt of sigiiifi<^an(?e (whieh we cannot 

discuss here) in preference to such ordinary words as Hulckwn &c. shows 

that some special men having an indefinite amount of authority are meant. 

Other considerations also make it clear that certainly it is not the naere 

temporal rulers that are meant here. 

The same may be said of what may be called the generaiisiiig prin¬ 

ciple adopted throughout in the Quran. It is well-known that a number 

of vex'ses were revealed in praise or condemnation of certain individuals. 

But in the revelation the names are omitted, the conduct only is praised 

or blamed, and that too often in a very general way making tfie verses 

apparentl}^ no more than exhortations to virtue or admouitions against 

vice. At first sight this may be considered deplorable, but this is the 

general practice and there is incalculable wisdom in it. The contrary 

would have led to envy and disgust of each other among Musalmans, 

misgivings of partiality on the part of the Prophet among the ignorant 

newly converted folk, and possibly many of these verses would ixi time 

come to be disputed and might eventually be lost to the world in the collec¬ 

tion. And all this further to give the impression that the verses were 

merely personal, and thus to lose the great purpose of the revelation 

which was to exhoi't men to vix^tue assxiring them that they can approach 

those admired to any degree by following their example and further by 

uniting themselves spiritually with them in love, thereby becoming to 

some extent partakei^s in the honour of the revelation. And the contrary 

of course in the ease of those condemned. 

However, it is ixot right that all such verses are so completely gene¬ 

ralised that in the words no trace is to be found of those who have occa¬ 

sioned the revelation. In many cases vei*y clear traces are left for those 

who have eyes, rather the willingness to see. Thus in 5 : 60 we have 

yoxxr guardian Lord (Wali) is only God and His Prophet and those who 

believe, those who set up prayei^s and pay zacat while they ai*e bowing 

(in px^ayers).’’ The last words clearly show that they allude to some 

particular incident, and we get it not only inShia but Sunni commentaries 

as well. 

In the end I wish to draw attention to some things of general 

application. The Prophet is the representative of his people. Much of the 

addi^ess meant for the people is made apparently to the Prophet. Thus 

in 17: 41. “ Do not thou call on any other god with God, or thou wilt 

be thrown in Hell, despised, abased” on in 89 : 65. If thou joinest 

other gods with God thy works will be made null and void.” One pecu- 
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liar address is in Svu'ali Talaq (id : 1. “0 tbon the Prophet if ye divoive 

women.” The people are eleariy addressed (in the plural) but the 

address begins with ‘ O thon the Prophet.’ This is what Onr Lord Jaferel 

S.adiq says ‘ God has sent His Apostle with lyyata aami wa amai ga 

jarah. ‘To thee I address but hear thou 0 neighbour.’ 

This representativeness of the Prophet for his people is more real 

spiritually than may appear at first sight. Those who 'ocdieve in him, the 

more they get advaneed in faith and attaehment to him the moi’e they 

eome into real spiritual union with his own exalted soul. The relation 

beeomes as vital as that of the head in the pbysieal body. The Prophet 

feels the burden of onr sius as if they were his and due to his shorteoming 

and repents for them as such. And so we are rewarded through him in 

ease of virtues and pardoned through him in ease of vices. It is this which 

explains passages such as that in Surah 48 : 1 which apparently speak of 

the pardoning of his sins past and future See the tradition of Our Lord 

Jaferel Sadiq on this verse in Qummis Comm. It was a perversion of 

this spiritual truth that led to the doctrine of Atonement among Ohristians. 

Section 2. 

“ He it is who hath sent down unto thee the Book in which there 

are Muhl-amat (plain, well-determined in meaning) verses—these are the 

mother i. e. the prineipal matter) of the Book and there are others which 

are MutashaUhat (dubious, differently interpretable). Now those in whose 

hearts there is crookedness—they go after that which is dubious therein 

in desire of mischief (jfjina/J and in desire of interpretation [Tawil). But 

none knows the interpretation there of but God and those well-rooted in 

knowledge. They say we believe in it—all is from the side of Our Lord 

and none take the lesson except those of understanding ” Surah 3 : 5. 

Here the Quran proclaims that besides the plain passages which 

anybody might understand with fair amount of judgment and discretion, 

there are other passages which it is hopeless for man, whatever his 

genius or erudition, to understand rightly, or at least to be sure 

that his interpretation is the right one which is intended by God. Who 

can presume to regard himself as well-rooted in knowledge ? The most one 

can do is to make guesses, to maintain them, if one do so at all, strictly 

tentatively. Such are pre-eminently the letters (Hurufe Muqattaat) iu the 

beginning of various Surahs, which are simply unintelligible, the strange 

oaths and other mysterious utterances such as ‘ By fig tree and'the olive, 

and the mount of Sinae and this town of security ’ with which the early 

Surahs are full. This implies in effect there are some portions of thh 
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Quran which are not meant for ordinary men at all. Wo cannot make 

oat any sense out of them, but yet they were revealed and 8:iven to us for 

our reading which shows that they are somehow meant for our instruc¬ 

tion or spiritual illumination. What does this mean but that along with 

the’revelation there were divine expositors, notably the Prophet himself, 

who could not be dispensed with for completion of religious instruction 

at least. These passages were not meant for the use of the people direct¬ 

ly. They were meant for initiates only and people were required to refer 

to them for their exposition, or rather as it might appear for spiritual 

illumination in their connection. It is foolish to take the passage as the 

Sunnis do meaning that they were not meant to be understood of men at 

all, for what was the use of their revelation at all, except possibly as a 

trial for the faith of believers? (To make the passage mean that they 

make a pause after ‘ except God.’) The passage really makes necessary the 

real existence of some divine expositors besides the Prophet himself (notice 

the plural used). The word used is well-rooted in knowledge. Attention to 

these words will make the character of the men clear to the point of dis¬ 

closing their identity. The Prophet is the Alpha and Omega of all 

knowledge, all spirituality. Those ‘ well-rooted in knowledge’are those 

having the closest spiritual union with the Holy Prophet. 

Two questions remain. One is why these mystical passages and 

expressions at all ? What is the use of this ? The answer is firstly 

that they may relate to things which are inexpressible in words at all. 

The mass of mankind have no spirituality at all*—no capacity to under¬ 

stand, or say rather, realiae the higher spiritual truths. So language 

which is only a product of their mental development is incapable even to 

express the higher spiritual ideas. So instruction about these higher 

things can only be from mind to mind in a spiritual manner. The second 

thing is that though the things might themselves be intelligible, if clearly 

explained in words, yet for other advantages of it God may in his Infinite 

wisdom choose to insist that we shall learn from Plis appointed teachers 

and not directly from Him. And it would appear that not only thOvSe 

obscure passages, but the whole of the Quran is so designed that for a 

eonseientious study one is compelled to look, for the Prophet’s aird the 

Imams’ exposition of it. 

The other question that remains is how that which is so very obs- 

eure, sometimes quite intelligible to us is perfectly clear and intelligible to 

these initiates, these weli-rooted in knowledge. The answer is firstly 

that Bevelatiou was something very different to the psychical communi¬ 

cations of the spiritualists. In these the mind of the recipient has to be 
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kept perfectly blank, else the comninnieation may not be faithfully 

received. In the ease of Revelation the mind of the Piopbet is already 

filled with thoughts and the Revelation is generally in response to these 

thoughts. A mere word may signify something in connection with these 

thoughts and might set on a new role of thonghts, whereas without these 

connections that same word may mean simply nothing. Everybody 

knows of this in common speech- So the Prophet and those who are in 

spiritual imion with Him and receive light directly from him are in a 

position to know a significance of words and the role of thoughts they 

lead to, which are simply non-existent for ns. The other thing is that 

Revelation was always attended with a Light, a spiritual illmnination. 

This the connected light, was as nmch a revelation as the words that have 

alone come down to ns. The things expressed in the spiritual light were 

surely connected with, of a piece with, the meanings that the words hold ; 

but debarred from that supplement as we are there might remain little or 

nothing of significance for us in the mere words that remain. Availing 

of instruction from those who have received the Revelation we may get 

something of the whole Revelation as it was. 

These remarks may apply also to many verses which on.the surface 

appear plain in that they appear to convey a distinct perfectly iutellP 

gible sense. There may be i^emote hidden meanings behind them as well 

and we need not be surprised if we find any such in the traditions. It is 

for this reason that in aiiother place (39: 23) the Quran appears to 

say that it is, the whole of it, Kitahan Muiashabihwu a book obscure and 

allegorical, and in yet another place it says it is a book wherein the verses 

are well determined {Uhkimat aj/atiibu) and then detailed (11; 1), 

The fact is that the plain and the obscure or allegorical in the Quran is 

relative to the capacity of those who read it. There are some to whom 

every verse is plain and some to whom the plainest verses give oeeasion 

for a lot of discussion as anybody can see from the gigantic commentaries 

in which there hardly appears a single verse about which there has not 

been a difference of opinion. It is right to say that as is so common with 

the verses of the Quran in the ease of these last verses, other interpreta¬ 

tions of the root words Hubn and taHhabuh have been suggested, and so 

we may not insist that these are the only possible ones, though they are 

admittedly the most probable and apparent. This discussion will come in 

the notes on the verses concerned. » 

To sum up the following kinds of verses may he taken to be more or 

less Moiasjiahih, obscure, allegorical or generally speaking admitting of 

other interpr<3tations beyond the plain literal senses of the words. 
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1. Quite abseuro verses sneli as the quite luysiei-ious ones we have 

been dealing with. The traditions of the Prophet and the Imams tell us 

what these verses really refer to. 

2. Verses that if taken literally would imply an anthropomorphie 

coneeption of God. Thus ‘‘And thy Lord eame and the angels in rows.” 

(89 :28), ‘‘The Merciful sat on the Throne.” '‘God has not yet known” &e. 

All these expressions are poetical and in fact such language eould hardly 

be always avoided even in a rigorously seientifie discourse. In a book 

that sought to appeal to emotions scrupulousness in such things would 

be singularly out of place. And it would be all the more unnecessary 

as the Imams were careful to teach the true conception of God and the 

necessary qualifications when such words are used in the Quran, as shown 

already in this Introduction and will appear further in notes on different 

verses ehieffy verse 2 : 255. 

The same observations have to be made about passages in which God 
# 

Bpeaks as if He wilfully causes men to go to sin and error. There are 

hundreds of such passages in the Quran. In all these places God identi¬ 

fies Himself , with the agencies, the forces He has started which are all 

holy and for good. See the essay on the problem of evil by Sir Oliver 

Lodge in his Reason and Belief. 

This wa.y of identifying Himself with His agencies which are His 

creatures is one of the peculiarities of the Holy word and should never 

he lost siglit of. That has led to many passages which on the surface 

seem to speak of God but in reality it is some of HiS Evalted creatures 

that are spoken of. Thus we read‘’The earth will be made luminous 

with the light of its Lord.” Here the Lord is not God but the Imam. In 

the same way we are told that 'God is the Light of Heavens and BartlP 

(24 : 35) and then the light is compared as a lamp in a globe of glass placed 

in a niche. The commentators say that by the comparison it is not God 

Himself but the Holy Prophet that is meant and the suceeeding verse 

made this clear. These expressions may be truly applied of God and the 

interpretation would not be wrong. He is the true cause of those things 

and so in a figurative way all such passages are applicable to Him. The 

same considerations help to explain the manifestation of Divine glory on 

Mouiat Sinm at which Moses fell stunned. This manifestation, whatever 

it was, was a creature of God. God, as such, is incapable of manifestati >a 

in any way, else it would make Him conditioned and finite. In the tradi¬ 

tions we find Our Lord Ali saying that it was he in bis pre-existent state 

that appeared as fire to Moses and it was his splendour that had covered 
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Mount Siua\ In all these places God identifies Himself with His holy 

agencies. Whatever he does he does through His agents, and whatever 

they do H6 does. 

Thus there is a reason beyond the use of mere figures of speech why 

such figurative expressions abound in the Quran. Allaina Bursi has in 

his Mashariqul Anwar an excellent dissertation on his subject in which 

he shows that in most places where Rahh (Lord) is spoken of as having 

done a certain thing it was actually done physically by the Holy prophets 

and the Imams in their pre-existent state or higher spiritual planes of 

being. Thus there is a higher point of view from which all may be 

Mulikam. 

(^•) All the descriptions of angels and the spiritual world, Heaven 

and Hell are more or less MiLtashobih (doubtful), because these higher rea- ' 

lities of another world can by no possibility be expressed in human 

language, which takes its terms from the things in this mundane life. 

However analogoits they may be, there must be important differences and 

it would be a great error to forget this. Those who yeild to the ten¬ 

dency of the mind to regard itself as the measure of all things and to 

imagine that there can be nothing in heaven and earth but what is dreamt 

of in our philosophy seek to take all as allegorical, but this extreme view 

is utterly wrong, Were it so the Prophet and the Imams who were so 

careful to explain the corrections to be applied to the figurative language 

used in the case of God, His attributes &e, should have done so to some 

extent in the ease of these also. Moreover granting that the use of a 

metaphor here and there, occasionally, is permissible, the language of 

the Quran and the traditions should have been not systematically so, and 

there should certainly not have been such detailed descriptions. So the 

correct position is that these things are of a character some way analo¬ 

gous to the earthly description we find in the accounts of them. 

The rest may be taken as plain ; but some divines restrict the term 

Muhlxmat to those verses only which give legal directions about lawful 

or unlawful things, cardinal doctrines of Islam, and such like things. All 

the others they place in the category of Matashahihat^ and their view is right 

in that in most of them there is room for, and actually there has been, dif¬ 

ference of opinion, and many of these are capable of bearing higher senses 

or possibly hidden spiritual meanings beyond the surface meanings of 

the words. 

This leads us to a very important point already hinted at concerning 

the right understanding of the Qnran. There is a world of difference 

between taking the words of the Quran as coming from God and taking 

them as spoken by an ordinary man. God must mean every word of it 
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seriously, very seriously, nud in the deepest and hig'hest sense of it. 

Thus Sura 1:5 which we have rendered ‘Guide thus thou on the rij^’ht 

path’ and supplemented with a lot of explanation, we have seen translated 

as ‘show us the right way’ (Bilgrami) which is a quite correct translation 

as far as the words go, but does not convey one hundredth part of the mean¬ 

ing. Guidance sought of God must be complete guidance with grace for practice 

and the right path must he nothing short of truth and spirituality in the 

most complete sense. So in 48 : 29 we read ‘Mohammed the Apostle of God 

and those lotth him, hard on iuiidels, but merciful among themselves. Thou 

seet them bowing, prostrating’ &c. Hundreds of thousands of ti?7)ts 

has this passage been lovingly recited to ns as a divine testimony to the 

holiness of the companions of the Prophet in general. Unfortunately 

not a hundred thousand of such verses can shaken our belief about the facts 

of history. The‘a’/77i’is not sufficiently considered. It is not ceHainly 

a mere physical crowding round that is meant here, but something truly 

spiritual. So there is much more than the surface meaning in the com¬ 

mand, ^Be loith the fnithfuL^ Every word must be thoroughly considered 

and given its due weight. If that is done these three simple words would 

suffice to settle the Shia and 8unni differences for ever. 

This principle of rightly reflecting upon words will explain many 

comments of the Prophet and the Imams which at first sight excite wonder 

as hardly warranted bv the words themselves. Thus in 12:108 we read 

“On true perception [Bcmratln) and I and he who follows me;” The tradi¬ 

tions say ‘he who follows’ here refers to Our Lord Ali, the implication 

being that others are not, at, least in the full sense of the words. The 

thing is there are degrees of Basirat and of following. In a loose sense of 

the words every one can claim to be a follower and to have perception of 

the Truth; but in a full and true sense none but the Holy Imams can be 

said to have truly followed the Prophet and certainly none can be said 

to have a true direct perception of the Divine truths in all their complete¬ 

ness. Hundreds of such passages will come before us in our commentary 

Sell in the Appendix he has attached to his Lives of the Twelve Imams 

has given a long list of such comments and thinks them all to he fanciful 

inventions for sectarian purposes. The above considerations will suffice 

to show that they are necessary truths, if I may use the word, that is 

taking the Quran to be really a word of God. I have tried to discuss 
' ' ' 

everyone of these verses and others wffieh he has omitted in his 

commentary. 

This is the fundamental principle of what is called Butune Ayat (the 

hidden and more spiritual meanings behind the surface meanings of the 

words). It is said in the traditions that there are or might be seventy 
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clifi'ei’eiit meanings behind the surface meanings. Further, some of these 

may be connected with the occasion of the revelation, thoughts passing 

in the mind of the Prophet at the *time of revelation, which it is very 

difftcult for us to know to-day. So in some eases owing to want of con¬ 

nection the hidden meanings as w^’e find in the traditions of the Imams 

n ay appear vej-y strange and we may be totally at a loss to see how to 

arrive at them. But there are not very many of these instances. 

One thing more in this connection might be said. To know a pas¬ 

sage fully it is requisite to know the mind of the speaker or writer at the 

time the words came from him. The words may not express all his 

thoughts, but those thoughts are connected with the thoughts he expres¬ 

ses and often leave their impression on his modes of expression. So it is 

iilway possible to judge of the moods of mind from the manner of expres¬ 

sion, and general character from style &c. Many claim (and sulficiently 

vindicate their claim) to know the temperament, character &c. of a man 

from his hand-writing. Well, these things though not part of the mean¬ 

ing of the passage, written or spoken, are surel}^ connected with it and to 

know the passage fnlly is to know all these remote things in its connec¬ 

tion. That may explain some of the comments for which there might 

appear no sufficient warrant in the words themselves. God when 

He praises a course of action, such as charity, righteousness &c., or con¬ 

demns another, such a lying , hypocricy &c., knows all who deserve the 

praise or condemnation as the case may be. In this the greatest promi¬ 

nence must be to those who greatest deserve this praise or eondemnation. 

This being vitally connected wfith the subject of the Revelation is, as it 

were, a side aspect of it, and no one can be said to know the Revelation 

fully unless he knows something of it. Similarly when an event, say 

from the history of the prophets, is described, God surely has in His 

knowledge events that are similar to it or opposed to it in the history of 

Musalmans, and it is the chief thing there, for it is for their admonition 

that the Quran has been revealed. That too therefore is a part of the 

meaning of these verses. All these things will explain the saying of the 

Imams that “a third of the Quran is revealed about us, and about our 

enemies, a third is about examples and parables, the rest is about duties 

and lawful and unlawful things,’* 

This is the highest we can reach in the study of the Quran. This 

is a stage of spiritual illumination in which everything appears to have 

reference to the Holy Prophet and the Imams. All teachings given, all 

duties Imposed appear to be meant merely to serve as preparations 

for this which is the very essence of faith. 
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IX. Collation of the Quran. 

Section 1. 

Tire question that requires discussion in connection with the colla¬ 

tion and redaction of the Quran is not the integrity of what of the Quran 

we have before us—that is admitted on all hands, by all sects of Islam, 

even by non-Muslim critics—but whether it is the whole of the Hevelation 

as it was given to the Prophet, and supposing- it appears that some portions 

were lost whether they wei*e considerable or very material; also whether 

the armngement of verses in Surahs is the same or vei\y nearly the same 

as it was directed and followed by the Prophet. 

All these are very difficult questions to settle^ and though the 

majority of the Shia divines ai‘e at one with the current belief of the 

Sunnis in the complete integrity of the Quran, both qualitative and 

quantitative, if I may use the word, controversies among the Sunnis and 

Shias on these points have been raging and have filled volumes of Islamic 

literature. 

Before we enter upon these questions it is necessary to inform the 

reader that the accounts of the collation of the Quran are all from Sunni 

sources. The Shia sources give very meagre information. The reason is 

it was all the business of the Sunnis, their Caliphs and Sahabas And usu¬ 

ally, too, they say very little about the Caliphs, and their colleagues. All 

the information which makes them the unpleasant subject of Shia and 

Stinni controversies is derided wholly from Sunni sources. All that is 

said here, all the sources and authorities that are mentioned here, should 

be taken to be Sunni unless it is specifically stated that the information 

comes from Shia sources. 

First we have to deal with the question whether the Quran remained 

in an entire, unimpaired state in the days of the Prophet. Were there no 

changes in the revelations themselves*? The Sunni traditions seem to 

show that there were additions or corrections made to verses, or verses 
* 

once revealed wei^e cancelled and replaced by others. The instance of 

addition is this. It is said that in the verse enjoining fasting to begin 

fi^om the first streak of dawn in,the morning the words are may eat 

and drink till the black thread is clearly distinguished to you from the 

W-hite thread.” Some Sahabas thought it meant actually distinguishing the 

colours in the darkness of the right and kept black and white threads for 

the purpose. The Prophet hearing of this, the words ‘of the dawn’ were 

further .revealed. I see nothing of significance in this. The book was 
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after all a Living Book and the Prophet was not a mere recipient of 

communications from beA’ond, verses were revealed in response to thou¬ 

ghts passing in his mind. 

For alterations in the Quran the only evidence we have is the belief 

that when any commandment was changed and replaced by another the 

obsolete verse was sometimes removed and the new one put in its place. 

It was for this reason that in praise of Abdullah’ bn Masnd it was said 

that being present at the time of the Prophet’s reading the Quran to 

Gabriel in his last year he knew all the latest additions and correc¬ 

tions. So there is a report to the effect that when Othman was making 

his recension of the* Quran Ibn Abbas asked him why he left a certain 

verse in the Quran when he knew that it was abrogated. But Othman re¬ 

fused to interfere with the text. From question of Ibn Abbas it may be 

inferred that there was a practice removing the abrogated verses from 

the Quran in the time of the Prophet, otherwise he would not have thou¬ 

ght of such a thing. Surely much cannot be said for certain from the 

mainly inferential matters as the above, but I say that there is nothing 

impossible in it. On the contrary looking to the conditions of the time, 

Musalmans spread all over the country, with no good system of up-to- 

date information with them, and certainly not possessing complete up-to- 

date copies of the Quran with them, it was but judicious that obsolete 

verses which were no more required to be acted upon and had other com¬ 

mandments instead should be discarded from public recital, so that 

persons who had not heard of the new commandments should not con¬ 

tinue the old practice; on the contrary being sure according to 2 : 106 that 

new verses must have been revealed in place of those thus omitted 

would naturally enquire about them. Only those abrogated versese 

were retained which were not wholly inconsistent with each other, and the 

older can still be regarded as commendatory if not obligatory, or the new 

revelation meant only a concession or reduction of the burden, or possibly 

there was some reason to be sure that the new verse would be generally 

known and acted upon. This, however, does not mean that in a complete 

record of revelations, such as the Quran should be, these omitted portions 

should not duly included. This appears to be the opinion of Obay’ bn 

Kaab if the substance of a report from K?itibul Waqidi which Sir William 

Muir gives as follows in his usual way is substantially correct. “Omar 

praised Obay Ibn Kaab, and said, ‘That he was the most perfect reader of 

the Quran ’ ‘ We indeed’ ‘he added/ ‘are in the habif of omitting some por¬ 

tions included by Obay in his recitation, for Obay is wont to affirm, I heard 

the Prophet saying so and I omit not a single word entered in the Quram 
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by the Prophet = whereas the fact is that parts of the boob were revealed 

in absence of Obay), which cancel or alter some of the verses which he re- 

peats.” I am sorry I have not been able to verify this from the original. 

Syed Ahmad Khan disputes it, but he appears to do it on the authority 

of a very similar report in Bokhari, but which turns out to have a very 

different implication. 

In short so far as the removing of abrogated passages from public 

recital is concerned I do not see any harm in it, rather think it was for 

good as they related only to laAV, discipline or ritual. Naturally this 

would be the case chiefly in Medina Surahs in which it is that these com¬ 

mandments are principally found. But many verses which are placed in 

Medina Surahs are, and many others which though not defi nitely known 

to be such might be, Meccan. Indeed it would be strange to suppose that 

for thirteen years Musalmans had no law or ritual whatever, or that all 

directions in that long period were based only on general inspiration, and 

no verses whether of the Wahue Matloo or Genre Matloo kind were ever 
* 

revealed about them. If during the ten years of Medina period there 

arose some occasions for the change of directions it is noi' impossible that 

one or two might also have arisen xn the Meccan period. So it is not 

strange that we find some trace of abrogation in the Meccan period as well. 

Thus in Surah 16:103 we read When we changed an /Gjai (communication or 

verse) in place of another and God knowest best what He reveaieth the 

unbeliever said Thou art or. ly a liar, Nay many of them kno w not.' The word 

Ayat is susceptible of two meanings. It may mean a commandment or a 

verse of the Quran. (And I would say it may mean a passage or verse of 

the Wahye Qhaire Matloo kind, for the additional matter in Our Lord All’s 

collectiou of the Quran, believed as said elsewhere to be of this kind is 

also called Ayats iu traditions). However, granting it means a verse of 

the Quran itself I see no harm in it, as Islam though persecuted in Mecca 

itself was silently spreading in different parts of the country. Thus, to 

give one instance only, along with the conversion of Ahum* (only a year 

or so after the Prophets’ announcement of bis apostleship) half of his 

tribe embraced Islam at once through his preaching, (Muslim). 

NotFj.—The mere changing of one c0111 maadment for another is as harmless a thing 
and so natural in the evolution of a religious community that I need not say anything 
whatever about it. It is just like Our Lord Jesus Christ directing his diseiples on the last 
day of his life that they should provide themselves with swords so as to be able to fight if 
need be for the defence of their religion, though previously the tenour of teachings was 
apparently against this. Yet this very thing when it appears in Islam is held out as a matter of 
reproach. We simply ref use to wrangle over this senseless objection of'Abrogation.’’ 
Enough ha^ been said in the note on 2 : 106. The only point that can arise is in purely 
legal matters. When society changes why should further rules modifying those in the 
Prophet’s day not he rei^uired. W© have explained this elsewhere. • 
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The Sanni traditions also say iniieli about apparently aimless ex.- 

pung*iug of verses from the Quran—verses revealed oiiee and read tor a 

time as Quran, but afterwards eaneelled without any clear reasorp Ksimply 

not permitted to remain as part of the Quran. The Shias have no reports 

to this eifect, and nnturall)' one has to be cautious. It is slgnifeint that 

in all the instances of this kind that have come down to us—and they are 

many, see Itqan Vol. II p. 25—there is not a single report saying that 

the Prophet forbade such and such verse to be recited. The most that 

we get is the opinion of some one that such and sneh verse 'was taken up'' 

Thus of the martyrs of Beb* Manna, Anas says that about them a verse of 

the Quran was revealed till it wa>s taken up: ‘Convey the news to our p joi le 

that we met our Lord; He was pleased -with us and made us pleased. 

The reader will no doubt excuse us the trouble ot eUing all the instances 

as they are so easily available in ordinary books. We can only suppose 

that either these verses were WaJtpe Ghaire Matloo (see later) and rSO 

were not generally read, and this gave the impression that they were 

taken up, or that being not admitted in Abubecker’s collection, possibly 

for want of sufficient evidence, they were conveniently staled to 

have been taken up. 

The Sunnis have also a eurioiis idea that one way of expunging the 

revelations once made was that they were taken away from memories of 

men. Thus Ibn Omar says two men read {i. e. committed to heart) a 

Surah from the mo\ith of the Prophet, but once when they thought to 

read it in their prayers they could not recall a single word of it. Coming 

to the Prophet they related this whereupon he said it was abrogated, so 

they should think no moi^e of it. Abu Musa Ashari says, that a Surah 

was revealed equal in size to the 9th and it was taken up afterwards only 

one verse of it remaining in memory : ‘Verily God will have this faith 

aided (in its work) through men who have no morals with them ^ &c. He 

mentions another Surah also—all forgotten except one verse of it. 

Needless to say the Shias have no t*eports of this nature. Clearly 

portions of the Revelation, presumably Wahye Ghaire Matloo^ did not gain 

a wide currency. Some who had them—their memory failed in the course 

of time; persons occupied day and night with conquests and the like 

could certainly not be expected to be good Hafizcs or to remaii\ so all their 

lives. 

The Sniini reports are also responsible for raising the question 

■whether the Prophet forgot any portion of the Revelation that was given 

to him. In another place we have given a report saying that the Prophet 
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was given a Quran, or some portion of the Quran (Qnranan) bnt he forgot 

all of it. The implkation of those reports also whieh as given above 

show that some Sahabas miraeulously forgot portions of the Quran in his 

lifetime is that the Prophet also forgot thein, for he could have easily 

rf^produeed them. Also there are several reports in Bokhari &c. showing 

that he occasionally forgot verses in his recital and was glad when some¬ 

one made him recollect them—though this is hardly anything very mate¬ 

rial. All these reports gain a show of plausibility from tbe following 

verses, “ We will cause thee to recite and thou wilt not forget. 

Except what God pleases : He knoweth what is (said or read) loudly and 

what is hidden.” Which shows that it was at least possible for the 

Prophet to do so. 

No body seems to consider the last words of the verse. The impli¬ 

cation of these is that the portions of the Revelation which are publicly 

read out and so gain a wide currency are in no danger of being forgotten. 

It is only those that are hidden /. e, not made public that may be lost. The 

practice of addressing the Prophet when it is really his people that are 

meant is veiy common in the Quran. There appears no other purpose of 

putting in this apparently irrelevant clause as a complement to the main 

thought in the verses. It must also be remembered that 7na sha allah need 

not necessarily mean what God pleases in the sense of quantity. It is 

also ordinarily used in the sense of as God pleases. 
ft 

Remembering that the Prophet was taught never to be eonfivlent of 

anything about God’s grace upon him, on his happening to promise to 

give answer (in revelation) to the questions put by infidels about Zulqar- 

nain &e.—without the proviso that if God so wills’—revelation was stop¬ 

ped for a considerable length of time, the proviso here made is not at all 

wonderful, and does not in the least imply that he was to forget portions 

o£ the Quran. 

Section 2. 

We now come to the question whether the Qumn as left by the 

Prophet has come down to ns in an unimpaired state. 

The Ahmadi commentator has in the preface to his edition of the 

Qnran sought to establish the extreme Sunni position that not only it is 

the whole and complete Quran as it was left by the Prophet, not only the 

armngement of vei'ses as we have them is that fixed by divine inspira¬ 

tion ; but even the arrangement of the Suiahs follows the direction of the 

Prophet or God. The usual arguments with whieh all are familiar he 
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has sfcatod at leno^tli in a way that eanuot fail to be convincing to the 

ordinary readers and there is no doabt that there is much, a great deal, o£ 

trntli in them. The only drawback about them is that they ignore the 

most crying facts of history and draw too much on the good faith and 

true religious devotion of the early converts. But it will be seen that 

after making everj^ sort of allowance for conflicting evidence ai:id for 

reasonable scepticism about the early ages there remains the most un- 

doubtable evidence of the integrity of what of the Quran is before us; and 

so all are agreed about it and that is sufficient for us. 

d. E'l'idence as to ilie loriling oj the Quran in the dags of the Prophet. 

Even Sir William Muir, one of the most hostile critics of Islam, has 

had to admit it. He sa^^s There is good reason for believing that many 

fragmentary copies, embracing amongst them the whole Qiiian or nearly 

the whole were during his lifetime made by the Prophet’s followers,” 

There is not merely “ good reason for believing ” this but it is a most 

undenicable fact of history. The practice of writing the Quran had begun 

from the earliest times. Thus we know that Omar’s sister had a copy 

from which she was reading Surah 20 when she was caught and seized 

upon by Omar, and the Surah eventually led to his conversion (Ibn 

Hisham &c). Writing was generally known at Mecca.' In Medina the 

Prophet engnged the services of many persons to write the Quran. No 

less than forty-two persons are known to have occasionally written the 

revelations at the di(‘tation of the Prophet when they were revealed. It 

was liis practice that when any revelation was received he would read it 

out to those present and have it written by some literate man who might 

be available. Those who were frequently engaged got the distinction of 

being called Kailbul Wahy ‘ writers of revelation.’ Abdullah ’ba Abi Sarh 

who afterwards apostatised and fled at the conquest of Mecca was one of 

them The object of employing all sorts of persons to write the revela¬ 

tion was clearly to give currency to the practice of writing the Quran ; 

and it may be also to ensure purity of the text *, or to dispel doubts about 

genuineness of a text, should such doubts arise. 

■ The number of written copies of the Quran or their portions with 

the Sahabas was so great that in those troubled times of war it was found 

necessary to direct that ‘ Do not go with the Quran into the enemy’s 

lands,’ fearing that the infidels, if they got hold of them, would treat them 

with disrespect. There are traditions purporting to say that reading the 

Quran with the Holy Book before one’s eyes is better than reciting it 

from memory. All these indicate a general practice of writ^g the Quran* 
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It was froiTi tlieso iiianifokl written scripts that Zaid compiled tlie Quran 

in Abubeeker’s time a year or so after the death of the Prophet. 

Also as the Ahmadi eommentator says ‘The repeated ohallenf^es 

Tuade in the Quran to produce a book like it (17 : S8) even ten chapters 

like it (11 : 13) even one chapter like it [2 ' 23) imply that the Sarahs 

were well-known and were available to the infidels.’ 

The thing might be plain to one who considers the Quran itself. 

Not only does the Quran call it itself a Book which implies that it was a 

written book, or at least intended and sought to he written as a book, but 

in the earliest Surahs such as 98 : 2 read ‘ An Apostle from God reciting 

pure pages {Suhufan inutuhharah) wherein are right or standing books 

{Kutubun qayyeinab).'^ In 89 : 11 another very early Sux’ah we read of tiie 

Quran as in ‘‘ honoured hooks exalted, purified, in the hands of scribes, 

noble, virtuous.” Surah 56 :77-99 also speaks for itself “ Most surely 

it is an honoured Quran -in a book that is protected (from eyes of 

people)—none shall touch it (the Quran) save the rindefiled. The last 

verses apparently refer to an original co[jy of the Qtu'an written by the 

holiest of men such as Our Lord AJi, and kept in the personal custody of 

the Prophet. This was different from the ordinai*y copies he got written 

apparently for public use by the numerous Wuhy's which included 

all sorts of men. 

The keeiuxig of written copies was indispensable for committing the 

Qnran to memory which many of the Sahabas are well-known to have 

done. So it is hardly necessary to refer to reports such as that of Iba 

Abbas who says that he had all the longest chapters in bis possession in 

the lifetime of the Prophet; or of Anas who names four of the Ansars 

who, he says, collected the whole Quran before the death of the Prophet. 

‘ Obay Tn Kaab, Maaz’bn Jabal, Zaid’bn Sabit, Abu Zaid.’ Partly to 

give the credit of precedence to Abubecker’s collection and piartly because 

Zaid ’bn Sabit’s name occurs therein who made such a plea of the diffi¬ 

culty of the task in Abubeeker’s time, the collecting in the latter report 

has been held to mean committing to memory. But we must remember 

that the report comes from Anas, and, as shown by the Abrnadi commen¬ 

tator in his preface, there is great probability that the report was tinged 

with spirit of partiality and invajry. There may be exaggeration in the 

case of some names as Zaid ’bn 8ablt, and the omission of such well- 

known names as Abdullah 'bu Masud can be explained no way but on the 

supposition that here he chose to speak of none but the Axusars. 

The collections of Abdullah ’bn Masud and Obay ’bn Saab are well- 

known, and if they w^ere not already made in the Prophet’s time we are 
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at a lo?s to say when they were eolleeted. They had eertainly 

tiill materials with them, wheuever they coileeted their recensions, 

t'or v-hey never needed to search for verses from here and there 

as did Zaid ’bn Sabit; and it would certainly be a strange thing 

to suppose that they first took the trouble to commit the Qai-an to me¬ 

mory without writing and then wrote what they remembered in disgust 

f(n* tlie conception made by Zaid ’bn 8abit under Abubeeker’s direi»tioiis. 

One Salim, slave of Abu Hufaizn, is reported to have first collected the 

(inran after the death of the. Pi*ophct, (Itqau) and Suynti gratuitously 

supposes he was one of the persons appointed by Abnbecker for the task. 

The number of copies of the Quran (complete or partial) with the 

people was so great that when Abnbecker charged Zaid ’bn Sabit to make 

the collection (afresh) for him, Abdullah ’bu Masud who was very ranch 

disgusted with this act of the Oaliph, and probably suspected sinister 

motives in it, made a public address to people in which he exhorted them 

to hide their “ copies (Miishafs) from Zaid, and privately too he advised 

men under his inflaenee not to lay their Mushafs before Zaid (Jameiil 

Usui, Fathul Bari). What Abdullah ’bn Masud suspected in this official 

work we will come to learn by and by. 

Above all there was the collection of Our Lord Ali. This was from 
m 

the scripts which were kept bv the Prophet himself and which came to 

him after the Prophet’s d.^ath, or, as the Shia accounts say, the Prophet 

gave to him shortly before his death. The Sunni and Shia accounts agree 

in saying tliat he set immediately to the work and arranged it all in a short 

time. The Sanni aeeomitsi add tliat it was this that prevented him from 

taking interest in the Caliphate of Abr.baeker They also say he arranged 

it some way aeeording to ehronologieal order. One divine Ibn Sirin 

expresses his great regret that this copy is not fortheoming, otherwise it 

would have added greatly to our knowledge. The Shia aeconnts (Kafi &c.) 

say that on eompletion he brought it to Abnbeeker and said ‘ Here is the 

Book of God as it was revealed to Mohammedbut they said ‘ We do not 

require it, we have the like of what thou hast.’ Then Our Lord said 

‘ Know now, ye will not see it again tor ever-’ Prom another Shia 

account (Ihtijaj'Tabrasi) we learn that after the Quran was coileeted by 

Abnbeeker, Omar once (in the daj-s of his Caliphate) came to our Lord and 

asked him to give him his Quran so that they may “ agree upon that,” 

but our Lord refused as before, and said it would onl.y be shown to the 

world by Our Lord the Mahdi of Islam, We will come to see the wisdom 
o t'k U h V 
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/?. Eridence that the Q^inw urifi committed to 7nemor]f : 

Aftev this powerful evident^e about the writing of the Quran it is 

hardly necessary to say mueb to show that the Quran was eOinaiittcd to 

memory. I will therefore be very brief. 

A number of SahaMs were disting:uished with the title of Qiirra 

‘ reeiters/ that is they could recite Jar^e portions of the Quran from me¬ 

mory. Seventy ai-e known to have l>3en slain in the battle of BeVr Manna. 

■In the battle of Hunain when the Sahabas fled, one and all, the Prophet 

was crying; to them, ^ 0 ye the companions of Surah Baqara ’ &c , there 

being men among them who bad learnt by heart such large Suralis as 

tln^ second. It was the large number of Quri-a ‘ reciters of the QuraiP 

being killed in the battle of Yemamnh that raised the alarm in the mind 

of Omar, and he suggested to Abubecker the necessity of having a collec¬ 

tion of the Quran. 

In fact, the Prophet’s exhortations, with wbi^h the books of traditions 

are full, to read the Quran, to teach it to children &c. eould not all go in 

vaim The Prophet did not content himself with mere preaching in this 

respect. He used to make people read the Quran before him saying be 

loved to hear others recite. He is reported once to have walked up whole 

night to hear his disciples reading the Quran. And this practice—eommit- 

ting passages to memory—was most common among them. As the Ahmadi 

eommentafor says ‘ With the Arabs memory was the safest of repositories. 

In fact; they placed so great a reliance upon memory that they took a 

pride in being called lomni^ L e. men who did not know reading or writing, 

and for whom, therefore, memory served the purpose reading and of writ¬ 

ing. They had all their poems and long geneologies by heart ’ Indeed the 

Arab memory was proverbial. So even if they did not attend to it of 

themselves the mere fact of their attending the mosques, in which in the 

public pmyers fairly long passages or Surahs of moderate length were 

read, should have made considerable portions of the Quran stamped on 

their memory. And the inducement to become a Qari was great for he 

was ordinarily given preference for leading the prayei’S. Generally too 

it was a matter of distinction, for, after all, looking to the vast number of 

the quite ignorant the number of these Qurra was very small, and to them 

' people looked for religions instruction. 

There are certain prohibitions in the reports, such that long Sarahs 

should not be read in public prayers, or that the Quran should not be 

finished in'less than three days—these also, if genuine, imply clearly that 

there were some men who had the longer Surahs or the whole Quran by- 

heart. 
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Some as Abdallah ’bn Masncl and Obay ’bn Kaab, are stated 

in tln‘ Sliia eoniinentary Majuianl Bayan to hav^e read tlic Qnran repeated¬ 

ly before the Prophet iu order that any mistakes might be eorreeted. 

This evidence vvliieh we. have given very briefly here and vvhieb may 

be read more fully in Ahmadi eommentatorhs prefaee will snfiiee to eon- 

vinee the reader that wlnm a year or so after tlie Prophet’s death Aba- 

beeker set upon himself to make a fresh eolieetion of the Qm-an, there 

were ample materials available for eompiling it, and the task was not 

all so diffieult as Zaid ’bn Sabit whom he engaged for the purpose repre¬ 

sented it to be. He said if he had been told to move a mountain from its 

place it would have been more easy for him. What he did was to sit at 

the Prophet’s Mosque and ask every man who passed by if he had any¬ 

thing from the Quran with him and to ask for two witnessess for the 

same, rejecting those that were not thus attested and admitting those that 

were. Thus he collected the Quran from palm leaves, slabs of stones, 

hides and bones of animals and what not, along witli hearts of men. The 

last three verses of Sarah IX were found only with Aba Khuzaima, but 

they were adinitted as the Prophet had taken his testimony to be equal to 

two men. (Mishkat, Itqan &e). 

Everyone who compares this account with what we have said in the 

beginning will be strnek with a jarring sense of discrepancy. There is 

something wrong in the matter, he will say, either the glowing account 

of the writing and learning by heart of the Quran is very much exagge¬ 

rated or the above procedure was much of a show. But, patience, it is 

explained that this procedure was adopted for the sake of perfect assu- 

I’ance about accuracy. It might be there might be mistakes in records, and 

the memories of men may also be deceitful. (And if we accept the strange 

theories adopted later to explain away the missing portions of the Reve¬ 

lation, passages might have been expunged or cancelled but continued to 

be read by persons who were unaware of this. This suggestion is mine, 

and I do not impute it to any author. It is taken from Sunni traditions 

which state this as being a matter of frequent occurrence as we shall 

presently see). 

In short the suggestion is that the materials, though existing, were 

not above suspicion and needed clarification. What is never explained is 

why the scripts which were kept by the Prophet and which must have 

been with Onr Lord Ali were not availed of? Why his own collection 

which he admittedly made was not made use of ? Why the task of edit¬ 

ing the Quran was not given to such well-known Qurra as Ihn Masud and 
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Oba\' ’ba Tvaab, an'l ^iven to a 3"Onn" Jovvisli eoiw<n*t Ziid ’bn Sabit! Of 
the fornKM- the Propliet said '' Whoever wants to listen toQnnin as fresh¬ 
ly as it was rev'^ealed thetn let him real aeeardin,:^ to the readin^: of 
Ibn Umme A-bd” (Ibn Ma^iul). Hiizaifa says of him ‘Surely the eornpanious 

of the Prophet knew well that Abdullah (Lbn Masud) was the nearest of 
the Sahabas to the Prophet (in eonipanionship), and he was the greatest of 

those who knew the Quran.” 

" We will leave these questions here and turn to the other side of the 
picture. Whether all revelations were committed to writing by the 
Sahabas is more than we know. On the contrary it appears that the 
Sahabas excrsised their discretion as to whether certain portions should be 
written at all. Thus, among the iiunaeroas traditions about the verse about 
the stoning of adulterers, one is this : Caliph Omar said ‘ Do not doubt 
about stoning, for verily it is right. 1 had thought to enter it in the 
Book but I asked Obay ’bn I^aab. He said, ‘ Didst thou not come to me 
when I was seeking to learn it froTU the Prophet and stinking in my 
bosom thou said ‘ Art thou seeking to take the verse of stoning when they 
(the people) are plciying foul like the asses.’ Ibn Hajar says this gives 
an indication why the verse was abrogated, namely, that there was a dif¬ 
ference among people about it (1) ([tqan). In another tradition, also cited 
in Itqan, it is stated that Zaid ’bn Sabit coming in the course of his writing 
to the place of this verse of stoning (and seeking to write it) Omar inters 
fered saying that when this verse was revealed he went to the Prophet 
and asked leave to write it; bat it appeared from his face that he disap¬ 
proved of it. Here he accounts it to t’^e Prophet. And in yet another 
tradition it is said that Zaid ’bn Sabit did not write it because Omar was, 
the only witness and Omar himself is reported to have said that he would 
have written it in the text but that the people would come to say that 
Omar added in the Book of God—and these traditions are fondly cited as 
proof of the great care with which the Quran was redacted under the 
Caliphs. It is difficult to know the truth in the interminable discrepancies 
of the Sunni reports, but it appears that the verse, if it was truly reveal¬ 
ed, was not written down by the Sahabasdn the lifetime of the Prophet— 
probably because they exercised their discretion in the matter. 

Then if all the portions of the Quran had been written down as they 
were revealed there would not have been so many reports of consider¬ 
able portions of the Quran being lost. Thus Ibn Omar used to say ‘ Let 
no ore say he has . got the whole of the Quran, for how does one 
know what the whole of the Quran is—surely much of it is lost. 
should only say he has got so much of the Quran as has got currency.’ 
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AyesliM says Snrnli So (Alizab) nsod to l}e read in the tame of the Paopliet 

200 verses. kSo Obay ’bn Kaab says it eqmi^lled SxTrah 2 in sii^e. 

(e^ee It<pxn for these and other traditions). Snrah Tanbali is said to 

have been mn(?h ^rooter than it is, and it is said to have eoniained the 

names of hypoerit^. Ilnzaifa says there is not one of us who was not 

referred to in it. (Durre Ma^siir). ♦ 

The nmnber of these forgotten and lost portions is so g'reat that for 

these a si)eeial theory of abrogation is developed—these forgotten por¬ 

tions were iniraenlonsly tahon away from the hearts of the people, (^ee 

Itqari or any Sunni eominentai-y). We have seen that mania for this has 

gone so high that it is affirmed the Pj-ophet himself wms given <p.ira7)an 

(a Qnranan or a portion of the Quran) bat forgot it. (Shrab Bazndi). I 

do not wish to say anything about this theory here^ but it at least makes- 

it elear that eonsiderable portions of the revelation were not eominitted to 

writing. As far as I know no mirade i& reported that any written por¬ 

tions were found blank paper. 

These traditions eannot be passed over as easily as the Ahmads 

commentator supposes by simply relegating them to the discreditable. It 

is hard to imagine how stories so palpably impunging the integrity of the 

Quran could have been inventei at all. But for the fact that the expung¬ 

ing and forgetting theories were not wholly bi^yoiid their beads such 

reports should hardly have been allovved to reavh us at ail. The nar¬ 

rators of false tales like these should hardly have been allowed to have 

kept their heads on their shoulders. Moreover, as said, there are quite 

such a lot of them. Their numbers show that there ’ must be some 

basis for them. 

But, as already suggested before, the difficulty is not at all so great 

as it appears. Revelations to the Prophet were of tvvo kinds. One which 

is the Quran and is termed ‘ Walifje Matloo ’ i e. that meant for recital as 

Quran. The other is ‘ Wahyp GJiaire Matloo ’ i. e. revelation not meant 

for public recital. It is possible that some Sahalms might have mistaken 

the latter for the former, and being undeceived later by finding them omit¬ 

ted in liturgical use might have thought that these passages were 

expunged, or having continued to recite without being interfered with 

in the days of the Prophet, and then finding it omitted in Abubecker’s- 

or Othman’s collections complained that portions of the Quran were lost 

or taken away from the Book. This is just the way in which the learned 

(Shia) author of Qawaninul Usnl explains (after the great Shia traditionist 

and divine Saduq) the JShia traditions that appear to show that the Quran 
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colleefcerl by Our Lf^rd Ali was more in contents than that in Abnbeeker’s 

or other eolle.-tions His words (Vol. I p. 315) are, “ Wnat Sadnq says 

in Iris ‘ Articles of Belief ’ is that what the traditions, showing’ that the 

Quran eolleeted by Our Lord Ali contained things not round in others, 

mean that they were of the nature of Hadis-i-Qudsi (another word for 

Wahye Ghcure Matloo) and not Quran.” 

It not only appears, but we positively know that Tbn Masud’s 

edition of the Quran contained a number of additions to the verses which 

are extant in the Quran. Instauces are : (The additions are given in 

italics). 

‘‘ 0 thou the Prophet convey’’ what has been revealed to thee thai Alt 

€> the Lord of the Faithful and if thou dost not do so thou hast not fulfilled 

thy apostleship and God will protect thee from the people,” (5 : 71). 

(Suynti, Durre Mansur). 

' “ And God saved the Faithful the fghting hy Ali 'hn Ahi Talih and 

God is strong, powerful.” (33 : 25) (Ibid). 

“ Verily God selected Adam and Noah, and the Sons of Abraham 

and the Sons of Am ran and the. Sons of Mohammed above the nations 

(3 : 30) (ISaalabi). 

It does not seem that these were mere words of comments for in the 

reports we find distinctly that he said ‘ In the days of the Prophet we ns 3d 

to read this verse (5 : 71) thus,’ or that he used to read this verse (83 : 25) 

thus. And remember Ibn Masud was a man who would not admit the 

last two Surahs in his Quran as he was doubtful whether they were 

meant to be Quran c. whether they may be used for liturgical purposes 

iike other parts of the Quran. 

It appears therefore that besides a number of whole passages which 

for some reasons were not given to the people for public recital, which 

we therefore c&ll Wahye Ghat re Matloo^ many versco were so revealed that 

in conformity with the design of the Quran which we have explained in 

chapter VII portions of them could be omitted from public recital, and 

looking to the extreme refractoriness of his people the Prophet had them 

omitted. The whole revelation was given to a few disciples most 

ad\^nced in faith, the rest were allowed to read them in the short form, 

and in this sense these extra portions were also. Wahye Ghaire Mailoo, I 

know it is a matter of grave responsibility to say positively that it was 

SO, but this is the only inference I can draw from a study of reports of 

this kind which are met, with both in Skia and Sunni writings. It is the 
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most eompv(*lieiisive view that explains all reports and all views, Shias 

and Snnuis and ail sections of them, and does not ignore any of them on 

the nsnal, eonvenient, bnt unproved and donbtful ground of unreliability. 

It is right to say, however, that these are offerred as personal eonelusions, 

not as representing the views of any eominnnity. 

Well, it was probably because these tolmle verses which he either 

believed to be part of the revelation as Quran, or as Wah^c Ga r‘ Mailoo^ or 

thought to be at least necessary to be preserved in the Quran for a right 

understanding of it, and he saw that these so very essential portions were 

expunged from the Quran (probably on the ground that they were not in 

current use in recital, and therefore were not Mutawatir^ well-known, in 

the modern sense of the word)—it was probably because of this that Ibri 

Masud was so much opposed to the work started by Abubeeker, and 

advised people not to bring their Qurans to him or participate anyway in 

the business. There their Qurans, perfectly genuine in their own way, 

would be subjected to a most offensive exaininatior. For every verse 

two witnesses would be required, their testimony questioned, besides that 

many were away all over the country and thus many passages would be 

disputed and ruled off. 

May we say that he doubted the sincerity of Ahubecker’s purpose ? 

Let us say this is more than we know, but the few extracts that have 

ac(ndentally come to us in reports of his recension or readings, and which 

are only examples of the hundreds that might be, explain how it is 

that the Shias, thongh they suspect Abubecker’s sincerity in everything, 

yet they place implicit reliance in the collection made by him. If it was 

his interest to get rid of words or verses (if there might be such) favour¬ 

ing Our Lord Ali, and so undermining the position he himself had assum¬ 

ed, these having got euiq-oncy in some copies, on the plea that they were 

not Quran in the strict sense of the word, and so of subordinate and per¬ 

haps questionable authority, and it was this which actuated him to under¬ 

take an edition of the Quran that should be free from all such extraneous 

matter, then it was necessary for him to do the work in the most open, 

thorough and searching manner, so that no suspicion might be cast upon 

him. The way in which Zdid mercilessly rejected verses annoyed sometimes 

his own colleagues. Thus Omar is reported to have once said to him in a 

certain matter This is not the Book of God in which thou might add or 

cut off at thy whim-’ The Quran, therefore, which he compiled was col¬ 

lected with the most scrupulous care, and this is indeed the greatest 

assurance we have of the accuracy of every letter of it. The inaccuracies 

Vhich we read ol in our tmditions are so few that they are hardly worth y 
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of mention at all. Also p,(‘eing‘ that the materials for a eo’nplete eollee- 

tion of the Quran U. e. that whieh was meant for p.nblie retntal and so had 

gained wide enrreney). we?'e very ami'^le we have evei'}^ reason to believe 

that the whole of the Qni'an was eolleeted, and so it is that the verses wo 

hear of in traditions as having been left ont are only to be eonnted on 

fingers, and these too are hai'dly above qriestioii. What was lost was 

only that about whieh it might be questioned whether it was Quran at all 

and, whether in the form of whole verses or completing portions of verses, 

was not used in public re(*itai, and so at least not Mutawatir (well-known), 

and hence open to question. However much the loss of this important 

source of information and insfci'uction may be regretted, a great-thing was 

done an edition of the Quran on which all have agreed and none 

doubted. 

The wisdom of Our Lord AH’s witihdraAVing his Quran and sternly 

refusing to show it to the people would by this time have been apparent 

to the reader. The additional matter it contained being wholly or mostly 

of the nature of Wahye GJ;aire hlafloo was not in general cni'rency. These 

men would have disputed it, as much of it would beag.niist their interests. 

The result would have been that among the newl,y converted folk either 

of the two Q'erans would have ceased to have any (*redit. It was stili 

more impolitic to give it to the people in his own reign a qnarter of a 

century afterwards. It would then all the more appear to the people of 

immature faith as a pure invention. Nor was it at all necessary. What 

that revelation could teach he and the Imams after him could teach. The 

special revelation, which was given to him and those few who were much 

advanced in faith, was meant only for the fulness of tbe times when all 

would be prepared to receive it. 

On this point of Abnbecker’s collection rau(|b could be written, but 

we refrain. We cannot, however, omit to observe that this act of his was 

quite of a piece with his other act of putting to tbe flames the collection 

of the 1 roplict s traditions w]ii(d} he himself had made, explaining that he 

feared there might be inaccuracies in it (Zahabi, Tazkiratul Hufi'az). ■ May 

we not suspect that there might be something inconvenient in that 
collection. 

After what we have said about the collection of the Quraii there 

remains little of interest to say abiiut the arrangement of verses in 

Surahs. The natural presumption is that the verses were arranged in 

the written Surahs in the order that was current in public recital, and tbe 

public recital followed the order on which the Prophet himself recited 
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tlie fSamhs. Suroly il’ Surahs were eomnutted to memory in the lifetime 

of the Prophet it must be eouiduded that the respeetive plaee of each 

verse was fixed in the ProphePs lifetime. Traditions sueh as those about 

tlie excmllenee of “ the jast verses ” of Surah 11, “ the opening verses ” 

of Surah XII, “ the last ten verses ” of Surah XVIII, the saying of the 

Prophet to Omar on his repeated asking what is Kalala that the last verse 

of Surah IV should sufhee for him, show that at least the opening and 

(dosing verses of every Surah were well defined. The only question that 

ean be is about the middle verses in whieh new revelations were generally 

phn^ed. For these too there is a tradition whkh goes to show that some¬ 

times at least the position of these new revelations was nx(3d. Osman ’bn 

Abul As said that on the revelation of IG : 9G the Prophet specified its 

exact place saying Gabriel bad.dire(‘ted it to him. In the generality of 

eases, hovvever, it seems it was only said Place this verse in such and 

studi Surah.” See Othman's reply to Ibn Abbas in Itqan p. 60. Indeed 

commoiiseiise was sufli(*ient to fix position of a verse in sueh discursive 

Surahs as the Medina ones, and it was in these that new revelations were 

generally added, being either new legal directions required, or praise or 

eoiidemnation of persons. 

llemembering that every verse (or set of verses making a complete 

thought) is a complete unit which requires to be taken by itself irrespective 

of the verses that precede or follow, this was a matter of not much im¬ 

portance, at l^east the c-arly Musalmans seem not to have been ve.ry parti¬ 

cular about it. Thus when the last two verses of Surah IX were found 

with Abn Khuzaima alone and it was decided to admit them Omar said 

Had they been three verses I would have made them a Surah. Now put 

them at the end of the last Surah of the Quran.” Ibn Ha jar says ‘ It 

appears from this re];ort that the}" arranged the verses of Surahs accord¬ 

ing to their opinion, but other reports show th*ey did nothing of the kind 

except by dictation of the Prophet.’ Of course, as usual, another tradition 

has been forthcoming to show that they were indeed the last verses of the 

Surah (see Itqan), but anybody can see what is the truth. Even if the 

report he baseless it shows that among the early Musalmans this was not 

considered a very grave or serious matter; otherwise the report would 

hardlv have been allowed to come to us at all. 

Indeed it is a matter of grave responsibility to assert cotegorieall}' 

that iii the Quran collected in this way every verse is exactly in the 

place where it was lead by the Prophet, not a single verse has missed its 

right position. So we need not he surprised if sometimes we find a verse 

like 5: 5 ' To-day are the infidels despaired of your ivMigion, so fear them 
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laot but fejir Me. To'daj" I have perfected for you yora* relij^^ion and 

fiompletied unto you My favour and am pleased with Islam for your reli¬ 

gion ’ placed immediately in connection with a verse saying that dead 

animals, blood «&g. are unlawful as food, and separated miles away from 

verse 71 which we know historically to have shortly preceded it. Even 

without that historical knowledge I should have shuddered to think that 

these two verses are in their right position. Generally we believe that 

in the vast majority of cases verses are rightly in position and that is 

sufficient. See also ‘ if ’ and ‘ then ’ in the first part of 4 : 3 and consider 
for yourself. 

0th7naf}fs collection. This was not a new collection ; but only a publi¬ 

cation of Abubecker^s after necessary corrections. Abubecker after collect¬ 

ing his Quran did not take any active steps to make it current or to 

s^ippress the private Mushafs that the Sahabas had with them. Omar too 

in his long reign did nothing in this respect, be only made a few eorrec' 

lions where Zaid's text appeared faulty. But naturally we must suppose 

Abubecker^s recension which was compiled with so much show gained 

general reception, and it was that which was generally read and taught to 

the Musalmans in those long years. In the course of time there naturally 

sprung up a number of discrepant readings and these wei*^ favoured b^" a 

popular notion that gained currency dui'ing this time that the Prophet 

said ‘■'The Quran was revealed in Harfs a vague sort of expression leading 

to much discrepancy but which probably means seven dialects.^ (Our Lord 

Jaferel Sadiq denies the reality of this, but it is possible the Prophet who 

was a practical man might have allowed i*aw converts from distant places 

to read Quran as best they could). These discrepancies led to disputes, 

which it is said alarmed Our Lord Ali and Huzaifa, and on their sugges¬ 

tion Othman undertook to have a very correct copy from Abubeeker’s 

collection in the custody of Omari's daughter, and sent copies of it to the 

various provinces. The various readings current were also compared and 

in eases of difference that in the Qui'aisbite dialect was preferred. It is 

said that after all this careful compilation the Book still appeared to his 

judgment to have some grammatical mistakes, but be did not think it 

necessary to interfere with these and they have continued to this day. 

Along with this which must be considered a very laudable coni'se of 

action Qthman unfortunately resolved that all the copies of the Quran 

which then existed should be effectively destroyed. They were all burnt. 

This fatal step has closed the door of critical investigation for ever. 

Abdullah ’bn Masud refused to surrender his copy, but it was forcibly 

taken from him and he was so badly beaten that, it is said, his ribs were 
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broken. He used to say, ‘ if I get into power I would do the same with 

Othinan’s reeension as he has done with mine.’ 

Was Oihman’s recension a faithful copy of Abubeeker’s one. There 

is every reason to believe it was. One or two things might appear to tell 

against it, but they are easily explained. One is the saying of the rever¬ 

ed Sahabee Ibn Masud quoted above. But it is plain that it was just 

because of his reading verses differently (/:. e. with extra words) and 

sticking to his reading that he was kept out of court at the time of Abu¬ 

beeker’s collection. The other is i^yesha’s saying that verse 33 : 56 was 

read so and so before Othman altered the scriptures. Another, that she 

said Surah 33 used to be read in the time of the Prophet but when Oth¬ 

man wrote his copies we do not find more than we find now. Ayesha, it 

must he remembered, had become one of the worst enemies of Othman. 

She used to call him Naasal after a Jew, and incited people to kill him. 

She was one of the firebrands that caused the revolt that eventually took 

his life. We believe the portions lost in Surah 33 were already lost in 

Abubecker’s reeension. So there is no good reason to suppose that any 
« 

substantial tampering of the text was made by Othman. 

Concluding we cannot refrain to quote the following passage from 

the well-known commentary Majmaul Bayan which will make the posi¬ 

tion of the majority of the Shias clear to the reader. 

“ As to addition in it all are agreed that there was no such thing ; 

as to loss in it a party our men and the superficial (Hashviya) among the 

Sunnis relate that in the Quran there has been change (in the position of 

verses) and loss (of portions), but the right view amongst us is against 

this and it is this view that was supported by the (old divine) Syed 

Murtuza.” 
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X. The Quran and previous scriptures. 

This ehaptPL’ is chiefl}^ meant to consider the arguments of those 

like Mviir, Tisdell &e. who showing easily enough that many doctrines 

and practices in Tslam agreeing with older religions (Judaism &c.) and 

many narratives in the Quran agreeing with aud sometimes differing 

from acconuts in Bible, Talmnd &c, these are presumably borrowed from 

them from contact with and imperfect infoimiation received from men of 

th ese I'elig'ions. Now Islam never claimed originalitj’’ for its teachings 

and if it is a revealed religion at all its teachings most agree with that of 

earlier religions except where the latter are eorrnpted, when it must 

correct them. So however corrupt the older books might be, and however 

much of fiction may have crept iii them they must still contain some 

remin/seenees of truth, some traditions of the Prophets’ days. Thus 

criticism on these lines must remain inconclusive. So 7; 179 which refers to 

similar objections raised by infidels practically stops wrangling on these 

lines, and appeal is made to the literai-y excellence of the Quran which 

was set up as a standing miracle. See chap. V. 

There is one case, however, in which at first sight they would seem 

to have made out a point. In Surah 5 : 35 the direction about m.urder of 

one man being like murder of all, ordained for Israelites, is said to arise 

from Cain’s murder of A’oel, but it does not appear how it so arises and 

why Israelites are specially mentioned. The connection is found in the 

Targum of Okenalos where arguing on the plural used for Abel’s blood 

in the account in Gen. 4 : 10 almost the same words as in Surah V are 

given, and the direction is made effective for Israelites. This is the basis 

of the objection. But it is forgotten that, as has been repeatedly explain¬ 

ed before, verses were revealed in response to thoughts coming to the 

mind of the Prophet in the course of revelation, and hence the connection 

is lost to the reader. May it not be that as Cain’s story was revealed the 

Prophet thought of this direction found in the Targum with the argu¬ 
ment it was deduced from f Then the revelat'on came, yes, it was for this 

reason that it was made so for Israelites, these having iu this way risen to 

the idea of the gravity of the crime. It could not b6 the same for savages. 

In note on 2 : 197 we have said sufficiently about the notion that 

Saul is confounded with Gideon. So it is said that Haman, the minister 
of Ahaseurns of Persia (see Book of Esther) is made minister of the 

Pharoah of Moses’ time. But the Book of Esther is shown to be a mere 

fable, (see Eney. Britt. 11th Ed. Art Bstner) and an intensely absurd one 

it is. The scholars are speculating upon it as a myth aud are tracing 
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out naines as they are all I'abuloris. Tlaiaan also app(\*ir^ 

to be not a Persian nanie anil is son^lit t(? be tra(.*ed out. more con- 

ceis^nble is the idea tliat Ih^n’e wns some old tinditiou of! Ifaniaxi being' 

minister of Pharo;ui and the nufhor thought tliis to be a lit name to bo 

given to the chief aiitlior of the plot. As a matter of fact from the name 

itself it ap])ears that he was an ]dg3'ptian—li-^Ainsiun,—1. />, pertaining to 

the cliief lilgyptinii god Ammon ; the Hebrew from of an Kgypiiau title. 

The charge that'tlie Quran confounded Mary mother of tHiirst, with 

Miriam^ sister of Aaron, is merely absurd and need not be considoj-ed. Tiro 

idea that the descent of table of food i)rayed for by Our I/ord Jeans (ibrist 

in Snrah V is a travesty of tlie Christian Eucharist is effixally foolish.. 

The traditions (see Qnmmi’s commentary) cdearly say it was a regularly 

reenrring mira^de tlnat was prayed for Christians aftrr Christ. What has 

this to do with the Encbaristif 

A curious line of eriti(*ism is tliat the Apocrypha, Talmud &c are 

all unreliable—ert/o the Quran which gives place to some stories found in 

such books is not of divine origin, as if they must necessarily contain 

nothing but idle tales If one thought it worth while one could compare 

the j'elative reliability of the Biblical books with these. For the Biblieai 

books any reader can have information from any shilling book written by 

the most ‘ Reverend ^ authors of the day. For the Talmud it will suffice 

to cite the following from Ency. Britt. 11th Ed* “Literary and bistorP 

eal criticism places the discussion on another basis when it treats of the 

Mosaic Torali in its present form as a post-exilic composition (about 5tb 

century B.O.) from sources differing in date, origin and bistoryd' Again 

in a note. “ It is known that a great mass of oral tradition was current^ 

and there are a number of early references to written collections, espe¬ 

cially of Hagadoth.The theory of an esoteric tradition is distinctly 

represented in 2 Esdras XV where Moses receives words which were to 

be delivered to the wise men of his people. Also the book of JubilleeS’ 

knows of secret written traditions regarding sacrifices &c. and Jacob hands- 

over “ all Iris books and the boobs of bis fathers to Levi his son that he* 
I 

naight preserve them and renew them for his children {i. e. the priestly 

caste) unto this day (XLV : IG).'’ Either represent traditions, at the 

most some were written earlier than others. Just conceive that the 

Talmud was compiled as a matter of necessity when the very existence of 

the Jews was threatened and oral teaching was impossible. Is it to be 

imagined that idle tales were laboriously undertaken to be collected at 
this critical hour f 
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is said that the idea of 8oh>inon haehiis; powt^r over thonons &e,. arose 

from inistransktion ot two words in Fi^^ieHinslieiis nnl f lienee fnkenin the 

Quran. Clearly if the words were inh‘r|n*eted wrom^ly this was ilue to 

previous belief that Our Lord had that power, and that must luive ori‘^i“ 

Bated in independent traditions. *rio it is said that ilie story in *^!idrash 

of Oiir Lord Abraham bein|>: east into the lire was founded on a wrong 

translation of the word (Ir in Gem We must suppose tlie aneieni doetors 

knew theuvtexts and their language better than a Hughes or n Tisdell. 

But see what Mr, Cook writes m Bney. Britt, llth Kd., artiele * I\!idrashd 

LTewish traditions of Abraham in OV of the Chahlees reeur in the Tar- 

gums, Midrashie works, and earlier in the book of dnbillees. The it^gimds 

of his eseape from a fiery furuaee may have a phih>logii*ai basis (/> inter¬ 

preted as fire ”) but the allusion to the redemption of Abraham in 

Isa XXXIX: 22 seems to indicate that the older tradition was fuller 
fe^ban the present records in Genesis,” 

As to the contempt shown tor the Apocryphal Gospels I can only 

say that the Arabian Gospel of Infancy appears to me to be incomparably 

superior to the received ones. And fortunately I am able to show this 

from a passage that has bearing on the Quran in that it speaks of Opr 

Lord Jesus speaking and announcing his apostleship while quite an 

infant. (Of. Surah 19:31). The passage is this:—** In the book o! 

Josephus, the chief priest in the time of Christ (and people say that it was 

he who was called Caphias), we find that Jesus spoke while he was in the 

cradle. He said to his mother, ‘Werily I am Jesus, sou of God and am 

the Word thou hast brought forth as revealed to thee by Gabriel.” The 

writer writes as a historian, distinctly referring to his authorities among 

the writings of Our Lord’s contemporaries. This is at least >espeetable. 
Is there anything approaching this in the received Gospels 1 

Note.—A much fuller discourse on this subject is promised in the next volume to be 

shortly puh'isbed anl very shortly in the Muslim Review about February 1930. Another 

chapter dealing with traditions bearing on the Quran is also reserved for the next volume. 
That also will appear shortly in the Muslim Review. 



THE HOLY QURAN. 

PART I 
S U R A H I 

FATIHA, OR THE OPENING 
(7 Veeses with Bismillah). 

In the name of AUcih, the God of Mercy^ the Mertihd (R). 

1. All praises to Allah, the Lord (Eabb) of all the worlds. 
2. The God of Mercy, the Merciful. 
3. The Master on the day of Judgment. P 
4. Thee (only) do we worship and Thee (alone) we seek- 

aid fiom. 
5. Guide Thou us on the right path. 
6. The path of those Thou hast favoured unto—Other 

than those Thou hast been angry with, and not those who 
!cm aittf.i’uTT' 



It is a matter of great regret that on.; account of lack pf 
proper supervision caused by my serious illness the name 
of Maulvi Syed Mohammad Husain ^heb. m.a., ll.b., 
Munshi Fazil, Maulvi Fazil, Mulla Fazil, etc,, Lecturer 
Lucknow University has been omitted from the Preface. 
MauJvi Mohammad Husain Saheb has rendered incalculable 
services in revising the translation of the Holy Quran. I 
am deeply thankful to Maulvi Saheb for his valuable help 
and sincerely deplore the omission. 'f 

(Sd.) Syed Najmul Hasan, 
Manager and Trustee 

of the- 
Madrasatul Waezin, Lucknow. 

Printe^i at the Musliin Press. 



THE HOLY QURAN. 

PART I 
S U R A H 1 

FATIHA, OR THE OPENING 
(7 Verses with Bismillah). 

In the mrne of Allah, the (loci of Mercy, the Merciful (EA 

1. All praises to Allah, the Lord {liabh) of all the worlds. 
2. The God of Mercy, the Merciful 
3. The Master on the day of Judgment. 
4. Thee (only) do we worship and Thee (alone) we seek 

aid from. 
5. Guide Thou us on the right path. 
6. The path of those Thou hast favoured unto—Other 

than those Thou hast been angry with, and not those who 

go astray. 

Sumh, Chapter of the Qiuun. The word origimilly means ' Light ’ 

(See Inti-oduetion). 

litmilliih. This verse precedes and opens every Surah of the Quran 
except the 9th, and is, according to the Shias, a part of the Surah to wliich 
it is attached. Hence in the daily pi-ayers having read this verse with a 
particular Surah in mind, it is not held permissible to (diange the Surah, 
regai'ding it as a common introductory to all. The Sunnis commonly hold 

it to be a distinct seperable verse—no part of the Surah to which it is 
attached, hence they do not usually read thi.s verst? in prayers. But, as 
we learn fi’om the commentaries of the Sunni sect as that of B'akhruddin 

Eazi, several of the great divines of the Sunni sect hold the same view of 
it as the Shias. Thus among Sahabas: Ibn Abbas, Ibn Omar, Ibn Zobeir, 
Abu Huraira; among Tabieen.- Ata, Taus, Said ’bn Juhair, Makbul, Zubri; 
amo-ng divines : Shafiee, Abdullah’bn Muiak, Ishaq, Abu Obeid. So the 

practice of the Prophet in reading this verse before Surahs is clear from 
several of their traditions. But as is usual with them they have contra¬ 
dictory traditions and their divines have to use their discretion as best 
they can. That tliis is part of this Surah at least appears in Quran. “ We 
have sent to thee Seven of repeated vefses ly and the great Quran,” 
(15: 87). The seven repeated verses are recognised by all to be those of 
this Surah read twice in each prayer as oirr Lord Ali pointed out. The 
rhyme shows the number of veraes is seven by inclusion of this vei'se in 
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it. Aecording to a tradition of onr Lord Ali the revelation of a new Surah 

was indicated by this verse preceding the main revelation. 

The invariable introduction of every Surah with this verse hardly 

calls for justification. Every holy and virtuous act must begin in the 

name of God and in a conscious spirit of obedience to His will and seek¬ 

ing His pleasure and mercy. This uniform practice of the Quran serves 

chiefly to emphasise this teaching of cardinal importance. It is a matter 

of principle-—not so much of any particular purpose. Hence it has been 

said that all that is contained in the Quran is contained in this verse— 

the true realization of God and consciousness of our relation to Him 

being the Alpha and Omega of all religion. In a word the object of 

placing this verse in beginning of every Sura is to prepare the mind for 

a deep eon.seiousness of God which is indispensable for reading the 

Word of God and must continue at least as long as one is busy in it. 

That the Holy Name of God has wonderful efficacy is a thing that must 

be obvious to every religious-minded person and, as such, it is true that 

the Imams have taught that for success, etc., every act (rightful, of 

course) should be started with the Holy Name of God. But to assume 

that this is the purpose here, and to argue thereon, as some lower order 

of critics do, that the Quran is the work of a creature, not of God, is, to 

say the least, gratuitous and hardly calls for refutation. They suggest 

* For the guidance of the people ’ instead. A hundred other introductory 

phrases might be suggested suitable for different parts of Quran. It 

does not take much reflection to see that the Blessed Name of God is the 

most comprehensive formula for all that is holy, pious and good and covers, 

all that the Word of God is Meant for—guidance being oni^^ one of its 

manifold functions and purposes. So ‘ in the name of—’ has the 

widest alkcomprehending implications-—‘ for the sake of,’ ‘ to the Kser- 

vice of ’ and so forth, as no man with a taste for literature can fail ty 
see 

‘ Allah.’ This is called the Is7n^ Zat^ the name having reference to 

the pure Being of God—the Eternal, Infinite, Necessary Being, the 

Creator and Sustaineiv of all Existence. The other names, called Asmar 

iihHusnoy Surah, 59:24 are all appellative and describe Him in relation to, 

. and His ways of dealing with, His creatures. Of these the most impor¬ 

tant and comprehensive is Benevolence, which is higher than justice, 
justice being nothing more than strict conformity to the principle and 

course (of benevolence) determined from all Eternity. (See my Prin¬ 

ciples, or Islam in the Light of Shiaism Chap. 2.). Hence the special 

mention of liahman and liaheeM hei*e in preference to the othei* numerous 
appellative names. 
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‘ Ealcnian. ’ and ‘ 'Raheem' These two names mean mnch the same 

thing ‘ Merciful,’ the former howevmr is used only of God—never of any 

thing else. This was so from pre-Islamie times. Thus this word in its 

original connotation extended only to that much of God’s Benevolence 

as could be observed by unaided human experienee. It was, therefore, 

more of Benevolent than Mereifal in its true significances. Unaided by 

revelation, the world knows so little of God’s Infinite Mercy and Pro¬ 

vidence that many are led to deny it altogether, and making the Law 

of Karma an inexorable law of nature, consider even forgiveness of sins 

an impossibility. So to supplement to and intensify the meaning, the 

other appellative Raheem was superadded and this gives us the far wider 

expectation we have from true faith in God, both in this life and fin the 

next. This word, therefore, has special reference to spiritual matters— 

its full realization will be in the life to come. Hence according to a 

tradition of the Prophet ' Rahman has reference to this world and 

Raheem to the next.’ (6V{/?, in loco) this does not howev^er mean that the 

two worlds are wholly different, and God’s whole character does not 

and cannot appear in this temporal world. God is One—the same in 

this world and in the next, and the next life is only a continuation of 

this present life. Only the vast extent of God’s benevolence and mercy 

(which will be fully patent in the life to come) is perceivable in. this 

life only by adequately spiritualizing it. Plence, we see that those who 

have sufficiently raised themselves to the higher life by faith in and 

devotion to God attain to the power of working miracles, and the 

earnest prayer of even the humblest creature is responded to with special 

providences. All these are mere impossibilities to the purely natural 

philosopher, who sees nothing of Raheem in the impersonal God he ac¬ 

knowledges. 

Verse 1. ‘ IlanaV There is no English word which gives the full 

and exact connotation of this Arable word. It has been translated pxtiise, 

but it is praise permeated with a sense of gratitude and thankfulness. For 

thankfulness proper the word is but, like the English word, it implies 

gratitude for some favour shown to the self. Iltmd is quite imper¬ 

sonal. It is thankfulness for all that is good and gracious, to whoseso¬ 

ever benefit or advantage it may be. Hence the idea of admiration in¬ 

volved in it. For admiration proper the word is Madh which (unlike 

is used both for animate and inanimate objects, and so is used of things 

of beauty, value, etc., without necessarily implying that the existence of 

the qualities admired depends on the conscious will of the object—the 

only thing that commands real respect or admiration. God deserves 

to be praised, not merely because He is an infinite, all powerful Being, 
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but because He has imposed the priueiple of Mercy on Himself VI : 13, 

I ^ and while, absolutely speaking, no creature has any 

right against Him, He designs and makes provision for increasing happiness 

of all. 

The particle used for all-comprehensiveness is noticeable here. 

All praise of thankfulness is due to God—meaning that none else 

deserves it except in a secondary way. Whatever grace and favour 

one is able to show to another is ultimately deiived from Him, so is 

the disposition to do so due wholly to His Grace, and also the capacity of 

one’s enjoying it is also a matter wholly of His gi-ant and bestowal. 

Some scholasts taking the particle Ji here to signify perfection, 

argue in a curious way that faith is the direct gift of God so that un¬ 

believers have nothing to blame themselves for their unbelief. Faith 

say these wiseacres, is the highest good. If this is the creation of man, 

then he, not God, is deserving of the greatest praise. They never reflect- 

el that intellect within and spiritual guidance without, on which faith 

depends are far higher gifts than faith which is but an outcome of them 

and without «which it would have no meaning. It is also argued that if 

this were not so we could not lughtly thank God for our faith as one of 

His blessings. This is the same miserable pleading put another way and 
the reply is the same. 

Again there is no exact English equivalent for. this word 
which is here translated ‘Lord.’ The main distinctive idea in is 

one who nourishes, sustains, protects. Mere Lord or Master does not 

suffice. The main thought, tlierefoi’e, is that all in creation depend as 

much on God for their well-being, preservation and development as they 

depend upon Him for their existence. Hence the preference of this word 

to Khaliq, creator, or Malih, master, in this verse. Creatox-ship is alx-eadly 

given in the very name Allah gone before, and as for mastery, the word 

gives it in full, if it is not already implied there. The best transla¬ 
tion of the word would be ‘ Fatheidy Loi*d.’ 

All world.” All universes, known and unknown. The word is 

clearly indicatory of plurality of worlds, and existence of like forms of 

creation on other worlds than ours ; else the word ‘ ’ used for all 

worlds would lose much of its significance. It is also the woi-d of the 

widest application covering all possible forms of collective existence, 

organic and inorganic, iffiysical and mental, temporal and spiritual, this 
woidd and the next. 
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Day of Aoeoiintin^? or JuA^ment. So it is meant specifically here. 

Blit the word used is noticeable. Why is it preferred to yl—? It 

is also pre-eminently a day of Faith, the day when the whole of spiritual 

truth, the whole expanse of spiritual world, which we now believe only 

by faith will be laid bare before our eyes. God will be Master—the sole 

Master—pre-eminently on that day, so as to be pa tent to everyone, not as in 

this world, when the world is so blindfolded by His rigid scheme of natural 

causation that His existence even is doubted by many. It is this pre¬ 

eminence that is brought out here-—not that He is not the real Master of 

this temporal world which is already given in the word ‘ Bcthh ’ used for it 

in the preceding verse. 

Since it is pre-eminently a da}^ of reckoning or judgment the lower 

type of critics, who wish to say something on every verse of the Quran, 

ask if God does not act justly or does not judge on other days. Is it 

needful to ask in reply, whether the reservation of a particular day for 

awarding full reward or punishment exclude this, or would it in itself 

go against justice 1 Nay, would it be possible and just (except on divine 

fore-knowledge) to give an action its full merit of reward or punishment 

till its whole set of consequences in the endless future have come out and 

been measured! For, the seriousness of an action is to be measured both 

by the intention and by the consequences. Would the world as a scheme 

of trial for man exist in the face of such immediate punishments and re- 

wa:|-ds ! Indeed would the world exist at all as it is, in the midst of such 

punishments and rewards. We cannot digress further to show the ne¬ 

cessity of a future day of judgment but we ask whether the theory of 

transmigration as ordinarily conceived does not also reserve a particular' 

time for the award of punishment and reward for the actions. 

Again, as has been pointed out before, the next day is only a 

continuation of this present day and is no way wholly distinct from 

it. So the Prophet says, ‘ Reckon yourself before ye ai'e taken to 

reckoning and weigh your deeds before they are weighed for you,’ 

“ showing ” as Tafsir-e-Safi says, that it behoves every one to finish 

with the reckoning and weighment of his actions in this life so that he 

may not need this to be done in the next; and so do those who are truly 

wise tr*y to do.” It is since but few try in this life to realise the 

enormity of their sins that there is need of a further day when they will 

be able to do so. They do not have a conception of the value of their 

virtues either. 

5. This verse has been rendered by some with a slight change 

of meaning -.—Guide us to the right path ; or show us the right way. The 
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^vords are of the widest application but all senses apply equall}'. A true 

believer has to pra}* as much for this as a man who is groping’ in the 

dark about the truth or is only an initiate in Islam. Even if the right 

path be restricted to matters of doctrine, it is obvious that the higher 

spiritual truths which are taught in Islam are so far above the intellect 

of the greatest and most advanced minds that it would be folly for any 

man to think he has the whole truth, and understands and realizes it 

perfectly. For the finite mind of man there is never a completion to the 

understanding of divine truths. Guidance in this respect is the grace to 

enable us to understand the higher truths perfectly. Ignorance of these 

is in some measure a swerving from the true straight path. Then, owing 

to historical reasons, it is only a part of the true teachings of Islam 

that have come down to us and that too through sources not immune 

from error. Much that we receive as the true Islamic teaching we re¬ 

ceive only to the best of our knowledge ; hence, as is well known, Our 

Lord, the Mahdi will change much that we hold to be sacred tradition, so 

much so that many will have the presumption to anathemise him on this 

account. Guiding in this respect is helping us to correct error or to find 

# out new truths. 

But the straight path in the verse has not the chief reference to 

matters of doctrine of religious knowledge. Man is man, and his rational 

element is always liable to be swayed by emotions and passions affecting 

his moral character, dragging him into sins, and thus taking him away 

from the straight path. At least they become a source of interruption 

and make constancy in devotion and obedience impossible. For a time 

at least man wanders away from the straight path. Intellectually too 

these give rise to prejudices affecting his capacity to receive truths in 

face of evidence and also making him incapable to receive higher spiritual 

illumination Guiding in this sense is bestowing the grace to strengthen 

the mind to constancy in following the right path. 

All this comes mainly under the ordinary sense of guidance in the 

sense of direction. But in the Quran the word is chiefly used in the 

higher sense of spiritual assistance, enabling a man to reach his desti¬ 

nation in the spiritual world. Thus this guidance on the straight path is 

frequently spoken of as a matter of grace to the prophets. See Sura 37 : 

119. The right path in this sense is spiritual attachment to the Prophet 

and the Imams ; and thus it is easy to understand how in the traditions 

the right path is identified with our Lord Ali. This will be more fully 

explained in note to Sura II. 1 and other verses ; but meanwhile it must 
/ 

be obvious that an essential requiste for following the right path is 
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intense lore or fascination for 

highest we can eoneeive. 
a type of eharaeter whieh should be the 

“ I Not faroured merely in the English sense hut favour¬ 

ed with gifts. The Arable word implies active blessing. What are these 

gifts and who are those so favoured f Manifestly it cannot be ordinary 

temporal gifts, or the straight path would be the impious ways of the 

most wicked men of Wealth and power, of whom there are so many iu 

this world. This is absurd enough, and with equal show of reason 

might one argue upon the words to absolute wilfulness. Clearly it is 

some special spiritual gifts and it is some particular persons, who having 

been so favoured have worked out a path which we are sought to seek 

and follow. 

If anything remains to make the suggestion complete this is su- 

plied by the subsequent words, which show that they are such that they 

never go astray or do anything that could incur displeasure of God. 

The gift, therefore, is the gift of mental and moral perfection to the 

point of incapacity for sin or error. This passage, therefore, teaches 

that for salvation we should seek to follow the guidance of such persons 

only as have attained to this degree of perfection. Indeed it would be 

very precarious to follow other guides for there can be no security 

against their own being or becoming blind leaders of the blind. Inno¬ 

cent error does not necessarily invoke the displeasure of God, but such 

people should not take irpon themselves to act as guides or pontiffs, 

and people should not blindly sot themselves to follow them. It will be 

seen that to know such persons mere grace is insufficient; the direct 

instruction of God is necessary, for immunity from sin or error is a 

xaegative matter which can never be known without Omniscience. 

It is, therefore, clear that the path referred to is the path of the 

infallible Prophet and the infallible Imams after him and it is they 

who are meant with those favoured of God in this verse. This is 

clearly stated in Sura IV.-Tl ‘‘And whoever follows God and the 

Prophet—it is these w'ho are with those whom God has favoured unto— 

the prophets, the testifiers, the martyrs, the pious—an excellent compa¬ 

nionship they have/’ 

Hence the various comments of the Prophet and the Imams which 

show that it is the Shias that are meant by the words, ‘ Those Thou 

hast favoured unto,’ and the other sects and all other creeds come 

under the category of the succeeding words. The Jews ai*e the type of 

people who consciously and wilfully reject the truth and sacrifice it to 
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their tradition/ aiid the Christians are the type of thf>se who indolently 
fall a prey to their own imaginations without having a spirit of otetiimte 
opposition to the truth. Hence these are sometimes said to be meant by 
these last two phrases. 

Note that it is the path of the prophets that we are tanght to seek 
for in this verse, or their spiritual companionship in Sui’a IV't 71—not 
participation in their special functions. Yet the Ahmadi Commentary 
argues from here that “ the gift of Divine revelation being one of the 
chief of them (Divine favours) can still be bestowed upon the righteous 
who follow the right way.” This to make out a possibility of the pro- 

phethood of Mirza Chalam Ahmed of Qadian. 

FINAL NOTE. 

Here we have the typical prayer of Islam* It begins with preparing 
the mind for devotion by recalling the infinite Majesty and Graeiousuess 
of God, and ends with prayer for having the grace for devonou. It is, there 
fore, both prayer and its realization in one, for the divotion sought for 
is already attained in part at least. All the well-known prayers that have 
been left to us by the Imams are designed on the same ideal and hence 
their characteristic efficac}' is creating the spirit of devotion in all minds 
and at all occasions, in however indifferent a mood they may happen to be. 

Again notice, by using words of the widest implications, this brief 
Sura of seven verses covers the entire system of Muslim theology ; one 
has only to, reflect seriously over the words and he has the whole spiritual 
system laid bare before him. Finally from a literary point of view we 
notice an artistic correspondence of the later petitionary and the former 
Hallelujistie portions. Thus “ Thee do we worship ” corresponds with 
Allah, worship being due to God as the Supreme Being. “ Thee we seek 
aid from ” corresponds with Rahb ”, see the force of the word Rabb 

in the note above. ‘ Guide us Thou on the right path, the path of those 
Thou hast favoured unto ^ corresponds with Rahman and Rahim. The 

last words in which error is sought to* be avoided harmonise with the 
epithet of God as the master of the day of judgment. Such an artistic 
arrangement is called Laff^o^N'ashre Murattab^ designed by Persian poets 
centuries after the Prophet’s time, and by them too used only for sounds 
of words—not of their spirit and sense. 
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SURAH M. 

THE COW (AT BAQRAH). 

Revealed at Medimli with some Mecca ones^. 

Section 1. 

[The Word of God a perfect guidance. Requisites for the same, 

Rejection seals the heart against it.] 

■ In the name of AUah, the God of Mercy^ the Merciful (R). 

1. A. L. M. (Alif, Lam, Minx). That’s (saliha) the 
Book (P). No doubt therein—a guidance for the pious (God¬ 
fearing, B). 

2. Who believe in the unseen, and keep up prayer and 
expend out of what We have bestowed on them; 

3. And who believe in that which hath been sent 
down unto thee and that which hath been sent down before 
thee, and in the next world they have undoubting faith, (are 
sure of the hereafter A). 

4. These are on guidance from their Lord and these are 
they who prosper (shall thrive B). 

5. Verify those who reject, it is the same for them whe¬ 
ther thou warnest them whether thou warnest them not, they 
will not believe. 

6. God hath set a seal upon their hearts and upon their 
.heaxing and there is a covering over their eyes and a great 
punishment is in store for them. 

BkmillaJu See notes in Surah 1. The rendering which has been 
■taken from Rodwell is expressive in that it keeps up in English the 
peculiarity of the Arabic word Rahman, that while it means much the same 
•thing as Rahim, it is the word used exclusively for God and never of any¬ 
thing else. The phrase ‘ God of Mercy ’ is analogous to such expressions, 
in common use as the man of noble heart—the ‘ of ’ here indicating dis¬ 
tinctive quality. With the capital G used there is no fear of confounding 
the epithet with the gods of heathenism. 
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A. L. M. There are. several Suras that begin with letters like this. 

Some hold that the meaning intended by these letters is known to God 

only, but this seems hardly irasonable—what would then be the good of 

revealing them at all ? Others say the understanding of these letters and 

their interpretation is reserved only for the Prophet and the Imams. This 

is quite reasonable ; there is nothing absurd in the idea that some portions 

of the revelation were meant, not for the people at large but for those only 

to whom the revelation was given. It is wrong to think that the whole 

of the Quran was meant merely for the guidance of the people and that 

too by itself. (See note on Surah III, 5, note on These letters 

are crying proofs to the fact that portions, if not the whole of Quran, are 

not meant to be read and understood of themselves and their right mean¬ 

ing can be known only according to the interpretation given them by 

those who are appointed by God Himself to be its teachers. 

Some traditions show the numerical values of these letters were used 

by the Imams in framing a sort of philosophy of history and theology, 

foretelling future events. Noeldeke, who is always after creating new 

theories of his own, thinks these letters were no part of the revelation 

but were simply initials of collators prefixed to the Surah to memorise 

their services. In this view he is followed hy Rodwell, Palmer, etc. It 

never occurred to these men how wonderful it was that, contrary to their 

design, every trace of them was forgotten and of the thousands of 

Sahabas who jealously fought about every letter of the Quran, not only 

no one cared to question the propriety of this method of porpetviation, 

but all so completely forgot this simple origin that they themselves began 

to look upon them with a superstitious sense of mystery. There are 

hundreds of prayers transmitted from the earliest times in which these 

letters are cited with a mysterious import. It is right to add that I learn 

Noeldeke has recently discarded this old conjecture of his regarding the 

origin of these letters. 

Zalika—As noted by Palmer it is wrong to translate Zaiika by this^b 

The correct rendering is that Book. To explain or, rather, to explain 

away the use of this word here several conjectures have been made* 

One very learned commentator says, the meaning is, ‘ This is that Book 

m., that Book which was prophesied of by the former prophets.’ Ljme 

suggests that the word has been used to indicate the high estimation in which 

the Holy Quran is held in the sight of God. Palmer imagines that here 

a heavenly scroll containing the text of the Quran was shown to the 

Prophet, basing his opinion on the popular Sunni tradition that some 

such was shown to him on the revelation of the first verses of the QumUi 
Suraa, 96 :1— 



All these conjeettires are plausible enough, but to me it seems it. is ' 

Palmer’s that comes nearest the highest truth as explained by Our Lord 

Jafer el Sadiq to -which we are coming presently.' There is no doubt there 

is reference here to the original complete Book, the Ummul Kitab in heaven. 

To those who might think there are literally libraries of books in heaven 

irothing need be said, but to those who think these are expressions of 

higher spiritual realities, say thoughts expressible in certain words, the 

question must arise what do thoughts reside in but in a spirit? This 

simple thing, if rightly understood will enable the reader to see that in 

its highest sense it is the Living Word of God that is meant here. 

The Quran as it was revealed to the Prophet was something quite 

different from what it is when we read and study it. To him it was a 

Light, every verse of it, giving a direct intuition of realities that we might 

search for hr the words but only in vain. The truth is we have irot the 
. ■ 1 

complete word of God before ns ; the complete word of God is the Revela¬ 

tion plus the light that attended it—the Light that teaches all things. The 

words revealed may be said to contain the germs of all truths, but practi¬ 

cally they express only a minute fraction of them. For the rest they are 

practically symbols only, keys to the revelation of new txmths i^ minds 

that'have access to that Light. All this has been sufficiently explained 

in the Introduction. The sum of it all is that the Word of God is some¬ 

thing more than a mere set of passages. It is a living reality—the mani¬ 

festation of a spirit, or a spirit in itself, as it calls itself in Surah 42 : 52, 

It is this complete Word of God that is spoken of here. 

All this may appear very wonderful to us who are steeped in the 

gross materialism of this age but anybody can see that there must be a 

world of difference between a revelation from God to His Prophet and the 

communications of the spiritists which we are apt to think these revela¬ 

tions to be like. But for it there could be no assurance to any prophet 

that he was really receiving a communication from God. 

The subject is as important as it is difficulty and so we beg a little 

more patience from the reader over it. There is a truth in the Christian 

doctrine of LogoSy a truth misunderstood, and carried as far as divinity, 

but a truth of spiritual philosophy all the same* The prophets and the 

Imams are themselves Word of God, Those who know anything of 

spiritualism know that when one mind acts on another there is practically 

a case of possession, a participation of one spirit in another. This par¬ 

ticipation may be partial or complete, temporary or lasting—any way it isa 

case of union and might become a case of complete identity. We also 

know that we are much greater than we know ourselves to be* Our souls 



have powers of which we know nothing. Spiritnally we act and are acted 

upon though we never become aware of either. There may be thoughts, 

feelings, and emotions—all our own yet we know nothing of them. Con- 

sider now the spirits of men infinitely greater than oui‘selves—the Pi*o- 

phet and the Imams. Like ourselves they must have spirits over and 

above their conscious souls in this physical plane of existence. They 

should be immeasurably greater, holier and more powerful than our own. 

There, in that plane of existence their spirits must be permeated with the 

spirit of God—the light that constitutes the Word of God. Theymxist- 

participate in it to the point* of identity. They must therefore be the 

veritable Word of God in - that place of existence, and, so far as they are 

in touch with it, they are so in physical life as well. As men on the 

physical plane, subject to the limitations of the fi«^sh they reeieve its 

illumina.tion as from^without; in the spirit, that constitutes the distinctive 

feature of their existence. Thus there is an element of truth in the Chris¬ 

tian doctrine of Christ’s Double nature as well. It was this gi*eat truth 

that they brought to the height of absurdity by conceiving the other nature 

to be no other than God. 

It is to this great truth of the double nature of the prophets and 

Imams as men and as Word of God in spirit, that when commenting on 

this .verse our Lord Jafar el Sadiq says that the Book here is Our Lord 

Ali, i, p.j in spirit {See Tafii" AU ^bn Ibrahim^ ^t.). See also wfh loco. 

. The same truth can be brought home philosophically in other ways 

as by reference to Spinoza’s doctrine of the same reality expressed in 

different forms of existence. But. the note has already become lengthy 

e nough and we refrain. 

‘ No doubt therein.’ That is,'owing the obviousness of its inspimtion' 

from God. Being a miracle it carries the evidence of its origin with itself 

even for unbelievers. The light that attends it gives assurance to the • 

Prophet who reeieves it. 

‘ Guidance for the pious.’ These words emphasize the truth of what 

we have said in the last note. It is a low conception of the Word of Go^ 

to say that it'is meant merely or mainly for the instruction of the un¬ 

believers, and those who are fairly guided into belief and piety may dis¬ 

pense with it thereafter. For such elementary instruction as the un¬ 

believers require for their conversion their mere reason might be sufficient. 

However the ;Quran serves as a guide for them too. To begin with, what 
/ 

they require is chiefiy admonition. The Quran is full of it. Then they 

require miracles as evidence for the truth of Islam as a mission from 

God. The Quran supplies these in numbers. That may take them to the 

portals of faith—belief and piety. From there will begin the higher 

guidance that the Word of God is especially meant for. Hence it is that 
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the word guidance is usualTj^ used in tlie Quran in eonneetion with the 
faithful—in the sense of higher instruction—cai illumination or grace to 

them for spiritual elerationf The Word used usually in connection with un¬ 
believers is Inzar warning or admonition. 

The truth is the Quran is guidance for all, but in different degrees ac¬ 
cording to their moral capacities to yield to its guidance and receive its 
illumination. Even for his bare conversion tUe unbeliever requires cer¬ 
tain moral qualities analogous to those of believers described in the verse.! 

How the faithful stand in need of a further guidance has been ex¬ 
plained at length in note to Surah 1: 5 and we need not repeat it here. 
Indeed, however far advanced a man may be in faith and virtues he does 
stand in need of a guidance further, to lift him upwards in spiritualit3^ 
The thing is repeatedlj^ emphasized in the Quran. Thus in Surah 20 • 24' 
God says ‘ I am the forgiver for him who turns (to God from sin and 
error) and believes and practises virtue and then is guided ’ Surnma Ihtada). 

What is this extra guidance which is sought over and above true religious 
and moral (jonversionf Whatever it is, it is this that is spoken of here,’ 
for the succeeding words in this and the following verse apparently seem 
to describe a believer perfect in faith and righteousness. The truth is. 
perfection in these matters is out of question and higher elevation is al¬ 
ways to,be sought. For this, even in matters of belief man requires, not 
only further instruction but illumination of mind to understand and duly 

assimilate higher spiritual truths far removed from the general trend of 
ordinary,"^knowledge. Again he requires grace first to keep him up in 
faith and virtue and to prevent aim from swerving from |he right path.; 
For either of these things man’s personal efforts are not of much avail. 
He requires guidance in the sense of spiritual assistance from without^— 
from the Word of God as explained in last note. What he requires to do 
is to keep himself attached—by the strongest ties of love to the Holy souls* 
of the Prophet and the Imams so as to be able to receive their spiritual 
graces and influences. He has to yield to this higher guidance, keep his 
mind prepared to receive it, and the guidance will come as a matter of', 
course. 

Even in matters of ordinary faith, it will be observed, man cannot 
do without spiritual assistance from without. Man is so complicated a 
thing, subject to such complicated forces, both within and without—here¬ 
dity, temperament, habits, education, society, to say nothing of the secretly 

* Note.—Guidance has been distinguished to be of two kinds, one like that of a road 
pointer which simply serves to point the right path if one chooses to adopt it, the other is 
thi.t of a guide proper who takes the man along with him and secs him reach his deslinution. 
It is the h/i-ter wad higher sense that w'ord is usually used in the Quran. The former is hardly 
of any value. 
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working infliieiiees, snbconseious tlioiiglits and feelings, telepatliieitilluenees 

of other spirits, that it is vain to expect from him consisteuc}" of his feel¬ 

ings with his thoiights. How can he, then, be perfectly adapted for faith, 

which is nothing bnt consistency of feelings and emotions with beliefs! 

Were this so, every believer in God would be god-fearing; it would be 

impossible for any believer in the Holy Prophet not to love him intense-, 

ly—and not only him but his family as well, for feeling;? are as mnch 

subject to the laws of association as thoughts. He should intensely hate 

their enemies, for love without that is meaningless. Everybody knows 

how far this is realised in history, in his own life and in others. The thing 

is that the normal consciousness of man which is alone amenable to reason 
f 

is too much restricted, too much swayed by passioi^s, prejudices, and 

other influences, within and without. These so alter the character of his 

faith, so seriously impair the consistency and commensurability of his 

emotions with his beliefs, that his faith, as it is, becomes sham, worthless, 

vain. How can he then do without constantly seeking grace from God 

and those He has appointed to administer it ? This is the higher 

guidance that is to be sought over and above ordinary faith and practi(*e 

and this, the word of God, the complete word of God, is specially meant 

to impart. 

Such being the nature and work of Guidance it (-an easily be st^en 

bow much of it depends on the Living Word of God as explained in the 

first note. But it would be wrong to think that the Holy Quran—the 

Surahs and verses of it—are wholly unavailable for this purpose. There 

are books and J)ooks. There are hooks that simply teach, and there are 

books that—by the power of words—stir and stimulate, fill the mind 

with emotions, carry the reader away into the spirit of the author. 

And the Holy Quran is a miracle for its effect on the reader. By the 

mere power of words it can fill us with its spirit. This by itself is re¬ 

ceiving grace from the Living Word of God. Any way, by reading it 

the mind will be filled with a spirit of holiness and thus prepared gradu¬ 

ally to receive grace and illumination from the Holy Imams. 

To sum up, the Book of God is truly a perft^et guidance but only 

when taken as an expression of the Living Word of God—as leading to 

the Prophet and the Imams both by direct teaching and by a sort of 

spiritual influence on the spirit. But, for this to be effective there should 

be a spirit of willingness, rather of seeking to receive the higher guidance, 

m short a spirit of piety analogous to faith. If there is any spirit of 

aversion or even indifference to the true source of guidance the teaching 

of the Quran may do something for moral elevation, bnt it will never be 
a eoihplete guide to true spiritual life. 
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Indeed (‘ven for ordinary teaehin^ from the Quran we cannot dis¬ 

pense with the Prophet and the Imams. Por it itself declares (Surah 3 : 6) 

that parts of it are not intelligible to any—any except God and those 

firmly established in knowledge. Who will presume, for himself or for 

others,'Jto be such without divine warrant ? The truth is, the two ele¬ 

ments in the Word of God—the Boob, and the Prophet and the Imams, 

are no way seperable, as the Prophet has several times declared expressly 

both according to the Sunni and Shia traditions. We should never for¬ 

get that the Quran was never meant to be read alone independently of its 

divine exposition. At least, when so read it can never be a complete 

guide. 

2 & 3. Faith consists in assent to and belief in the reality 

of things taught in religion but not open to direct observation, such as ex¬ 

istence of God known by reason, inspiration of prophets and the Imams 

believed in by its special evidences, existence of angels, and nearly all 

about the spiritual world and the life to come, on the testimony borne to in 

the revelation and the teachings of the Prophet and the Imams. Of these 

there is much about which there can be ho p}»etension to a distinct conception 

even, what to say of knowledge, yet assent is given to all that is taught 

however incomprehensible it may be. The sole value of faith depends on 

the openness of mind to give assent to whatever is established on satisfac¬ 

tory evidence, however difficult it may be to harmonise it with the familiar 

world of knowledge and observation. This want of perfect harmony iu 

consciousness constitutes the main difficulty of faith and in the evercoraing 

of this difficulty consists its chief moral value. If all were open to ob- 

.servation, or even easily intelligible, or if the set of evidences were so 

overwhelming as to compel belief, without requiring any special qualities 

of the head and heart to receive them, belief would lose all its value as it 

will do in the last day. This state is called hmhfe Ghitaa or uplifting of 
, I 

the veil. There is no moral value of knowing that iron rusts or that the 
square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on the sides. 

“ Keep up prayers ” ete. Keligious duties are i^eant to serve as an 
exercise for the development, of moral excellences that are requisite for 
higher spiritual life. Of these the principal are submissive devotion to 
God and charity to fellow creatures. Hence prayer and charity are 
singled out as the representative of all the rest. Also faith calls into 
play not only the gifts of the intellect but also emotions. The healthy 
development of sublime emotions is essential for it, and the intensity and 
profusion of these feelings make amends for what is lacking in knowledge 

to produce a thorough conviction, < 
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Vti-ff 5. There is a distinetion between as a doetrine and 

as a spirit. The former is simply misbelief and may be due to ignorance 
or indolence or similar causes. The latter is unbelief due to a spirit of 
obstinay, jealousy, opposition, and other intense prejudices. Again the 
'latter may be conscious or it may be hidden in the deeper strata of con- 
-sciousness transmitted by heredity. It is those that have this spirit of 

i-trir that properly come under the category of this verse, and so they are 
’spoken of as those that have rejected. The aUazmrknfram has a far 
different force from tuffa- which has come to be general word for all 
disbelievers, and it is a great mistake to render such, as Palmer 
does in the numerous verses in which it or its root is used. In most 
cases the best rendering of the word would be ‘ those who reject ’ as in the 
first instance it is those of the Prophet’s day that are spoken of in the 
verse of the Quran. Thus the allozincrkafaru in this verse are properly 
the infidels in the immediate neighbonrhood of the Prophet who were 
called to Islam, were constantly witnessing miracles and other evidences, 
yet persisted in rejecting that evidence and deliberately refused to believe 
owing to national or traditional' prejudices. This the true import of the 
designation here—those whose unbelief or rejection of truth was a mood 

¥ 

of their mind or was a eonseions act of their own rather than a passive 
result of their ignorance. Of these it is always true that their conversion 
is very difficult, and even if they got converted as in the latter days of 
Prophet’s triumph, their Islam did not rise above that of the Munafiqs 
(dissemblers) or half-believers, which is hardly anything better. Strictly 
however, the verse refers specially to the chief infidels of Mecca and 
Medina whose position and influence was such that their conversion should 
have greatly facilitated and hastened the progress of Islam, and so owing 
to the persistent unbelief of these the Prophet was very much dejected. 
Thus God says in Surah 26 : 2 ^ t; -iLUJ “ perhaps 
thou wouldst bill thyself with grief that they do not come to belief.” 

Of the conversion of the masses he knew by divine foresight and 
this had already been foretold in one of the Mecca Surahs. 

But whetheii the words refer to particular men or to unbelievers 
generally it is wrong to infer from the strong words used that the Arabs 
such as they were, or those that may be like them now or in the future, 
they are all of them wholly incapable of conversion. With growing long— 
cherished prejudices the capacity for true rectification goes diminishing 
to the vanishing point, yet it never vanishes altogetner. So in another 
passage where similar words are used there is a slight reservation, •' But 
God has sealed on, their hearts so they will not believe except a few (or 
a little). 4 : 154 (For further discussion see note in Supp). 
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Indeed oven for ordmar.y teaohing from the Quran we cannot dis¬ 
pense with the Prophet and the Imams. For it itself declares (Surah 3 : 6) 
that parts of it are not intelligible to any—any except God and those 
firmly established in knowledge. Who will presume, for himself or for 
others,ito be such without divine warrant ? The truth is, the two ele¬ 
ments in the Word of God—the Book, and the Prophet and the Imams, 
are no way seperable, as the Prophet has several times declared expressly 
both according to the Sunni and Shia traditions. We should never for¬ 
get that the Quran was never meant to be read alone independently of its 

' divine exposition. At least, when so read it can never be a complete 
guide. 

Fwtra 2 & 3. Faith consists in assent to and belief in the reality 
of things taught in religion but not open to direct observation, such as ex¬ 
istence of God known by reason, inspiration of prophets and the Imams 
believed in by its special evidences, existence of angels, and nearly all 
about the spiritual woidd and the life to come, on the testimony borne to in 
the revelation and the teachings of the Prophet and the Imams. Of these 
there is much about which there can be ho pj.'etension to a distinct conception 
even, what to say of knowledge, yet assent is given to all that is taught, 
however incomprehensible it may be. The sole value of faith depends on 
the openness of mind to give assent to whatever is established on satisfac¬ 
tory evidence, however difficult it may be to harmonise it with the familiar 
world of knowledge and observation. This want of perfect harmony in 
consciousness constitutes the main difficulty of faith and in the evereoming 
of this difficulty consists its chief moral value. If all were open to ob- 
.servation, or even easily intelligible, or if the set of evidences were so 
overwhelming as to compel belief, without requiring any special qualities 
of the head and heart to receive them, belief would lose all its value as it 
will do in the last day. This state is called hashfe Ghitaa or uplifting of 
the veil. There is no moral value of knowing that iron rusts or that the 
square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on the sides. 

'' ' ' • ' ' f ‘ ' 

“ Keep up prayers ” etc. Religious duties are i^eant to serve as an 
exercise for the development, of moral excellences that are requisite for 
higher spiritual life. Of these the principal are submissive devotion to 
God and charity to fellow creatures. Hence prayer and charity are 
singled out as the representative of all the rest. Also faith calls into 
play not only the gifts of the intellect but also emotions. The healthy 
development of sublime emotions is essential for it, and the intensity and 
profusion of these feelings make amends for what is lacking in knowledge 
to produce a thorough conviction. , 
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(irod tftketli away tlieir light and leavetli tlieiii in utler dark¬ 
ness—they eaimot see. 

18. Deaf, duinl> (and) blind; wherefore they will not 
turn bacdv. 

19. Or like a stoiin-clond from'the sky wherein are 
darknesse,s and thunder and lightning—they put their fingers 
in their ears, because of the thunder-elap.s for fear of death; 
but God enconipasseth the unbelievers. 

20. The lightning w’ould well-nigh snatch btf their sight, 
wdienever it is bright for them they w'alk tiierein but when 
it is dark over them they halt, and if God pleased He could 
surely take away their hearing and their eyes; Verily God 
hath power over all things. 

Verse 8. This and the next 12 verses are devoted to tlie Mniwiiq.s, 

a people who were in the first place never converted or were oiilv half- 
IM 

converted and jnade onfv a show of conversion owing to the inereasiiif; 

strength and political power of the Mnsalmans. The leader of tlris party 

was Abdullah ’bn Obai who had been nearly settled on to be made the 

ruling chief of Medina—this in order to put an end to the long-continued 

wai-s and contentions that had been going on between Ans and Khaziraj 

the two principal tribes of Medina. This prospect of his soveignty 

vanished altogether when the Prophet came from Mecca to Medina, and, 

conversions soon following, the hostilities of the two tribes died a natural 

death and a new kind of supremacy, the spiritual one, was acknowledged 

for the Prophet. This set up an ineradicable spirit of jealousy in the 

heart of this man and his partizaus and these became a centre of the 
disaffected, dis.sembiing or half-believing factions. 

It must be remembered that the term Mnnafiq, which occurs frequent¬ 

ly in the Quran i.s not I'estricted to those who wei-e deliberate hypocrites 
and feigned Islam froin worldly considerations. Thus mention ‘is made 

of them even in the early Meccan Surahs when there Avas little likelihood 

of dissembling from temporal interests. See Surah 29 : 10 and all the 

preceding verShs in that Surah. The teim i» applied to all who were not 

: ftie iiuml ering of vcTges h&s from this scetioa been changed so as to agree with 
fhe Abmaii tersion. Verse 8 therefore is really verse 7 of the Qnran. 
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siueerc bolicver.s. II covers all sliales of iuJolont half-couversiou; all 

■whoso conversion was not hasccl oua lirin conviction of the truth of Islam, 

or oven having’ that conviction, did not realize it well, and, having low 

ideas of what a prophet should be, had not the appropriate emotions of 

love and reverence for Inm in an adequate degree so as to submit to him 

in all matters and be attached to him with a wholehearted attachment,— 

all these were more or less of Muuafiqs. 

Pure hypocrites who were simply making a show of belief were 

probably not a very wide class. The majority were half-believers who 

were either not true religious converts, or being really so had little capacity 

for higher spiritual conceptions and the requisite religious emotions. 

Witness some people suspecting the Prophet of theft: Sura 3:lo5 note It 

is easy to see that such people would hardly be able to keep up their faith 

when the teachings of Islam or the practical commands given to them did 

not well harmonise with everything else in their minds, anything that 

they otherwise licld or perceived to be probable or true. AVitness their 

doubts and reluctance to cut down date trees in the seige of Bani Nazeer: 

Surah r>9b3 note. On their reluctance to perform the rites of Hajj after 

the, to them, humiliating treaty of Hudaibiyah : Surah 48:19 note. Or 

their murmers when the Prophet proclaimed general amnesty at Mecca 

and they were disappointed of their looting. All these men would hardly 

be said to be believers in any true sense of the word, yet believers they 

surely were in their own way and it would be unfair to class them as pure 

hypocrites. Between perfect faith and decided unbelief there are infinite 

degrees of acceptance and rejection—the majority of men always remain 

in a state of half-belief, however little they may know it themselves. It 

is only in cases of trial, whether of faith or action that their vavering 

condition becomes patent to themselves. This is the self-delusion which 

is referred to in verse 9. When such is the case among ourselves who 

ax’G born and bred in Islam for generations, it must clearly have been 

much more so among the early converts, who further had, most of them, 

not the capacity even to understand the faith they had adopted. It is not 

surprising therefore that we find Calif Omar confessing with remorse 

that he got to have serious doubts about the truth of the Prophet’s apos" 

tleship on his consenting to the peace of Hudaibiyah. 

The Sunni eommentor Haqqani makes three classes of Muuafiqs (1) 

Pure dissemblers with downright unbelief inwardly (2) Xot an unbeliever 

truly, but neither a true believer withal. (3) Truly assenting to faith, but 

not a perfe('t believer that when worldly temptations prevail it may not 

be impossible foi* him to take up sides against believers and revile religion. 
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He adds a fonrt.li of an inferior kind, one wlio is no(. (rue to liis professions 

in practical conduct. 

'They deeieve God and those who have believed truly/ Perfeet 

i-ealization of God’s infinite and immanent knowledge is a very diflienlt 

^attainment, or sins ini^rht become a practical impossibility. Man is always 

liable to think that his real motives and purposes are hidden from God, 

Thus when a man is forced (from worldly considerations, as to keep itp 

his reputation or to secure the good will of others) to do an act ostensibly 

virtuous, he persuades himself that he has done it in a truly virtuous 

spirit and expects God to reward him as such. This is nothing but deceive 

ing God though it is no more than self-delusion. Our Lord Jafar-el- 

Sadiq says, the Prophet being asked, wherein consisted salvation, he rep- 

died, In this that ye do not deeieve God for He will then deeieve you. 

Whoever deceives God, God deeieves him and takes away faith from him* 

If he could understand he would see it is his own mind that he is deceiv- 

‘ing.’ 

In the note on the previous verse we have seen that the transition 

from the faith of the true believers to that of the hypocrites is eoutinuous. 

Hypocrisy might lurk in all and requires to be particularly guarded for 

in ourselves. It must have been much more glaring in most early con¬ 

verts who were generally little better than half-believers. However niueh 

they pretended it to others, or even resolved to hold it in their minds, their 

assent was never complete and did not go down to their hearts. And 

however much they concealed it they never got rid of their spirit of envy 

and grudge, so natural against a man rising to power and setting up a 

theocracy with himself and his family at its bead. It is this which all 

were trying to conceal, some from their own minds by thinhing it away 

as much as they could, and thereby became victims of self-delusion. The 

downright dissemblers who really disbelieved but made only a show of 

belief of course eoneealed their thoughts and feelings from others. This 

the half-believers were also wont to do in matters in which they (*ouId not 

lihoroughly appreciate the teachings of Islam but they had to i^vofem 

their assent to and belief in them. Here the concealing was in the main 

from others, but the word applies equally to them. The word 

"Anfusahum' might be rendered both as ‘their souls/ and ‘their fellows/ 

so that the passage might also be rendered to mean that they deeieve their 
fellows. 

How in this latter sense -could they possibly be imagined to be, cons- 

•i?iouGlr or inconsciously, decieving God? The answer is whatever be¬ 

haviour one bears to the Holy Prophet, it means the same I'chationr to 
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God. Tims in 4:82 we are taught ‘ Whoev^er obeys the Prophet he has 

obeyed God’ and the Prophet says ‘Fatima is a part of me, whoever gives 

pain to her, does the same to me and whoever gives pain to me does the 

same to God? The original Arabic repeats the word ‘gives pain to’ 

each time in this famous tradition. 

10. The ailment is understood to be doubt or unbelief, more 

probably it is their spirit of envy and jealousy. Even if it is the former 

the verse is only an expression of the natural tendency of predispositions 

and prejudices to increase with time, and is as little open to criticism as 

verse 6 commented alone. In the ease of these men, Munafiqs, however, 

it may be truly said that in an indirect way God increased their desease, 

for it was God who^ was at the back of the Prophet and his success was 

due pre-eminently to His providence. The more his success was complete 

the more was their impotent rage inflamed and the more they began to 

hate the Prophet and his true assistants. 

11, To explain this verse some commentators say that the 

Munafiqs (the conscious deliberate dissemblers of the party of Abdullah 

’bn Obai and the like) continued to mix with the jews and the infidels 

and remained intimate with him, and when this excited suspision, they 

said they were musUlmn (in the sense of peace makers) that is they 

sought to bring infidels to friendly terms with the Musalmans. But their 

real object was to upset the growing power of the Musalmans—by their 

duplicity and underhand practices. So far this is intelligible enough. 

But how is it that being deliberate mischief-makers, doing that consciously 

though secretly, they not only said they were doing well, but did not 

really know what they were doing (see next verse). To explain this some 

give a different turn to the words altogether. Thinking that by their 

duplicity and their efforts to set the infidels against the Muslims they 

improve their own position in life, they really spoil it, for like the Musal¬ 

mans the infidels too do not trust them. So that the word mischief* 

makers in verse 12 is used iu reference to their own interests ! 

The two verses make it clear that the Munafiqs spoken of all through 
t 

this section are not confined to those of the deliberate dissembling class. 

Eather than these, who were not very many in number and were mostly 

well-known to all, these verses relate specially to those nominal half- 

believing converts who believed in Islam in their own way, considering it 

a good form of religion after all, yet giving their assent to it only so far 

as it agreed with their notions and inclinations. In their own way they 

were believers, but they were not in a mood even to trust the Prophet in 

all matters, much less to love him or have regard for his relations on his 
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account. Consciously or unconsciously, tliey retainctl tlicir sivirit of pro- 

judiee and aversion to tliePropliet and his relations, both poi’sonally and 

politically. As a spiritual theocracy was being; evolved these men were 

feeling it very keenly and were intriguing and being intrigued to maintain 

the temporal power in their own hands, and in their feeble nominal belief 

many thonght realh/ that this was the best for the world. They could not 

appreciate the purel^^ spiritual government the Prophet was seeking to 

set up with, himself and his decendants at their head, and thought that 

would make the world too hot for them to live. So they thought that “what 

they were doing to prevent this was the best for tbe world. Nay, says 

God, they themselves are the mischief-makers on earth little knowing what 

they do. 

IS, This verse shows that they believed in their own way but 

were not prepared to accept the teachings or directions of the Prophet in 

all matters. Faith is indeed a very difficult acquisition and many people 

are almost incapable of it. Unless the teachings of religion harmonise 

entirely with all other knowledge and notions in the mind, and are (*(>u- 

genial to the tastes, emotions and inclinations in the heart it is a very 

difficult thing to believe. And herein lies the great trial of faith and its 

chief spiritual value. 

Verse 15, ‘God mocbeth at them’ That is, owing to their persistence 

in infidelity God has left them to their state and cut off His grace from them 

(see note at end of section 1 in Sapp.) The expression repeating the same 

word in the retort is the strongest form of Arabic expression for giving 

tit for tat, Kequital, be it reward or punishment, is emphatically expressed 

by using the same word in both cases though it does not necessarily in¬ 

volve community in the nature of the two acts, or even any similarity 

between them except in the general moral effect. The mockery of God is 

explained in the verse to consist in His granting respite to these men. 

Having nominally embraced Islam they are admitted to its society and ail 

the special rights and privileges of Musalmans are applicable to them. 

They continue to enjoy them till in the course of time they delude them¬ 

selves that they have its true spiritual graces and so hope for salvation in 

the Hereafter—there to be disapproiiited. 

Verse 16, Mark the expression. They purchase error by or at the 

price of guidiance exchange the one for the other. Thi.s could not be 

said of persons who had never believed at all. Hriiady tln^y had some¬ 

thing of true faith in them, but they parted with it to have misdirection 
dustead. 
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kirulled for lig’ht. Tlie momentary light they get is the social privileges 

they gain thereby, the outward moral advance they get to by its aid, and 

the service they render in spite of themselves to the cause of Islam. ‘God 

taketh away their light,’ after death, as is supposed by some, but not neces¬ 

sarily. The spark of faith that is kindled in them is easily extinguished 

by the adverse emotions—envy and malice-—that are raging in their hearts. 

Notice, it was they that had kindled the fire for light, that is, had in some 

sense became believers really. The expression could not be used of pure 

downright hypocrites. To avoid this the Ahmadi Comm says the kindler 

of the fire here is the Holy Prophet! 

18. On this verse the Ahmadi Comm is forced to admit that 

‘the description seems to apply to those spoken in verse 5 (true believers) 

and accordingly the first parable may apply to them in stead of to the 

hypocrites.’ What, indeed, are they to return to, having never been believers 

at all For deaf, dumb and blind Cf. 22*45. “Now it is not eyes that 

become blind but the hearts that are in the chests.” 

19. Faith is the life-giving shower of rain which quickens 

the dead dry earth, but it is attended with darkness of things unknown 

and mysterious and wi(;h dreadful calls of duty and terrors of punishment 

in the Hereafter. From the latter they turn away as if it were death for 

them and this well-nigh affects their capacity to understand Whatever is 

intelligible to them in doctrine or is palatable to them in matters of conduct 

they accept, all else they view with secret misgivings—doubting and 

amazed—and are no way ready to go on with it. Having thus crippled 

their faith, it is meet that God should put an end to their outward senses 

too, on which they rely so much, but God is not going to do that. When 

a condition is expressed by lam for ‘ if ’ it is understood that the condition is 

not to be realised. 

Section 3. 

The blessings of God on man place him under an obligation to serve 

and adore him. The Quran is a standing miracle. None can ever produce 

the like of it. Those who yet do not believe are doomed to Hell; believers 

if they are virtuous are to be rewarded with a happier and more perfect life 

in the next world, with features not essentially distinct from this. Eevilers 

not able to comprehend the Quran. They are those who break the eove- 

nant of God and cut off the bonds that could attach them to higher souls 

foxvspii'itual life. Death no^ the final goal. All creation has been work¬ 

ing for needs of mam 



21. 0 ye men! Serve (wicli adoration, Eabudoo) your 

Lord (Rabb) who created you and those before you, that haply 

ye may fear. 

22. (He) Who made the earth a bed fo.t you and the 
heavens fj a canopy (binaan) and sent down water from 
heaven and brought forth therewith fruits as sustenance for 
you. Set not up therefore peers unto God, knowing (what 

ye do). 

23. And if ye are in doubt regai’ding what We have sent 
down unto our servant (adoring, abet) then bring forth a surah 
like unto it, and call on your witnesses,, (any) besides God if 

ye are truthful. 

24. Bat if ye do it not, and never surely will ye do it,, 

then fear the tire, whose fuel is men and stones, preiDared for 

the unbelievers. 

25. And bear thou to those who believe and do acts of 
righteousness the glad tidings that for them are gardens- 
beneath which fl.ow rivers, they will be supplied therefore- 
With fruits (for sustenance,' Eiisiqoa) they will say, This is* 
what we were supplied with before, and they will be provid¬ 
ed with it in a like form {mutasliaUlKm) and there will be 
pure wives for them and therein they shall abide for ever. 

26. Surely God doth not blush to make use of a parable, 
be it a gnat or anything beyond; now as for those who be¬ 
lieve they know it is truth from their Lord, and as for those 
who believe not, they say, what is it that God meaneth by 
this parable. (Thus it is that) with it He leadeth many astray 
and (also) leadeth many aright thereby, but it is none He 
leadeth astray thereby except the wicked (fasiqeen). 

27. Those who break the covenant ;of God after the 
fixing there-of and cut off that which God hath bidden to be 

attached and make mischief in the land, these it is tlmt 
are the losers, i 
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28. Ho\v (is it tliat) ye clem' Gk>d ? Whereas ye were 
without life and He made you ali^'e, next he will cause you 
to die, next will restore you to life (again) and next shall ye 

he brought back to Him. 

29. He it is who created for you all that is on earth, then 
He made for the heavens and fashioned them seven heavens 
and He knoweth all things. 

Verse 31. Mark the word'pewhaps.’ This expressive word is 

word artistically of God to show what He aims at, yet that it is not his 

fixed and final decree, else there would be no room for human liberty. 

Similar expressions abound in the Quran and all have to be understood in a 

similar way. Thus in 29 : 10 we read 'That God may know the Munafiqs 

from the believers, ‘ in 3 : 136 ’ 'God has not yet known ’ Clearly such 

expressions are all mere figures of speech. Indeed God having undertaken 

to speak in the language of man, He must necessarily set limitations to 

Himself, and whereever He speaks of Himself the language must be 

figurative. 

Also mark how the word Eabb 'protector or nourisher (see note 1: 1) 

has been selected here in preference to the numerous others to show'’ that 

worship and obedience should be done in spirit of thankfulness for His 

abiding grace and favour. Our Lord Ali excellently distinguished obedi¬ 

ence as of thx*ee characters, one, that of slave (for fear of punishment), 

second, that of men of business (in hope of gaining a reward) and, thirds 

that of free men (in thankfulness for gifts and favours). The verse giVes 

five arguments to show that God is Rabb in the. fullest sense, being not 

only their Creator and Master but also their Upholder, and Caretaker 

making provision for their life, happiness and development. 

Verse 2S. See Surah 17 :90. ‘Say even if the men and genii 

were to unite to bring a composition like this Quran they will not be able 

to bring its like even though they set themselves to assist each other.’ 

The challenge was reduced into bring ten surahs like it and here it is reduc¬ 

ed to only one though some consist only of three or four short sen¬ 

tences. This shows that that the challenge refers to Surahs individually 

and not to the total effect of the whole Book which the Ahmadi Comm 

seems to think is all that is challenged. He says ‘Is it a question of mere 

style and diction? The Quran itself does not say so, nor does any saying 

of the Holy Prophet. That the Quran is a unique produ#ion of Arabic 

literature goes without saying, but the chiAp^ bf the Holy 



Book, in whick no other book can claim equality is the wonderful trans¬ 

formation which it accomplished, and it is to this characterestic that it lays 

)clam in the very commencement when it says “This Book, there is no 

doubt in it, is a guide to those who guard against evil.Besides 

.^every word of the Quran gives expression to Divine Majesty and Glory in 

n manner which is not approached by any other sacred book ; hence the 

^challenge of the Holy Quran remains unanswered to this day.’ 

The multifarious sets of arguments which show that the Quran is a 

veritable miracle have been given at some length in the Introduction. Thus 

apart from literary excellences there are prophecies fulfilled long after, 

:and remarkable statements about facts of nature which could not have 

Ibeen known to any man in that age yet the progress of scientific knowledge 

has thoroughly established their reality. Also as to the literary excel¬ 

lences of the Quran, it is shown that most of these are of a very high 

order which were for beyond the conception even of the Arabs of the day, 

and can be compared only to the higher developments of the literary art 

in the cultured nations of the West. Far from being able to imitate, it was 

■difficult even to see clearly wherein consisted the attraction that was pal¬ 

pably felt to be irresistible. Hence it was that from the earliest days of the 

revelation the Quran was held by the unbelievers to be effective fascination. 

.See Surah 74 :25. 

Who are the ^ witnesses’ Shuhadaa whom the unbelievers are to call 

to their aid ? Some explain it as meaning ‘leaders,’ others suppose it here 

■signifies helper^. This may be so if the purpose of the call is to help them 

in producing the required composition. But it seems to me that is not 

the sole purpose here. The Quran trusts to the good sense and candour of 

the mankind at large to declare if the rival composition does really ap¬ 

proach the excellence of the Quran. Hence the word used ‘witness.’ 

Verse M. Stones are idols. Of 17 : 98 ‘ ye and what ye worship are 

fuel of HelL’ 

It is a peculiar thing with the Ahmadi Commentator that whereever 

fire is mentioned he would understand it as a metaphorical expression for 

war. To account for hijarah (stones) here he shows that the allied word 

hajar (stones) has been used metaphorically for a man difficult to deal with 

and therefore he translates the word hijarah here by leaders. Such attempts 

to make the simple language of the Quran systematically figurative are 

only actuated by the desire to secularise the wliole trend of the Holy Book 

which manifests itself throughout the whole work- 
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Verse So. Jusfc as the physical world is the necessary objective 

counterpart or manifestation of the spirit that acts through it. (in the Hege- 

lian Sense) and so, though not spiritual in the ordinary signification of 

the word, is yet a necessary element in the spirituality of the spirit, so is 

the case with the paradise we expect in Heaven:—an objective reality just 

as the physical world of ours, yet. an essential element in the spirituality of 

the spiritual world. Without such an objective existence to oppose it and 

call for its activity upon it the spirit would lose all its meaning and 

become a non-entity. Yet there is this- difference, owing to the greater 

perfection of life in the other woidd.. Here the world is given as it is, 

and we are bound down to it ; there, owing to securing the pleasure of the 

Creator, there will be practically a sort of creative power with us. What¬ 

ever one wishes, he will have it. Also in the traditions Pamdise and all 

that appertains thereto is said to be created from the Light of Prophet and 

the Imams, (for explanation of which see my Principles of Shia Theology) 

and so is permeated with the spirit of Holiness. 

‘They will be given of a like kind.’ As explained above, but fo-r 

differences of perfection and spirituality there is no essential radical 

difference between the two worlds. Indeed the next, life being the conti¬ 

nuation of the present one, only one of perfect adjustment in objective 

relations, it is but proper and reasonable that the blessings thereof should 

be the same or at least analogous, so as to be capable of enjoyment by us, 

only adapted for this higher and more perfect life. 

‘Wives.’ The Arabic word may be rendered husbands in the case of 

female elect. This verse leads us to hope that, in some cases husbands 

will be saved for the sake of their wives and wives for the sake of their 

husbands. The bond of love will have its full play in th-e next world. 

We are told that parents will be saved for the sake of their children died 

in infancy (as these must'go to heaven) and friends for the sake of holy 

men they love.. If a wife has bad sevei'ai husbands she will be joined to 

him who has been most kind and loving to her.. 

Verse 26. Words expressive of human emotions ai*e used of God, but 

it must be understood that it is not the emotions (which imply change in 

mental state and are accompanied by physical countei'-parts) but their final 

result that can be rightly attributed to Him. See Islam in light of Shiaism 

p. Our Lord Ali was very careful in this respect and constantly dwelt 

upon the corrections that have to be made in using such words as mercy or 

wrath of God. See his words quoted in note on 2 .* 25fi and other verses. 

Usually the commentators say that the pai'ables to which objection 
was made were those speaking of the Weakness of the false deities as in 
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29*41. ‘‘The parable of those wlio take guardians besides God is as llie 

parable of the spider that makes for itself a house and most surely the 

frailest of the house is the spider’s house.” It is possible, that 

the mention of such contemptible things might have been objected to 

in the rude age but any one can see that there was really nothing incong¬ 

ruous or objectionable in that, that it should be supposed that God should 

be ashamed of such parables, and at any rate there seems no necessity of 

taking serious notice of such revilers. It may be that such revilers are 

referred to in this verse, but the condemnation surely extends to a wider 

class of objectors to which some attention was surely required, especially 

after verses relating to the blessings of paradise which to many appear 

much too earthly. Higher spiritual rocalities cannot be expressed except in 

terms of earthly things which hardly bear any comparison to them. But 

it must be remembered that there is a unity of system and design in His 

creation, which binds the lowest to the highest, though it requires the most 

profound knowledge to see the connection and appreciate the aptitude of 

the representation. In a way the whole of the Quran is a pai'able. Words 

apparently meaning very ordinary things are really meant to teach truths 

of highest spiintual significance (see Introduction), and it is very often 

difficult and even apparently hopeless to see how they could stand for 

them. So people are amazed at the apparent commonplace of many of the 

vers^ and when they are told they are meant to represent higher truths 

they get ail the more amazed, and when the true interpretation is taught 

them according to the teachings of the Imams, they are unable to accept it. 

Here is a trial of faith for the common believers. That this is, spgrially 

meant here is apparent from the next verse. , 

‘Leadeth astray.’ Far from showing, as some would have it, that this 

verse shows that God takes up the part of the Enemy in misleading tfat 

world,it shows clearly that it is men alone who by their own voluiitary aetf 

expose themselves to alienation from the grace of God for guidance and 

thus fall into error. None, says God, are misguided thereby but the 

wicked who break their faith &c. Their own actions and course of life 

jnake it increasingly difficult for them to receive the guidance of God as 

has been showp in a prerious note. In a similar strain He says in other 

places ‘And God misguides the sinful.’ (14 :32). 

‘Veiuly God doth not guide him who is exti‘avagant and great liar.’ 
(^0:30). 

Thus God doth misguide the people that reject. (40 : 74). 

In short, it is absurd to take the word Trtzillu as meaing literally to 
infuse error in minds (as some schools of Sunnis hold) or like agents of 
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Satan to call and sednee people to embrace it. All it means is tlie 'with¬ 

drawing of His grace for guidance, that too being a thing voluntarily to be 

sought for and accepted and not eapritiously poured over the souls of the 

Elect. 

27. Which promise? The first promise, we are told, was taken 

of our spirits before our birth. The second was on our embracing Islam. 

But how few are those that have really surrendered their souls to God and 

to the authority of the Prophet and would never rebel against it! In a 

wav everv sin mav be looked upon as an implied breach of pledge with 

God, but this cannot be the meaning here ; nor does every sin doom a man 

to infidelity. There must be some direct pledge taken by God and His 

Prophet from the Musalmans (for the verse relates to no others) such 

as was taken (see note to Sura 5:5) for Our Lord All’s spiritual 

Lordship at Ghadeer Khum (and of our spirits too in the one antecedent to 

our birth). 

“And cut off ” Anything that another can rightfully claim of us, or 

it is our moral and religious duty to do for him, the most immediate in ordi¬ 

nary social relations being Silae Rahn or careful regard for and all sort of 

assistance to our relations in want, and that in spiritual relations being the 

recognition and fulfilment of our duties to our spiritual parents, the Pro¬ 

phet and the Imams. The chief purpose of religion is to place us in right 

relations in the spiritual world as that of ethics is to establish right rela¬ 

tions in the social world. The latter is thus only a preparation for, and its 

duties, while not less important, serve as symbols for, the higher duties 

required for the next. 

Any sin may be “mischief in the land” but the words used elsewhere 

have a more momentous significance as see 2:201 and note thereon. 

The chief thing is tyranny, usurping rightful government which it is for 

God alone to institute on earth.. 

It will be noticed that almost the same words are used in Surah 13: 

20, 21 and 25 as the distinctive features distinguishing true believers from 

infidels. This^eould not be so unless the words have reference to some¬ 

thing relating to faith—not virtues and vices merely. 

The implication of all this is that the words have specially reference 

to those who do not recieve the Imamate of Our Lord Ali and the Imams 

after him. There can be no better proof of the truth of this thata that 

the great Sunni commentator Hafiz Ibne Kasseer cites a report from 

Saad ’bn Waqqas who said that the people who fought against 

Oar Lord xili at the battle of Nahrwan were those i^firted 
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in this verse (See Tafsir Ibne Easeer ?‘n loco. Tafsir'-i-Mawaliib In loco. 

Saad ’bn Waqqas was himself an opponent of Our Lord Ali and was a 

friend of Moavyah. He is one of the ten blessed companions of the 

Prophet according to the Sunnis. 

Verse. 2S. This passage is supposed to be addressed to jews and ido- 

latorers, but is really addressed to all. There were hardly any atheists in 

those days and even the idolatorers with all their polytheism recognized 

the existence of a supererae Deity. So in this verse they seem to be sup¬ 

posed to have some belief, nascent at least in the main doctrines of i^eli- 

gion—resurrection &c. Yet, such as they were,, they are addressed as 

rejectors or deniers of God. The truth is, every forgetfulness of Crod and 

idolenee in religious matters, lack of the sense of religious responsibility 

which characterises the heathen is in a measure a rejection of God* Again 

it must not be forgotten that conception of God is the main thing and this 

involves all that is taught in a true revelation. If a man has right belief 

in God he is virtually a Muslim, the whole system of religion is but a cor- 

rollary from that great truth. Now the right conception of God is for the 

most part to be arrived at only by the right method. We must observe 

and reflect on His creation, as is repeatedly impressed in the Quran and 

should be cautious and sparing in the use of tradition in such matters. 

This was the fault of the Jews who bound up their tradition inseparably 

with their belief in God. 

‘Were dead’—that zs were non-existent on this plane of existence. The- 

pre-existence of souls in a preceding spiritual state is implied here. They 

existed but were dead just as they will be after death* unable to take 

active part in the life on this earth. This being dead before life is quite a 

different thing from the actually causing death spoken of in verse 40:11 

wliere the infldels say to God ‘Thou hast cansed us to die twice and raised 

us to life twice, now is there any way to return/ (to earth life). (See note 
on that verse). 

In the verse before us the Simmo., then, in the last clause requires to 

be noted. This shows clearly that the raising to life, spoken of before it, is 

Something different from the final resurrection when aH will x*eturn to 
God* It has reference to the raising of the dead on the appeax^nee Our 
Lord the Mahdi of Islam. 

..■j 

Verse 29. Some see a contradietion here to what is said in 79:30 that 
the earth was set on after the heavens. It is replied that the pi'oper siST" 
aifieation of the word is, however, like the English ^nsed^oth for she- 
cessjon in time and for ennmeintion of facts. Brit aparttrom this if the 
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Samaa here stands for the Solar System, as is shortly to be explained, all 

the members of it existed together in a more or less consolidated state and 

it is an open question, which of them was the first to attain the definite 

form of a planetary bod3^ In some sense the earth may be said to be 

created before heavens and in some sense the reverse may be the case—in 

their elements they all existed together. 

"What the seven heavens are has given rise to much speculation The 

aiKiients naturally confused it with the seven spheres of Ptolemy. The 

modern view which has evidently been borrowed from Allama Hibatuddin 

(Al-I/aiaf7i ival Islam) is thus sammarised by the Ahmadi commentator. ‘In 

the first place it should be noted that the word Sah^a which signifies the 

number seven in the Arabic language is also used in a vague manner as 

meaning seven or more, several or many as Baizawi says on 9'80 (Lane’s 

Lexicon). According to Lisannl Arab, the Arabic equivalents of the num¬ 

bers seven, seventy and seven hundred are all used to indicate a large 

number by the Arabs.Similarly Azhari explains the word Sabien mean¬ 

ing seventy as occurring in 9:80.Hence the seven heavens may sig¬ 

nify a large number of heavens. Secondly the significance of the word 

Samaa which means only what we see above us, should not be lost sight of. 
w 

Eaghib Isphahani makes the meaning very clear when he says ‘E\^ery Samaa 

z.e., heaven, is heaven in relation to what is beneath it, an earth in relation 

to what is above it.’ Thirdly in 65:12 it is affirmed that as there are seven 
t 

heavens, so there is a like number of earths, which corroborates the con¬ 

clusion drawn above. Fourthly the seven heavens are on one occasion 

called the seven ways. (23:17) and in this sense the orbit of a planet may 

be called its heaven. In fact, this interpretation makes the significance of 

65:12 very clear, for each of the seven earths, together with our earth 

would thus make up the eight major primary planets of the solar system.” 

,Much of the above is sound enough, but much also that looks like 

rgere Tawtl (forced interpretation). There must be some reason why the 

word seven is used for a mere indifinite multiplicity and that not once or 

twice, only but always. The traditions also always speak of heavens as 

seven, though that may be due to preference for the Quranic expression. 

If the word seven was really used in that sense (as it is probable it was) 

the reason might be that the expression ‘seven heavens’ was in common 

parlance at the time, due evidently to the seven spheres spoken of by as¬ 

tronomers, and the traditional seven heavens spoken of by the Jews. The 

expression was taken as it was ; it was not considered proper to interfere 

with it, as while that might distract and unsettle the minds of the people it 

was after all unnecessary as teaching of exact science is no part of religion* 
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All}' expression that eoiild in any way represent tl\e tinitli eould suHipp for 

matters like this. 

Similarly that the word Samoa stands originally for all tliat is ahore 

and has actnally been used for atmosphere or elotilds in various vdaees in 

the Quran, is all very well. It is eertairily (pnite an uuwarranitxl n^strifi- 

tion of the word to say that it means tbe sky and nothing else. But the 

pi^esumption is in its favour; it would be the iirst meaning that would 

strike the reader and unless there are elear indieations to tlie eontrary, it 

would be held to mean the sky or something that miglit piandle^illy be a sky 

for us, as the Milky Way in which the solar system is placed, or the solar 

system itself in its primitive nebulous stage. 

Th e trutk is, we have no sure guide about th e Quran exce]it the Imams. 

Tbe Quran is too sacred a thing to be interpreted by surmises more or less 

justifiable. The traditions of the Imams have been analysed by the author 

of Al Eaiatu tool Islam, though the author is oc(?asionally too free in his 

interpretations. They have also been discussed in iny Seienee and Islamic 

Tradition. It becomes very clear that, as might be expe(ded from the 

various significations of the word Sama’a this word is used in a variety of 

senses. Thus Our Lord Ali says, And lie cried to it (Samara) when it was 

smoke and the cords of its galaxies were intertwineiB {y^ahajui Ihilaf/hat), Auv" 

body can see evidence for this intertwining of galaxies in the directions of 

the proper motions of stars. (See A.W. Bickerton’s Birth of Worlds and 

Systems). Here the word is clearly used for what the sky is in its true 
scientific sense. In another address he savs, 

tir I 

“And he made them seven heavens, the lower (part) of thorn being 
pent up wave {Maujan Malcfufm) and the npper one oE the roof preserved, 
fte direction high, in the rolling Falak, the moving roof, the moving tablet.” 

H^e the description agrees with planetary orbs. The lower part is the 
tEe planet (which being liquid at first has been condensed or at 

least controlled by the central force of gravitation) and the upper part in 
tie ease of everyone is the heavens we have. 

/n J^i^a speaks of each of the seven earths 
(Quran 65 • 12) having its Sama’a above it like a dome. 

I,Ain ti-aditions and sayings of the Prophet and the Imams 

^ol^r^n A Tindications shown in the Ahmadi 
Commentator s note. The subject has been treated at some length in mv 

seve^rwav. however, be pointed out that the 

the two te Sama'as and it is not right to confuse 
the 0 terms which are quite distinefc In a tradition Our Lord Jafar*el 
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Sadiq explains that the revolution of tlu^ Falaks is due to or in respeet of 

the bodies that move in it, (see my Sidence and Islamie Tradition). 

The Ahmadi Commentator spoils his otlierwise e^ood and sensible note 

by adding at the end, “Or the seven heavens may he taken to apply to the 

whole of starrv ereation—the reference mav in this ease to the seven 

magnitudes of the stars AvhOh mav be seen bv the naked eve.” 

Suction T. 

Creation of Adam, Angels bow down to him bnt Satan refuses, Adam 

placed in Paradise of this earth. Ls forbidden to eat ot a eertain tree but, 

being tempted by vSatan, doCvS so and is expelled. Repentanc^e brings him 

back to divine favour, and ^yord of guidance is promised to his seed. Those 

who follow trutli shall be in peace, those who rebel shall be doomed to 

torment. 

30. And when thy Lord said unto the angels, I am 
ahont to place a vicegerent on the earth, they said AVilt thou 
place on it one who would do evil therein and shed blood; 
whereas we celebrate thy praise (misahh)ku) and hallow (Nn- 
qaddmi) Thee. (God) said, verily I know what ye know 
not. 

31. And He taught Adam the names, allot' them, then 
He set them before the angels and said, Tell me the names of 

these if ye are truthful. 

32. They said, Gioiry he to Thee {Siiblmmdm). 
We have no knowledge save what Thou hast taught i;s, for 
verily Thou! Thou art the Knowing, the Wise. 

33, He said, O Adam, declare to them their names and 
when He had declared to them their names. He said, Did I 
not say to yon, I know all that is hidden in the heavens and 
in the earth, and know what ye shew forth and what ye were 

wont to conceal. 

34. And when We said to the angels, prostrate (your¬ 
selves) (do Sijdah) before Adam, they prostrated themselv 
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(all), but Iblis! be refused and was swelled with pride and 

became one of the unbelievers. 

35. And we said ‘0 Adam dwell tliou and tby wife, in 
tbe garden and eat freely (of tbe fruits) tbereof, wberesoever 
ye will, but do not approach tbis tree, lest ye twain become 

of tbe number of tbe wrongdoers. 

36. But Satan caused tbe twain to slide tberefrom and 
drove them from tbe (bappy state) they were in and We said 
get ye down, one of you tbe enemy of tbe other, and foi* you 
there shall be on earth an abiding place and a provision for 

a season. 

37. Then did Adam receive from his Lord (certain) words 
so He turned towards him (favourably) (for) verily He is tbe 

Oft-returning (to mercy), the Merciful. 

38. We said, Go forth from hence, all of you, and 
if, (hereafter) there shall surely come guidance unto you 
from Me, then who-so follows My guidance there shall be no 

fear for them, neither shall they grieve. 

39. But those that reject and call our signs lies, they 
are the fellows of the Fire; therein shall they abide for ever. 

Verse 30, Angels. These, according to the teae.hings of the Quran 

and the traditions are real, finite, rational beings, immaterial, but capable 

of manifesting themselves to form-botind creatures, as the prophets, in 

special forms. They are a form of existence wholly unknown and incon¬ 

ceivable to us. But the inconceivablity is only due to our limitations and 

that is no reason to reject their reality. Thus one of our lipiitaKons is 

that we are confined to three-dimentional space and can conceive no other 

though the possiblity of special existence in higher dimensions is an ad¬ 

mitted truth in Mathematics. Indeed the great physicist Zoolner used the 

idea to account for the physical manifestations of spiritual powers. If 

there is a real 4,—dn world our 3.—dn world would be to it as the surface 

is to a cube, always affected and controlled by it, and having 4.—dn existen¬ 

ces at every point in it, yet we should be wholly unaware of its existence 

incapable to conceive it. do . not mean to say that angels are such 
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four or higher dimentional beings, we know praetieally nothing about 

them, we mean to indicate the possiblity of a form of existence inconceiv¬ 

able to ns, yet all the time in and about ns and controlling the forces of 

nature known to ns. Their existence is purely an article of belief for us, 

we cannot prove their existence. They belong to a wholly different plane 

of existence All their descriptions must therefore be more or less allego- 

ricrd. We must take them as they are without any attempt to form a 

distinct conception. All sueh eonceptlons being limited to physical forms 
mnst be essentially wrong. 

Morally they are believed to be sinless ; they have different gx'ades 

of knowledge, and so there be errors of judgment. It does not appear 

that freedom of will is wholly taken awa}’' from them, but they occupy a 

scale of existence in which temptations in onr sense of the word ai*e out of 

question. They may have shortcomings of their own kind which are 

wholly above onr conception. 

It is wrong, utterly wrong, to take them as th e Ahmadi Commenta¬ 

tor and other rationalists do to take them as a mere name for the powers 

of good. Were it so there mnst have been something to indicate this in 

the way they are mentioned. And having been believed as i^eal existences 

from ages prior to the time of the Prophet, it was all the more unjustifiable 

to speak of them again in a form that would perpetuate the old erroneous 

conception. 

Khalifa. The word (from Khalafoy he came after or sueeeeded an¬ 

other) etymologically means a successor, any one who comes after or suc¬ 

ceeds another. But the word in this form is used only of a successor or 

vicegerent in a position of authority. The ‘‘Calif'’ of English writers is 

the same word and indicates a snecessor of the Holy Prophet. Ibn Masud 

and Ibn Abbas explain Khalifa as meaning one who judges among or imles 

the creatures of Allah by his command (Tabari) compare Surah 38-25. “O 

David, We have made thee Khalifa on earth so do thou rule (or judge) 

among mankind with justice.” This restriction of the woi'd to the sense 

of a ruler is not a matter of the Islamic terminology, it was used In that 

sense from the earliest times. Thus when in compliance with the verse 

^And warn thy nearest relations’ Surah 26:214 the prophet invited his kins- 

inen to dinner and, inculcating Islam to them as a religion that would make 

them masters of Arabia and Persia, offered to them that whoever would 

on that occasion stand up to accept the off-er and stand by his side would 

be his minister, heir, Calif &c., OurLoi'd Ali alone responded,, and the Pro¬ 

phet proclaimed him as sueh. On this all rose up in disgust and laughingly 

said to Abu ff-ulib ‘Now do thou obey thy son.’ It was this very term used 
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ou tiliiG occasion (Bagliawl). Tlio addition that Lslainic terminolo,i>‘y inad<^ to 

the sense of that the was that the word eame to denote Mnsliin monarchy not only 

as successors of the prophet, but as vieegcrenta of Ctod on earth. Thxis the 

arch-infidel Hajjaj, the governor of Calif Abdul Malik is reported to have 

once said to the people 'Is not a mauAs calil; better than his niessenger* (Iqdxil 

Farid) meaning that Abdul Malik was better than the Holy Prophet. It is 

certainly in this sense i.e. as vicegerent of God that the word is used in 

this verse and in Sarah )>8*2r) cited above. 

All this restriction in the meaning of the word as a specific term for 

Muslim monarchs is limited to the singular fo]*m Khalifah. The plural 

forms, Khalaef, Khulafa continue to be used in the loose general sense of 

successors. Thus “He it is who has made you rulers (Khalaef) of the 
earth” (ohlGb*). 

Thus the connotations of the singular and the plural forms are diJBfer- 

ent and it is not justifiable to take the passage as referring “to the whole 

mankind,” “an allegorical description of the preference of man above the 

whole of creation and then of the election of those righteous servants of 

Allah from among men themselves who lead others into the right path.” 

It need hardly be said that onlj^ the Fleet of God can be so appointed 

by Him Himself to act as His vicegerent or representative on Earth. He 

must be fit to represent God ns much as any finite Being can in his know- 

ledge, power, goodness &c. The course of evolution and progress may 

admit of increasingly higher grades of perfection in spiritual attainment, 

but at any stage of the vrorld the Galif of God must be fi'ee from imperfec¬ 
tions at least, mental, moral and spiritual. 

The object of the appointment of a Calif is clear—it is mox*al and 

spiritual government of the world—as is declared in the verse 38:25 cited 

above. For this it becomes necessary to have tempoi’al power, but if that 

is snatched away or usurped by men that would make no difference to the 

authority that the true divinely ordained Calif has from God. It remains 

incumbent on people to obey him under whichever government they may 

be living. He will have regard of their difficulties as by permitting Taqiya 

in eases of danger. The Khalifa may be a prophet, but not necessarily, for 

there ai*e prophets of vaifious grades and the functions of all 

do not necessaril3r involve temporal govexmment—of course in the pi*esence 

of a pi'ophet it would be odd to make him subject of one who is not so. 

The verse indicates the principle of God in His moral govexmment of 

world, Whereever there ax*e fallible rational creatures liable to be swayed 

awa> passions and ignorance, and yet are liable to be punished for thia. 
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H'i 'ni Ilis Wisiom sees it riglit to set up some one to rule over them, guide 

them and control their affairs. This necessarily involves that there must 

be some Calif of God at all times on earth, who should hold temporal au¬ 

thority over the whole world only if people would submit themselves to it 

for there is no eompulsiou in religious matters (ii: 257). 

It is also manifest that only God Himself can appoint such a Calif to 

act as His vieegent; people have no hand whatever in the matter. This is 

a clear matter of reason, but has scriptural support for it in this verse and 

88 : 25, cited above. 

‘‘ Wilt thou place ” &e. It will be observed that the reason for their 

sux’prise was that a ruler is required only where people are liable to fall 

into all sbrts of sins and crimes. The angels were above these things and 

so on this Will of God being revealed to them they inferred that a crea¬ 

ture liable to crimes of all sorts was about to be set upon earth. They 

themselves had at God’s command extirpated one such creation, (see the 

full tradition in Kafi) and so they wondered that the same thing was being 

done over again. The question related not to the Calif (none, much less the 

angels, could be so foolish as not to know that God’s Calif must be His 

Elect) but to the wisdom of setting up a fallible creation. 

For the sake of those who ask it, it may be said that the question 

which is only an expression of their surprise was not made in a spirit of 

objection and presumption to find fault with God’s wisdom. It was only 

a natural desire to understand His purpose. Similarly note that God had 

simply revealed His Will as He invariably does in the case of prophets, 

long before their advent, as it appears from the prophecies about them. 

SI. ‘ And God taught Adam the names ’ &c. Names of what? 

Some suggest it was the names of the vaxdous things in some one or in 

diffex'ent languages. This was the teaching of the Jews. (See Midi*ash 

Kabbah on Numbers 4 para. 19) and has been followed by some Musal- 

mans. Others, more thoughtful, say it was the knowledge of 

the realities of things. That the latter is the more correct view 

is obvious on consideidng that ai*bitrary names do not requii*e to be taught 

at all. Apart from serving as symbols for things the main object of 
naming a thing is to know it from its name. Hence in the pxdmitive lan¬ 

guages every word was onomatopaec, its sound representing some distinc¬ 

tive features—(chiefly auditory) of the object. A pei*fect name is thei‘e- 

fore one that seiwes not merely to mark it off from other things, hut also 

tells ns what the thing exactly is. Hence scientists discovering new con- 

pounds do xxot give them ai'-bitrary names. They try rather to invent 

1, 
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names that should serve equally well to define their composition or their 
distinctive features—Sodii Bicarb &c. When this is the ideal of names in¬ 
vented by man, what should we think of the names taught by God, They 
should be expressive of the most complete knowledge of things including their 
history up to creation. Thus the teaching of names to Adam is tanta¬ 
mount to imparting complete knowledge reduced to principles, or giving 
him the capacity to know all things by spiritual insight—words were only 
invented by man for convenience in social converse. 

Where does this lead to 1 They very next words give a clue to this. 
Having taught these names to Adam God asks His angels to tell the names 
of these'—men, the gender of these is now changed to that of rational be¬ 
ings. Granting that knowledge of things was first imparted, the chief 
value of this consisted in the knowledge thus arrived at of certain 
Holy beings, the comprehension of whose qualities and excellences baffled 
the intelligence of the angels. That higher knowledge 7naa:nfat was the 
culminating point of the kuowlege imparted to Adam. If the knowledge 
given to Adam was not a mere revelation, but a true spiritual insight it 
can be seen that this higher knowledge was arrived at through the 
knowledge of the things in general. For, as said before, the complete 
knowledge of things involves knowledge of their history up to creation. 
This, to be complete, must include the knowledge how physical existence 
is derived from the spiritual. This most difficult question of spiritual phi¬ 
losophy cannot be discussed here. The reader may be referred to my 
Principles of Shia Theology for it. 

‘When he taught them their names.’ The same rational gender con¬ 
tinues. When Adam taught them their names, that is, what these holy 
men were morally and spiritually, the angels were enabled to see the 
Infinite Power and Wisdom of God that could raise up such beings out of 
the stock they had derided. They also saw that the Califs God had 
designed to set up on earth were infinitely superior to themselves. It is 

strange that the Ahmadi commentator completely passes over the use of 
the gender for rational beings in this verse. There can be no doubt that 
the names were the names or epithets of the Holy Prophet and the 
Imams, as, we are told, was the case in the sacred traditions. The verse is 
hut an instance of what is a constant practice in the Holy Book—the use 
of curious forms of expression to hint at things left untold leaving the 
reader to the Prophet and the Imams for farther guidance. The Quran 
was never meant to be read alone. See Introduction. 

Ve^'se S3, What you were hiding. The angels, believed to be holy ; 

sinless ereatures, were not deliberately hiding anything. ' But they w^r» 
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not the only creatures in existence. There were the Jinn amongst them 

who were fallible and capable of anything evil. They were joined with 

the angels in the command given to do obeisance to Adam, and they 

rebelled against it. And when, apart from this, all creatures, fallible and 

infallible were one, of one genus, quite homogenous—being, all of them, 

God’s creatures, so it was right on a general address like this to speak for 

God in this way to His angels though they themselves might have been 

above such things. It is the same as we all do in our public addresses 

impuling all sorts of virtues and vices to the audience who may all be quite 

innocent of them. In fact the ‘‘ you ” refers to all creatures whether 

existing at the time or not, for they were all present to His Infinite 

Above-time Presence. Such variations in numbers and persons in address 

are very frequent in the Quran, and we have explained it at length in the 

Introduction. They are designed to indicate, as far as is possible in 

language, His Infinite super-personal personality. 

It will be noticed that the justification of the angels is only neces¬ 

sary if by the term is to be understood only the holy, absolutely infallible 

angels. If the term is used here in a more extended sense, as some Sunni- 

Divines have thought, there seems no necessity for this (See Mawahib). 

It does not appear how the Ahmadi commentator understands the 

passage when he says, ^ What you did hide ’ refers to those qualities in 

man which preponderate the evil in him, and which remain hidden until 

they are made manifest through the Divine gift of knowledge. The 

immense capability of man for progress remains hidden while the evil of 

shedding blood is manifested in a very primary stage of his growth.’ 

Vene 34. Iblis was not one of the angels as is shown by 18 : 50, 

which says that he was “ of the Jhm^ so he transgressed.” Of the angels 

it is said in 65 : 6 that “ they do not disobey Allah in what He commands 

them and do as they are commanded.” This distinction makes it necessai*y 

take ilia ‘ except ’ in this verse in the disjunctive sense called by gram¬ 

marians Istimae Munqate, the thing excepted being of a different genus 

altogether, and tlj^refore the statement about it being practically a new 

statement cut ofi from the first. Any way it is clear that the command to 

ihake obeisance to Adam was not restricted to angels such as those in 

66 : 6, but to all spiritual world, and the word ‘ angels ’ in the verse before 

ns is used either in a more extended sense to include all beings in their 

spiritual state, or the word ‘ angels ’ is used as they are the chiefest of and- 

hence typical of them. As such it is hardly necessary to take ilia in thO 

mther unusual disjunctive seiise (For full discussion see MawaUb m loco). 



The aeeonnt of angels doing obeisance to Adam, thangii not given 

in the Bible, is found in Jewish traditions (Talmud). Seeing that that the 

Jews do not regard Adam to be a Prophet and have no special veneration 

for him, (See Ency. Britt Art Adam 11th ed.) it is not likely that they 

wantonly invented sneh stories tending to elevate him at the expense of 

angels. The traditions must therefore be due to some real teaching to 

that elfect transmitted from the prophets. 

Verse 86. Get down.’ The word used signifies fall, going down 

from a high place to a low one, but it does not necessarily imply degrada¬ 

tion. Thus the same word is used in verse 61 of Moses’ people who 

ceasing to have relish for the manna they got from heaven sought for 

change and were accordingly told to settle in a city i. e. till the ground 

and lead settled lives. In both eases the same word is used and in both 

it signifies a change in the form and character of life, from a supernatural 

and providential one to one more natural and entailing the hardship.s of 

life. There is no implication of moral degradation in either. 

‘ One the enemy of the other.’ The sentence given is in the plural 

having application to all seed of Adam—those that were not born even as 

3^et. They were all present to His Infinite Above-time Presence. It is the 

same in Verse 88 below. This is indeed the most obvious interpretation 

and certainly it is wrong to restrict the sentence to Adam and Eve (as 

some lower order of critics do), adding serpent and Satan to them to make 

up the plural and then to ask when did hatred and enmity possess Adam 

and Eve against each other. Clearly the expression related to the future 

state of Adam’s seed. 

Verse 37. ‘paradise.’ As stated in the Introductory Note in 

Supp. on the strength of the explicit teaching of Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq 

“ this paradise was one belonging to this world having the sun and moon 

rising and setting in it. Were it one of the paradises of Eternity (promised 

to us in the Hereafter) Adam would have never got out of it and Satan (‘onld 

not have had access to it.” The same was the teaching of Abdullah ’bn 

Abbas, cousin of Our Lord Ali and other distinguished Sahabas. The 

more thoughtful of the Sunnis also, chiefly the Motajalites, who have 

imbibed many of the Shia doctrines are at one with us on this point (See 

Bowzatnssafa). We have seen in the Introductory Note how the giving 

of certain powers could make a real paradise on this earth. Nothing is 

wanted for it hut a state of perfect adjustment of the external conditions 

to the requirements of life, and this can be easily effected anywhere if one 

has the proper energies, physical and spiritual, for it. The garden of 

Eden couid thus have been located anywhere on this earth, yet the essen-; 
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tial features of life in it as thong'lits, perceptions, were spiritual. But it 

will be noted that Adam oven if he had continued to li^e in it would have 

been mortal—it was immunity from this that tempted him to taste of the 

forbidden tree at the suggestion of Satan, (Surah 7 : 20). 

“ This treed^ Accounts differ as to what that forbidden tree was, 

some say it was wheat, others camphor, others grapes and so forth. One 

traditioii says it was all, the tree of paradise being unlike trees of this 

earth, producing va.rious sorts of fruits on its boughs, (This tradition is 

interesting as showing that the Imams thought it possible that a composite 

tree of that kind could exist. Modern science has proved it completely 

and composite trees are actually produced producing fruits of different 

viirieties, if not species on its boughs). On the other hand there are 

traditions giving it a wholly moral or spiritual interpretation. Thus 

some sa5' it was tree of knowledge, others that it was that of jealo'usjn 

The most probable account is that it was the tree of divine knowledge 

God had reserved for the Prophet, Mohammed, no one having admittance 

to it without God’s permission. He alone prospered with it who humbly 

sought the grace of God, for it was a curse to him who sought to attain to 

it without His leave and without the necessary spiritual preparation. (For 

these traditions see Safi in loco), A little patient reflection will show that 

the other accounts which seem so divergent are really true but one-sided 

pUases of this great truth* The tree which we have seen was a composite 

one represented earthly plant life in general. This earthly nourishment 

has two sorts of effects. On the one hand it makes ns earth-bound and so 

in a way debases us and removes us from spirituality. On the other hand 

it becomes an element in our mental growth and is able to carry us to the 

highest depths of spirituality if it is partaken of with due regard to the 

proper methods, the chief of them being prayer and obedience to God’s 

commands. This latter, which is its sole benifit, is to be derived only by 

overcoming and controlling the opposite effects of tendencies of the for¬ 

mer, and no one was ever able to do it so completely as Our Holy Prophet. 

It was he alone who was destined to make use of it in all its completeness. 

The fault of Adam was to aspire to it without the necessary spiritual 

equipment; it made him earth-bound without adding much to the know¬ 

ledge he was given as a gift and without giving him the immortality he 

had aimed it. 

This was the sin of Adam. He became “ of the sinful ” because • 

of aspiring to a difficult position of perfection without God’s bidding. 

But it must be remembered that aspiration is no sin at all from our human 

point of view. It is only a moral weakness, a deficiency of the spiiii of 
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resignation. It is ratber a thing wbieb at God’s bidding 1 eeomes eoin* 

mendable. Thus God says “Fora thing like this (paradise) let the 

aspirers aspire ” (83 : 26) any way it was not a sin in the usual sense of 

the word. Hence Our Lord Riza says ‘ This happened to Adam before 

his apostleship and it was not one of those great sins which drag one on 

to Hell. It was only one of those small turpitudes which are possible to 

prophets before their inspiration (to apostleship). When God selected 

him for apostleship and made him a prophet, he was infallible and was 

never guilty of any sin, great or small.’ In another tradition we read 

‘God made Adam His Argument (Hujjat) and His Calif on this earth. 

He had not made him so in His Paradise.’ The transgression was then, 

not on earth, and it was to realize the decree of Almighty God. So ivhen 

he was taken to the earth and made Argument of God and IJis Calif 

thereon he was infallible.” -The decree was obviously meant to prepare 

Adam for holiness and practical infalliblity in the midst of freewill. 

It will also be observed that the forbidding of a thing does not 

necessarily mean that the act prohibited is unlawful, sinful. Sometimes 

an act is prohibited merely as not worthy of one’s position, though if 

done by others below him it might count as nothing. In that case moral 

perfection consists in regarding it as x>ractieally sinful, though this is so 

only in view of one’s exalted position. It was as such that God rebuked 

him for disobedience and Adam himself took it in that light. Prom Surah 

20; 115-118 it is clear that the admonition was meant merely for the 

personal comfort of Adam, not that the thing was sinful. God’ forewarn¬ 

ing Adam of the temptation of the Enemy says the effect of his being cast 

out would be that he would be put to hardship, whereas here he has neither 

to be hungry nor thirsty nor needs any clothing. Had any sinfulness 

been attached to it He should have said, Thou shalt be cast into Hell 

for it. 

Verse S7. Taha originally means ‘ returned ’ and is spoken both of 

masters and servants. In the case of master it is used with prep ala and 

may be translated ‘ was reconciled to ’ In the case of servants it is used 

with ila and may be rendered ‘repented.’ From this comes the word Tanbah 

repentance whiek is in every boily’s mouth When asking for forgiveness 

of sins. It is meaningless unless there is a real change of life, a real 

moral conversion. Not only there should be a determination not to 

revert to old sins, but the man should strive to undo, so far as possible, 

the wrong he has done—the injury he has caused to others. In fact the 

word, as the Ahmadi commentator observes, gives us the whole philo¬ 

sophy of repentance. The utterance of certain words, the muttering of 

certain prayers, avails nothing ixnless there is real change in the habits of 
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mind. And then the aeceptanee of it becomes a moral certainty. In thiS' 

ease, however, as shown above the repentance and the reconciliation relate 

not to a veritable sin, but what was taken in that light owing to the 
/• 

exalted position of the prophet concerned. 

37. “ Adam got words from his Lord.” The words may have 

been inspired bnt the form of the expression implies an active element in 

Adam in reciving them from Him. Adam had set his mind to God and 

the inspiration was in response to it. 

The words were the words of prayer in which Adam was to pray 

to God so as to be acceptable to Him. Surely there was something special 

and particular about them, they could not be mere ordinary prayers of 

forgiveness as they are represented to be in ordinary commentaries. The 

thing is so obvious that Khwaja Kamaluddin, who takes it all as an 

allegory, renders this as receiving word of guidance from his Lord similar 

to that promised to his generation in Verse 38. See extract from his 

essay in the Introductory Note in Supp. 

What could those words for prayer be then ? Our surest guide is 

the traditions, but even irrespective of them we can guess something of it 

when we know that the turpitude consisted in aspiring to the Divine 

knowledge God had resciwed for onr Blessed Prophet. It could only be 

something involving recognition of Pis spiritual greatness. Hence in his 

supplication he was taught to pray in the name of Mohammed and his 

sons. This, not according to the Shia traditions alone. The Sunnis also 

have several traditions to this effect for which see Suyuti’s Mansur, 

Section 5. 

» 

The covvcnant with Isiitelites and its fulfilment in the appearance of 

the Prophet. Patience ani prayer enjoined. 

40. 0! chikiraii of Israel! remember the blessing, with, 
which I blessed you and keep your covenant with Me, to 
shall I keep my covenant with yon, Me therefore, Me should 

ye fear. 
» ' J 

41. And believe in what I have sent down conf rming 
that which is with yon and be not the first to reject .it, a id 
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do not waste my si^is for a litfcle price and Me, of Me 

beware; 

42. And clothe not truth with vanity, nor hide the 

truth knowing (what ye do). 

43. And keep up prayer and pay the poor rate (Zaeat) 

and kneel (in prayer) with those who kneel. 

44. Shall ye bid men to righteousnesb and take no heed 
cf yourselves. Yet ye read the Book, do ye not then 

understand. 

45. And seek ye the aid of patience and prayer, though 

that surely is a hard thing save to tiie humble in spirit: 

46. Those who are aware that they must meet their 

Lord and unto Him they must return. 

Verse 40. Here begins the appeal to Israelites in pai-tieular, and with 

them we see the strength of Islam in its second—the historical aspect. 

For the mass of mankind only philosophical considerations were available 

to convince them of the truth of Islam. The pi-opheeies in which their 

prophets of old had declared of this last Prophet were for the most pai't 

lost in oblivion and had at least become mere matters of legend or tradi¬ 

tion. Not so tbe Jews. With them continuous tradition, however dis¬ 

figured in the long lapse of ages and over-loaded with excrescences, had 

continued to retain its force and vigour as a jnece of history, and thei'e was 

no I'easonable doubt about its substantial truth in all its essentials. Much 

in what passes by the name of sacred scriptures and much in what was 

current as oral tradition collected in the Talmud may be mere baseless 

fiction, but it is idle to doubt the substantial accumcy of the main facts of 

Israelite history which have been most firmly believed and transmitted 

from one ^enei-ation to another and proclaimed before all the world with- 

onha shadow of denial from any quarter. Some of these were recorded 

early by som«r, writers known or unknown, and in the course of ages 

became sacred scriptures others i*emained confided to oi'al instruction till 

a late age and were collected in the Talmud. As records of facts and 

beliefs both have equal value—neither to be implicitly believed, neither to 

be poahpoohed and discarded. Also when^ accepting any fact found 

recorded in either, we must be careful to note that the accounts are after 
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all written by bnman beings ; like all linman writings they were written 

with a purpose and the selection of things to be recorded depended on the 

purpose that was to be immediately served by them. Also owing’ to 

seetarian, eommunal, or even personal prejudices much was suppressed, 

disfigured or altered altogether. 

Verse 40. The pledge here referred to is the pledge they were bound 

to under the word of Moses to receive a Prophet like unto Moses that 

was to be raised “ out of their brethren ’’ i.e. of IshmaePs Seed (See Dent 

18 : 15-20) “The Lord, th}^ God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from the 

midst of thee—of thy brethren like unto me ; unto him ye shall hearken. 

According to all that thou desiredest of the Lord, thy God in Horeb in 

the day of the assembly saying, ‘Let me not hear again the voice of the 

Lord, my God, neither let me see the great fire any more, that I die not.’ 

And the Lord said unto me, ‘ They have well spoken that which they have 

spoken. I will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren like 

unto thee and put my words in his month and he shall speak unto them 

all that I shall command him. And it shall come to pass that whoever 

will not hearken unto my words which he shall speak in my name I will 

require it of him.’ 

That our Prophet was like unto Moses in all essential features of 

his apostolic character and even general career of life is obvious enough. 

In fact it is too late in the day to expiate on these salient points of re¬ 

semblance. (1) Both were commissioned with the use of sword in their 

work. (2) Both were law-givers and to both scriptures were given. (3) To 

both was the word of God given in actual words (To Moses in The ten 

Commandments, to our Prophet in the Quran). (4) Both were nation- 

bnilders and unified their dispersed and oppressed people. (5) Both estab¬ 

lished independent theocracies for their people. (6) Both stood up for their 

wox*k with the aid of an assistant in brother or cousin. (7) The religion 

set up by both covered, besides doctrines and religious practices, all 

temporal concerns including gpverment and civilization. (8) The people in 

both eases fell away soon from the injunctions of their masters, remaining 

united to him in name only and eventually getting dismembered into 

numerous sects. On the other hand in the whole host of prophets that 

history has given to us, there is not one whose career resembled Moses in so 

many salient features. The slightest acquaintance with the history and 

preachings of Our Lord Jesus Christ will convince any one that, far from 

being like unto Moses, he was so far unlike as two apostles can possibly 

be. He was not a law-giver ; rather if we accept the Christian account he 

depreciated that idea and abolished it; at all events he did not intefere with 
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the law of Moses. So little was he of a military man tiiat he is repia^sent- 

ed by Christians as diseonntenaneing it, to say the least. He f on tubal no 

nation, no state. His religion was all eoneerned with moral and spiritnal 

matters. Nor was he a writer like Moses, and though on the authority 

of the Quran we must hold that a scripture was given to him, yet it was 

probably never redacted and was so little known that it is only on the 

authority of the Quran that we know of its existence. 

So much ought to suffice for the contention of the Christians 

that the prophecy related to Our Lord Jesus Christ. Further it is 

clear that the Jews expected another prophet besides Messiah. See John 

1: 21 et Seq. And they asked him and said unto him (John the Baptist) 

Why baptizest thou, then, if thou be not that Christy nor Elias, neither 

that Prophet.” (Verse 25). 

Where was the Prophecy for ‘ that Prophet ’ if it is not this 1 

Better than Jesus might Joshua have a claim to this prophecy, he 

at least continued the work that Moses had begun. But the inapplieablity 

is so obvious that us one claims it. That he was much inferior appears 

also from Dent 34-10. Moreover he was present before Moses and so 

clearly cannot be object of a prediction. 

In the prophecy it is clearly stated that he would arise out of the 

brethren of Israelites. To emphasise this, in the first verse (18 :15) it is 

stated as a correction to the previous expression, ‘from the midst of thee’ 

which, though in fact a general expression, was capable of being interpreted 

in the sense of descent. Then in the next verse (18: 17) it is omitted 

altogether, showing that it is only ‘ out of thy bi*ethren ’ that was really 

meant. 

Who were the brethren of the Israelites 1 Certainly it could not 

refer to one of the twelve tribes, for they were one, and Moses was for 

them all. That Ishmaelites were the brethren of Israelites goes without 

saying, but we have scriptual authority for this in Genesis 25-18 where 

the generation of Isaac are spoken of as brethren of Isbmael, Cf. also 

Numbers 20-14 where Edomites are spoken of as the brethren of Israelites. 

The warning given in verse 23 requires to be considered. Who¬ 

ever will not listen to him God will require it from him. What this 

x*equiring means is clear from Acts 3 : 23 whei^e this prophecy is thus 

rendered, ‘ And it shall come to pass that every soul which will not hear 

that Prophet shall be destroyed from among the people’. It was this 

decree of God that obliged the Holy Prophet to wage wars against the 
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infidels and partienlarly the Jews. The killing of the Jews in the war of 

Bani Qnraiaa is objeeted to. I say, had he not done that he would not 

have been “ That Prophet.’’ It was neeessary that it should be manifest 

to the world that if the people do not listen to him they must be destroyed 

on that aeeount and that only. The Prophet only did the minimum that was 

required in this matter. The declaration of God to Moses therefore 

applies in all its details to the Prophet of Islam. He was out of the 

brethren of the Israelites, he was like unto Moses in mentality and 

talents and all salient points of apostolic eareer. God put His words into 

his mouth and he spoke to them all He commanded them. And those 

who persistenly refused to listen to him were destroyed. 

What other prophet has ever arisen these 2,000 years combining in 

him features that answer to all those details! Nay, it is promised in the 

following verse 20 that anyone pretending to be such should die i.e. an 

unnatural death. And it is a matter of general belief among the Musal- 

mans that God put off the honour of martyrdom from the Holy Prophet 

and transferred it to his sons, Hasan and Husain, simply for this reason 

that the thing might not raise doubts in the minds of the people in view 

of this old declaration, Christians do not see that by their story of 

crucifixion they expose Our Lord Jesus to this charge. 

In verse 22 the sign of the true prophet is said to be that his pro¬ 

phecies should be fulfilled. It is implied they should not relate to remote 

times, so as to be incapable of verification for ages. The fulfilment of 

several prophe(;ies of Our Holy Prophet, as the defeat of Persians, is well 

known. His life and career were themselves the coiitinunoiis fulfilment 

of the repeatedly procdaimed prophecy of the triumph of Islam, Of the 

prophecies of Oar Lord Jesiis we know but one that is said to have been 

fnifilled at the time—that of resnrreetion—and that we know was some¬ 

thing secret and unknown to the mass of people. 

There are many other prophecies relating to Our Prophet, dis¬ 
coverable in the Old Scriptures which we will discuss on in other appro¬ 
priate places. This one suffices for this rather lengthy note, and it 
suffices to show that in effect a pledge was taken from the Israelites 
to hearken to the Prophet of Islam, and that on the pain of death 

If the Jews had faithfully abided by this, God would have fulfilled 
his pledge to them to grant them national independexree with autonomy of 
Jerusalam which is their national craving and spiritual ideal to this day., 
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Vrrse 41. Chi'istian opponents of Islam nrge this testiiioatiou of the 

Quran to the former scriptures to extend to every port of it—seeking 

thereby to rebnt the Muslim charge of corruption in these books, and also 

to argue against the doctrine of abrogation of the antique laws. Every 

child can see that it need not extend to all, but only to some essential 

parts of it. As shown in the Introduction, the anthentieity of all the 

sacred scriptures is very uncertain. For the most important of thcvse, the 

Pentateuch, even the anthority of continuous tradition cannot be contended 

Of several even the authorship is unknown. In the early days of the 

Israelites faith was kept up by the authority of tradition supplemented 

by miracles of the Prophets of whom no age was wholly free. But this 

had changed long ago. Faith was now left without a basis which could 

appeal to the rationalism of the new age which tlie advent of the 

Holy Prophet opened (One of the titles given # to him in Ziurau 

&c. is ‘ Sealer up of the old and opener of the irew age’). Thus 

whatever of truth even the Jews had with them required something 

by way of attestation to make it worthy of ereiienee. It was only the 

Holy Quran with living miracles of its own and those of the Prophet and 

the Imams that gave a sort of anthority to the Israelite traditions, which 

is available only for those who accept it as the Word of God. Those who 

reject it find no secure anthority to believe either in the scriptures or 

the traditions, the latter at least of which have been hopelessly given np 

by all as old wives’ tales. It will be noticed that the word used in the 

Quran ‘ that with yon ’ is general and covers both the scriptures and the 
traditions. 

' No doubt, the chief thing in the old scriptures which the Quran 

attested or verified—showed to be true was “the fulfilment of the promise” 

contained in Dentals : 1.5-18.It is nowhere hut in the Holy Quran 

that the “ word of God ” as promised here is “ pxit into the Prophet’s 

mouth,” and no Prophet ever claimed to have come in fulfiilment of 

this prophecy except the Holy Prophet, Muhammad. The whole of thel 

Israelitish history after Moses is silent as to the appearance of the pro¬ 

mised Prophet of Deuteronmy. Even Jesus Christ never said that fte 

came in fulfilment of that prophecy, and the apostles truly felt that 

difiSenlty when they thought that that prophecy would be fulfilled in the 

second coming of Christ. How much the Prophet proclaimed this in his 

own case is clear from the fact that, as Sir William Miiir admits, this was 

the chief cause of the rapid conversion of the people of Medina. See note 

on Verse 89. The claim is often repeated and impressed in various 

ways in the Holy Quran. All this is very true, but there is no reason to 

restrict the verification to that as the Ahmadi Comm, seems to do. 
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“■ Take a mean priee for it.” They rejected the commandments of 

God and the evident sig-ns of truth in the Holy Prophet “ fearing to lose 

their high positions as temporal and spiritual leaders of the people, and 

sacrificed truth to the inducements of this life,” and these took a mean 

price for it,” for as said in 4 : 77. ‘ The provision of this world’s life is 
short.’ 

Verse 42. The Rabbis were the repositories of tlie traditional lore 

among the Jews. Much of this was oral whkdi they were careful not to 

commit to record alleging that the compilation of it was a great sacrilege 

(See the history of Talmud in the Introduction). Even after the compila¬ 

tion of Talmud there was certainly left much that remained confined to 

breasts to which only the initiatkl had access. They were thus free to 

play fast and loo.se with the prophecies of the prophets transmitted by 

unpublished tradition, and the details regarding the Prophet arrived at by 

spiritual illumination of sages or ocenlt rnle.s of interpretation, sneh as 

those on which the Kabbala was based. When the le.s3 cautions of these 

Jews gave ont some of these signs and evidences favonrable to the 

Prophet’s claims they wore rebnked by their elders as giving the weapon 

into enemy’s hands (See Verse 76). Those who had somethiuo' of 

conscience and moral courage in them recognised the trnth and embraced 
Islam. 

Tlie eliai\?e is serious, so serious that to a man of eoimdeime it may 

hardly appear possible that there ever existed men with so loose a 

scieuee. I3ut one has only to open his cj’es to what g'oes on all about us 

even in this age. Who has not heard of praetiees as dis^’raceful as these 

amo.n£^ ielisions bodies enga^^od in seetarian (Controversies or interested in 

proselitisiipi? work—Musalmans (^uduinly not exeepted. However absurd 

it may appear to sound reason there is siu*h a thing as perversity of 

conseience in religious matters, and support and viudicaation of one’s 

leligion at the expense tianh and wilful tampering and eoiwealiug* of 

evidence in favour of opposite views is not only eommon but is generally 

held to be meritorious to this day. But for this prevailing spirit mu(di of 

the religions literature so miieh admired among the sections that publish 

it would, surely, never have been written. It is most ohunsive to have to 

deal with these well-meaning but knowingly dishonc^st authors. 

4o. Apparently the Jews continue to be addressed, but the 

duties enjoined are pre-eminently Islamite, showing that in these matters 

revealed religion continues itnehanged. Only the form changes, but in 

substance the duties are preseidbed in every revealed religion as a systmo 
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of training for the development of time religions devotion, and if tlioso 

beyond the pale of Islam eontinne to observe tliom on the linos pri'senbini 

in their religion, they vrill not fail to have a moral el'foot on tlioir iniuds 

and they mil be well on the way to reeieve the Now Light wliioh r('(iTiiri*s 

a certain degi-ee of piety and spirit of devotion to attain to it. ILitoi- 

tunately the Jews lacked in this respect even. Except the Inndvd ordio- 

of Esseens, who were ascetics, the leaders of the Jews had iu<ule tluii 

religion a pleasant social system. 

Tbei^e are three duties singled out for meutioniiig out of a liost 

that Islam pi'eacbes, as they are the most (Cardinal ones and eovei tin. 

entire spiritual perfection as concieved in Islam. Zucaf-, training us toi, 

parting cheerfully with money, bvccomes the starting-point tor cnltlng oft 

our attachment to things of this world. Salat' worship ’ prepares ns for 

devotion and spiritual meditation, and develops <all the appropriate 

religious feelings in relation to God. Finally is the dix’ee.tion to bow 

down in prayer loith those that do so. The with ’ here seeks to inspire 

a spirit that, appearing fii'st in eongi'egational service, smvn expands to 

create a living spirit of national unity under spiritual leadership. In 

congregational service every one is primarily supposed to pray witli^ 

that is under the lead of and ha’ving a sort of spiritual attaidiment with the 

imam, the man who leads the piuyei'S, and the acceptamux of bis prayer is 

believed to have a similar effect, by way of grace, ox\ those of the fol¬ 

lowers. Hence it is essential (according to the Shins) that the imam who 

leads the prayers should be a very holy, pious, (hxl-fearing man. Tlius 

this finally elevates us to spiritual attachment to the Prophet and Imams 

in the spiritual world. 

The force of Maa (with) in this verse is the same as that of it in the 

verse ^ Be with the truthful ^ which is acknowledged to have a mindi 

deeper meaning than mere external eoinpauionship. It is unfortunate 

that the Sunixis pei^mitting prayers to be led by any man without regard 

to his morals miss this higher spiiitual meaning altogether, though there 

are, no doubt, social advantages in the practice of holding congregations 

frequently, and the moi^al effect of the high and low, rich and poor stand¬ 

ing in one I'ow beside each other is certixinly very impit^ssive, and these 

things give a moral value to congregational service even in its lower, 

mei’ely external form. 

Mark that bowing Euku is mentioned here ip preference to prostra¬ 

tion (S/Jda). The prayer of Islam is offered in a regular round of pos¬ 

tures, each of which is suitable, and aesthetically harmonises with a parti- 
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cular spirit of devotion. The Ruhu, is a manifestation of the spirit of 

obedience, Sijdah that of pare worship, the other two postures Qt^am 
t ' ’ 

CstaiKliiig) and (tioud (sitting) being for religious meditation and spiritual 

receptivity, Tlie Ilul-u being mentioned here, the chief thing that is sought 

to be impressed is humility and obedience. The meaning therefore is, 

^ Humble yourselves with others that do so for the Majesty of God, so as 

to follow His commandments, and submit to the Friends of God whom He 

has set above you ’ (Tafsir'C-Safi), 

The object of giving this injunction to the Jews is (1) to put them 

on the track of spirituality which they might have in some measure, even 

if they do it on their own lines and, (2) to make them appreciate the excel¬ 

lences of Islam as a religion which gives its followers such an excellent 

discipline for moral and spiritual advaucemeut. 

45, ^ Seek assistance,’ i. e, not only for temporal but also for 

your spiritual needs as in Surah I, Verse 5, 

^ Patience.’ According to traditions this word has special reference 

to fasting. The verse tells us in effect that bodily mortification is essen¬ 

tial by way of discipline for spiritual advancement, a truth hardly to be 

disputed, only the mortification must have reference to some religious 

commandment. Those who, like Protestant Christians, clamour for faith 

and spiritual perfection, at the same time holding the forms prescribed in 

our religion as extraneous, make religion only a body of precepts without' 

providing adequate methods for the development of moral character—a 

religion hardly worth anything. 

Those that fear God cannot find rest in aiiything but devotion to Him 

and for such it becomes a strength of their soul and actually takes the 

place of nourishment. Our Lord Ali was welknown to have confined himself 

to the merest name of diet, and he himself tries to explain in a letter how 

with that meagre nourishment he had all the valour for which he is so 

famous. He points out how unlike the small delicate plants of the garden 

and fields which remain weak, though so much cared for, the great trees of 

the forest are ever strong and mighty though no one cares to water or 

otherwise look after them. Vitality is God’s gift and stands little in need 

of nourishment to sustain it. 

Verse 46, The use of the word mnn here is characterestie. Ordina¬ 

rily it signifies thought, opinion or conjecture, but also knowledge or 

certainty which, as the Ahmadi commentator cites from Lane’s Lexicon, 

is obtained considering with endeavour to understand, not by ocular 
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pereeptioii, or not siicli as relates to an object of sense. The proper 

significance of the word is tlioriglrf, m wbiidi tlse ideal or inlcri'otifil 

ment preponderates over direct knowledge. As stieli it' nas two knrls ot 

import, a quaiitatlyo import distiiignisbed from the obSinn'oloonal or 

intniti vm knowledge and a quantitative iinpoct in respect oi couve’t;on in 

whiei it is in ordinary usage apposed to certainty. In tlie first oi: t]n*so 

tlie applicability of the word to religious beliefs is obvious, and so it is 

used here to signify its distinctive (diai’acter as Faith in tln:‘ Lnscen (Wee. 

Verse 2 and note thereon). In its quantitative import usage ]ia.s ct^rtaialy 

extended it to all degrees of opinion down to mere conjeidaire, but tliat is 

simply due to its ideal chara(der ancl it .may e.'paally a.seend upwmrds to 

absolute moral certainty: In a way all ou.r kiK>wdevlgi‘ including tlie mo.st 

certain, that of the external world comes merely under the (*ategory of 

Zaun, being merely inferential and that too of the weakest kind. It can 

be shown, as has been done by Ueberweg (See his system of Lf>gic), tliat 

our knowledge of external world is based on reasoning by analogy. 

Strictly therefore it is Zann or ty'yc.q but no one will say that it yields in 

certainty to the most immediate sensation or the most axiomatic truFis of 

Mathematics. 

This explains what we iind in the traditions of the Imams that the 

word is here used in the sense of conviction or moral certainty. That Ihis 

is so appears clearly from the usage of tlie word in other pla(*es in the 

Quran similarly in connection with fears of people on the day of judge¬ 

ment which must amount to certainty in their case. And (other) faces 

on that day shall be gloomy. Knowing (Taurmu) that there will be made 

to befall them some great calamity. Nay ! When it comes to the throat. 

And it is said, who will ascend. And he is sure (Zanna) that it is the 

(hour of) parting (75 : 24-28).’^ All depends on the vividness with whic.h 

religious beliefs are realized and that varies infinitely in diflnrent men, so 

the word Zann was the most proper to use as it covers all degrees of 

conviction—the real state required being one of certainty. 

Section 6. 

Consequences of the Ismelites forgetting the covenant which 

required living faith in the Holy Prophet. They become sfabboru and 

insensible to inii*acles and the most striking instances of God’s favour as 

their deliverance from Pharoah, and fall into idolatory. The idolatorers 

are ordered to be killed by their own kinsmen but later are pardoned this 

on return to faith. They insist to see God and are killed but raised to 
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life ag:ain. They are given tioul oveiiieacl anl pvovi.lontial fonJ to sei-ve 

tliem in tlicir wanderings. Tet they are loth to do anything requiring 

faitli in the unseen and i)ervert the order to do iSijdah on entering a sacred 

town. 

■i7. O! childi'eu of Israel! Rein ember My favours 
wliicli I favoured you with aud I. have lifted you above all 
worlds. 

48. And beware of the clay when one man shall not 
avail another in aught, neither shall intercession be accepted 
fof him, nor shall aught be taken in eoinpensation for him, 
nor shall they be helpecl. 

49. Anl Trlien We saved yon from Pharoah’s people who 
put yon to grievous torment, slew your men children and 
saved your women alive, and therein was a heavy trial for 
you from your Lord. 

50. And when We devidel the sea for von and deliver- 
ed you aud drowned Pharoah’s people, (even) while ye looked 
on. 

51. And when We covenanted with Moses for forty 
nights, then ye took the calf (unto you) in his absence and ye 
were the wrong-doers. 

52. Thereafter We forgave you that haply ye might 
“prove grateful. 

53. And when We gave to Moses the Book and the 
Discrimination that haply ye might find guidance. 

I * 

54. And when Moses said unto his people, “0! my people! 
verily ye have wronged your souls hy taking (unto you) the 
calf, wherefore turn ye (penitently) unto your Creator and 
slay one another—that will be better for you in the sight of 
your Creator. And (thus) did He turn towards yon (favour¬ 
ably) for verily He! He is the oft-turning (to mercy), the 
Merciful.” 
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55. And when ve said, "O Moses 1 Wo will not belLe\ e 
on thee, until we see God plainly ” : thereupon did a thunder 

bolt smite you, while (yet) ye looked on. 

56. Then did We raise you after jmur death (Maut), that 
haply ye may be grateful. 

57. And We caused the cloud to overshadow you and 
sent down unto you the J/uin?ffland the (ptails {Sail'd) saying, 
“Bat of the good things we have given you (for sustenance)”:— 
And Us they wronged not, but it was themselves they were 
wronging. 

*58. And when We said, “Enter ye this town and eat of 
its (abundance) freely wheresoever ye will, and enter the 
gate prostrating (yourselves) and say Remission, (Hittatuii), 
We will forgive you your tresspasses and will anon increase 
(Our favours on) the virtuous.” 

59. But those who were wont to sin changed the saying 
into other than (that which) was told them, wherefore We 
sent down upon those that did wrong, a chastisement from 
heaven, for that they were prone to sinfulness. 

Verse 47. In this and the following verses, in eoiiforinity with the 
usage prevalent among the Arabs, the ‘‘you” really means the forefathers 
of those addressed, theii—virtues and vices being alike recounted to their 
sons as members of the same national'or rather racial uirity. The addi’css 
is general, and as such the strict application of every word of it to evei*y » 

member of the present (the then existing) or even the past generations is 
simply absurd. 

Here in this verse Israelites are simply spoken of as God’s chosen 
people to whom some sort of superiority was given over all creation. 
That this superiority consisted mainly in the raising of great prophets 
as Moses and Jesus from amongst them, is beyond question. As a matter 
of fact there remained a gift of prophecy among them so that there arose 

more prophets from amongst them than in the rest of the world put 
together (bee Eney. Britt. 11th ed. Art Jews). There can be no doubt 
that this was a special favour which gave them a point of supeidoritv over* 
the whole of Hod s creation, feo it is as needless as unwarranted to res* 
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as the Ahmadi commentator does following some old Sunni commentators. 

Blit the point to see is if this did not give the Israelites any real 

point of superiority as a race over the rest of inantind They were a race 

pre-eminently descended from the prophets, and the mere fact of this 

descent must have given them some of the higher spiritualistic powers by 

heredit3n We know that like all other faculties and powers these also 

are transmissible by heredity. This transmission is either in the form of 

general capacity for spiritualistic powers or the sxDontaneous development 

in isolated individuals of marvellous occult powers. These occult powers 

are purely spiritualistic and have no reference to spirituality in the 

religious sense. They are consistent with moral depravity and unbelief 

and do not carry any merits with them. Still they are gifts which, if not 

shared by the rest of mankind, constitute a point of physical superiority. 

The Israelites claimed some suOh superiority for their race and we readily 

concede it to them. 

The truth of this will be further apparent by considering the analog¬ 

ous case of Syeds of the Prophet’s descent. As a race their religious and 

moral character has not been all that could be desired, but the spontaneous 

development of spiritualistic powers in isolated individuals and the con¬ 

tinued transmission of special gifts in particular families is a matter of 

common knowledge. We cannot afford to give particular instances with 

the mass of evidence for them, but everyone in India must have heard 

some such accounts in every old and well-known family of pure descent, 

such as those of Amroha, Barha, Zaidpur &c. Nor are the miracles all of 

an occasional character so as to be incapable of varification at the present 

day. Witness the Matam of several families of Syeds on glowing cinders 

such as at Siwait (District Allahabad) and other places. Witness the 

scorpions careful not to sting in the shrine of Shah Wilayat at Amroha, 

though doing so if taken out of it. It is said they refrain from stinging, 

even if taken out, if a time is specified to them by the experimenter, but 

will do so if the time is exceeded. Every one must have heard of these 

things. Indeed, since as we have shown in the Introdnction, the chief 

object of recounting stories of ancient prophets and peoples in the Quran 

is to prepare the minds to expect similar things in the history of the 

Prophet and his people—this verse may be held to serve for vindicating 

the belief common among the Shiahs and Sunnis alike in the general 

spiritual superiority of the Syeds as a race. 

It may be noted that as powers transmissible by heredity—all such 

powers are liable to disappear gradually with time, disuse and abuse, or 

may be developed by right use and cultivation. 
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a moral character. Whatever they wore morally and .spiril.nally, liein,”' 

descended from the prophets, people were in a sort of ini>riil ohlip.'atioa, 

out of reverence for the prophets to show respect to them and hold tliem 

as their superiors. This, we know, is the to,aching of Islam in the laise of 

Syeds (both according to Shiahs and Sunnis) and pre.suino it wa.s tin; same 

in the former dispensations. Aiad naturally this .slionid lie so. Afti'r all 

emotions are subject to the laws of association, and. it would ha an un¬ 

natural religion that did not enjoin tlie veneration of the sons as a neces¬ 

sary element in the veneration of the forefathers. 

Versf 48. Not that intercession will be absolntcly debarred, for we 

know of its possibility subject to God’s permission “ Who Is it that sliall 

intercede before Him except by His permission ” (2 : 2a()); but that there 

will be no intercession for infidels, for they will say ” We have no inter¬ 

cessors ” (26 : 1000), and it is .said “ The unjust shall not have any com¬ 

passionate friend nor any intercessor who shonld be obeyed ” (40 : li)). 

Here in this verse we are told simply tliat even it they do interceih; it will 

not be accepted. For the validity of interce.ssiou l,iy itself s;;e not.i; on 

2 : 256. Shufaat comes from the root S’mfa (jiairiug) and is not only jnsti- 

fiable but necessary when there is real pairing of souls in ,si)irituai nuion 

by ties of love, and it must be accepted it God has any regard for liis lioly 

and righteous servants. The thing, therefore, that is larjniri'd is faith, 

right belief with appropriate emotion of love, and if that is wanting there 
is no question of intercession or its acceptance. 

Substitute,’ A clear denial of the Christian doctrine of atonement. 

According to this doctrine God being infinitely jns(, cannot leave tlu: 

slightest sin unpunished. Hence, out of His infinit;; mercy for Hi.s 

creatures, He incarnated Himself in Our Lord Jesus Clrrist and made liim 

suffer an unjust, an iguomiuable death, his suffering (as Go.l) for a second 

even outweighing in value the suffering of all creation for ever. Thus 

suffeiiug having been indicted (no matter on wliom) in I'cturn for the .sins 

of mankind God is free to take them back to His favonr. .Tlu; alxsiirdity 

of this doctrine is obvious. It is one of the acknowledged my.stries of 

Chiistian faith. It seems to me this doctrine really originated in the 

doctrine of Shafaat ‘ intercession,’ which is perfectly rational, but it was 

peiveited in the uncultured minds of the ignorant Christians. 

Vmp 49. See Exodus 1; ,15-18 and also 1: 22. 

The Sea is the Red Sea. The story is too well-known to 

need description. Hoses emigrating from Egypt with his people, Pharoah 
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persued them to the sea. They had no vessels to earvy them away while 

Pharoah was fast behind. By the command of Grod Moses struck the 

waters with his rod and the sea readily shifted on each side leaving a dry 

passage for the Israelites to pass on. The persuers too coming close 

upon their heels sought to take advantage of this, but as soon as they 

had all got in, the waters closed in upon them and they were all drowned. 

See Exodus eh. 14. 

Apart from the scriptural authority of the Bible (which in its 

present state is no doubt not above criticism), we have full justiheation for 

.credit in the continuous tradition of the Israelites and their commemora¬ 

tion of the day of their miraculous delivery which, we have every reason 

to believe, has been uninterruptedly observed from the earliest times. And 

the Israelites were a militant race creating strong prejudices against 

themselves in every nation. So the Egyptians were certainly a very 

advanced nation in civilization. If the Israelites had gone about publish¬ 

ing unfounded stories of this kind they were sure to have been met with 

redicule and controversy, and in time such stories would have died a 

natural death. Yet it must be admitted that in the present state of know¬ 

ledge we have no pe^'fect assurance of the truth of the story except on the 

authority of the Quran; and hence its need as a testifier of the older 

scriptures. 

We have some sort of confirmation for the truth of the story of an 

indirect kind in the Muslim date given to the event by the holy martyr, 

Misame Tammar in the ti*adition cited in Behar Vol, X and other books. 

The holy martyr, a trusted disciple of Our Lord Ali, to whom he had 

imparted some of his divine knowledge about the future and who was 

brutally murdered on this account, on one occasion prophesied the slaughter 

of Our Lord Husain at Karbala and the traditions that his enemies would 

avail of to make the day of his slaughter a festival of joy and gladness. 

They will say, he says, that on this date happened several important 

events of relief to the holy prophets, among them the splitting of the 

sea for Our Lord Moses. They lie, he says, the event happened in the 

month of Kabia I. Now to verify this would be easy if we knew the 

precise solar date of this event according to the Biblical account. The 

Biblical chronology is, however, defective and so there are differences in 

the various calculations made. The most reliable authorities, however, on 

Biblical chronology are Cunninghame and Clinton. By totalling the 

successive periods given in Judges and other Books to the building of 

Solomon’s temple, the year 1639 B. G. is arrived at. But a year or two 

must be added to this owing to the ommission of months in the periods of 
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the various judges, as only years are given and months are ignorecL Any 

way it was not far from 1639 B. 0. The time we know was about the 

Vernal Equinox as the beginning of the year was changed to Nisan in its 

memory. Converting this to lunar years we find that the Vernal Bquinor 

took place in 1640 B. C. about 27th of Eabia I. and in 1641 about 17th 

Eabia I, which remarkably confirms the saying of the holy martyr. It 

is clear that so accurate a knowledge of history was beyond his means, 

particularly as it involved also a difficult mathematical computation which 

was simply impossible for a man of his age and country. The knowledge 

must be ascribed to inspiration and must have been derived from Our 

Lord Ali, whose companion and disciple he was. Thus independently of 

Quranic authority this part of the scriptural account seems an indis¬ 

putable truth. 

The miraculous element in the story drives the Ahmadi commentator 

to explain it away somehow. First he has recourse to his favourite 

method of finding rare, unusual meanings of words. The word hahr ** 

he says “ means a sea or a river. If it was a river the explanation is 

simple. The bed may have been practically in a dry condition when the 

Israelites passed, but a tide may have swept off Pharoah’s army that 

pursued them.” It would be interesting to ask the writer how many 

instances he can cite from literature for the use of the word hahr in the 

sense of a river. Then he approvingly cites the foolish explanation of 

the late Syed Ahmad Khan. “ The Red Sea is shown on the basis of 
* 

ancient geographies to have had a large number of islands, from which 

the conclusion (italics are mine) is drawn that at that time it was not the 

deep sea that it now is. The crossing happened at the northern extremity 

of the left hand branch and the shallowness of the sea, combined with the 

ebb, enabled the Israelites to cross it safely while the tide drowned the 

Egyptians.” It never occurs to these men that when a fact has been 

erroneously believed in an exaggerated supernatural form and it is sought 

to relate it knowing that these are mere exaggerations it is necessary to 

recount it in a way that would exclude the very possiblity of its being 

understood in the old form. 

Verse 51. ‘ Forty nights.’ See Exodus 24:18. According to Surah 7:146 

Moses was commanded to wait thirty nights and days in fasting after 

which the Law would be revealed to him. This was subsequently extend¬ 

ed to forty nights. This was sufficient among the half-believing Israelites 

to be incredulous about the reality of his mission, and they were deluded 

into calf-worship. The incident shows how difficult it is for faith in the 
supernatural to have stability in man’s mind in spite of the clearest exhP 
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bitions of divine providences and interferenees. Being unable to fit in 

with all the rest of knowledge arrived at by daily observation and reason¬ 

ing so as to form a harraonions whole, there always remains a chasm in 

the understanding and a conflict in the ordinary course of thoughts in 

which the rare, the unusual, the inexplicable must give way to the cons¬ 

tant and the intelligible. For the former there is always a terra incognita 

in the mind in which they repose in peace without any definite opinion, or 

become victims of absurd suspicions created in the lower strata of cons¬ 

ciousness, being remnants of ancient beliefs held in the past by the indi¬ 

vidual or transmitted from former generations. These, it is well-known, 

are never thoroughly eliminated on conversion. For this state of things, 

the true remedy is the realization of faith and attachment to the prophets 

and particularly Our Holy Prophet, belief in whom Our Lord Moses had 

distinctly inculcated and impressed on his people. That should serve as 

a constant source of guidance, in the sense of spiritual assistance as 

explained in note to 1: 5. This explains" what we find in the traditions 

that the cause of their falling on this and other occasions was that they 

had no adequate faith in Our Holy Prophet. It is most probably for this 

reason that the Jews are reminded^of these things in these verses. 

Verse 53, Furqan, iromfarq, making distinction between two things, 

signifies some thing which makes the truth very clear and easily distin¬ 

guishable from falsehood. In this sense the word is used in 8 : 42 of the 

battle of Beder and in 25 : 1 of the Quran itself, as in both there are 

‘‘ evident signs for men who understand.” Here, as distinguished from the 

Book, the word is used of the collective set of evidences, miracles and the 

like which made the divine truth of Moses’ mission quite patent to every 

one and left no doubt in the matter ; they include his wars as well, all of 

which were a clear indication of God’s grace and favour being at his back. 

Only in the case of Moses this set of evidences is distinguished from the 

Book, whereas in the Quran the distinction is withdrawn, as the Quran is 

itself a miracle of miracles, which the Torah was not meant to be . Accord¬ 

ing to one tradition the Furqan consisted in a sort of Light or Splendour 

that marked the faces of those who had faith in the true sense. This was 

probably akin to the spiritual grace we mark so clearly on the faces of 

our holy men—we mark with our blunt eyes—for spiritual sensitives it 

is real spiritual splendour. 

Verse. 54, True faith requires strong emotions and, yet those emo¬ 

tions must be well regulated with regard to those they relate to, and at 

the same time unconditionally subject to the all-engrossing sense of duty 

and devotion to God. It is a duty to love our parents and other rela- 
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tives, yet one who is not prepared to slay his father or mother, brother 

or sister, son or daughter when called to do so as matter of religious duty 

is not wholly fit for the kingdom of God. Few are ever able to rise to 

this perfect command over feelings, and this is one of the weaknesses which 

only intense attachment to Our Holy Prophet, and the Imams after him 

who were the embodiment of such control, ean help to overcome or at least 

to alleviate it in the sight of God. A large section of the people having 

taken to calf-worship, the rest were commanded to slay them as enemies 

of God. This was too hard for many as they wei'e all their kinsfolk. 

They began to say that though guiltless themselves they were put to a 

torment which is hardly less serious than the fate of those who had 

actually sinned, not i‘efieetiug that by their hesitation they showed lack of 

faith which deserved the torment they wei*e put to. But the Memfnl 

God is ever content with a little that helps towards perfection in the 

futni-e. He ordered them to pray in the name of the Holy Prophet and 

the Imams to help them ont of this distress, which being done,, God 

excused not only these persons, but also those oi'dei^ed to be slain, they 

too having prayed for forgiveness in the name of these holy souls on 

hearing from them of this acceptable mode of praying to God. By pi*ay- 

ing in the name of the Prophet and the Imams they attached themselves 

to their-lists in the spiritual world which brought them the grace of faith 

as has been explained in note to verse 1:1,2:2 etc. The vei^se is i*eally meant 

to draw attention to the greatness of the Prophet in the sight of God. We 

are unable to show that some traditions to this effect existed among the 

Jews of the day, but were it not so, there would hai'dly be any purpose in 

appealing to the Jews on the matter, indeed of any reference to the event 

in the Quran. 

Verse 55. These wei"e the seventy elders of the Israelites, who when 

they were called npon to accept the covenant that was to prepare them for 

the Furqan explained in note to verse 53, got disgusted with the enormity of 

faith imposed npon them; and as usually happens in such cases their latent 

spirit of unbelief, only i-ecently suppressed by raw conversion, began to 

assert itself in the pi'epostemns demand to see God and hear fi’om Him 

dii^ctly. The blasphemy deservedly bmught down a lightning upon them 

and they wei-e killed in an instant. But this was only the beginning of 

the i-eligious development; and God in bis Infinite Mei'cy had not meant 

men to be doomed to pei"dition for every en*or,so He revived them shortly 

after to witness another of His signs in their own lives and believe better 

than before. This incident is thus quaintly described in the Talmud. 

‘ When the Israelites demanded two things from God^that they may see 

His glory and heai* His voice, both wei-e gi’anted to them.’ But these 
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thiuga they had no power to resist as it is said, ‘‘ My soul escaped as He 

spoke.The Taiirat however interceded for them and so their souls 

returned, whence it is said that the ‘‘ Doctrine of God is perfect and brings 

back the soul ” (Abada Sarah 112). 

The Ahmadi commentator not only interprets lightning as punish' 

ment, and death in the next verse as stupor, but actually translates these 
unequivocal words as such. He justifies the former by referring to verse 

7 : 155 where in describing the same event, that people are stated to have 

been seized with an earthquake. He does not see that the two may be 

parts of one phenomena; electiial disturbances always accompanying 

violent shocks of all kinds; and two verses taken together show a know- 

ledge of this grand natural truth which was beyond the capacity of the 

Arabs of that age. (See description of the great earthquake at Lisbon in 

any physical geography). It is just as right to say that they were over¬ 

taken by earthquake as that they were struck with lightning. In earth¬ 

quakes as such death may be due to concussion of brain and the like, it 

can never be one of stunning as was in this case. It is, therefore, gratuit¬ 

ous to take the words as he has done in a' figurative sense, and still more 

absurd to say, as he does at the end of his note, that it here signifies the 

rumbling noise which precedes an earthquake. 

The very clear word Maut the Ahmadi commentator has the bold¬ 

ness to translate as stupor, what to speak of his interpreting it as such. 

The Quran, however, leaves not a shadow of doubt that it was real cessa¬ 

tion of life, not merely loss o£ sensation and the like. The state of swoon 

came upon Moses who fell down in a swoon, Kharra Musa Saeqa (vii. 143),'' 

and the statement is followed by the words Falamma Afaqa ‘‘when he 

recovered.” In the case of the elders not only the word used is Maut but 

the reviving is expressed as Baace^ a term for the resurrection of the dead. 

Nothing can make the difference plainer, yet in his zeal to get rid of the 

miraculous the Ahmadi commentator does not see this and says, “ A 

similar fate overtook his companions, and therefore the word here signi¬ 

fies only loss of sensation or a swoon stupor.”—(Similar l) 

Details are given in Exodus 13 : 21 which for the Ahmadi commen¬ 

tator are too miraculous to be believable. We have no traditions to 

support or reject the Biblical account. 

Vei'se 57, “ Clouds.” See Exodus 13 : 21 et. seq. Manna is supposed 

to be Tiiranjbin called Alkali by botanists. A saying attributed to the Holy 

Prophet would appear to make it a term and more general in its appli¬ 

cation. He is reported to have said that truffle is a kind ot Manna. But 

this is from Sunni sources and we ai*e not able to form an opinion. 
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Certainly it -was something of a supernatural eharaetor, otherwise it 
could not have been mentioned in the way it is done. Salva is supposed to 
he quails—a kind of bird sent they caught in nets. 

Verse 58. ' This city.’ We have no account from the Imams to 
show what particular city is meant here. It is said to be Areeha a town 

near Jerusalem in Syria, as Moses had never reached the latter. The 
probability is in favour of Jerusalem as has been suggested by some early 
commentators. The fact that plague or other pestilence subsequently 
overtook them, has led the Ahmadi commentator to suppose it to be Shittim 
or Jericho (see Numbers 33:49, 50). See verse 59. Whichever city it was, 
it was meant to be a prototype of Jerusalem in being centre of worship 
having a temple which should dispense with the necessity of carrying 
about the Tabernacle with them. 

Notice that the words are the same as used to our Parents when 
placed in the garden of Aden. The place was meant to be a centre of their 
social and political life, and from it they were meant to expand all over 
the world. Their return to this home of forefathers is still the fond ideal 
of Israelite nation. They lost it for their iniquities as our Parents lost 
Paradise for a trivial disobedience. 

“ Svjjadan.” This is gratuitously taken by some commentators fol¬ 

lowed by the Ahmadi commentator to be figurative for spirit of submission 
while abiding in the city. There is nothing unreasonable in directing a 
people to make a bow of veneration when entering a holy city. The Shiah 
traditions state that on this gate there were figures set up of our Holy 
Prophet and Our Lord Ali; and the bow was meant to be a bow of veneration 
for them, and it was this that they were taught to regard as a foi'giveness 
for their sins. The same is the implication of a Sunni tradition as will be 
shown later. That this is not in the least improbable appears from the 
fact tha't Our Lord Moses was very particular about impressing on his 
people the necessity of belief in and adherence to the Holy Prophet that 
was to come after him. 

It is to be noted also that images appear to be important features of 
the primitive Israelite'religion. Thus if we trust the Biblical account 
there were figures of cherubim on the Ark as well as the Tabernacle that 
Moses is stated to have made for the people. There was a brazen serpent 
the sight of which is said to have healed those bitten by snakes. 

, The analogue of our Parents as suggested by the words used, further 
strengthens the probability. The fall according to some traditions (see 
Safi m loco) was due to imperfect realization of position which led to a 
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spirit of emulation. Here too the main disobedience consisted in the 
contempt for this direction to bow to the image of a prophet whom they 
had not seen and of whom they knew nothing except by mere prophecy. 

lllttatun (from llaiia he put it down) means something that 
takes away the burden of our sins. It is thus equivalent to Kaffara. In 
this sense it is frequently used in Islamic literature. The attempt made 
by the Ahmadi commentator to make it a prayer for forgiveness is utter¬ 
ly wrong. The word is in the nominative, and can only he construed 
thus. 2'illxi Iliftaticn It zunvbtna. Even if we take the tradition cited by 
him from. Ibne Hishlim it would mean only that the repeating of the 
expression, ‘ I seek forgiveness of God and return to him (penitently),’ xs 
a Kaffara for sins, and as such the Israelites were commanded to repeat it 
when entering the city, or on occasions.’ But the meaning here is plain. 
They were directed to bow down in veneration for the images and to say 
(i. e. to hold and realize) that this act of theirs was a Kaffara for their sins. 
The word, it is said, was allied to another, meaning wheat, and in 
their contempt they repeated that in stead. 

The same incident is referred to in almost the same words in the 
earlier Surah VII, 161, 162. The whole is emblematic of what was to be 
done by the Musalmans after the Prophet, 
is the well-known saying of the Prophet admitted by all sects of Islam. 
The Prophet is the city of knowledge, and Ali is its gate. Entry to the 
temple of faith is impossible except through loving attachment and bow¬ 
ing veneration for Ali—yet how did the people deal with him and his 
holy descendants. That this is the principal implication in verse 59, is clearly^ 
stated in a tradition quoted by Ayyasbi from Our Lord Jaafar Sadiq. And 
the Sunni traditions also say the same thing. Thus Darqutni cites a 
tradition of the Prophet saying, ‘ Ali is the Gate of Forgiveness (BabQ 

Ilittatm), whoever enters it is faithful and whoever gets away from it is 
infidel.’—This is approvingly cited in Eowza Nadia and other Sunni 
works of authority. 

Section 7. 
w 

Moses prays for drinking water, and on striking with his rod, 
twelve springs come oui The Israelites get tired of providential food. 
Their transgressions lead them to infidelity. 

60. And when Moses prayed for drink for his people 
then We said, strike the rock with thy staff; and there 
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gushed forth, therefrom twelve springs, and all the tribes 
knew their drinking places: Eat and drink of the provision 
made by (dod, and do not go about doing evil on the earth 
mischievously. 

61. And when ye said, ‘ 0 Moses we cannot have 
patience (to live) on one (kind of) food, so call on thy Lord 
for us that He may produce for us of that which the earth 
bringth forth, even of its (green) herb, and its cucumber, and 
its garlic,, and its lentil and its onion.’ said, ‘ Seek ye to 
substitute that which is meaner for that which is best. Glo ye 
(then to settle) in a city; for verily what you ask for is there 
for you: ’ And they were smitten with abasement and 
poverty, and drew on themselves the wrath of God—this 
because they were wont to reject the signs of God and to 
slay the prophets unjustly; this because they i*ebelled and 
were wont to transgress. 

Verse 60. The words are as clear as anything. When Moses 

prayed for his people for drink he was commanded to strike the rock 

with his staff, and twelve springs miraculonsly came out corresponding to 

the number of tribes. The incident is well-known and given in Exodus 

17: 1—6, only there is no mention of the number of springs there. But 

this information is supplied in the Liturgy of St. Thomas (Vide Christians 

of St. Thomas by Howard p. 244, referred to in Hughes’ Dictionary of 

Islam). We know that the Christians of St. Thomas in India were the 

purest sect of early Christians and dated from the second Cent, A.D.; and 

their traditions brought over by their founder at so early a date have at 

least as much title to credit as the History of Josephus written about the 

same age. So the idea of the Christian critics that there is a confusion 

here of the miracle at Eephidim (Horeb) and the 12 wells found by Is¬ 

raelites at Elina (Ex 15:27), is quite unfounded. It is unfortunate that the 

Ahmadi commentator takes this suggestion from them in favour of the 

wells at Elina though his reason there is that there was no miracle 

there. He tries to discredit the account of the mii’acle at Horeb by showing 

that a place Marah (Ex 15:23), is now known by the name of Uyune Musa, 

Springs of Moses, as if if there happened something about springs here it 

was necessary that the account of the miracle at Horeb was wrong We 

know brackiyb. water was turned sweet there, and that by itself could have 

given origin to the name even if nothing else had happened there. 



Verse GI. See numbers 11:5—10. 

Misr is generally understood by commentators as a common noun 

meaning city—not the land of Egypt whicb bears that name. But though 

there should be nothing surprising in an ironical reply of that kind in 

answer to a complaint such as was made to him, that rendering which is 

adopted b}^ Sale and Bilgrami is only correct according to the gramma¬ 

rians, on the reading of Ibn Masud and Ubay ’bn Kaab who read Misra 

instead of Misran, which is the generally received text according to 0th- 

man’s recension. (See Ibn Jarir in loco^ 

Verse 61, Our Lord Jafar Sadiq says on this verse, '‘By God they 

never struck them with their hands nor killed them by their swords, but 

they heard their stories (accounts of their sufferings at the hands of 

others) and they lightly passed them over, so they were called to account 

for this.” In similar spirit does Our Lord Jesus hold them guilty for all the 

righteous bloodshed upon the earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto 

the blood of Zacharias (Matt 23:35). That some prophets had in fact been 

killed at the hands of people, appears from Our Lord’s denunciation of 

them for their hypocritical assertion that “If we had been in the days of 

our fathers, we would not have been pai’takers with them in the blood of 

the prophets.” 

As the Prophet says on this verse,* Ye servants of God, beware of 

sins and think not lightly of them. For, sins bring npon a man a severence 

"from the grace of God, and this leads him to greater sins, and he continues 

to sin and become more and more heedless of them, and thus gets more 

and more severed from grace till this leads him to rejection of Wila^et 

(loving attachment to the Imams), and then to the rejection oi the Prophet 

himself, and ultimately to iuMelit}^ about Go I himself,” The meaniug is 

that moral abei’rations of the Israelites led them on to acts of infidelity, 

murder of prophets and the like. At first it was only a moral weakness, 

a desire for the rich variety of earthly food, this led insensibly through 

lack of resignation to want of trust in God, and this further on to other 

perversities and depravities. It is for this reason that the first and* final 

stages are brought together in the same verse, and the last stage is traced 

sneeesively to the first. Thus there can certainly be no charge here of igno¬ 

rance of the development of Israelite history. Note that it was first only 

a moral weakness that led the people of Kufa to desert Muslim, but it wa^ 

this that the soon led to the murder of Our Lord Husain with all the 

horrors of the tragedy of Kerbala. 
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Section 8. 

Salvation does not depend on professions bnt requires true faith and 

conscience. Covenant with Israel and its being east aside. The fate of 

the Sabbath-breakers turned into apes an admonition to all. The beginning 

of the Judaic spirit of overserupulousness in little things of no conse¬ 

quence. Moses orders slaughter of a cow but people worry him with 

questions and are punished with restrictions. 

62. Verily tliose who believe and those who are Jews 
and the Nazarenes and the Sabians-“whoso believes in 
God and in the last day and does what is right—they have 
their reward with their Lord, fear shall not come upon them, 
neither shall they grieve. 

63. And when we took a pledge from yon and lifted 
up the mountain above yon: Take what We have brought 
you with firmness and bear in mind what is therein, that 
haply ye may (be wont to) eschew sin. 

64. (Yet) ye turned back thereafter, and had there not 
been the grace of God upon yon and His mercy ye had surely 
been of those who are lost, 

65. And surely ye know of those among you w ho trans¬ 
gressed on the Sabbath—We said unto them, Be ye apes des¬ 
pised and spurned. 

66. So We made them an example to those before them 
and those (who should come) after them and an admonition 
to the G-od-fearing. 

67. And when Moses said to his people, God com- 
mandeth you to slaughter a cow, they said, Art thou making 
a jest of us. He said, God forbid that I should be one of 
the ignorant. 

68. They said, Call on thy Lord to make it plain for us 
what she is to be. He answered, God saith: it is a cow, nor 
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old nor young, of middle age between the two, so do what 
ye are bidden. 

69. They said, Call upon thy Lord for us that he may 
make clear to us what her colour should be. He answered, 
God saith, she should be a dun cow, intensely dun, pleasant 
to the beholders. 

70. They said. Call on thy Lord for us that He may 
make plain to us what she should be, for cows appear to be 
the same to us, then we, if God will, shall be guided. 

71. He answered God saith, she should be a cow not 
broken to till the earth, or water the field, sound, with no 
blemish on her. They said. Now hast thou brought forth 
the truth. Then they slaughtered her though they lacked 
but little of leaving it undone. 

Verse. 62. Sahims. These are representatives of the oldest Chaldean 

religion having Seth and Enoch, Noah for their prophets, but rejecting all 

others from Abraham downwards, indeed decidedly hostile to them. Their 

chief temple was in Harran where they all congregated for performing a 

sort of Hadj. Star-worship was the distinctive feature of their religion, 

otherwise they were monotheists and their ceremonial contained several 

things very much resembling Islam. Thus they had three, or five, or 

seven times of daily prayer and had one full month for fasting. The star- 

worship was in the main due to belief in the propitious and malignant 

infiuenee of stars on the life and fortunes of men and their powers to pro¬ 

duce or withhold rain. Their religion was much modified at various times 

and places by Jewish, Gnostic and J^oarostrian influences, and so there are 

conflicting accounts of them in various Muslim authors. One variety of 

them existing at the present day is described as a semi-Christian sect of 

Babylonia closely resembling the so-called Christians of St. John the 

Baptist. The majority of Muslim divines do not include them among: 

the Ahl-e-kitab, people following a revealed Book. 

Verse 62. This verse apparently lends support to the idea that Isava- 

tion is not confined to Islam ; any man who has belief in God and the day 

of judgment and does good deeds will attain to it, whatever religion hepro.^: 

fesses, and whether he embraces Islam or not. But this is in flagrant con¬ 

tradiction to 3:75 which distinctly says '‘Whoever likes any other than 
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Islam tor (bis) reli^^ian it will not be accepted of him and he will be of the 

losers in the hereafter.’ A slight reSection, however, suffices to clear the 

clif^icnIt3^ Any one who deliberately rejects Islam knawin.g* its truth and 

sticks to his own religion, or does not care to enquire about it knowing 

fully well of ite proclamation to the whole world, and also pei‘haps of 

some of its evidences which make at least a prima fade case for it is 

certainly not one of those who do good deeds, however virtuous in other 

respects he may be. There can be no sin greater than religious indiffor" 

ence. So the most that this verse can do for men of other religions is to 

protect those who are really excusable in the sight of God. As a matter 

of fact the verse seems meant to protect only those who having lived 

piously as Jews and Christians, faithfully and conscientiously following 

these creeds—in their purity so far as possible—died, a short time, say a year 

or so, after the Prophet’s mission, and so bad not occasion to hear his name 

even. They must be counted among those who preceded the time of our 

Holy Prophet and would be judged according to their faith and actions. 

This is borne out by the following tradition of the gi‘eat companion of the 

Prophet, Salman the Pei*sian. He says the vei*se was revealed on the occa¬ 

sion when he on his convex*sion related to the Prophet bow his journey to 

Arabia seeking him was made at the suggestion of certain Christian her¬ 

mits who told him that the time of the rise of the Prophet was near at 

hand and he would be found in Arabia, (Mawahib from Ibne AM Hatam). 

The occasion of the revelation of the vei'se shows that it was meant for 

such men as tbes^—and these were truly Muslims to all intents and pux*- 

poses. Indeed no true Jew or Christian can fail to be a Muslim if (igno¬ 

rance apart) he really believes in the prophets be adhei'es to, for they all 

had prophesied of him in the eleax^est terms. 

Again it must be obvious that there must be some meaning in the 

words ‘Has belief in God and the Hereafter.’ The grossest anthropoinor- 

phist can claim to be a theist and so, as a matter of fact, does a most en¬ 

thusiastic denier of God as Hackel. So also’ can a transmigrationist call 

himself a believer in the hereafter. There must be some specific meaning 

to these words, and that makes all the difference. A sligt reflection will 

show that the expi^ession ‘Has belief in God and the Hereaf tei"’ is eqxiivalent 

to saying Is a believ-er in Islam’—no way short of it. A deist is not a 

believer in God if he does not believe in revealed religion. He ignores 

some of His best attributes which make the sending of prophets and the 

like a moral necessity. Islam is a system of truths organically related to 

each other, and so a full, correct and consistent belief in any one of 'its 

cardinal doctrines necessarily involves belief in all the others. The recog^: 

nitionof the apostleship of the prophets and of oqr Holy Pixvphetfgite^^ 
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immediate!}^ from a alcar eoneeption of a personal All-wise, Jnst and Merci¬ 

ful God, and his design in creation. Having created inanldnd in a state of 

mental cnitnre advanced enough to seek after truth. He could not justly 

refuse them to attain to it—at least in its essentials. Having created him 

with limited senses, with just light enough to see that there is a spiritual 

world beyond him he could not bat provide means to man to adjust his 

life aecordingdy. The ease becomes still more simple if to the belief in 

God is joined belief in a Hereafter. Then the necessity of the sending of 

the prophets and the 11101111 obligation on our part to find them out by close 

observation of facts around us becomes obvious. Similarly the necessity of 

a succession of the Imams after the Prophet becomes clear from a full com 

eeption of the work the Prophet had to do and the amount of work he was 

actually able to do in his life.. The other doctrines hang on these two. 

-Thus it is that only two things, belief in God and in the Hereafteiv 

are mentioned here as representative of, and equivalent to, the whole of 

Islam as the only perfect and true religion. It was for this reason that 

the Prophet once said to Abu Huraira to proclaim through the streets (of 

Medina and the vicinity) that whoever believes in the unity of God will 

enter paradise. Omar seeing him thus proclaiming only half the formula 

of Islam seized upon him and brought him wrangling to the Prophet. 

Similarly in another of his traditions he is said to have told to the people- 

on behalf of God, “No God but Allah ’’ is my fortress. Whoever says 

this enters my fortress and whoever does so is saved from my punish¬ 

ment. It was this tradition that Our Lord All’ bn Musa Raza selected 

to relate to the vast concourse of people that had assembled at Naishapur 

and besought him to relate a tradition transmitted through his holy fore¬ 

fathers from the Prophet. 

How these proelamations were made in Medina at a time when even 

according to the Christian writers the system of religion had fully deve¬ 

loped itself. Salvation wa.s clearly taught to be procurable only in Islam 

and no other religion. Is it not gratuitous then to infer from such pass¬ 

ages as these as Muir does that '*in this growth of Mohammad’s opinion 

there was an intermediate stage in which salvation was not confined to 

Islam, but might be obtained by any religious man, whatever his religion, 

provided he was only pui*e from idolatory.” 

It is said that the object of placing this verse in the place it is in is 

that the preceding verse was a strong denunciation of the Jews and so 

this verse was inserted here to show that all need not have been such, a^d 

those who believed truly and were pious will have their full reward. 
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Why are the believers joined to Jews, Christians and Sabians ? Why 

are they mentioned at all in this verse? Why is the statement not left alone 

in all its generality? To all it is sought to impress that it is eonsisteney of 

faith united with virtues on the moral side that is the ehief requisite for 

true faith and salvation in the end. A Jew, Christian or Sabian would be 

true Muslim if he only strives to attain to a true belief in the Unity of 

God and in the Hereafter and seeks to be only rational and consistent in 

these beliefs. A Muslim needs to be warned of this as much as the others 

as not only there was (and is) much of mere lip-profession, but it was the 

want of true realization of the doctrines and eonsisteney about them that 

precluded and stiJl precludes many from accepting the Imamat of the 

Imams, which is the final thing necessary for true faith and salvation. 

Thus it is that while Sabians (not a people of the Book) are taken in, 

Magians, Hindus and other idolaters are significantly omitted. These 

have not even the form of true belief about God and the Hereafter. 

Verse 62. ‘And we raised the mountain above you.^ The words say 

clearly that the mountain was raised above their heads and the same thing 

is stated in VII.170. ‘We shook the mountain over them as though it had 

been a covering and they imagined it was falling upon them.' Yet to 

avoid the miraculous the Ahmadi coxuimentator takes his stand on the 

English translation of Exodus 19:17. ‘'They stood at the nether part of 

the mount" and says, ‘ There is nothing in the words of the Quran to 

support the baseless story that the mountain was suspended in mid-heaven 

over the heads of the Israelites ' etcetra. Those curious may read his 

note to see how he seeks to avoid this natural sense of the plain words 

in the Text. It is true there is no detail of the event in Exo-dus 19:17 

to make the meaning clear and precise, but the Jews certainly knew 

thdr text better than later translators and also their traditions have pre¬ 

served a memory of this event, See Talmud Aboda Sarah 1:2. ‘l will 

cover you with the mountain like a roof.' Thus also in the Text 

Sabbath fol. 88:1 “R. Avdimi.Saith, These words teach us that the 

Holy One. blessed be He, turned the mountain over them like a vessel and 

said to them, If ye will receive the law well, but if not, there shall be your 

grave." See also D, Lewis Pent Prayers foi. 150. We are indebted to 
Eodwell for these references. 

Verse 65. This event though not traceable in the Bible or in the exis- 

ing Talmud appears to be well-known among the Jews of the Prophet’s 

day. It is mentioned twice in the Quran and each time by way of appeal 

to the Jews. Here there is only an allusion to ic, fuller details are given 

in the Meccan Sura VILl&S 166. Had it not been fully accepted of the 
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Jews they would have given the lie to it, and it would at least not have been 

repeated. It is also distinctly referred to though in a general way in 4:47 

and 5-60 (Both Medina Stiras), in which, as in the case of the present, the 

Jews are distinctly addressed, and the verses must have been read over to 

them. Again it was so well-known that the term ‘Brethren of apes and 

swines’ was used derisively of the Jews, and the Prophet is said to have 

addressed the Bani Qurama on one occasion in these terms. They them" 

selves are said to have scrupled to make an attack on Musalmans on Satur¬ 

day fearing they too might be changed into apes for breaking the Sabbath. 

Thus there can be no doubt of the reality of the miracle, at least accord¬ 

ing to the belief of the Jews. The incident is said to relate to the town of 

Elah on the Red Sea, and it was in the time of Our Lord David. 

Pishing being forbidden on Sabbath days, the people resorted to the 

usual Jewish methods of evading the Law. They made canals leading to 

the sea and cast nets at their mouths on Friday. The fish getting in were 

unable to escape, and so they would be easily caught on Sundays. As has 

been observed in the case of certain animals (see Proctor’s Nature Studies) 

the fish had a consciousness, nascent perhaps, of the day of their immunity, 

and they came in numbers on the Sabbath Days. The people were repeat¬ 

edly admonished for this by the prophets but they would not listen and 

grew very rich by this deceitful occupation. Only some few remonstrated, 

others either indulging in the practice or conniving at it. Only the for¬ 

mer escaped, all the rest were metamorphosed into apes and died, all of 

them, after three days. 

Some (Sunni) commentators have taken the view that the words are 

figurative, they were only morally debased and depraved. They do not 

see that the event is twice described (and twice referred to) in the Quran 

and each time in the same words. This implies literal accuracy. More¬ 

over we know that the language of the Quran is always plain and never 

figurative except in highly spiritual matters which, indeed, can in no way 

bf expressed accurately in our human terms. At all events the Book of 

God is too sacred thing to be played fast and loose according to the fancies 

of this and that ‘commentator. There must be distinct authority for the 

assertion that the language is figurative. 

The Ahmadi commentator naturally favours this view and to show 

his erudition writes a lengthy note about the etymology of Qinul (ape\ 

and the like which hardly calls for serious discussion. His argument 

that there was no metamorphosis in the case of the Jews as, he, says, was 

threatened in 4;47 is utterly m^founded as the thing was not threatened 
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at all. The verse simpl3' says, ‘Believe before We eiirse yon as We eursed 

those broke the Sabbath’. That does not mean that the eurse was neecs- 

sarily to be the same. Moreover, we are told in the eommentaries that on 

the revelation of that threatening verse, some Jews as Abdullah ’bn Salaui 

actually ran over to the Prophet and made a public profession of con¬ 

version. The Shia commentaries as Khnlasatul Manhaj also say the same 

thing. Was that not sufficient for the x\.ll-mereiful to forego even if a. 

thing of that kind was really intended? That something physical was 

threatened is, however, clear from the fact that the other thing threatened 

in the same verse ‘turning of heads on the back-side’ is also physical, 

though the Ahmadi commentator has attempted to alter the meaning 

of that also. 

It will be observed that as in other cases the-verse though primari¬ 

ly addressed to the Jews is meant chiefly to serve as a warning for the 

Musalinans for whom the Book was revealed. Several cases of such 

metamorphosis seem to be well-credited as they are related by the Simnis 

of their own men when thej’- went too far in hatred of Our Lord Ali. 

Thus of the Omyed Califs, Abdul Malik and Walid, it is related that after 

their death their heads were found turned on the backside (Rafa’l sitr, 

Moulvi Abdul Hai). A case of metamorphosis in life is recorded in the 

Manaqib of Akhtabe Kharaziini. Several other eases may be cited. These 

things further lead us to think that it is not improbable that some such 

event took place in an age when, in accordance with the requirements of the 

culture at the time, miracles were of much more frequent occurrence than 

now. 

V(>rse 67. It seems to be this eve t which has led to the quaint law 

among the Israelites that vrhenever an uncertain murder took place a red 

heifer should be slain as an act of expiation for it Dent That 

the slaying of the heifer was expected to work a miracle appears from the 

attempt to avoid the experiment being tried as this would have led to an 

exposure of their priest-craft. Apparently it was for this that it had a 
* 

whole treatise to itself in the Mishna where its qualifications were elabo¬ 

rated to such a point that at last R. Nisin said that “No one since the days 

of Moses had been able to find one fit to be slain.” (Enciy. Bib col. 84G 

quoted by the Ahmadi commentator though with a different purpose.) 

It is indeed difficult to understand otherwise why the Jewish priests 

should be so very particular about making the practice an impossibility. 

All Muslim commentators, Sunni and Shia, relate the same story with 

only insignificant differences about details. The Sunni traditions, it is 
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well-known, are derived from Jewish sonrees. We give the aceouiit from 

Shia sources as of more reliable authority. 

The original law of Moses compelled 50 men of the suspected tribe 

to swear their innocence and ignorance (in case they were not able to trace 

out the murderer), and on this they were to pay the blood'-money of the 

deceased. This raised great murmers when a ease of this description ac¬ 

tually occurred, and they insisted on Moses for praying to God to reveal 

the name of the murderer, which Moses was refusing, that being contrary 

to the principle of temporal government. This apparently led to scepti¬ 

cism in the half-heathen faith of those days ; and as the case actually 

proved to be a concocted one it appears there was already a conspiracy to 

try the prophetic powers of Moses in this last case. On his praying in the 

matter, instead of revealing the name, the command of God was to slay a 

cow which was still more offensive to them, as with the heathen thoughts 

they still retained (witness their worship of the golden calf. See note on 

V 84), cows and bulls were held in great veneration. 

They laughed this away and on being insisted to do it they began to 

worry Moses with questions, once about its size, then about colour, and so 

forth. This, either to delay the unpleasant task till inability to find one 

answering to the description might afford them a pretext for non-compli¬ 

ance, Or this was due to in the Judaic spirit of finding out niceties about 

formalities which is clearly redicided and reprobated in these verses.' Our Lord 

Elza says that any coto would have, sufficed but they impostd particulars iip)on them- 

selves^ and the more they did so the more did God impose the. restrictions as a punislr 

ment for their folly. All this while Moses, acting under inspiration, was 

driving them to purchase a particular cow belonging to a particular man 

who was very holy and pions and deserved to be favoured. They had to 

pay him an enormous price for this cow which was the only one now 

available. Hence “they were very near not doing it.** 

The cow being slain its tail was put on the sacral part of the mur- 

dexed man, and he rose to tell that the very men who had raised the cry 

for his blood had murdered him See next verse. It was probably for a, 

memory of this event that the Israelites got to have a custom of killing 

a red heifer in case of an uncertain murder. 

The incident gives us the beginning of the Judaic spirit of seeking 

out niceties about formal things of no consequence. 

It cannot be too often impressed that the chief object of relating old 

stories in the Quran is to warn the Musalmans of similar things in their 

own history. As a matter of fact the Musalmans have imbibed this spirit 
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fi*am the Jews to a very remarkable deg;ree, and their le^al and diseipli- 

nary literature is full of sneh thing:s, thoiig’h there is no doubt that the 

spirit which prorapts these nice discriminations is one of Gad-fearing:ness. 

The habit of asking questions about legality or otherwise, of things about 

which there is no distinct revelation is reprobated in 5:101. 

Section 9, 

The slaughter of the cow used as a miracle to bring a dead man to 

life. Yet their hearts harden and they pervert the Word of God to eon' 

eeal the truth, and reprove those who let the Musalmans know of the 

prophecies favouring their religion. The masses are simply ignorant and 

believe vain things. 

72. Also when ye slew a man, and thereafter disputed 
among yourselves about i t, while God purposed to bring to 
light that which ye had hidden : 

73. Wherefore We said, Smite ye him with part of her. 
Thus doth God quicken the dead, and manifest to you TTta 

signs, that haply ye may understand. 

74. Then did your hearts harden thereafter, and they 
were (even) as stones or harder still; for, there be some 
stones, in sooth, from which gush forth streams; and some, 
indeed, which, when cleft, water coineth out of them ; and 
verily some which fall down from fear of God; and God is 
not unmindful of what ye do. 

75. Do ye then covet that they will believe on you, 
whereas there were a body of them that were wont to hear 
the word of God, and then pervert it, after having under¬ 
stood it, well knowing (all the while.) 

76. And when they meet (Ar mei) those who believed, 
they would say, We believe; hut when they are (Ar mre) 
alone one with another, they would say, Do ye speak to them 

of what God hath made known unto you, that they may 
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dispute with, you therewith before your Lord, do ye not 

then understand ? 

77. What! Do they not know that Giod knoweth that 
which they hide and that which they make known ? 

78. And among them are unlettered folk who know not 
the Book but only what is read oiit to them (or only lies, or 
idle tales, or vain desires, Ammiyya), they have only vague 
fancies. 

79. Woe! then, unto those who write the Book with 
their own hands and thereafter say, This is from God, that 
they may earn therewith a small profit; woe! then unto 
them because of what their hands have written and woe! 
unto them because of that which they earn. 

80. And they say (Ar said) the fire shall by no means 
touch us save a counted number of days. Say, Have ye 
obtained a promise from God? then surely God will not 
break His promise; or do ye impute to God that which ye 
know not ? 

81. Ay! Whoever has acquired sin and his wicked¬ 
ness encompasseth him—these are the inmates of the fire, 
therein they shall abide for evermore. 

82. While those who believe and do the things that are 
right, these are the dwellers of paradise; therein they shall 
abide for. evermore. 

Verses 72 and 73. The miracle is not mentioned in the Bible and has 
not been found in the Talmud either bat it must hare been 'well-kno'wu 
to the Jews who were publicly addi’cssed and rebuked in these verses. 
There must have been a continuous ti-adition to that effect among the 
Jews, which is at least as good as any record in their, so very doubtful, 
sacred literature. All commentators, Sunnis and Shias alike say that the 
cow spoken of in the last section was used to I’evive the murdered man, 
referred to in these verses. The man may have been murdered by his 
nephews coveting his property, but, as the Slua traditions say, there was 
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a conspiraey about it and the conspirators were ill-believing Jews wbo 

thong’lit that the Prophet Moses had no means of finding out their guilt 

and proving it to the satisfaction of all. Having murdered him they laid 

his body in a neighbouring village, and so there began disputes in different 

sections of the community about those responsible for the murder. The 

tail or some other part of the cow was attached to the murdered man’s 

body and thereby he was quickened to life and told the names of his 

murderers. ' 

That the dead man was raised to life by a miracle is beyond question, 

but the fact that a special method was directed and used for the purpose 

raises the suspicion that the method might have some real scientific value 

in itself or might have some affinity to a method that might be successful 

in at least milder eases of this sort. In this connection it might be in¬ 

teresting to note that recently the doctors are reported to have succeeded 

in saving a man on the point of death by joining to his arm the arm of a 

girl who had just died of an automobile accident,—the man had stabbed 

himself in the heart and lost a great deal of blood (see the Ployieer July 29, 

1929). In this ease both the girl that had died and the man who was 

dying had apparently good sound blood in their bodies—not one spoiled 

by natural causes of death—and so the transfusion of blood from the one 

to the other succeeded in resuscitation. With differences, no doubt mark¬ 

ed and important, the case is similar to that referred to in the verse. 

Neither the cow nor the killed man had died a natural death, and transfu¬ 

sion of blood from one to the other might have had some reviving effect. 

It may be noted that the woi^ds do not neeessaialy mean that the man had 
expired. 

The Ahmadi commentator in his own typical way tries to read in 

these verses a reference to the alleged crucifixion of Our Loid Jesus 

Christ whom he holds to have been saved on the cross befoi'e life was 

extinct. He tries to make ‘ you slew a man ’ as equivalent to . ‘ you made 

like one who is killed ’ and puts the word ‘ almost ’ in brackets in the 

translation—the woid may be used in a loose way to attempted murder 

though life may not be actually extinct. Similarly he interprets the 

words ‘ smite him with a part of her,’ which he renders as ‘ strike him 

with (margin lihm his affair to) somewhat of it ’ as meaning, ‘ liken his con¬ 

dition to that of a partially dead man,’ the ‘it’ referring to ‘death * 

understood. So the verses mean in effect: 72, you tried to muxder Jesus 

and tnen disputed about it and tried to hide it. 73, But We said (to 

angels ^) that he should get only somewhat of death. Thus God saves 

those who are nearly murdex*ed. In his own woi*ds, “ The Jews wanted 
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to do away with. Jesus but Allah had decided that he should not die.” 

He conveniently passes over the words which he himself translates 

‘ Then you disagreed with respect to that, and Allah was to bring forth 

that which you were going to hide.’ May we ask him to consider when 

did the Jews ever dispute about the death of Our Lord at their insistence 

and when did they ever try to hide it or deny the charge of it ? But this 

is the typical way of the Ahmadi commentator’s interpretations. He has 

devoted about two pages to it. 

After this brilliant display of jugglery in turning the meanings of 

words and making whole sentences disappear from the sight of his 

readers, one may be excused to pass over the round-about indications 

which assure the author that it was Our Lord Jesus and no other who is 

referred to in these verses. But to satisfy the curiosity of the reader we 

will briefly say that he sees in three verses of Surah Nisaa, 4:153—155 a 

parallel to sections 6, 7 and 8 of this Surah, and he argues that as 4:157 

speaks of Jesus Christ so the verses before us must also refer to him, only 

the name is not mentioned here. Nothing need be said about this argu¬ 

ment and its basis, but we cannot omit to note that this verse 4:157 is the 

most emphatic pronouncement in the Quran to the effect that the Jews 

did not kill him, nor did they crucify him, they were simply deluded in 

this respect. He strengthens it by the argument that the address being 

made to the Jews in general the ciime appears to be imputed to the whole 

community. Anyone who knows anything of the Arab usage knows that 

this is not necessary. And what to say of Arabs it is not uncommon any¬ 

where to taunt a people with a scandalous act done by one individual only, 

when the community has not taken immediate action to express its intense 

disapprobation of it. Here, however, we have said, the murder was the 

result of a conspiracy among the ill-believing Jews and vast sections of 

the people were engaged in disputing about it. 

It is really degrading to have to deal with such class of writers. 

Thus apparently to make it appear that the story of the Israelite’s resus¬ 

citation is not the one unanimously accepted, he says ‘another explanation 

is that the incident refers to a Jew mui*dering a Muslim woman in the 

time of,the Holy Prophet ; an incident which is nari*ated in the Bkh ’ 

{Sahib Bokhari). No such alternative “ explanation ” is ever suggested by 

any commentator, Sunni or Shia. The incident referred to is simply this 

that a woman having been murdered she nodded at the name of her 

murderer, several names having been called out before her. This wa^ 

considered sufficient and the man was sentenced to death. No commen- 

tator ever thought of applying this incident to this verse •which speaks 
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clearly of a resuscitation by some part of something being struck to the 

body of a man. (A man not a woman, by the way). 

There is one amusing thing, by the way, in the Ahmadi commen¬ 

tator’s note which I may be excused to notice here. In his attempt to 

show that the word a qatl ‘ murder’ need not necessarily impl}' that result¬ 

ing in death he cites an author (I have not verified this) who appears to 

have tried to mitigate in this way the force of Calif Omar’s frenzied pro¬ 

nouncement againt the holy companion of the Prophet, Saad ’bn Obada, 

‘ Kill him, may God kill him,’ when the latter refused to acknowledge 

Abu Bakr as the duly elected Calif of the Prophet. 

Verse 74. ‘ Then did your hearts harden after that.’ The miracle 

had a temporary effect in bringing the Jews to faith, but it vanished when 

miracle was no longer before their eyes and became a tradition. 

‘ And some, indeed, which, when cleft, water cometh out of them.’ 

Who, I wonder, has ever seen this, but professional students of geology 

armed with all the delicate instruments of modern scientific research ? It 

is a fact that most of the stones keep concealed in their veins or laminae 

small quantities of water, which when the stones are cut or cleft must 

come out, though the quantity is so small and so soon evaporated in the 

heat of cleavage that ordiirary eyes cannot pereieve it, Water can thus 

be drawn out of various rocks (hard stones) to the .extent of J to 2 per cent 

of their mass. See any Text book of Geology. I consider this passage as 

one of the anticipations of modern scientific discoveries in the Quran. 

‘And some, which, verily, fall down from fear of God.’ There is 

no need to take the words figuratively, Stones can be seen to do all these 

things, if a man having sufficient faith commands them to do so in the 

Holy name of God or His Prophet, Imams &C‘., as there are many record¬ 

ed instances of these and similar wonders. Indeed, if feats approaching 

these can be effected by spirit agency as claimed by spiritualists (and 

there is no reasonable doubt left now about facts of this kind—the physi¬ 

cal experiences of Dr. Stainton Moses, the performances of Home, Slade, 

Busapia Palladino &c. witnessed hy numerous first class scientists) then it 

should not be surprising that the spiritual energy infused by faith should 

enable a man to move a stone from its place in the Holy name of God. 

As to the rationale of it, it must be remembered that the Quran repeated¬ 

ly teaches that all things, even dead inanimate things, have a kind of 

soul wherewith they some way sing His glory and follow his commands • 
.See 17 : 46 etc. 
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From the metaphjmieal side this idea has been viiidieated by many 

eminent philosophers, Clifford and others, and one physicist thinks that 

it is only in this way that gravitation can be explained. Bnt apart from 

all metaphysics, Dr. J, 0. Bose has eonclnsively shown that things like 

metals too have a kind of rndimentary sensibility which can manifest itself 

experimentally in the form of response to stimuR. See his epoch- 

making work. Response in the Living and the non-Living. This sensi¬ 

bility being rndimentary and incoherent, diffused through the mass of 
inorganic matter, bears no comparison to the psychical life of even the 

lowest of organisms ; yet as sensibility it is something psychical, and so 

liable to come under the influence of strong spiritual forces so as to act 

much as a fully conscious living being. This will explain the numerous 

miracles recorded in our traditions of stones making salute to the Prophet 

and other such things. They are miracles, bnt do not imply any change 

in the constitution of nature. 

Vene 15. The alteration and corruption of the Scriptures by the 

Jews is a constant charge made by the Quran, and modern Biblical critic¬ 

ism has proved it beyond all possibility of doubt. Nay. it has proved 

whole boobs to be mere forgeries and to have no authenticity whatever. 

Take any of the books of the Bible and read the articles thereon in any 

well-known critical works or in the Bncyp Brittanica. (See Introduction). 

Verse 16. This appar-ently shows that there were some hypocritical 

•converts from Judaism, but no such names and no such incidents of their 

hypocrisy have come down to us in history. All the known converts, 

Zaid ’bn Sabit, Kaab ’ul Ahbar and others are believed to be true con¬ 

verts—^by Sunnis at least. However, between thorough belief and thorough 

rejection there is a state of respect for all religions, which commands a 

wide assent. This frequently grows into a dreamy indolent assent in the 

truth of another religion without at the same time being prepared to part 

with one’s own and get converted to it. This intermediate sta'te may be 

well exemplified even in the present day by the Hindus of the old type. 

They will keep the Tazias of Our Lord Husain with as much faith and 

religious fervours as any Musalman would do. To them a number of 

religions may be true, of divine origin, at the same time, and one may 

subscribe to any without any unpleasant necessity of going into the 

question, how they disagree, and how the rejection of one truth or accep¬ 

tance of one error or the other would affect their salvation. Such men 

are found everywhere in societies of low mental culture. Apparently it 

was this type of men among the Jews who when meeting with Musalmans 

and conversing with them on religious subjects would frankly admit that 

V .r.V , -L .. • P 
y\ i - j-.," 

V ■ •' . ■ 
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Islam was a true religion au(3 the proplieoies about the, coming Prophet 

were well fulfillecl in Mohammad, yet they could not forsake their own old 

and time-honoured religion and embrace Islam formally. They would also 

give them information about the prophecies and traditions in the unwritten 

love of the Rabbis that were favourable to the claims of Islam. For thi.s 

they were remonstrated with by their leaders or more cautious friends 

that they were giving the weapon in the hands of their opponents and 

taking away the ground from beneath their own feet. Not only that— 

such was the ignorance of the times—they were warned that by these 

disclosures the Musalmans would successfully contend against them before 

their God and thus seek their condemnation—the notion being that if they 

were not to make those disclosures there would be no one competent to 

argue against them for their uiibelief and they would be saved. It is this 

notion that invokes the reply, ‘ Do they not know that God kuowcth that 

which they hide and that which they make known ? ’ V. 77. 

Verse 78. Notice the choice of the word Amaniya here used for what 

is read over to them. It means also lies or idle stories and also vain 

desires. These meanings have all a measure of truth in the present case, 

and throwing their side reflections on the main sense make the import of 

the passage all comprehensive. It is probably the Talmud that is given 

the epithet here, abounding, as it does in idle tales according to the ad¬ 

mission of the Jews, themselves. (See Disraeli’s Curiosities of Literature). 

This should be a warning to all the common folk who take their religion 

from their priests and savants without thought about their character and 

godliness. See a tradition of Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq on this verse in Safi. 

Verse. 79. Who Write the Book with their hands ’ i. t, corrupting 

the text—particularly they would make false additions and alterations to 

the prophecies concerning the Prophet, and their interpretations and 

amplifications by the prophets and the Rabbis. See further in Supp. 

Verse 80. “ It is a received opinion among the Jews at present that 

no person, be he ever so_^wicked, or of whatever sect, shall remain in hell 

above eleven months, or at most a year except Dathan or Abiram and 

atheists who will be tormented there to all eternity.”—Sale {in loco). 

Verse 81. Mark the words : whoever earns evil and his sinfulness 

encompasseth him. A man actually earns evil by yielding to evil inclina¬ 

tions. One sin prepares the man for others. The conscience is gradually 

deadened till a man loses character entirely, and it is then that he reaches 

a stage that however long be might live he would be the same abandoned 

character; and it is this that justifies eternal punishment. The same applies 

to perversities about religion arising from indolence or prejudice or other 
sentimental reasons. (See note to verse 10 above). , 
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Section 10. ■ 

God’s covenant with his people. How Israelites have violated it. 

83. And (remember) when We took a ‘pledge from (or 
made a covenant with) the children of Israel: ye do not serve 
(or adore cM) any but God ; and (shall do) good to parents 
and to the near of kin and the orphans and the poor; and 
speak kindly unto all men, and set up prayer and pa3r the 
poor-rate [zacat). Then ye turned back,save a few of j^ou, 

and (now too) ye turn aside. 

84. And when We took a pledge from you : shall 
not shed each other’s blood, nor drive your people out of 
your homes, and yQ gave the promise, yourselves being 

witnesses. 

85. Yet ye are the very people who slay one another 
and turn a party from among you out of their homes, back¬ 
ing each other up against them with iniquity and malice ; 
while if they came to you as captives ye would ransom them, 
whereas it is unlawful for you to drive them away. Believe 
ye then part of the Book and deny ye part ? What, then is 
the reward of such among you as do this, but disgrace in the’ 
life of this world and on the day of resurrection they shall 
be sent back to the most grievous punishment; for G-od is 

not unmindful of what ye do. 

86. These are they who have bought the life of this 
.world (in exchange) for the hereafter, so their punishment 
shall not be lightened for them, neither shall they be helped. 

Verse 88. In a sense eveiy moral duty may be said to be of the 

nature of a pledge between God and man, but when a covenant is said to 

be made with a special people it implies as its counterpart that the people 

(as the Israelites claimed to be) would thereby be associated with the name 

of God and called chosen people of God. This must consist either of dis¬ 

tinctive yet all-important doctrines of belief or of distinctive practices of 

ritual <S5C. whereby that people can be distinguished from the rest of the 
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world. The Pentateuch is full of such covenants of either class. Here, 

however, it is the pledge of the former, more essential class, that is 

reminded. Atid the object of the reminding is to tell them that they have 

not fulfilled their part of the covenant, and to tabe the same pledge from 
a 

the Musalmans if they are to be successors of the Israelites—if they are to 

be the chosen people of God {Urnmate. Marhumci) after them. 

For this the words—every word—must be taken in a truly serioxis 

sense, otherwise there would appear nothing distinctive about them, all 

religions may be said to teach the same things. Thus all religions, even 

the most idolatorotis and polytheistic would claim to believe really in one 

God and to worship Him alone though apparently rendering worship to 

numbers of smaller gods and godesses. It is true the Jews, though 

bocasionally relapsing into idolatory, were monotheists, as a people, in the 

sense of not admitting other false gods in their worship, but still they 

were far from being true monotheists. The gross anthropomorphism of 

their Scriptures is well known to all. Their God walked about in the 

Garden, was afraid of Adam’s getting to the tree of Eternity, wrestled 

with a prophet, and so forth. But even after growing culture had refined 

the theistic idea .their God remained a tribal deity, and their aiuv'^gint claim 

as a race to be the chosen peopH of God i-3 only a remnant of that false 

narrow idea of their God. So the words must be taken seriously if they 

Site to meto anything distinctive, otherwise it is all very ordinary thing. 

Indeed a true conception of Ood (so far, of course, as is possible to man) 

is about the minimum that is requii-ed for religion. The next thing is to 

keep His worship pure for Him {Mnhhlishia laliKcldin 7: 28 &c.) as the 

Quran repeatedly impresses. Anyone who ofirers prayers or does any 

act of virtue to be seen of men or having the slightest regard for any 

earthly benefit is virtually worshipping some other goTbesides the One 

True God. ISo, within limits, every yeliding to the temptation of Satan iS 

in a way worshipping him as the Quran says so in 36 : 60 It is only in 

Bolne sufeh serions sense that a pledge can be called ttuly worthy of God. 

So of the other item doing good to parents. This is repeatedly 
. . t . T* 

associated in the Quran with the direction to worship God alone as see 

17 : 24, 31; 11, 13 &c. 

But without seeking to make the slightest reflection on the impor¬ 

tance of this paramount duty one must observe that the duty next in 

importance in religion to that of devotion to God is that of belief in and 

love and i^everence for the Prophet and the Imams. Nor is kindness to 

parents a duty any way peculiar to the Israelite or other shemetic reli¬ 

gions. What is meant, however, is that the duties must be taken a.nd 
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be fulfilled in their fullest and voidest sense. The word ‘ parents^ must be 

understood not only in the ordinary but in the spiritual sense as well. It 

must be extended to inelude spiritual parents, teaehers &g. and this must 

go on widening so as to reach the ultimate source of guidance, the Prophet 

and the Imams. Thus ‘ I and Ali ’ says the Prophet, ‘ are parents of this 

(^ommiinity.’ All this is distinctly explained by oiir Lord Jafarel Sadiq in 

a tradition cited by Safi in loco. Any one can see that there is something 

distinctive for a divine religion in this. So the gift of receiving message 

from the Lord through prophets was itself something peculiarly Is^ 

raelite (see Art Jews Ency Britt: 11th Ed). 

Similarly Zul Qurha ‘ tbo^e related to the parents ’ should be extend" 

ed to the Imams and other liolj" men. The orphans are merely symbpli^ 

of those who are cut off by ignorance or want of means from sources of 

guidance. The poor are not merely those needy pecuniaialy so that tJbLey 

pass unpleasant lives, but all those who are prevented for any reason 

from missionary life. 

‘ Speak kindly unto all men.’ This is tantamount to saying ^ Behave 

excellently towards all men ’ for otherwise the speaking kindly would be 

a farce. ' All men ’ the unbelievers as well as the faithful—there should 

be no distinction in this respect, as is distinctly explained by Our Lord in 

the tradition referred to above. He says, this may help towards their 

guidance. 

The various items of the covenant given in this verse agree suba* 

tantially with the Decalogue and some other commandments, but in this 

form the covenant is not traceable in the Torah or elsewhere. It is idle 

to speculate about this when the materials about Our Lord Moses*' teach¬ 

ings are so insufficient. 

So much about the substance. A word about the literary character 

of the verse may not be amiss here. The grammatical changes that artis¬ 

tically represent the various orders of duties in the covenant require to be 

noted- The aJlrimportant duty of belief in the unity of 6od UPd not 

associating any other with Him, which was to be chief distinctive feature 

of their religion and without which they could not for a moment remain 

within the pale of this previleged religion, is given in the Aorist (present 

and future) having the force of an undisputed truth. The moral duties of 

doing good to parents &c. which they were speeialiy charged with and 

whhth had a special meaning for them are put in the substantive and the 

vei%, is omitted. They form the very core of religion and as such they 

form a necessary faetor in the pledge. It is but just a little lower than 
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tke fiTst. Tiie practical duties such as saying prayers and paying zacat, 

the neglect of which is, after all, pardonable are put in the imperative 

case. And yet the whole is one sentence, all component parts being 

simply joined by ‘ and ^ s. Such a construction can hardly be called a 

mooth one and would not be tolerated in the modern civilized languages, 

yet the artistic design as explained above makes it a beauty of the highest 

order. And the miracle of it is that the construction, though so curious, 

passes smoothly off the ear, else it would have been objected long ago, 

Arabs have no conception of artistic designs of this sort. 

Verse 84. There seems a difference of opinion among commentators as 

to who, Jews or Musalmans are addressed in this verse. The Sunni com¬ 

mentators agree in saying that it is Jews who are addressed here. The 

Shia commentator Ali 'bn Ibrahim says definitely that this and the next 

verse have a prophetic reference to the unfortunate expulsion of th-e holy 

companion of the Prophet Abuzar from Medina at the command of Calif 

Othman, from which it appears that it is the Musalmans who are ehiefiy^ 

addressed here. The truth seems to be that both are addressed here, 

chiefiy the Musalmans. Any way this covenant is not traceable in the 

Pentateuch. The Ahmadi commentator thinks that it has reference to the 

spirit of the compact that the prophet entered into with the Jews when 

he first settled at Medina. If this were so the next verse would mean 

that the Jews continued bloodshed among themselves after the 

compact and would drive away their brethren and then ransom them if 

they were taken captives in war (!) 

Verse 85. This charge, on the Shia view is quite intelligible enough. 

It has reference to the esprit de carps of Islam* However much the Musal¬ 

mans might shed each other’s blood among themselves and drive away 

people from their homes they would not tolerate these victims of theirs 

to be taken captives by infidels and would ransom them at any cost. This 

everyone knows and feels in himself. It would be true even of persons 

persecuted for sectarian differences. The Sunni commentators, however, 

who would have this verse refer exclusively to the Jews relate the follow¬ 
ing to explain it. 

‘ The Jewish tribes Bani Quraiza and Bani Nazeer living side by side 

at Medina made an alliance with Aus and Khazraj the two rival tribes of 

Medina respectively, and when the latter fought against each other their 

allies took part in fighting and thus one Jewish tribe slaughtered and 

imprisoned the other and laid waste their habitations ; but afterwards 

collected subscriptions for the release of Jewish prisoners, giving reason 
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fof tlu.s that their law eoramandecl them to redeem the pi-isoiiers and they 

fought for the honoxir of their allies.’ ’ The reference,’ it is said, ‘ is to 

this inconsistent action on their part.’ 

Their rejection and murder of prophets. They reject the Prophet 

because he is not an Israelite though before his advent they used to look 

for his, day. They never believed really on Moses too. True test of 

faith is the boldness to invoke death. 

87. Of a surety we gave the Book unto Moses ; and 
after him We caused to follow (a succession of) apostles; and 
We endowed Jesus son of Mary wifh clear evidences and 
aided him with the Holy spirit (Rulml Quds), What! when¬ 
ever then a prophet came unto you with that which your 
hearts desired not, ye became stiff-necked ; so some ye gave 
the lie to and some ye are murdering. 

88. And they say, Our hearts are uncircumcised. 
(Gliulf) Na/, Grod hath cursed them because of their want of 
faith, wherefore they beheve but little. 

89. And when there came unto them a Book from Ood, 
verifying that which is with them, and aforetime they were 
wont to pray for victory against those who believed not, now, 
when there came unto them that which they recognised they 
rejected him, wherefore the curse of Ood is on the rejectors. 

90. Vile is the (price) for which they have sold their 
souls that they should deny what Ood hath revealed, out of 
envy that Ood should send down of His grace on whomsover 
of His servants He listeth, wherefore they have drawn on 
themselves wrath upon wrath, and for the unbehevers there 
shall be disgraceful punishment. 

91. And when it is said unto them, Believe in that 
w'hich Ood hath sent down they say, We believe in that 



which hath been sent down to us, and they reject that which 
is besides that, while it is the truth verifying that which they 
have. Say, why, then, have ye been killing the prophets of 
God from:before, if ye (indeed) were believers. 

92. And most certainly Moses came unto you with 
clear evidences but ye took (unto you) the calf after him and 

(therein) were ye wrong-doers. 

93. And (call to mind) when We took the pledge 'from 
you and lifted the mountain over you, (saying) Take hold of 
that which We have brought unto you with firmness and 
hearken (with obedience). They said. We have hearkened 
and we have disobeyed ; for lo ! (Ar cmd) in their hearts they 
were made to drink in (the love of) the calf by reason of their 
unbelief. Say vile is that to which your faith biddeth you 

if ye indeed, have faith. 

94. Say, If for you alone among men be the abode - in 

the Hereafter with God, then wish for death (invoke 

death A) if ye indeed say sooth. 

95. But they will never wish for it (invoke. A. yata- 

mmnaunalw) because of what their own hands have sent on 

before, and God (well) knoweth the wrong-doers. 

96. And thou wilt surely find them of all men the most 
covetous of life, (greedier even, Ar and) than those who join 
other gods with God, (each) one of them would fain that he 
hved a thousand years, and (yet) his living a long life will in 
no way remove him further off from the punishment, and 

God seeth well what they do. 

Vtne 81. ‘ And aided him with the Holy spirit.’ The same is said 

of Onr Lord Jesns in 2 : 254 and 5 : 110, and appears certainly something 

distinctive of Gnr Lord, as it is repeatedly said of him and not of the 

others. The latter verse 5 : 110 gives ns some indication of the peenliar 

virtne of this gift. Though his ministry as apostle was only for a short 

time towaMs the end of his life on earth, he began to show miracles from 
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his infancy speaking to men as soon as he was born and infusing life in 

toy bu*ds and so forth. Other prophets may occasionally have shown 

power to work miracles before their apostleship, this was certainly the 

ease with our Holy Prophet, but this Was first distinctly, visible in Our 

Lord Jesus and in a way may be said to be something distinctive of him. 

And the reason is obvious. But for this, no one would have listened to 

him as he would have acquired all ill name owing to the peculiar character 

of his birth. Also, it may be said, that owing to the Very brief period of 

his ministry he had no sufficient time to do his work and his preaching 

would in a very short time have come to nothing had the Holy Spirit not 

descended on the apostles, as is said in the Acts, and given them power to 

work miracles. This, I say only by conjecture, and only on the authority 

of the Acts and so it is open to the Musalmans to be diffident about it, but 

‘■the account is not inherently improbable and may have substantial reality. 

For the Holy Spirit see 97 : 4, ‘The angels and the Rtih descend,’ andi 

78 : 38, ‘ The angels and the Rah stand in rows,’ from which it is clear 

that it is a real existence like angels and something above them as is 

clearly stated in the traditions. See any commentaries on these verses, 

Sunni or Shia. It was this Spirit Ruh about which according to the 

traditions and the concensus of opinion among the commentators the 

question was made to the Prophet at the instance of some * people of the 

Book ’ which brought forth the reply, “ Say the Spirit is a matter of my 

Lord and ye are given but little knowledge ” 15 : 87. The Sunni com- 

mentatory Sirajul Munir cites traditions from Said ’bn Jubair and others 

to the effect that God did not create a Being greater than the Rah except 

His Throne. In 58 : 22 we read of a ’ Spirit from Him ’ aiding the time 

believers, and in some’ti-aditions of the Prophet and Imams cei4ain indi¬ 

viduals are said to have been backed by the Holy Spirit of Gabriel when 

engaged in religious discourses. In some px^ayers that have come d.own 

to us.from the Imams we are taught to salute to the Holy Spirit along 

with angels. 

These i^eferencefev only a few among hitndreds, make the real existence 

of a Holy Spirit beyond the possibility of a doubt and the Ahmadi com¬ 

mentator’s attempt to make it mean no mox^e than Holy Revelation is 

simply prepostex'ons. He does not take the trouble to enquire why it was 

something peculiar with Our Lord Jesus, he does not ask why this un¬ 

usual expression Was used for it cMefiy when it was monopolised by 

Christians for a s.pecdal sense, and he relies only on three verses 16 ; 2, 

40 : 15 and 42 : 52 where the wox^d Rah can be understood in the sense of 

a ^iritnal or emotiona^l iniuenee,. or imstpiiation as he chooses to render it 



everywheve. But the inapplicability of that simple meaning here is obvi¬ 
ous,—all the more so because of the reasons stated that it appears something 
distinctive of Our Lord and that it would have been misleading for the 
Quran to have used the terra at all and particularly so in eonneetiou with 
Our Lord Jesus, if it had not meant it in a sense closely akin to that it 
had acquired in the Christian usage. So the remark made by Sale on this 
verse that it would be an error to confound the Holy Spirit of the Quran 
with the Holy Ghost in the Christian ace9X)tation of the word is correct 
only to a limited extent. It is correct on y if by the Christian acceptation 
we understand that unintelligible cone ption of it which makes it one of 
the coeval members of Godhead constituting the Holy Trinity. But apart 
Irom that I see no essential diTerence between the Christian and Islamic 
conceptions of the Holy Spirit. Thus, we are told, Justin martyr placed it 
in the number of angels as the chief or the highest angel. In the 
Shepherd of Hennas, which is one of the earliest Christian writings 
Written about the middle of the 2nd century and regarded by some fathers 
as inspired and publicly read in the Churches according to Eusebius, we 
are taught the Holy Spirit was God’s creation to which a special body was 
given. According to some versions it was that from which all things 
were made. 

What then is the Holy Spirit. As we are told in 15 : 87 we have 
little knowledge and it is hopeless to know it in any sense of knowing. 
All we know is that it is a spiritual entity of a very high order whose 
function is to guide, inspire and infuse prophetic spirit in and confer 
miraculous powers on holy souls. Among the early divines*there was a 
tendency to identify it with some more well-known existences as Gabriel 
on the strength of 26 : 193 where the world Ihih is 'applied to him, or to 
the soul of Our Lord Jesus himself, as he is called ‘ Word of God and 
Spirit from Him ’ in 4 : 171. For the admissibility of these and other 
interpretations see Supplement on this verse. 

i' 

' ‘ Some ye gave the lie to and some ye are murdering.’ The proper 
force of ‘ gave the lie to ’ kazzahtum is that they maliciously or obstinate]}^ 
refused to believe in them believing all the time that they were truly sent 
of God. This obstinate rejection may be complete as in their attitude 
towards Our Lord Jesus or partial as in the case of their faith in Our 
Lords Moses and Aaron. They believed in him formally but would not 
easily give their assent to their commands when these were against their 
inclinations, or there was anything in their teachings which was rather 
too high for their capacity of faith and belief. The other prophets tod 
they rejected chiefly in specific teachings. In the case of Our Lord John 
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the Baptist tao^ whom the Jew Herod put to death ; it does not appear that 

he was held by any to be a false prophet, only his protest against the 

prince’s marriage Was not convenient. The same was the mentality of the 

half-believing Miisalmans; see note on verse 8 above. In fact they were 

spiritually one and the rebuke applies equally to them. So Munafiqs are 

frequently called ‘Jews of this community’ in the traditions of the 

Imams. 

‘ And some ye are murdering.’ The tense is preterite ‘ Muzare ’ used 

for the present and future, and the change is obviously meant to allude to 

the attempts the Jews (and the hypocritical Musalmans equally) were 

making on the life of the Prophet. Though they did not succeed in this 

in the case of the Holy Prophet, as they did not succeed either in the case 

of Moses and Jesus, the Musalmans of their fjpe of mind did kill Ali, who 

was the Nafs ” of the Prox^het according to 3 : 54. and the Imams 

after him. Spiritually they are one with the Prophet. It was apparently 

for this reason that the word murder is simply used—not in the form 

signifying the seeking of it. , For the verse having a side reference to the 

murder of the Imams after the Prophet see tradition cited by Safi in loco, 

88, ' Our hearts are uncireumcised.’ An instance of Jewish 

equivocation. It may mean, Our hearts are sealed and so we are pre¬ 

vented from accepting What the Prophet says. Or it may mean their 

hearts were repositories of knowledge, and being themselves repositories 

could not accept from others. 

89. Whatever fulfills a prophecy becomes an evidence for the 

truth of the prophecy. The advent of the Prophet fulfilled numbers of 

prophecies of their prophets which, if We reject him, remain unfulfiliei to 

this day. Also Jews had so hopelessly lost their sacred books and had so 

overloaded whatever reminiscence of truth they still retained in the extant 

Scriptures that it needed corroboration to be fit to be believ^ed in. 

There was constant expectation among the Jews of the promised 

Prophet soon appearing in Medina, and they always threatened the idola- 

torous tribes about them that when he would appear they would join his 

standard and expel and exterminate all of them. But when he did appear 

it was the idolatorers who came over to his side and believed in him in 

numbers, and the Jews met the fate that was foretold of them by Our Loiii 

Moses. See Dent Oh. 18:15—19. “And it shall come to pass that 

whoever will not hearken unto my words which he (the Prophet in v. 15) 

shall speak in my name, I will require it of himJ* 
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Tiat the Jews were expecting a prophet besides Christ and the 

resurrection of Elias, and that the prophecy was so well-known ainoiig 

them that a mere reference to him by the word * that prophet ’ was suffi¬ 

cient to make it well understood, appoears from John 11 25 “ Why baptisest 

thou, then, if thou be not the Christ, nor Elias, nor that prophet.’* 

But about this time the expectation seems to have become very strong 

and lively. We too have an expectation of a Mahdi to arise, but we do 

not threaten others or console ourselves that the wrongs we suffer would 

soon be rectified and retaliated for us. N or are the Jews known to have 

done so at any earlier period. But in this ease the threats of this were 

so constantly made that when the Prophet addressed the pilgrims from 

Medina they spoke to one another “ Know surely this is the Prophet 

whom the Jews are threatening us with . So make haste to believe in him.** 

(Muir, Life of Mohammad). 

Even Sir William Muir with all his prejudice against Islam has had 

to admit that this is no mere Mohamedan fiction but has had a good basis 

of truth. Indeed, he makes use of it to explain the wonderful rapidity 

with which Islam spread in Medina. All this shows that there is 

truth in the traditions that so^j that the Jews knew that the time of the advent loas 

near at hand^ and knew even the place where he woidd makr his app 'arunce. 

Without such proximity of time and place no such living consciousness 

can be awakened. 

Verse 91, Notice that here too, as in verse 83, the murder of prophets 

is spoken of in the preterite in place of past with a ‘ before ’ to make the 

charge more precise. All having sympathy with the murderers of the 

prophets and all of a like mind are actually one with them. 

Verse 93, ' Took the pledge.* This is the ten commandments. See 

Dent 5 : 3. See note to verse^G8 above. Anv way they were so frighten- 

eel that they sought that God should not speak to them again lest they die. 
Exodus 20 :19. 

They said ‘ We have hearkened and disobeyed ’ i. o. while aecepting 

outwardly, disobedience was the underlying current of their taoughts. 

Or it may be literally true of some, as some commentators suggest, 

as Galileo is said to have done when forced to deny earth’s motion. 

‘ And in their hearts they were made to drink in the calf.’ The 

meaning is that they were made to imbibe the love of the calf, but 

the form of the expression is already suggested by actual facts. Se$ 

Exodus 33 : 20 and Dent 7 : 21. In Muslim traditions One account agrehfl 
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with the BIblieal one that Moses made them drink of water mixed with 

ashes of the calf, and another says some of them themselves rushed into 

the sea and drank olT the water where the ashes were floating. Any way 

the use of the expression is artistic. 

94. The expression ' If the future abode with God be specially 

for you to the exclusion of (the rest of) the people ’ is equivalent to their 

religious theory that the}" were God’s specially chosen people. And it 

was this preposterous idea and others of a similar nature that made them 

reject the Prophet in spite of the raiiltifarious sets of evid:ences for him. 

The gift of prophecy, they said, was an exclusive privilege of their own. 

no prophet could arise beyond the pale of Israelite nation and particulai’- 

ly the Prophet foretold by Moses (in Dent 18 : 15-19 and others) could 

not be other than an Israelite. 

The object of the vei’se is to appeal to them candidly and eonscien- 

ciously to see whether they bad suflicient ground to be sure that those 

preposterous assertions were true. If they were , really so 8111*6 that they 

were a people specially favoured of God life should be a bux'den to them* 

They would be longing for death to come to the everlasting bliss of 

Pai'adise as speedily as possible. Or instead of seeking plans^ or making 

use of the force of arms, against the life of the Prophet and Ms people 

(which, of course^ God does not prevent in the ease of anjO they might in 

their hours of devotion appeal to God against him and pray for his death 

and destruction. That too required a depth and intensity of conviction 

which they were lacking, and in this ease they were certainly sure that 

they would bring their own destruction. Oommentatoi’S are divided as to 

whether the former or the latter meaning is to be preferred ; the first view 

is favoured by the use of the word To manna ’ wish’ instead of prayer and 

the words * because of what their hands have done ’ in the next verse ; and 

the latter by the point in dispute being mentioned; If you think that the 

abode of the Hereafter is specially for you to the exclusion of all others*’ 

But the latter is the older explanation dating from the time of the 

Prophet (Ibne Abbas) and, the word Tamanna might have been preferred to 

Biia ' prayer’ to imply that they being specially favoured of God, in a 

mattei* so just and reasonable, even their wish might be responded to 

though they may not even pray for it. If they did not do so, and the 

next verse says emphatically that they will never do it, this §hows, on 

the first view that their pretensions to a special grace of God are idle and 

it is vii*tues and vices that count as on the Muslim theory, and on the 

second view that they dare not do so, as they know that the claims of the 

Prophet are true and they theinselves are liars. ^ Their misdeeds ’’ on this 
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view is tlie eorruption of their Scriptures of which they must be conscious 

for it was on these corruptions that they took their stand. 

Verse 96. An observation that is true to this day and cannot have 

failed to strike even a casual observer. And the reason is plain. Those 

who have no (or at least very feeble) consciousness of a life in the here¬ 

after naturally seek to make the most of this transient life and so are 

most attached to worldly matters. This is common to Jews and the 

Eastern pantheistic and polytheistic religions, and now to the nominal 

Christians of the West as well. 

Section 12. 

The Jews’ hatred of Gabriel as tne angel opposed to them and 

favouring the Prophet, and their breaking the pledge that Moses had taken 

of them to believe in him. They are addicted to sorcery the art of which 

they falsely attribute to the prophet Solomon. 

97. Say, whoever might be enemy of Gabriel, yet 
verily he it is who hath brought it down unto thy heart by 
God’s permission (or command Im), confirming that which is 
before it, and a guidance and good news for the behevers. 

98. Whoever is an enemy unto God and His angels 
and His apostles and Gabriel and Michael—then verily God 
is an enemy unto the unbehevers. 

99. And to thee verily We have sent down clear signs 
and none disbelieve in them except the profligate (or rebelhous 
Fusiqem). 

100. What! whenever they make a pledge a party of 
them cast it aside 1 Nay, most of them do not believe. 

101. And when an apostle came unto them from before 
God confirming that which was with them, a party of those 
to wbom the Book was given cast the Book of God behind 
their backs as if they knew nothing-. 
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. . 102. And they folio we 1 what the devils we'e wont to 
devise against the power (or kingdom Mulk) of Solomon, but 
Solomon was not an apostate, it was the devils who became 
infidels, aiid teach men sorcery and that which was sent, 
down unto the two angels at Babel, Harut and Marut, yet 
those two teach no one until they have said, We are only a, 
temptation, therefore be not an infidel. So they learn from 
these twain that wherewith they might part man from wife, 
yet they hurt none thereby save by the leave {hn) of God,. 
and they learn (only) that which would harm and not profit- 
them; and they surely knew that, of a truth, whosoever 
bought it, for him there was no portion in the life hereafter, 
and verily a vile thing (it was) for which they have sold 
their souls, had they but known. 

103. And had they believed and feared (or guarded 
themselves against evil Ittaqaii) reward from before God had 
surely been good, had they (only) known. 

Verse 97. Difficult as it must be for a cultured man of the present 

day to understand the perverse logic of primitive people, he will do well 
r 

to familiarise himself with the quaint modes of thought among the low- 

cultured and the primitive type of men in our own times. It should 

never be forgotten that much of the question in those days was not of 

truth or falsity of a religion, but simply of my religion and your religion. 

Your religion may be a true one, but my religion is also good and true in 

its way, and so I will not have anything to do with what you have. It 

was a notion of Jews that Michael was their guardian angel (see Daniel 

12 : 1 ‘ the great prince which standeth for the children of thy people.’) 

And they looked upon Gabriel as their enemy because he was considered 

to be the avenging angel who brought down divine punishment upon the 

guilty. It was he that generally inspired the prophets, and it is well- 

known their messages were generally imprecations against the Israelites 

for their perversities. Thus it was he that announced to Daniel (see 

8 ; 16, 9 : 21, 10 : 13 and 14 &e) ^ what shall befall thy people in the later 

days, for yet the vision is for many days.’ It was he who announced the 

birth of Our Lord John the Baptist (Luke 1: 19) whose fate at their hands 

or by their neglect was the main curse to their nation. Particularly, it 

was he that announced to Mary the birth of Our Lord Jesus Christ whom 
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they hated so peevishly. The traditions add that they liated him also 

beeanse it was he that saved Nebnehadnezzar out of their hands when he 

was quite a boy, and this Nebuchadnezzar afterwards eatised their destrn.v 

tion and destroyed their Temple. In short, for these reasons the Jews 

had a sort of prejudice against Gabriel, This soon led to the notion that 

Gabriel was charged to take the prophecy to some one of the Israelites, 

but out of spite for them he took it to an Ishmaelite, Mohammad. 

The passage is said to have been occassioned as follows :—A Jew 

named Abdullah ’bn Suriya came to the Prophet and piit certain questions 

to test bis gift of prophecy. He was soon convinced that he was a true 

prophet, but at the end it struck him to ask which angel it was that com¬ 

municated messages to him. Being told it was Gabriel, he said he would 

never believe, as Gabriel was enemy of his people. For a parallel ins¬ 

tance of such prejudices leading to perversities in religion witness the fact 

now well recognized that after the splitting up of Aryans into Persians 

and Indians Devas became the name of devils in Persian, and Asura 

(primarily name of Supreme spirit in the oldest parts of the Veda) 

laterly acquired the directly opposite meaning of demons. 

Mark the artistic use of the word Izn here. The word clearly means 

command here; and though the use of the word in that sense is allowed in 

lexicons, yet the usual application of the word is the sense of permission, 
1 

and it may bs safely said that tbe use of the word in the sense of com¬ 

mand is hardly ever to be met with in literature. Yet it is used in tbe 

sense of command not only here but in man3>- other places ; as see 25 : 45 

the Prophet is said to be ‘Caller unto God’ b^' His permission (or command 

Izn). In 42 : 51 angels are said to inspire prophets by God’s leave (or 

command Izn). Thus the word is repeatedly used in the Quran infa sense 

implying command, but only where there is mention of granting com¬ 

mission to prophets and the like. Wh}’' so, except to indicate that com¬ 

mand is made in response to the wishes of some one else? In fact the 

initiative is taken by the prophet himself. It is only when he himself 

is sorely touched by the corruption of the times that God, proving His sin¬ 

cerity and fitness for the task, gives him the commission to guide the people 

by methods most suitable for the times. The discipline given is also in 

most cases designed by the prophet, and only approved of by God. Thus 

the command is virtually a sort of permission in their case. 

Verse 102. The commentators say that the devils spread tales to the 

effect that the great power that Our Lord Solomon had over nature was 

due to witchcraft and they forged a book in his name on the art of fasci¬ 

nation, As in magical practices false deities are invoked as directed by 
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the devih so the Indiilg^in^ in this sort of raagie is pure infidelity. It was 

possibly this way that the belief spread that Solomon became infidel. For 

a rindieation of Our Lord Solomon against the blasphemous change of 

being tempted into polytheism which the Bible imputes to him see the 

article in Ency : Bibliea by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, eal. 4589. We are 

indebted to the Ahmadi commentator for this reference. Having shown 

how mistakes crept into the Bible statements he concludes, ‘ That 

Solomon had a number of wives, both Israelites and non-Israelites, is 

probable enough, but he did not make alters for all of them^ nor did he 

combine the worship of his wives^ gods with that of Yahewe/ 

That in the face of facts which have converted men like SirO. Lodge^ 

Sir William Crookes and other greatest men of the day to spiritualism, 

the intellectual atmosphere of this materialistic age should continue to 

look down upon bv^lief inspirits, good and tea:], and their powers to 

materialize and take part in material affairs, is a species of preiudice that 

must be well observed and borne in mind. It will make it easier to under¬ 

stand how the Jews, Quraishites and so many others, continued to dis¬ 

believe in the face of hundreds of mii'aeles worked before their eyes. But 

we ai"e not concerned with that here. The fact of the existence of good 

and evil spirits capable of eorporial manifestation has an amount of 

evidence at the present day that falls short only of direct personal obser¬ 

vation. Full discussion is reserved for note on some future verse. The 

same applies to Szhr ‘ fascination.’ 

Anything done by invoking the agency of spirits, and anything dome 

in imitation of it by subtly concealing the source of power is condemned 

as Sih7^ in the law of Islam. Much of the Sih' we are oceassionally coil- 

fronted with is certainly independent of spiidt agency being either imita¬ 

tion—triekei^y, or effected bj" spiritualistic powei^ of men which the 

mateilalistie science has been ignoring but in the present age is beginning 

to recognize, however slowly and reluctantly. At a time when this last 

soni*ce of occult pi'actiees was little undm*stood Our Loi’d Jafar el Sadiq, 

plainly assigned to it a place in the souittes of fascination. He says it iS' 

based on three things paidly on kicks, paidily on mental energies and 

partly on league with the Evil Spirit (Ihtijaj). 

Fascination. chiefly of the lower, imitative and spiritualistic type 

had much increased in Babylonia and other centres of oid civilization. 

This created difficulties in men’s inception of true religions faith. They 

were unable to distinguish true miracles of God from these acts of sorcery 

and were easily delnded, Ta remedy this state of things Grod sent two' 

angel* Harnt and Marut to the prophet of those times to teaji]^ him these 
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seciret arts for the exposure of those that so deluded the people. At the 

instance of this prophet; they themselves remained for sometime on earth 

in human shape and taught them the secrets of the occult art, warning 

them at the Same time that they should not be tempted to indulge in these 

arts. This knowledge communicated through men and evil spirits is the 

second source from which the Jews derive their arts of exorcism &c. 

(See Safi in loco). 

The horror of the supernatural leads the Ahmadi commentator to 

turn the whole verse in another way, and in this, it must be admitted, he 

is well helped by the parsimony of Arabic graminer which uses the same' 

forms and particles for a variety of senses. Thus ma is a relative pro¬ 

noun ‘ that which ’ as well as the negative particle ‘ not.’ This enables 

him to translate IVa ma unzila as ‘it was not revealed’ (to the angels), only 

it leaves without a subject. But that is little matter for a man of 

his calibre and he qnitely takes the little word ‘ it ’ to be understood, not 

caring to know that it must be taken as a relative pronoun unless some 

subject as Slunun ‘ anything ’ Were distinctly given. So he renders Ilatta 

mqula as ‘ so that they should have said * instead of ‘ until they have said 

and says from his prophetic insight that it was a common belief that tire 

angels gave the warning. We are only a trial, therefore do not disbelieve. 

This statement was added to their story to save the character of angels as 

penitent. ' But for these little things his rendering must be confessed to 

be perfectly admissible. But there is another thing which one must beg 

to differ. ‘ Ma yufarriquiia Uhi Imin a.l 7nar^e wa zavjiJd ’ by which every one 

understands that they make a division (in the sense of quarrel) between 

man and wife, he softens down to ‘ make a distinction between man and 

his wife * and this to support the admirable conceit on which he dwells at 

some length that the reference in this verse is to secret councils amonff 

the Jews (against the pfophet) of the nature of Masonic societies, for it 

, is in freemasonery and in no other religious society of the world that 

women ai-e totally excluded 11 The object is to get over the reality of 

the efficacy of sorcery, which is plaittiy affirmed here subject to the will of 

God, However the central idea is good that the complaint about their 

sorcery may have some reference to their using it against the Holy- 

Prophet. The two Surahs at the end of the Quran are said to have been 

occasioned by a Jew’s using this black art to kill the Pyophet, and we are 

told it had some .effect when the recital of the Surahs as directed nullified 

it. There is nothing improbable in supposing that some Jews might have 

been using their exorcism to breed dissensions between him and bis wives, 

which, if it was so, was certainly efBcacious in the case of at least two of 
them who are complained of in Surak60‘it 
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There is a story of Ilai'nt and Marnt to the efPeet that these angels 

having been given the passions of men fell in love with two women, and 

from that went to all sorts of sins and as a punishment were confined in a 

Well at Babylon. This story is given from Sunni sources by Sale, Rod well 

and others in their editions of the Quran and is dwelt upon at length by 

anti-Muslim critics who show that the story is of Persian origin. As to 

Sunnis it is true that there are numerous traditions, some traced to the 

Prophet, so that in Siraj the author concludes that there must be some 

truth in the tradition. Yet it is discredited by some writers, as see Mawa- 

hibmZoM. AstotheShias they have no traditions from the Prophet, 

on the contrary we have vertf emphatic denials ot the story bj OurLoi'ds Riza 

and Hasan Ashari. There are only two traditions in which it is said to 

have been related by the Imams, one by Our Lord Baqir at the question 

of the Sunni Ata and the other by Our Lord Ali at the question of the 

Kharijite Ibnul KaWWa. Both of these questioners being decidedly hostile 

it is clear no weight can be attached to these two traditions. 

Section 13. 

The Jews’ hatred of the Prophet, and their trying to breed doubts in 

the minds of believers sometimes regarding the abrogation of verses and 

sometimes regarding the Why and wherefore of specific directions. They 

would have then relapse into idolatory. Their idea that salvation is 

confined to themselves is unscriptnral. 

10-1:. 0 ye who believe! Say not Rcisnci^ but say 

Umurna, and hearken, and for the unbelievers (there) is 

painful punishment. 

105. Neither the unbelievers among the people of the 

Book, nor those who associate others with G-od, love that 

aught that is good should come down unto you from your 
Lord; but God chooseth especially for His favour whom¬ 

soever He listeth for God is the Lord of mighty grace. 

106. Not a verse do We cancel or cause it to be for¬ 

gotten but that We bring one better than it or like it; 

knowest thou not that God hath power over all things ? 

107. Knowest thou not that verily God ! to Him be- 

longeth the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and that 

beside God there is for you neither friend nor helper. 
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108. Would you question your Apostle (even) as Moses 
was questioned of old ? But whosoever eharigeth faith for 

unbelief, he hath of a surety missed the right path. 

109. Bain would many of the people of the Book turn 
you back to be unbelievers after ye have believed, because of 
the envy in their hearts after the truth hath become mani¬ 
fest to them but forgive and pass over till God bring about 
His command, verily God hath power over all things. 

110. And keep up prayer and give zacat (poor rate) and 

whatsoever of good ye send on before you for yourselves, 
that shall ye find with God, for verily God seeth all ye do. 

111. And thej^ say, none shall enter paradise save those 
who are Jews or Nazarenes—'Such ai'o their (fond) delusions 
{Amaniyyalmm, vain desires), say, Bring forth your proof 

if ye say sooth. 

112. Aye! He who hath resigned his face before G od 
and is virtuous, he shall have his reward with his Lord and 
fear shall not come upon them neither shall they grieve. 

Verse. 104. Raena is equivalent to ‘ have regard for ns.’ Whenever 

the Musalmans did not closely follow the Prophet in his teachings they 

nsed that word to request him not to go too fast, and explain the matter 
♦ 

over again. But with a slig'ht change of accent it may come to mean 

* stupid' or ‘ cattle-tender.’ The Jews seized on this for derision and 

began to say Piaena to the Prophet in that twisted way. The offence this 

must have given can be imagined. Saad ’bn Maaz, a Medina chief of fiery 

temper noticed this and his fur}^ knew no bounds. There would have 

been much blood-shed, but as in the revelation that came in time they 

were simply directed to change that word for another they felt themselves 

bound not to go beyond that and so nothing happened. In the word 

Unzurna there is no such occasion for play upon the accents of words. 

These offensive practices of the Jews meant to annoy and irritate 

the Prophet and the Musalmans continued for a long time. Thus in Sura 

IV also there is a similar complaint about such habits ‘ Of those Who are 

Jews there are those who alter words from their places and say “ We 

have heard and we disobey, and hear without being heard, and 
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(listortii^or it with their tongues and taunting, about n’eligion and if thej 

had said we hear and we obey a,nd hear, and Umurna it would have been 

better for them, but God has cursed them for their unbelief so they do 

not believe but a little ” verse 45. Notice the softn<?ss of the language in 
a matter so irritating. 

105. The psychological influence of personal prejudices should 

alwaywS be borne in mind. It is this spirit of envy that, whether consci¬ 

ously or not, created a spirit of aversion in their minds against Islam and 

prevented if.s acceptance, and it was the same that created the spirit of 

aversion among the Munafiqs. 

IQ(). ^ Xaskh.^ Originally removing as in the expression 

I ‘ The sun removed the shade ^ is used in Law for a com¬ 

mand once in fon^e being cancelled by a diflerent one. In sxich eases the- 

first command must be supposed to be only of tempoi-ary nature, and it is 

only because we are not informed of the period from befoi^e that we think 

there has been any real change in the divine law. Thus ^in changing the 

Qibla it is precisely stated that the former Qibla was meant only to^ be a 

trial for the people of Mecca (^ee note on verse 143). 

Clearly if truth and the moi^al and spiritual development of man is 

the one grand object of religion doctrines and mattei'S relating to 

morals must remain immutable. All practical matters, legal regulations of 

all kinds and forms of devotion and religions^ discipline ax^e* liable to* 

change from time to time owing to varying conditions- of people and 

society. But it must be remembered that though when originally enunci¬ 

ated these were genea-ally adapted to the people and society to whom they 

were given—they are not liable to chaixge zpso facts with every change m- 

their conditions. Even when they cease to' be well adapted, they serve to- 

preserve the historical continuity of the commxxnity and prevent an obli¬ 

teration of its distinctive features. This is an impoid;ant point to be- 

remembered in connection both with pniely religions-imles TOd temporal 

laws having religions sanction or sanctity. (This point is discussed ia 

detail in my Pi-inciples). Theie is also here something of the privilege 

of the prophet. However the social conditions may have altered, the laws- 

ennneiatfcd by him continue in foxee as a token of people’s loving obe¬ 

dience to his will till another equal to* him oa- greater comes to eaneel and 

institute new laws in their stead. 

The ease is still more trite of disciplinaiy regalatiom. Most of the 

forms of devotion prescribed in religion are simply sanctioned of God t the 
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Propliet, being in fact enti-ustod with the training of the people for spiritual 

life, devises what regulations and forms of devotion he thinks fit and in 

our obedience to him consists our spiritual perfection. Here particularly 

as in everything else, it is the spirit of faithful obedience that is of chief 

importance all else is comparatively nothing. That this is no new thing 

with Islam and older laws have been abrogated by later prophets and by 

the same prophet at different times must be well-known to every reader 

of the Old and New Testament. 

JS^msiha, ‘ Cause it to be forgotten.’ The Sunni commentators, most 

of them, take it literally and relate several stories of verses and even 

whole Surahs having been miraculously forgotten and they explain the 

shortness of Surah IX in cairrent editions on this theoiv (s^e Siraj m loco). 

It is said this Surah was equal in size to the present Surah II, and con¬ 

tained detailed particulars about Munafiqs, the dissembling Musalmans 

It is a mnte point whether this was so or not; all that can be said is 

that it is not very likely, though the policy of the times makes it not im¬ 

possible that some such course might have been adopted (see Introduction). 

At all events we know that all human acts, good or bad, are repeatedly 

ascribed in the Quran to God in the predestinarian sense explained in note 

at end of see 1 in Supp. Whether forgotten by neglect of men or by 

natural failing of memory or by miracle, as the Sunnis would have it, the 

Quran was a Living Eevelation, and it was not necessary to actually re¬ 

produce the verse lost in this way. Another and a better one could be 

revealed, if required, or it might he left to the Living Word of God, the 

Prophet and Imams, to teach the substance of it. 

But, for all that has been said above, it is remarked that both the 

words used N'ciskh (for abrogation) and Ahsy (for foi*getting) have other 

meanings, which seems meant to show that the abrogation is to be nnder- 

stoodherein arestricted sense. We have seem that N'askh originally means 

removing in place, so N'as^ does also, mean in common language delaying in 

time. Actually Siraj has taken that meaning in preference to the other, 

though the author is a Sunni and believes in the ‘ forgetting ^ theory. 

What it shows is this. Nothing that cannot stand, as untrue statements 

or immoral or unjustifiable directions, is ever revealed. All th at is abro¬ 

gated or forgotten is that which, in itself true and just, can be cast into 

shade for a time owing to varying conditions of life or, it may be, owing 

to certain principles ; thus verse 115 below has the appearance of being 

abrogated by 14i, but any child can see that there is no real discrepancy in 

principle, only the directions change in special cases. And if the Sunni 

view is right that certain portions of the Eevelation are lost by fox*getting 
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implying: that there may be something relating to belief in them, 

then the mere forgetting of them do not make those beliefs nnsoxind or 
nntrne. 

Tlie Ahmadi commentator has a sort of horror for abrogation and 

so tries to raahe it the abrogation of Jewish Law by the Islamic one« It 

does apply to that and all previous religions but there is no reason to 

restrict it to that. 

It may be noted that according to Qnpimi there.is a slight mistake in 

the popular reading. The correct reading is JSfaate be khainn midaha ‘ We 

bring something equally good,’ the new command is always equal in excel¬ 

lence to the old ,one. Looking to the old conditions the old command 

cannot be said to be inferior. 

108. ‘ Put questions to the apostle ’ i. e. about reasons for 

this and that direction, as was the habit of Israelites who inspite of wit¬ 

nessing so many miracles were always grumbling whenever there was 

irnpleasant experience in carrying out orders. 

Implicit trust and obedience constitutes the very life of faith, and all 

such questioning about disciplinary matters, and generally all matters of 

obligation, is a species of infidelity. 

Verse 109. ' Till God bring about ’ &c. A clear prophecy of their 

downfall. Mark the prejudice of the Jews. They did not mind to see people 

converted to Judaism, but would rather have them relapse into idolatory 

than retain the purer faith of Islam. This is stated more clearly 

in 4 ; 51. 

The context must not be passed over here. Verse 106 says direc¬ 

tions of practice can be changed at any time, verse 108 reprimands Musal- 

mans for asking the why and wherefore of specific directions. The verse 

before us is connected with these. The Medina people had a sort of 

respect for the Jews and their Scriptures, and it was their testimony that 

led them to believe in Islam (see note an verse 101 above). They now 

sought to throw doubts in people’s minds by pointing out that the Pro¬ 

phet sometimes directed things that were unlawful in the old Scriptures 

and sometimes changed his own directious. How much this, even the 

former, had effect on the people in the low culture of the days we see in 

their refusing to cut down date trees when ordered to do so in the seige 

of Bani Nazeer (see Surah 59 : 5 note). 

Ver;^e IlL An instance of the profound knowledge the Prophet 

must have had of those religions and the scriptures they receive. The 



Israelite was pre-eminently a national religion and tlielr scriptures are 

engrossed with them and them only. They were indeed directed to slay 

those who worshipped strange gods—and they may be presumed to be 

cursed in next life too, though even this much is problematical. That the 

strange gods were false gods—a pure fiction, is an idea of very late 

growth—these foreign gods were simply to be disregarded and not to be 

worshipped. At all events there is not the slightest hint anywhere about 

the fate of those that, not believing in strange gods, should also not be a 

Jew. The idea that salvation is confined to Judaism was a mere “ vain 

desire ” engrafted upon their religion probably after the rise and growth 

of Christianity. Bnt, strange to say, in the case of Christians too there is 

no more foundation for the doctrine of exclusive salvation. Nowhere it 

was thought so by Christ, it was only added later by the Church fathers. 

In fact the Unitarian Church is emphatic in denying this doctrine to be 

any part of Christ’s teaching. 

Vrrse 112, This is the doctrine of Reason and therefore' carries its 

own evidence of truth. But before one can be sure that he submits him¬ 

self heart and soul to the one true God he must try to know Him and see 

if there are reliable means to find His pleasure. Only on this latter con¬ 

dition can he be said to be a true seeker after God. 

Section 14. 

Bifferenees in religions are due to perversion of truth. Vanquish* 

ment; of those who ruin mosques. To attribute a son to God is to deny 

His perfection. Demand for direct revelation or other such miracle. 

The Prophet not responsible for the persistent unbelief of the people and 

not to make any relaxation for them. Only those attached spiritxially 

with him are perfectly guided. 

113. And the Jews say, The Nazarenes rest on naught 
and the Nazarenes say, the Jews rest on naught, yet they 
read the Book. Even so say those that know not (of reve¬ 
lation) the hke of their saying. But God will judge between 
them on the day of resurrection regarding that about which 
they differ. 

114. And who is more iniquitous than he who hinders 
the mosfiues of God from that His name be remembered 



there and strives after their destruetiou. The^se! it were net 
(fit) for them to enter therein except in fear. For them is 
disgrace in this world and a great punishment in the Here¬ 

after. 

115. And God’s is the East and the West, so whither¬ 
soever ye turn, there is the face of God. Verily God is the 
Comprehending (or every where (B) or ample giving (A) 

Wasei) the Knowing. 

116. And they say, God hath taken unto Him a son— 
Glory be to him ! Nay, His is all that is in heavens and 

earth ; all are obedient to Him. 

117. Originator of tlie Heavens and the Earth ! And 
whenever He decreeth a thing He only saith to it, Be and 

it is. 

118. And those that know not (ignorant heathens B) 
say, Tjnless God speak to us or a sign come unto us., 
Even so said those that were before them the like of their 
saying—their hearts are alike. Surely the signs We have 
already made clear to those who become sure. 

119. Verily We have sent thee with the Truth, a bearer 
of good news and a Warner, and thou shalt not be questioned 

as to the dwellers of Hell. 

120. And never will the Jews be content with thee— 
nor the Christians, until thou follow their religion. Say it 
is the guidance of God that is (the true) guidance ; and surely 
if thou follow their fancies, after that which has come to 
thee of (true) knowledge thou shalt have from God neither 

a friend nor a helper. 

121. They to whom We have given the Book read it 
as it ought to be read, these believe therein, and whoever 
believes not in it, these then are the losers. 



Vers^ llo. ‘ Those who do not know ’ are the heatlicns whose relt^ 

gioTis systems have no jdace for revelation or inspiration in our sense of 

the word. The last words show that all rest on something, Reason or 

Revelation, it is only lies and prejudices that have so completely encrusted 

themselves on each that they cannot recognise each other. On the day o£ 

resurrection God will make it plain to all how much of bias they have 

allowed to be swayed away with, and so perverted the teaching of Reason 

and Revelation. 

114. A prophecy about the ultimate triumph of Islam and 

downfall of its opponents. The wording of the verse is general and a 

number of historical facts have been noted by the commentators as covered 

by this verse or stated to be particularly referred to there. Qnmmi says 

it was the hinderance offerred by the Quraishites to let the Prophet come 

to Mecca for pilgrimage in A. H. 7. Others say it is the mosques, places 

reserved by early Musalmans at Mecca for devotion, the infidels doing 

their best to prevent them in their worship. But none of these things 

come to actual striving for the destruction of mosques which, it may be 

added, were very few in that early period. There was however an 

attempt well-known to history by the Mnnafiqs (hypocritical converts) to 

kill the Prophet on his return from Tabuc and then to raze to the ground 

all the mosques of Medina and elsewhere. The words apply fully to this 

and the verse seems to be a prophecy of this turn the progress of events 

took in the history of Islam. It may be noted that infidels are not to 

be allowed to enter mosques at all, and their entering it in fear means 

that they have taken to the profession of Islam though only in appearance. 

Verse 116. Tiamlhi * turn* does not necessarily mean turning one's 

face in a specific direction in prayer, and it has been said that this verse 

has no reference to it at alL It is said to mean in effect, whichever side 

you Musalmans turn you will have victory. Or the infidels may bo 

addressed here. Whichever way they turn fleeing they will meet with 

the might of God against them. But under this verse a relaxation is 

made in the case of optional prayers. While in compujlsory prayers one 

has to turn towards the fixed Qibla and so should get down for prayer 

from a moving conveyance (except a ship of course) for fear it may turn 

to othei’ directions the optional prayers are allowed under this verse on 

such conveyances without any such scruples about the subsequent change 
of direction. 

Verse 116. Siihhanahu. The word signifies purity i. e. freedom from 

all limitations and imperfections to which all and even the totality of 

creation is subject. Metaphorically, all may said the sons of God and 
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4 
as a inetapbor it was current among Jews of Clirist’s time. ^ K 

masses it is difficult to keep metaphor as a metaphor and when the Chris* 

tiaus made the term distinotive for Christ the natural implications of the 

word> homogeneity and equality with the father, could not help to be 

resisted and corruption of the sublime faith of Christianity was inevitable. 

Hence the offence tuken in Islam against the use of this word of anyone 

particularly, whether as a matter of doctrine or even as a metaphor. 

Whoever rememloers that all the highest as much o,s the lowest depend 

upon Him and submit to His will as a matter of inherent necessity 

{Qariiiitn) Will not have the boldness to use that expression of anyone. 

Vme 117. Badie Not merely the maker, but the original designer 

of the form of creation without any previous similitude whatever. This 

is a point that 0\ir Lord Ali lays stress on again and again in his ad* 

dresses, Thns he says He created the creation in the perfect sense of 

creating and began it in the perfect sense of beginning,, without a thought 

rolled in his mind and without an experience to avail of and without 

motion excited, or attention devoted to it,’* (Nahajol Balagah), 

• Thinking out even a quality of a thing without having previous ex* 

perienee of it is impossible, much less can it be possible for one to conceive 

a form of being without knowing it previously. The thing is really as 

difficult as creation of the substance itself. 

'Be, and it is,* As explained by onr Lord Ali' Not by sound uttered, 

nor by voice heard. His word, Blessed be He, is action proceeding from 

Him.’ 

ns. ' Unless God speak ’ &c. Reference to the preposterous 

demands of the Israelites to see God and the like. This verse 

fend there are others like it) mises an important question. Did the 

Prophet disclaim the power of working miracles? If so all the 

mii’acles recorded in history and authentic traditons are mere tales and 

even those recorded in the Quran, as the splitting of the moon have to be 

explained away, as best we can, fey relegating them to poetical language 

or the like. Fortunately we have very positive means to settle this 

<^uestion, for our belief that the Prophet was gifted with power of woik* 

ing mii'acles, is based not on mere testimony of others, but on facts of 

direct experience. As shown in the Introduction and other writings of 

mine, we have clear evidence of higher spiritual powers of the Prophet 

and the Imams in.the numerous anticipations of scientific truths that were 
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impossible even to be guessed at in that age and eountvy. Then we have 

numbers of prophecies fulfilled in history—some long after the prophecies 

being entered in extant writings. Then we have an overwhelming mass 

of miracles ccmneeted with the holy shrines of the Imams and places 

associated with their names. Miracles connected with Tazias are publish¬ 

ed every year and there can be no doubt about their authenticity. kSome 

have their time and place fixed so that they can be witnessed every year. 

Finally then are the Istikhara and the mourning over Husain which are 

permanent miracles in the lives of all true believers. Fven of the miracles 

recorded in history some, we must bear in mind, Imve the most undoubted 

authority for them. The miracles of the Imams ]*ecorded by prejudiced 

(Sunni writers have all the credit of hostile or at least miwilliug witnesses 

in their favour. It is clear all the miracles of the Imams have to be 

taken to the credit of the Prophet as he was the source of all their spiri¬ 

tual pOAvei’S. Not ten thousand verses then of the Quran can shaken our 

conviotion that the Prophet was gifted with power of miracles and must 

have exhibited some of it in the days when he was living. 

What then was the sign they wanted and was not given them f To 

see this consider the most prominent of his miracles—the splitting of the 

moon. Even this was attrilmted to magic—a continual and persistent 

witchcraft (see Sura Qaiiiar v. 1 and 2.) What other could he given ! 

What they wanted was a sign that could convince them that it v/as cer¬ 

tainly of divine origin, could not by any possibility be attributed to in¬ 

ferior powers. Can any such be concieved ^ It would be hard for many 

toconcieve any such ; and I would say, yes, but only such as would bring 

about the very undesirable state of things called ICaslife GhiUi ‘ Uplifting 

of the veil.’ most glorious wonders filling heaven and earth, so prominent 

that no eye can escape them and so permanent that in time the suspicion 

of fascination and witchcraft and the like mav naturally wear awav. That 
<1* fc 

as a matter of fact it was such wonders that were sought of the Prophet by 

people we are clearly told in several places in the Quran. Thus in Surali 

17 ; 92 35 we read ‘‘And they say, ‘ We will never believe in thee ti)! thou, 

bring out springs for us from the earthy or that there be a garden for thee 

of dates and pomegranates, and springs run in it plentifully, or that the 

heavens might fall (as thou thinkest) over us, or thou bring God and His 

angels in a tribe. Or that thou have a house of gold or ascend up to 

heaven and we will not believe they ascending till thou bring down in us 

a book that we might read,” Even in the verse before us it is clear the 

sign they wanted was something akin in graVity and prominence to God’s 

own speaking with them. Now it is clear such wonders would take away 

all value of faith ; there would in fact be no question of faith at all. Faith 
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and tifist in God Tvonkl be Tike the eonvietion that fire burns or that iron 
rusts. 

Again it must be remembered that nineh depends on the spirit in 

which the demand for miracles is made. It is quite legitimate to demand 

from a prophet some proof that he is more than a man and that he is 

really chosen by God to convey his message but this asurance should be 

sought in an enquiring spirit and in a mood of mind free alike from 

scepticism and credulity. If neglecting all that has been done every body 

were to put a new demand to satisfy his lust for wonders it would indeed 

be preposterous to satisfy them, certainly it was no business of a prophet 

to proclaim himself a Thaumaturgist. And tliis is no new thing for our 

Prophet. When instead of seeking ecideuee of the hundreds of miracles 

that Onr Lord Jesus Christ worked of his own accord they still 

demanded a sign from him he said ‘ Verily I say unto you. No sign 

shall be. given to this people except the sign of Jonah the Prophet.’ 

Similarly when he was brouglit bvcforo Herod, and he asked him to 

show his miracles Onr Lord did not deign even to reply to him. IS-imilai- 

ly in our case enough evidence of supernatural gifts and powers had been 

given from time to time of his own a(‘cord to leave any necessity of mul¬ 

tiplying them in answer to preposterous demands. This is what the 

verse says in the end. ‘ Indeed "we have made the signs clear for a 

people who become sure—f/uqviiDi.^ Mark the use of this word -ifnqtnun here 

instead of the more usual hiominun. believe or have faith. They trust to 

their reason, and come to' a coiadusiou without indulging in vague possibi¬ 

lities. such as unknown forces of nature or occult powers. When they 

see there are sufilcient ginunds to be morally sure about the reality of a 

miracle and its divine origin that is enough for them and they do not 

require anything more to bo convim.'ed. Those wiio do not trust to their 

reason, but are always haunted by thoughts of unknown possibilities can 
never be convinced. 

Verf^e 119, That no prophet can be responsible for the faith of the 

people goes without saying but the Holy Prophet had a crushing sense 

of responsibility in the matter and so there were repeated revelations to 

this effect to allay his fears. Also there is some show of responsibility 

in the ease of half-believers who had associated themselves with his name 

by formal profession of faith, yet were not attached to Mm and his family 

in any real degree. To cut them off it is said in v. 121 that, they are not 

the people to whom the Book is given. Seeing that these men were much 

interested in conciliating Jews and Christians, whom they respected, 

warning is given in v. 120 that no compromising spirit in religion is to 
be permitted. 
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Verfi 1^0. An instance of wtat Onr Lord Jafar el Sadiq says of 

o j) L j 1 ^ iJLjf in the Quran i, e. here it is people that ai'e chiefly 

meant to be threatened in the words of threat addressed to the Pi-ophet^ 

apparently with the object that the people may take the matter all the 

more seriously. This is a common mode of speech and is very frequently 

adopted in the Quran. Though thei^e is no question that he was not so 

made as to be infallible absolutely speaking, yet if he was just as much 

liable to fall into error as all other men it would simply mean an ill 

judgement on the part of God to select him above all others for this high 

office and also none could be positively sure that he did not actually do so 

in some eases ; and it would be but right to be cautious in receiving any 

of his teachings. 

'Verse 121, It may well be questioned if there are or were in those 

days many people who could eome under the category of ‘reading the 

Book as it ought to read.’ This ‘ as it ought to be read ’ is a very gi’eat 

thing, and facts cannot be cast to the wind to make the genex^lity of 

Mnsalmans^ or even Sahabas^ come to have the distinction for it. All that 

can be said is that the more they approached this high condition the more 

they would have a title to it. The ■words, however, imply that there are 

some to whom the words are fully applicable^ and these w’ere those to 

whom G&d had given the BookJ^ The Book was gi?:en to the Prophet and m 

the same seiise the word can be used of others onlg in so far as their souls 

have spiritual union with the holy soul of the Pi*ophet. These were 

pre-eminently the Imams for they were O'se soul, one self with the Prophet 

according to the traditions—and Quran too (see the famous Mubahala 

verse 3 : 54). Others can approach to the distinction by rising as much as 

possible to their level in holiness. To the masses the Book was given 

only in a secondary sense, and they never read it as it ought to be read. 

Needless to sa}’’ it means,, as Ibn Abbas explaitas, the^^ follow it as it ought 
to be followed. 

15. 

The distinction and favours bestowed hy God an Israelites should 

mot make them heedless of the hereafter. The prayer of Abraham to 

grant Imamate to his seed accepted only with regard to those who ax*e not # 

sinners. Purification of Kaaba at the hands of Abraham and its security. 

Mecca to be made a centre for a prophet from among Ishmael’n de»- 
cendants. 
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122. 0 children of Israel! Remember the blessings 
with which I blessed you and that I gave you superiority 
over all people {FazzaUitkum alal almwin). 

123. And bew^are the day when no soul shall aval 
another in the least, nor shall aught be accepted in compen¬ 
sation from, it, nor shall intercession profit it, nor shall they 

be helped. 

124. And when his Lord tided Abraham with certain 
commands {KaMmatm, words) and he fulfilled them, He said. 
Surely I will make thee a leader {Imam, spiritual leader) for 
men: he said, And of my seed I He said. My covenant {AM} 

reacheth not the evil-doers (sinners, zaUnvin). 

125. And (remember) what time We made the House 
a resort for men and a sanctuary, and, Take the standing- 
place of Abraham for a place of pi*ayer. And We charged 
Abraham and Ishmael that ye two purify My House for 
those who make a circuit (of it) and those who kneel and 

prostrat^ (their heads therein). 

126. And when Abraham said. Lord, make this a town 
of security, and provide its people with all fruits—those of 
them who believe in God and in the last day. He said. And 
whoever believeth not I will grant him enjoyment for a short 
while, and thereafter will I drive him to the torment of fire 
and an evil destination it is. 

127. And when Abraham raised the foundations of 
the House with Ishmael: Our Lord ! accept from us, surely 
Thou art the Hearing, the Knowing. 

128. Our Lord! And make us faithful {Muslim sub¬ 
mitting) to Thee and out of our descendants a people faithful 
to Thee and show us our ways of devotion and turn to us 
(mercifully), for verily Thou ai’t the Oft-returning (to mercy), 
the Merciful. 
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129. Oxu‘ Lord ! And raise up in them an Apostle from 
among them who shall read imto them Thy revelafaons 
{Ayai, signs) and teach them, the Book and wisdom and shall 
purify them, for verily Thou art the Mighty, the Wise. 

122 ()■ 123. Nofee these verses are exaetlj- a repetition of 

verses 47 &48 ■which open section (i; in verse 122 we have exactly the same 

words, in verse 12.3 only the words about intercession availing nothing 

are changed but the meaning remains substantially the same. The reason 

for the repetition appears on refieetiug on the import of the section as a 

whole. Sec. 6 is concerned merely with the Israelites and recounts ins¬ 

tances of their stubbornness in the past which have shown them to be 

unworthy .of the distinction God gave them (by granting the gift of pro- 

phec}’' to them) for which they boasted as being the chosen people of God. 

This distinction was therefore taken away from them and given to 

IshmaeTs children who thenceforth began to call themselves the favoured 

people, Urnmate. MwJiitma. This section is mainly concerned with showing 

how this change Avas effected without break of pledge to Abraham. As 

the Ahmadi commentator says in his note on verse 124, “ The Israelite 

contention was that prophethood should always remain in the house of 

Israel and that the promised Prophet of Dent 18: 18 should be an 

Israelite. In this section they are told that the covenant was made not 

with Israel but with Abraham and Lshinael and that the seed of Ishmael 

and Isaac were equally to be blessed.” In the whole of this section there 

is nothing further about the Israelites whether as a people or as a reli¬ 

gion. The reason of the repetition is thus obvious. These verses before 

us, though addressed ostensibly to the Israelites are meant specially to 

serve as a warning to the Musalmans that they too should expect nothing 

better in the Hereafter by merely associating themselves with the name 

of the Holy Prophe't—an instance of ‘ To thee I say but hear thou the 

neighbour ’ which, as Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq says, the Quran is full of. 

In the notes on verse 48 we have seen that intercession as the very 

word shafaat shows is entirely a matter of attachment by ties of love. It 

is meaningless and cannot be accepted unless the condemned has real 

attachment with his intercessor. Thus in a tradition, which must be 

admitted to have some basis of *truth, as it comes from Sunni sources, ■w’e 

are told that some Sahabas (companions of the Prophet) would be repulsed 

from the Pond and not allowed to drink, and the prophet trying to speak 

on their behalf would be stopped with the words, ‘ Thou dost not know 

what these men did after thee.’ So his general intercession foi' his 
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Ummat (people) will avail them nothing unless they have something to 

make them i-eally deserve it. As to the other prophets we are told in the 

traditions that they will hesitate to intercede for their people fearing it 

may not be accepted and will leave it to Onr Holy Prophet; and in any 

ease will not certainly intercede in ease of those who wilfully ]-ejeet him 

or any other prophet. That may be a reason for the slight change of 

word about the availability of intercession in this verse from those 
in verse 48. 

PV/'tsc 124, This is a very important verse in the Quran as it decides 

many of the questions on which the two great sects of Islam are divided. 

The import and implication of its words must therefore be duly 
considered. 

(1). The first thing to notice is that Abraham wuis already a prophet 

from before. The distinction of Irnamate v.uis bestowed later upon him 

after his showing steadfastness in the trials of faitln One of these was 

his readiness to slay his son in obedience to diciiie command eommnnicaP, 

ed to him in a vision. Far from being an act of virtue it would have 

been a heinous crime for him to do so, if he had not already known that 

he was a prophet. Similarly the cry made to him to prev^ent him from 

doing it makes it clear that he was already a prophet. As a matter of 

fact the use ol: the peculiar word Ixdiniat (words) in this verse seems 

specially meant to make it clear that these commands were not the 

ordinary commands of reason and faith, but special commandments 

revealed to prophets in words. For those who may not know it it may be 

said that (as we are expressly taught in the traditions) there are prophets 

of various gradep and classes. Some are prophets for their own souls 

merely and are not charged to teacdi others ; some know commandments 

by vision only and would not see the angels in waking.life, and were not 

commissioned to teach others but were themselves following another 

prophet as Lot was a follower of Abraham, Jonah was able to see 

angels and was sent to a people to preach yet lie was only a follower of 

other prophet. Such prophets who follow others or have only a special 

commission cannot be called Imams except in a loose sense of the word. 

It is only great prophets as Abraham and Our Holy Prophet who are 

sent to the whole world with an independent law that are Imams for 
all men. 

(2). God’s declaration that his covenant does not reach the sinners 

show^s that sinlessness is necessary for the office of the Imamate. But in 

this matter no one can be sure even of himself—-much less of others 

without distinct declaration to this eflffect by inspiration, This absolute 
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iinmunit'.v from fslns is termed Ismat ‘ infnllibility ’ in theology. That it is * 
this condition that is requisite for an Imam is clear from this verse, for 

the words apply to all hinds and classes of sins, great or small, open or 

secret. It is cnrions that Fakhniddin Eazi in his great commentary while 

admitting the jnstice of this view discards it for no better reason than 

that it does not agree with Snnni principles. He says ' The Shias argne 

from this verse the correctness of their theory of hmat sinlessness, open 

and hidden. But as to ns we say the verse does indeed require this, but 

we forego the considei*ation of the bidden and so outward justice would 

remain sufficient to be considered.’ Nothing need be said about an unblu¬ 

shing refusal of this kind to accept an inconvenient inference. 

(3) . The term sinner applies as much to one who has given up his 

sinful courses (even though his sins be supimsed to be forgiven) as to one 

who continues to be sinful. Repentance ca.nnot bring back the past so as 

to make the moral development of the man equal to that of a man who 

has not sinned all his life. At all events certainly it cannot take away 

the reproach of past sins. So the Imam must be one who has remained 

sinless from birth to death and none can claimed to be such except the 

Prophets and Imams according to Shia beliefs. 

(4) . God’s granting this position to Abraham after his trials, his 

prayer to God to do the same to some in his generation, God’s calling this 

office his covenant (or charge Alai)—all show that it rests only with God 

to grant the office to such as he thinks ‘ut. People have no hand in the 

matter, else the pra^mr would have been foolish and God would have said 

so in reply. 
h 

The point in all this is that as a prophet, as a law-giver, the work of 

Our Holy Prophet had been completed in his life. He had given a perfect 

religion with a perf 'Vt code of law and morals that would suffice for the 

spiritual needs of all men to the end of this world. So he was the Last 

Prophet—there was no need of any prophet coming after him. But as a 

guide, as a leader of men, bis work was only begun when he passed away. 

Anyone who can conceive the inconceivably low mental culture and moral 

depravity of the Arabs of the Prophet’s day can easily see that, however 

much they might have improved under the Piophet’s teaching, they were 

still very far from the capacity to continue the Prophet’s work of 

guidance and publication and propagation of his holy religion. To say 

nothing of the higher spiint^^ truths which their minds were simply 

incapable of understanding, they were incapable to transmit faitkully 

even the ordinary external law of discipline and social life. That even 
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requires eertaiu qnalitios of tlie liead and heart, but for the majority of 
men even that much is too niucb to look for, as is manifest from the very 
tmpleasant history of those (leg:raded times. Thus the Prophet could be 
the Last Prophet only by leaving a succession of Imams after him who 
should be competent to do the same work that the prophet would have 
gone on doing had he continued to live. 

The Sunnis demur to every Word of this ; but it is only a matter of 
history and it can decide which view is the more correct one. The in* 
Sufficiency of the popular cult as transmitted by the Sahabas led to the 
revolt (in their own ranks) of Mota;5alites from the rationalistic side and 
of the Sufis from the spiritualistic side, both of whom are denounced by 
the orthodox and yet both divide a large section of the Sunni world 
between them. It is significant that both schools emerge from the 
disciples of Our Lord Ali, Whom they both pridingly claim to be the 
great founder of their systems. A great Saiini Divine Ibii Abil Hadid 
says ill one of his Qasidas 

j jLc VI L.«.5 I Vi 

“ know that Islam but his (All’s) manifold knowledge were the butt of 
sceptic’s objections and the tampling ground of the infidel.” 

All the innumerable sects into which they are divided are simply 
due to their not recognizing an Inspired Imam though he Was so abso* 
Intely necessary in the very immature age following the death of the 
Prophet. 

The other function of the Imam is to be the leader of men in their 
pi'actical life. With divine knowledge the Imam is able to see the conse* 
quences of things in the distant future aud so is able to dictate to them 
their policies in every situation Which may never have to be repented* 
And so generally he is to be their director showing them what is best to 
do or not to do from every possible point of view. In short he is to 
control their evolution and determine their history. How unfortunate 
the history of the Musalmans became chiefiy from the time of Moavyah is 
well-known to every one* On the other hand the direction of the Imams 
enabled the Shias to multiply and propagate in the midst of the direst 
persecution till they ^oon became the preponderating power as much in 
polities as in religion and culture. 

(5). The Imam being so very necessary both for guidance and for 
national evolution it is necessary that there should Dc an Imam at overv 

4 I ^ 

time. This is clear by a matter of reason. Though it is impossible that all 
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tlirongliotit tbe length nnd breadth of the world shonld haee ea^y 

to the Imam) yet the Imam most exist so that when there is any real need 
of him at any place he shanid be able to present himself there. His 
great spiritual powers enable him to do so. He may 'appear in person, 
or do what is necessary in other Ways. In abort be mast exist at all 
times to be able to meet the situations as they arise. Islam attaches so 
much importance to this and to the people knowing the Imam of their 
age that any who does not know him is supposed to die an infidel, There 
is a famous tradition of the Prophet, admitted by Shias and Sunnis alike, 
which says that “ Whoever dies while he does not know the Imam of his 
time he dies the death of ignorance/' 

There are many other important things to note about Imamate but 

this note has already swelled to the inordinate extent and we refiain. 
Any way it shonld be clear to all that Abraham prayed for people in his 
generation to be Imams in the same sense that he was himself an Imam. 
He was never a temporal rnler and, for aught we know, never tried to 
have any political power. He had not the means to force men to obey 
him, vet he was their divinely appointed ruler, and it was their duty, if 
they were believers at all, to obey him in everything whether temporal or 
spiritual. 

T'Vrsr IBS. The Maqam Or praying place of Our Lord Abraham is a 

small building close to Kaaba, on which the holy patriarch stood when he 
built the Holy Temple. 

Mark the use of the word Ahicha * covenanted with or took a 

pledge from ’ for ‘enjoined.’ This implies that the command to purify, 

the House was of the nature of a covenant transmitted to the Prophet 

who with Ali on his back cleared it of idols on the conquest of Mecca 

A. H. 7, and it appears had also done something of the bind in days of 
Meoean persecution as well. 

The Word ‘ purify ' Tahlm-a. shows that Kaaba was there even before 

Abraham though like the Kaaba of the Prophet’s day it was profaned 

with idols. So m 3 :9;) it is said to be the ' First House ’ made on earth 

for the worship of God and 22 : 29 it is called ‘ The Ancient House.' 

Baitul Atiq, though Abraham might to some extent-have rebuilt it (verse 

127). It might even have ceased to exist as an edifice and Abraham built 

it entirely afresh, in which ease purification would mean isolation of the 

Holy Spot for sacred pui-poses—the clearing of it from the pi'ofanity of 

the rest of the world. As Qibla the Kaaba is sacred to the opposite 
point of earth in the other hemisphere. 
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The pi^yei* enjoiiieil In this verse is the two Rakaats of T'awaf in pil¬ 

grimage, Our Lord Baqir is reported to have said “ How iBueb do the 

people (Musalmans) of Syria lie on God! They say that when God 

ascended to Heavens He set His foot on the stone (Sakhrab) of Jerusalem, 

(referring to a current Sunni tradition). It was onlj^ one of the servants 

of God that having set his foot on a stone, God ordered us to make of it 

a place of prayer.’* Here we see (as against Wahhabis) the great desir¬ 

ability of setting up mosques by way of memorial of places connected 

with the Holy Prophet and Imams and attaching special sanctity to them. 

Islam is an expanding religion, and it could never have been such if it 

were not to provide for or at least approve of the exercise of all pious 

emotions. 

With bis tttrn of mind and prejudice against Islam Muir is naturally 

sceptical about the association of Kaaba with the names of Abraham and 

Ishmael. But Burton (Pilgrimage iii 3S6 cited by Rod well) says that as 

the Arab tradition speaks clearly and consistently as to the fact o-f Abra¬ 

ham having been to Mecca to build tbe Kaaba it may be considei-ed an open 

question. So also Fretyag cited by the same author- says thei-e is no- good 

reason that Kaaba was founded as stated in this passage. See Rodwell in. 

loco. It is haMly necessary to point out that “ the connection of Ishmael’s 

name with Arabia is an incontrovertible fact, for Kedar (son of Ishmael, 

Gen. 25 :13) stands th raugho-ut the writings of the old Testament for 

Arabia (Ps. 120 : 5, Isa. 42:11, 60 : 7 etc).** Also as has been painted out 

by the Ahmadi commentator. “ The Arab todition representing Abraham 

as coming with Hagar and Ishmael is quite independent of tbe Bible 

statement (of Hagar’s expulsion Genesis 21: 14-21) and the two taken to¬ 

gether justify us in drawing the conclusion as to tbe truth of the Qui'anic 

statement.’^ 

Verse 126. Again in this verse nothing is said about the acceptance 

of Abraham’s pi-ayer. There is in fact nothing to say about it—a 

prophet’s prayer not is I'ejected. Only in order to prevent the Kasbfe 

Gbita (the uplifting of the veil) it is said that in tempoi*ai mattei'S such as 

this believers and unbelievei'S will be equally blessed—tbe datter to be 

condemned in the next life. The vei'se also shows that inhdels do not 

deserve blessings of this life even,, and what they have is only curse for 

them In the Hei'eafter. If they had none they might be near the state of 

MuBiazaaJin weak ones and so liable to be excused for their unbelief. 

Verse 127. Mark the artistic ommission of any such words as say¬ 

ing, praying or the like. This to max*k the very great exaltation of these 

holy men in the sight of God and their nearness to Him in spiritual life. 
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Their words are as if absorbed in 

For a tike eonstaaiction with 

and note thereon. 

the Eevelation proeeedinj^ from On 

a like import see verses 285, 280 

Yeise J2S (J- 120. These verses jnstif}' the belief taught in traditions 

that some people from IshmaeTs time to that of Our Holy Prophet 

have always retained true belief in God (for a prophet^s prayer 

not is rejected) and that it "was in ,/i (not among) them that the Holy 

Prophet was raised. Apart from the aeeounts in the traditions we have 

direct testimony for the faith of Hashim, the great-grand-father of the 

Prophet. One of the documents written by him w^as preserved to the 

time of Ibn Nadim who saw it himself. Hashim writes that he gives 

7,000 Dinars to so and so as a loan calling on God and the two angels 

(and these alone) as a witness to the same. Itis^vain at the present day 

to look for a like instance of living faith in God’s Presence. Pew would 

be prepared to lend even a trifling sum on a bond like this, contenting 

themselves with the witness of God and angels alone, Ibn Nadim says 

the writing was like the writing of women (Fihrist). 

Note that the word Ummat (people) need not in Arabic necessarily 

denote a whole community. Any section of people, great or small, agree¬ 

ing m beliefs would be called an Ummat, and the Quran uses the word of 

one individual man too, Verily Abraham was people (Ummat) praying to 

God (16 ; 121), though here a spiritual sense is apparently involved. 

Section 16. 

Abraham and Jacob bequeath their religion to their descendants. 

So the religion of Abraham is the basis, but Islam requires a belief in all 

the prophets. No sectarianism, but the worship of God the common 

basis of all religions. The doctrines of Judaism and Christianity un¬ 

known to the ancestors of the Israelites who were prophets, 

130. And who shall turn away from the religion of 
Abraham,, but he who debaseth his soul to folly. And 
certainly We have chosen him in this world, dnd in the next 
he shall assuredly be one of the righteous. 

131. When his Lord said to him, Submit, he said, I 
submit myself to the Lord of the worlds. 

'i, 

132. And the same did Abraham enjoin on his sons 
and (so did) Jacob ! 0 my sons verily God hath chosen for 
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you a faith, therefore (see) ye die not but that ye be 
Muslims. 

183. Were ye present when death approached Jacob, 
Avhen he said unto his children, ‘ What will je worship after 
me'? ’ They answered, We will worship thy Giod and the 
Grod of thy fathers, Abiaham and Ishmael mid Isaac. One 
Grod only, and to him do me submit. 

134. This is a people which have passed away, for 
them is that which they earned and (so) for you is that 
■which ye earn and ye shall not be asked about (the works) 
which they had been doing. 

135. And they say, Be Jews or Christians, that ye may 
have the guidance. Say, Nay ! the rehgion of Abraham, the 
upright one (Hanifan), and he was not of those who Join 

others with God {MiishriMn}. 

136. Say ye; We believe in God and that which hath 
been sent down to us and that which was sent dowm unto 
Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes and 
which was given to Moses and Jesus and that which was 
given to the prophets from their Lord. No distinction do 
we make between any of them and to Him do w^e submit. 

137. Then if they believe the like to what ye believe in 
Him they are indeed guided, but if they turn away, then 
they are only in opposition. And God will suffice thee 
against them, for He is the Hearing, the Knowing. 

138. The Baptism {SibgMt) of God ! and who is better 
to baptise {Sibgliatcjm) than God ? And Him do we worship. 

139. Say, Do ye contend with us regarding God? 
When He is our Lord and your Lord! And for us are our 
works and for you are your w'orks and we ai-e sincere to 
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]40. Dove say that Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac 

and Jacob and the tribes were Jews or Nazarenes f 
Have' ye better knowledge or God ? And who is more 
iniquitous than he who conceals a testinioney that he hath 

with him from God and God is not heedless of what ye do t 

141. This is a people that hath passed away ; they have 
that which they earned and ye shall have what ye earn, and ye 
are not to be asked about (the works) which they had been 

doing. 

Vcr<ce ISO, Safiha N'^fiahu, makes light of his mind, disgraces it and 

treats it -with contempt. Islam in its essentials is the natural reli¬ 

gion for man. Onl^' those that tnrn away fi'Om the voice of Eeason can 

follow any other i^eligion. This may be a result of indolence or religious 

indifference but it is not much less culpable than active, conscious rejec¬ 

tion of faith. 

RUjhteoiis in lie Hereafter. This is the highest praise that can be given 

to a man for his spirituality. For all are righteous in heavenly life,. 

Paradise is itself a place of intense purity, and none but the righteous can 

have a place there. (See note to verse 25 in Supp. &c)- The distinct 

mention of a man as righteous in the hereafter means something very 

extraordinary. 

Verse 1S2, Of. Genesis 18:19. ‘'For I know Mm that he will 

command his children and household after him and they shall keep the 

way of the Lord to do justice and judgement.’^ 

Vei'se 1S3. Were you witnesses ? i.e, Thei^e is no- doubt this is time, but 

see how you believe it. The thing is given in your traditions, but see if 

you have any reliable authority for believing in these traditions. Ques^ 

tioned by your reason you will have to cast aside these things as mere 

tales or will have to fall back on the authority of a Prophet who carries* 

the evidence of Ms inspiration with himself. For the ti‘aditional account 

Eodwell cites Midmsh Eabbah on Gen. par. 28 and on Deut par. 2 etc. 

“ At the time when our father Jacob quitted this world he summoned his 

twelve sons and said to ttem, Hearken to your father Israel (Gen. 12 ; 2)^ 

Have ye any doubts in your heai*ts concerning the Holy One, Blessed be 

He! They said, Hear 0 Israel, our father. As there is. no doubt in 

thy heart, no neither is there in ours. For the Lord is our God: and He 
is one/^ 
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VU, Yon are not to be qnostioned about tbeir deeds tliat you 
boast yourselves upon tbeiin 

iVr^Y 750. Hamf is from the root Ihnf meAvaxig incUmng. Hence 

-Fnrn/is one inclining towards the truth. The word is often mentioned 

in connection with the name of Abraham, and the Holy Prophet and his 

followers are also enjoined to Hanif\ It is an instance of a word of abuse 

changed to an appellation of honour by a change in the implied connec¬ 

tions. Thus Rafisiee was originally a term of contempt for the Shias as 

those who cast aside the orthodox creed. But we now take pride in 

using that name of ourselves in another connection. According to a tra¬ 

dition one of the Imams consoled the Shias that the name was given them 

by God, possibly having in view the change inado-by God in the original 
meaning of the word Hanif. 

VerBc As the Ahmadi commentator notes, “This shows the 

cosmopolitan nature of a Muslimas belief. Not only is belief in the great 

prophets of Israel an article of faith with a Muslim, but the words, that 

which wm giten to the prophets from their Lord makes the Muslim conc(ptionof 

belief as wide as the World.’^ The Musalman is not merely prepared, bit 

is obliged under the pain of losing his faith, to accept any prophet who 

might have arisen in India. China, Japan or America. Some of the great 

religious teachers and saints reputed in varioiis religions may have been 

prophets, but in absence of any clear evidence of this and of the reality of 

the teachings attributed to them nothing whatever can be said about them. 

Their historical existence even is uncertain and there are certainly no 

reliable data about their life, miracles, and teaching which might enable 

us to conclude that any one of them was a prophet in our sense of the 

woi*d. Any way we must be sure that if any one of them was really a 

prophet his teaching must consistent, rather substantially one with Islam, 

757. The last words show as the Ahmadi commeiatator notes, 

that the Jews had become active opposers to the spread of Islam at this 

early stage and formed plans to take the life of the Holy Prophet. 
'■' 'I''' ''f ' ■ ^ 

■, .! -Tl;' 

4 , V'er^ J3S^ Sihghah coloring or dyeing. Prom the same root 

IstSbagh the t8i*m for the Christian rite of baptism which was sym¬ 

bolical of spiritual coloring by or immersing in faith. Islam has no 

sueh x'ite, and the word is used in its original sense to indicate the distine- 

tiye feature of Islam. As colour becomes inseparable from the cloth that 

is dyed, so are the minds so to speak to get a dye from the religion of 
' ' '■ — * 

God> Your minds, your souls, remember, require to be dyed, and so the 

question naturally arises how possibly can minds get any such dye unless 
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the dye is "yrhollv adapted to it—wholly hai'Uioaious with its luitiiiaN 

Doctrines lilce that of Trinity or other such absurd and imp >BSible eonoep" 

tio^ which abound in so many religions may serve excellently as exter* 

nal pain1;s for the souls of men making them foolish and worthless, but 

they can never serve as a dye to their mindsv It is only Islam that eau 
serve this purpose, for it is a religion wholh' consistent with human 

nature see 30: BO. "Then set they face upright (Hanif) for religion ^ 

the nature of God in a<'cordance with which He has made men No 

changing in God^s creation. That is the lasting religion.’* 

It is this natural colour of the soul whir.h God wants to brighten by 

further spiritual illumination, instead of getting lost in absurd and 

impossible notions that do not accord with our nature. 

bd'/*,sr J3D. God being the Fatherly Lord (Rnbb) of all He cannot be 

partial to any particular race, as the Jews said He was about themselves* 

Those who are sincere to Him will have His grace whichever stock they 

may come from. 

140. * The interrogation here is ... to reprove the Jews and 

the Ghristians, when they affirmed respectively that none could be a 

follower of the idght way who was not a Jew or who did not believe in 

the Christian scheme of salvation, for their ancestors who were prophets 

were followers of neither the one nor the other. Islam was, in fact, a 

reversion to the simple faith of sincerity,, the faith of Abraham and his 

immediate followers and descendants.* 

Section 17. 

The institufcimi of Qiblah towards the eetitral hiosque of Kaaba as a 

symbol of the rinity of the iMusalmans Tinder a common guide or rnlei- 

(The Imam) Differences of the followers of the Book as to their oiyii 

Qiblah. Their knowledge of the prophet. 

142. (Anon) will the foolish among men say : What 
turned them from the Qiblah which they had.’ Saj’ 
God’s is the East and the West. He guideth whom He will 
to the right path. 

143. And thus We have made you an intermediate (or 
exalted) people (IMmctfan Wasafan) that ye maybe witnesses 
over the people and the Apostle may be witness over you. 
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And We did not make that which thou (formerly) hadst 
to be Qiblah but that We might know him wdio folio weth the 
Apostle from him that turneth back upon his tracks, and 
though this is surely a hard thing for any but those whom 

God hath guided. 

And God is not one to bring to naught your faith. As¬ 

suredly God unto men is Gracious, Merciful. 

144. Indeed We see the turning about of thy face in the 

heavens, so We will surely make thee turn toward a Qiblah 
thou would be pleased with. Turn then thy face toward 
the Sacred Mosque, and wherever ye be, turn your faces 
towards it. Verily those who are given the Book know it 
is the truth from their Lord and God is not heedless of 

what they do. 

145. And even if thou shouldst bring every (kind of) 
sign to those who were given the Book, yet thy Qiblah they 
will not follow, neither wouldst thou follow their Qiblah ; 
neither do some of them follow the Qiblah of the others. 
And if thou follow their fancies, after the knowledge that 
hath come to thee thou wouldst surely be one of the 

wrong-doers. 

146. Those to whom We have given the Book, know 
him (even) as they know their own children, but truly a 
part of them do conceal the Truth though they know it. 

147. The Truth from thy Lord! so be thou not of 
I't 

those who doubt. 

Verses 142-144, These verses relate to the famous change of Qiblah 

from Jerusalem to Kaaba of which Christian writers make so much. 

Verse 142, The ostensible reason was that the Prophet was annoyed by 

Jews taunting the Musalmans that but for them they would not know even 

in what direction to pray. But the true reason was (as referred to in verse 

143) that though from the first the Prophet had held the Holy House at 
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Kaaba in great reverence, and a whole Surah al-Fil No. lOo describing the 

divine interposition to save it from Christian attack and the next one 

No 106 were among the earliest that was revealed, and though there was 

so much attachment to it among the Meccans that making a Qiblah of it 

would no doubt have helped to win over their hearts, at least would have 

reduced much of the persecution there—yet to try the faith of the old 

converts, to see that it was not alloyed by any lower prejudices—the 

Musalmans were bidden to turn their faces in prayer towards Jerusalem, 

keeping as far as possible the Kaaba also before them. This continued to 

the almost 16 months after the flight, when owing to the sneers of the 

Jews, the prophet prayed to God for th^f change and this was granted. 

We thus see that from the beginning it was Kaaba that was meant 

to be Qiblah—there was a temporary command for Meccan proselytes 

to turn towards Jerusalem for a special reason. 
i 

This is the account, of the affair as given in the Shia reports from 

Imams (see Tafsir Safi and other commentaries). The further reason for 

the change, as we are able to see clearly, was that by prophetic insight the 

Prophet saw that while the idolatorous infidels of Mecca would soon be 

completely vanquished and all converted to Islam so that Kaaba would be 

an exclusively Muslim temple, this will never be possible in the case of 

Jerusalem and its profanation by the Jews and Christians (better, but not 

very much better than the heathen) would continue more or less even in 

the days of Muslim occupation. The fact is the change of Qiblah towards 

Kaaba was the clearest prophecy of the triumph of Islam with conquest 

of Mecca, for an idolatorous temple could not with any decency remain 

long as a Qiblah of the Musalmans. Jerusalem threatens to be more or 

less exclusively Jewish in a not remote future. There is a famous pro¬ 

phecy of the Prophet that the Christians will sway all lands, only Mecca 

and Medina will remain safe from their occupation. 

The main charge of non-Muslim critics is based entirely on some 

Sunni traditions for which see Tafsir Baizawi &c. It comes to this that 

when the Prophet was at Mecca he worshipped towards the Kaaba but after 

the flight be changed the Qiblah to Jerusalem in order to conciliate the 

Jews, but that after one year owing to reasons stated, he longed once more 

to pray towards Mecca and then the instructions were revealed. It is to 

reconcile with this account that the Sunni commentators try to construe 

the simple words in verse 143 ‘ Wa majaalnal Qihlata allati kmta alailm ’ as 

meaning “ We did not make that which thou wouldst have to be Qiblah” 

spending all theii; grammatical erudition to make this rendering possible. 

It is strange that even the Ahmadi commentator does not see this and 
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follows them blindly. Nothing need be said about these accounts, 

especially when plain words of the Quran have to be miseonstrued to 

reconcile with them. From some Sunni traditions it would appear that 

at one time (Meccan period) there was no Qiblah at all. 

Other objections relate only to the political wisdom of the measure. 

Thus Osborne says, “ There ha^e been few incidents more disasterous in 

their consequence to the human race than this decree of Mohammad 

chan^^ing the Qibla from Jerusalem to Mecca. Had he remained true to 

his earlier and better ^ith the Arabs would have entered the religious 

community of the nations as peace-makers, not as enemies and destroyers. 

To all alike Jews, Christians, and Mohammadans there would have 

been a single centre of holiness and devotion ” Exactly the reverse. 

How many crusades, memorable in history, and the much subtler com- 

paigns of later days have been fought and continue to be fought to this 

day for the mere fact that Jerusalem happens to be under the domination 

of a Muslim ruler. Deliverance of Jerusalem from Muslim hands is the 

sacred ideal of all the Jews and all Christian nations in the world. And 

what success they have had to this day is due to the fact that Muslims 

as a people have no great interest in the matter. What would have been 

the result if the place had been their Qiblah? Would not the struggle 

have been more fata] and disasterous to all ? It is strange that the same 

men who thankfully praise the policy of Omar in removing away for 

prayers from the Temple of Jemsaleni, fearing that the Musalmans might 

build a mosque there, should object to the Prophet’s measure for having 

separate centre of devotion distinct from Christians whom he knew, as 

prophecies show, to dominate more and more to the end of time. 

Verse 143. Before we enter oh a discussion of this verse it will be 

convenient to put down a few notes on the words used in it. 

(1) . Ummat means a people, not necessarily a community. Any set 

of people having something common to them will be called an Ummat. 

And the Quran has used the word of a single individual—the pi'ophet 

Abraham. Inna IbraJuma kana Ummatan qanitan lillahi, 

(2) . Wasat is middle, and hence has been understood as used here in 

the sense of good, upright, just or equitable (as being removed fi^om 

inclination either way). Or it may mean excellent as understood in the 

case of Wusta in verse 239. Or, as the Ahmadi commentator would 

prefer it, it means best, “ as the middle position can only be occupied by 

one and therefore has no second to it.” All are agi*eed that the woi*d is 

here used in the sense of great praise* 
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(3). Shilnd means witness. Followed by ala it is nsed in the sense 

of Raqih or Muhaimin i, e. close watcher, careful observer, witness in the 

pure sense of the word without any implication as to whether the witness’ 

home is to be in favour of or against a man. Thus God is witness over 

all things ala hidle sliaien shahid (22 : 17 &c). See also the words of Jesus 

in 5 : 117. ‘‘ And I was witness over them as long as I was among 

them, but when Thou took me away Thou wcrt watcher over them and 

Thou art witness over all things.” In a transferred sense the word may 

be used in the sense of leaders, teachers, purifiers &c as these can bear 

witness to the work they do and the effect of their work on the people. 

These transferred meanings are insisted on by the Ahmadi commentator 

both in this verse and in verse 23 above simply to avoid the difficulty of 

the original sense. 

The questions now are :— 

(1) . How is the Ummat (supposing it to mean the Muslim commu¬ 

nity) a good, just or equitable nation ? Many might fear it may be the 
worst. 

'j. 

(2) . How is this Ummat a close watcher of and witness over all 
mankind 1 

(3) . What point of similarity or other connection is there between 

the Musalmans being Shahid or watcher over ’all mankind and Kaaba 

. being made Qiblah for the Musalmans ? 

It is easy to explain away everything in a loose general sense, and 

the ^Sunni commentators naively rehearse the following tradition to ex¬ 

plain it. As the former Ummats will deny the work of the pi'Ophets 

sent to tlem they will be required to produce some witness .to their 

having duly fulfilled their mission in their people. None will he found 

except the Muslim community who will bear witness to it on the basis of 

their faith. Our Holy Prophet will then bear testimony to the reality 

of their faith and their character as witness. It will be thus that the 

unbelievers of old times will be condemned (see Siraj in loco). The same 

is said to be meant in 4 : 45 where as a matter of fact it is the ^Prophet, 

not his Limnat, that is said to be witness of the former prophets. 

We have no space to deal with loose explanations of this kind. 

Suffice it to say that granting that the Lmmat is witness in a special sense 

and for a special purpose there is no connection of between this and the 

Kaaba becoming Qiblah for the Musalmans. The Ahmadi commentator 

tries to get rid of the ordinary meaning of Shahid and has recoui*se to the 
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transferred meanings we have mentioned above. The ’Thus” he explains 

by saying ; ‘ By making the Kaaba their Qiblah Allah had made it known 

that they were the people for whom Abraham had prayed.’ 

The Shia interpretation is quite different. The Ihmiat is not the 

Muslim community. It is the Imams. See traditions in Safi, m loco. They 

are witness over, keep an eye over the people in the literal sense of the 

word, as the prophets are said to be, with Our Holy Prophet ‘ witness 

over them,’ in 4: 45 referred to above. And the connection of it 

with the Qiblah of the Musalmans is that it is only a symbol of it. 

As the Kaaba is the Qiblah to which all faces must turn in 

prayer, so the Imams are the' spiritual centre to which all hearts 

must turn for faith. And Kaaba was the birth-place of the first of them— 

no other having had that honour besides him. Also both are to bear 

witness of how the people pay regard to them For those who may not 

know it it may be said that according to traditions the Holy Black Stone 

has been endowed with some sort of sight and watches and will bear 

witness about those who kiss it and about people in general. (This we 

believe merely on the authority of the Prophet and the Imams and we 

cannot argue about it with the unbelievers). 

It may be asked how the address suddenly changes to the Imams 

and they are addressed without any special words making the people 

clearly excluded. It may be answered, they are not meant to be absolutely 

excluded—only for all practical purposes they are so. The more they 

are able to come to spiritual union with the Imams the more they 

approach to this great honour. Thus there is a well-known tradition ‘The 

Ulema (divines) of my Ummat are like the prophets of Bani Israel,’ See 

also the tradition ‘ Salman is among us the AMe To those also 

our hearts must turn in love and reverence for guidance. And they may 

be Shuhadaa witnesses of the people in some of the loose transferred senses 

of the word. But the words in the verse have full application to the 

Imams and them only. See further in Supplement. 

Kunta Alaiha. The Qiblah thou wast on. i. e. Jerusalem. The Sunni 

commentators unnecessarib" try to make it mean as that which thou had 

firmly set thy heart that it should be Qiblah i, e. Mecca. The facts as 

stated in note to 142 are simply these. As dix*ections are given gradually 

we may presume that in the earliest period there was no particular direc¬ 

tion about Qiblah, and Suyuti has a tradition to this effect on verse 115. 

At sometime of which we have no account, but no doubt early in the Meccan 

period the direction was given to face in prayer towards Jerusalem to 

try the faith of the early Meccan converts as stated in this verse, as there 

was strong attachment to Mecca among the Meccans, and its greatness as 
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the House of God was aeknowledged by the Prophet. Tnrniii<? therefore 

in prayer towards Jerusalem must therefore hav't: been very offensive to 

the people. But this was meant to be a temporary direction for a special 

purpose, and so no verse was revealed in the Quran about it. This con¬ 

tinued to a year or so after the Ilijrat to Medina, and then the original 

Qiblah was resorted to. It is said some Medina converts began to have 

doubts or even actually relapsed into idolatory when the Jerusalem 

Qiblah was changed though no such names have come down to us. 

Le naahana, ‘ that we might know.’ The Quran is full of such 

expressions w^hich taken literally would imply that God does not know 

the secrets of the heart or has no foreknowledge of things. But in an 

equal or greater number of verses or verse-endings it is sought to be 

impressed that God knows all things. So not the most senseless even 

will think of taking these words literally. It is unnecessary to justify 

the use of such expressions by distinction between knowledge of the 

realities of things and knowledge by actual appearance of things. 

‘ God is not to molce your faith fruitless.^ As explained by Ibii Abbas in 

Sunni reports th'e words were revealed to allay the fears of some who 

thought that their prayers offerred towards Jerusalem might be wasted 

as void. But it may mean that the truly faithful—the highest in the 

i*anks of the believers, as those in the family of the Prophet, knew hy 

faith what their Qiblah was to be, and this their faith was not to be 

wasted. 

Verse 144, The Prophet was in praj^er with his face towards 

Jerusalem when this verse was revlaled and he txirned himself at once 

towards Kaaba, the congregation following him, and the rest of the 

prayer was offerred towards Kaaba. A mosque has been built in honour 

of this event. It is the first verse on the subject. The verse shows how 

careful the Prophet was in the matter of iShariat (Law). He knew that the 

right Qiblah was Kaaba, and intensely felt the need of it (for at Medina in 

turning his face towards Jerusalem he had to turn his back to Kaaba, 

Medina being situated between Mecca and Jerusalem)—yet in spite of the 

sneers of the Jews he did not change the practice and only px*ayed that 

the right Qiblah may be restored. As the Ahmadi commentator says, 

If his revelations had been the outcome of his own desires he would not 

have waited for sixteen months for a revelation from On High to change 

the Qiblah.” 

Those who are given the Book are the Jews. They know that the 

Holy Prophet is a true prophet being foretold in sevei-al places in their 
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S(n'iptnres, see not^ an 2 : S3. , Or they know tkat Kiiaba with the Holy 

Black Stone in it was destined to be the Qiblah of the faithful. See how 

this Holy Stone is remembn'ci b}' Our Lord David in Psalms 118 : 22 and 

how it is commented on by Oiir Lord Jesus in Matthew 21; 42—45. For 

the importance of it I will cite Psalms 118 : 22 with some verses before 

and after. 

The right hand of the Lord is exaltedy the right band of the Lord 

doth valiantly. 17. I shall not die. but live, and declare the works of 

Lord. 18. The Lord hath chastened me sore : but he hath not given me 

oVfer unto death. 19. Open to me the gates of righteousness : I will go 

into them, ayid I will praise the Lord : 20. This gate of the Lord into 

which the righteous shall enter. 21. I will praise Thee: for Thou hast 

heard me, and art become my salvation. 22. The stone lohich the builders 

refused is become the head stone of the corner. 23. This is the Lord’s 

doing ; it is marvellous in our eyes. 24. This is the day which the Lord 

has made, we will rejoice and be glad in it. 25, Save now, I beseech Thee, 

O Lord, 0 Lord. T besee(?h Thee, send now prosperity. 25. Blessed be 

he that cometh in the name of the Lord : we have blessed you out of the 

house of the Lord.” 

Whoever reads these verses with the slightest attention (and 

the whole Psalm is to be read carefully) will see that Our Lord 

David here speaks of an Exalted Holy Prophet wbo is to be rejected fy 

his people, the Jews. There can be no other purpose in speaking in his 

connection of a stone which the builders refused but which afterwards 

became the head stone of the corner. He will also see that this stone is 

not something of a metaphor. It is really, literally a stone, somehow con¬ 

nected with that Prophet. In the whole Psalm there is not another verse 

which savours of figurative language—not one word which is purely 

metaphorical. The words ‘ hand of God,’ ‘ gate of God ’ and the like are 

well-known titles of Our Lord All and apply with equal force to the Holy 

Prophet, as the two were one. The words cannot apply to Our Lord 

Jesus as he was an Israelite and so there was rotbing marvellous in his 

being tbe Messiah and exalted with any amount of honour. The wonder 

is simply in a rejected Ishmaelite’s attaining to that high position. And 

there is a stone connected with l^im tbe stone which he has set in the 

corner of the Holy House. Nothing can be plainer indeed. 

Now see how Our Lord Jesus makes use of this Psalm to threaten 

the Jews. After the parable of wicked husbandmen which shows what 

will be their fate if they reject him ‘ He will miserably destroy these 

wicked men, and* will let out his vineyard unto other husbandmen, which 
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shall render him the fruits in their seasons ’ (exactly as it was ; after 

trying the Israelites the covenant of God came to an Ishmaelite), Our Lord 

says, (verse 42). ‘ Did ye never read in tbe scriptures. The stone which 

the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner : this is 

the Lord’s doing and it is marvellous in our eyes ^ 43. Therefore I say 

unto you, The Kingdom of God shall be taken from you and given to a 

nation bringing forth the fruits thereof. 44. And whoever shall fall 

on this stone shall be broken: but on whomsover it shall fail it will grind* 

him to powder. 

Clearly Our Lord is here warning the Jews of their disgrace from 

the Kingdom of God which Our Lord Mohammad announced. As a fore¬ 

runner of Our Holy Prophet it was his duty to do so. And clearly Our 

Lord is here speaking of a particular nation to whom tbe Kingdom of God 

will be given in place of the Israelities. This cannot refer to those who 

believed on him, for they were the Jews and Our Lord’s ministry is 

said to have been limited to them see Mathew 15 : 24, 26. Or if the 

latter spread of Christianity be considered it would be the whole world 

and no special nation can be meant. In Islam though the religion is for 

the whole world yet the spiritual leadership is for the Prophets’ decen- 

dants only. So they alone constitute the Kingdom of God as rulers. 

Verse 145. ‘Notwithstanding that the Jews and the Christians both 

looked to the temple at Jerusalem as their central temple, they were not 

agreed upon it as their Qihlah, for the Christians turned towards the east.’ 

{Muir). Moreover there are dilferences among the Jews and Samaritans 
though they both follow the law of Moses. 

Verse 146. It is said Abdullah ’bn Salam on his conversion said he 

was more sure of the Prophet being truly sent of God than of his own 

sons being really his sons (Siraj), but as the Ahmadi commentator sug¬ 

gested it may mean that they know him as they know their own prophets 

i. e. those who appeared among the children of Israel. They knew this 

not only because blessing had equally been promised for both sons of 

Abraham, but also because of the clear prophecy of Moses that a prophet 

would be raised among the brethren of Israelites, i. e. the Ish" 

maelites, and because no prophet answering that description had appeared 

among the Israelites.” Indeed it is difficult to give in a few words all the 

manifold sets of proofs and evidences which made it clear to them that he 

was “ that Prophet ” foretold by Moses : it is sufficient to say that it was 

chiefly their testimony given in unguarded times that led to such a rapid 

conversion of the people at Medina (see note to verse 89 above). 
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Section 18. 

A centre was necessary to typify the nnity of the Miisalmans. The 

House sanctified by Abraham is made the centre for tlie Apostle who 

appeared in fulfilment of the promise to Abraham. 

148. And for everyone there is a direction to which he 
tnrneth. Hasten then to precede (each other) in good (deeds); 
wheresoever ye may be Hod will bring you together. Verily 
God hath power over everything. 

149. And so from whatsoever place thou goest forth 
turn tlibu thy face towards the Sacred Mosque. For verily 
it is the truth from thy Lord ; and God is not heedless of 
what ye do. 

150. And from whatsoever place thou goest forth turn 
thou thy face towards the Sacred Mosque, and wherever ye 
be turn ye your faces towards it that there may not be for men 
an argument against you, except (iSu, or as to) those who 
are unjust among them. So fear je not them but fear Me ; 
and that T may complete My favour upon you, and that haply 

ye may be guided aright. 

151. Even as We have sent among you an Apostle from 
amongst yourselves who reciteth to you Our communications 
(Aijat, signs) and purifieth you and teacheth you the Book and 
the Wisdom, and teacheth you that which ye did not know. 

152. Therefore remember Me I will remember you; and 
be thankful to Me, and be not ungrateful. 

Vme 148. ‘ Everyone has a direction to which he turns himself,’ 

and which therefore serves as a symbol for their unity in mind, faith, 

beliefs &o, and comprehensively speaking, of their having one guide and 

ruler to whom their hearts turn for faith and guidance. The Ahmadi 

commentator prefers unity of purpose, which we may understand as the 

carrying the torch- of guidance to benighted countries. This also is in¬ 

cluded in having one Imam if we follow him, and it is this all-important 

purpose that is stated in verse 14S above. 
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This verse says that unity of faith will lead to spiritual unity and 

will culminate in becoming a physical reality. “ Wherever ye may be God 

will bring you together/’ The truly faithful will actually come together 

in Rajaat under the standard of Our Lord the Mahdi of Islam, as we learn 

from the Imams. See Safi in loco. It will be then that what we do in 

symbol will be actually realised. It is for this r ason that the verse ends 

with the words “ Verily God hath power over all things.” 

The Sunni commentators say this great result will be in the Here¬ 

after, but clearly there is no point in this—all will come together on the 

day of judgement whether any have a Qiblah or not. The Ahmadi com¬ 

mentator in his usual way avoids the words altogether, and simply says 

“ The meaning is that Allah intends to make all Muslims as on# people, 

therefore He requirs all to turn to one direction, to set one goal before 

them, and to have one centre to turn to wherever they may be.” 

Verse 149. ‘ Thou goest forth ’ i. e. for Jehad. See note on then ext 

verse. The latter part of the verse seems meant to impress the sanctity 

of the Holy House on the Musalmans. God is not unmindful of what 

ye do,” God knows how the Holy House would be XDrofaned at the hands 

of the Musalmans. , Yezid destroyed the Holy Temple. Caliph Walid held 

a party of debauch on its roof. In the days of Caliphs x4bdel Malic and 

Mansur other Kaabas were set up at Damascus aud Baghdad respectively 

for pilgrimage, (Tabaree ; Zaidane’s Tamaddun Islami). 

Verse 150. ‘ Thou goest forth ’ i. e. for Jehad. Mark that, as in the 

preceding verse, the words used for the Prophet are ' Prom whatever 

place thou goest forth ’ while for the people the words are ‘ wherever ye 

may be.’ The implication is that in the Prophet’s wars the main object 

in view should be the sanctification of the Holy House and its permanent 

immunity from domination by infidels. This in a way may be a purpose in 

making it a Qiblah for the Musalmans in general, but in our ease it is so 

only in a very secondary way. We are not commissioned to fight at all 

except under the standard of the Pi'ophet or the Imam unless, of course, 

we are forced to do so in self-defence. For the most part the work 

required for this was done by the Prophet and we are only to sustain it— 

the Qiblah being an outward sign of our spirit in the matter. 

That people may have no Hujjat against you.’ Hujjat means argu¬ 

ment, and is here used in the sense of something wherewith they might 

sneei against you. Thus the Jews are said to have been taunting the 

Musalmans that they had to turn to their temple in their prayers. At 

the time this verse was revealed the Kaaba was also an idolatorous 
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temple anl so the change of the Qiblah was appareatly only making 

matters worse. But, as remarked before, there was here an assuranee of 

the victory of Kaaba—there could not certainly have been a more clear 

prophecy. 

‘ That I may complete m3^ favour upon you and that perchance ye 

may be gfuided.’ The reference is clearly to the spiritual counterpart of 

the Qiblah spoken of in verse 143, the second verse on the subject. For 

the completion of favour see Surah 4 verse 4 and the occasion on which it 

was revealed. For guidance see note to 1: 5 and 2 : 1. They required to 

be guided further to the Imams referred to in verse 143. 

Verse 151. This was exactly the prayer of Our Lord Abraham ; see 

verse 129 abos^e. The object however was guidance of the people and 

completion of favour upon them as stated in verse 150 above. For this 

purpose the Qiblah was set up which serves as a symbol which typifies 

spiritual unity of the Musalmans under one guide and ruler, both temporal 

and spiritual. 

Verse 152. God’s remembcrance is the bestowing of His favour— 

chiefly grace for vii-tue, which is the true blessing, and His forgetfulness, 

leaving men to their fate. For the use of such woi‘ds as these of God 

see note to verse 21, 25 &c. 

Section 19. 

Hard Trials necessary in the cause of faith and the assistance of God 

must be sought for through patience and prayer. Those who lose their 

lives in the cause of God do not die but gain eternal life. An example of 

how patience is rewarded. Fate of those who conceal the truth and die 
infidels. 

153. 0 ye who believe! Seek aid of patience and prayer ; 
verily God is with the patient. 

154. And say not of those who are slain in the cause 

of God that they are dead : Nay (they are) living, but ye 
do not perceive. 

155. And most surely We will try you witii somewhat 
of fear and hunger and (some) waste of wealth and of lives, 
and fruits ; and give glad tidings to the patient. 
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15G. Those •who, when an affliction hefalleth them 

Verilj’' we belong to God, and unto Him we are surely to 

return. 

157. These, on them are the blessings from their Lord 
and grace and these it is that are (rightly) guided. 

15S. Self a and Martva are among the monuments (R) of 
God {ShaaeruUah)^ wherefore whosoever maketh a pilgrimage 
to the House or performeth the Umra, there shall be no sin 
on him to go round the twain, and whoever of his own 
aecord doeth a good deed, then surely God is appreciating 
{Shakir), knowing. 

n 

159. Verily those that conceal that which We have sent 
down of clear evidences and guidance, after what we have 
(so) clearly shewn to men in the Book, these, God doth curse 
them and (also) those that curse shall curse them. 

160. Except those that repent and amend and make 
manifest (the truth)—these then I will turn towards (meri- 
fally) and I am the Oft-returning (to mercy), the Merciful. 

161. Yerily those that beheve not (B iTa/hrw) and die 
while they are unbelievers, on them shall be the curse of God 
and the angels and men all together, 

162. Abiding in it (for ever) ; their torment shall not 
be lightened for them, nor shall they have respite. 

163. And your God is one God I there is no God but 
He. He is the God of Mercy, the Merciful. 

Verse 15S. In the pi-eeeding sections we have been tanght that the 

chief object of the Qiblah is to serve as a symbol for the spiritual unity 

of the Musalmans (verse 148), under one guide and ruler, so that the ulti¬ 

mate object is guidance (verse 151) in its highest and most perfect sense 

as explained in note to 1: 5, 2 : 1 &e. This naturally leads to the subject 

of guidance, and in the opening verses of this section "we are 

taught that for the work of guidance hard trials are necessai'y and must 
be borne with patience and prayer. 
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Faith, if it is anything real and not merely empty words, must 

express itself in two things, patience and prayer. One who feels he has 

sold his soul to God (see verse 207 below) will not eare what comes to 

him ; he will be glad to bear any hardships in the cause of God, consoling 

himself with the thought that be is God’s, (has no soul of his own to be 

sorry for) and to Him he will speedily return (see verse 156 below). So a 

man having a living consciousness of God cannot but constantly prostrate 

himself in supplication to Him. He will think little of his own energies 

or the favourable conditions round about him, even the forces of nature 

he can command will appear of little avail in his sight; his sole trust and 

Cvontidence will be in God. So it is that without some measure of these 

qualities faith is merely empty woi'ds and hardly worth anything. So it 

was that the jews were also exhorted to it in verse 45 above. 

There is one thing more. One should strive for and pray for a 

thing, even though that thing may be morally certain. Thus in 33 ; 65 

we are taught to pray to God that He may bless the Prophet, though in 

that very verse we are told He does bless him. In such cases prayer is 

partly an expression of harmony with the will of God, and partly it has 

an efdeaey of its own (with the pleasure of God) in intensifying the result 

or accelerating the desired object. So if this verse is really placed here with 

special reference to the conquest of Mecca we may say with the Ahmadi 

commentator that, in spite of the clear prophecy about it in the making of 

the Kaaba a Qiblah for the Musalmans, they were taught that “ to attain 

to that great object they must seek Divine assistance which would be 

granted them if they endured trials with manliness and prayed to Allah.” 

The words are. however general, and apply to all times, and there is no 

assurance about the special refereirce conjectured. 

Verse 154. More clearly in 3: 163 where . the martyrs are pre¬ 

cisely said to be Ahyaim inda rabhihim ?/urzaqun alive, given sustenance in 

the sight of their Lord. 

The commentators say this verse was revealed about the Musalmans 

slain in the battle of Beder. The Sunni accounts say merely that the 

Prophet objected to the people saying that So and so died, or that the 

infidels began to say, these men lose their lives for nothing, and that 

occasioned this verse (Razi). But it is the Musalmans who are clearly 

addressed here, and it is probable that some Musalmans being recently con¬ 

verted did share these views. And as pointed out above this is not the 

only verse about it, we have a clearer one in 3 : 163 showing that, as 

might be expected, the teaching was slow of acceptance. It is now a 



re'.^ognised arti<*le of belief in all seets of MuSvalmaiis. It is simply idle of 

the Ahmadi commentator to explain it away metaphorically. See his 

note on the Terse which it is rather too long for ns to quote here. 

It is hardly necessary to point out that evidence of the survival, in 

some form, of personality after death is accumulating in the psychical 

researches of the day, and the most eminent scientists as Sir Oliver Lodge 

are subscribing to it. Sir Oliver Lodge has written a special work upon 

it, ‘ The survival of man,’ which must be convincing to many. 

Verse 155. Mark the double emphasis. We will most certainly try 

you. There are numerous traditions to show that the more a man rises 

in faith and in the quality of patience the more he is beset with trials in 

the form of calamities, and as he endures these he is raised more and more 

in the sight of God. Those who have not had many calamities to bear 

are not much to be congratulated on that account. It is to be feared they 

are not considered lit to be tried. Any way the Prophet and the Imams 

being the highest in the ranks of believers it was these that are specially 

addressed in this verse, and their lives are full of the most heart-rending 

particulars. And it was once only in history that all the trials mentioned 

in this verse came together and in the highest degree conceivable—to 

Husain and his party falling on the plain of Kerbela. Hence it is that 

the verse is said to refer specially to that event, as it was in that event 

only that the verse saw its full realization. In a dissociated way for 

different individuals among the faithful these trials marked the age of the 

Omyeds, and will also mark the age shortly before the advent of the 

promised Mahdi of Islam. 

Verse 156. See this explained in note to verse 153. 

Ve?'se 157. Salawat. This in the case of God may be rendered as- 

blessings, but, even as such, the word connotes something of recognition 

of merit, respect, honour, exaltation, and the like. Thus in 35 : 56* 

‘ Verily God and His angels bless (rwsa/^?ma n/a) the Prophet, 0 ye the 

believers, bless him {Sallu alaihi) and submit to him in the perfect way of 

submitting.’ There must be some community in the nature of the act, by 

God and his angels and the believers, to justify the use of the same word. 

The use of this very high word here further strengthens the view that 

those specially refeimed to in verses 155 & 156 are some very high souls— 

not ordinary believers. Few would dare to pray for the holiest men or 

the greatest martyrs with the words ‘ Allahumma salle ala. 

Verse 158. This verse shows how hardships borne by the truly holy 

are rewarded by God. Safa and Marwa are two- hills near Mecca. They 
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were the scene of Hagar’s rnnnin^ to and fro in search of water 

when Abrahara left her here alone in the wilderness with her son 

Ishraael. It is by way of a mem >rial of these hardships borne by her in 

fnlfllment of the command of God that running to and fro between these 

hills is a compulsory part of the pil^rima^e. As the places were not yet 

cleared of idols, some idols—were kept on these historle hills, someMusah 

mans had scruples about this practice, and the verse was revealed to 

remove these scruples. 

Shaaerullali ‘ Signs of God.’ Anything that by any sort of associa¬ 

tion calls to mind God or His worship or is associated with a holy person, 

say a prophet or an Imam, whose rememberenee would itself be an act of 

devotion to God is a Shaaerullah. It is as such that we regard Tazias, 

Alams, Tabnts &c as Shaaerullah, Shakir (from Shahara) strictly means 

thankful, grateful. In the case of God it means appreciator of merit, and, 

in effect, bountiful in rewarding. 

Verse 169. These are the Jews who are held to have known all 
« 

about the Prophet, and probably also about the sanctity of the Kaaba and 

its environs (for the evidence of which see note on verse 144), but conceal¬ 

ing all this from the people out of their spite for the Prophet. The 

Ahmadi commentator cites extracts from Duet 28 : 20—68 to show that 

the Jews were most vehemently cursed by Moses in the event of their 

failing to observe all his commandments. There is no point in confining 

the curses to the neglect of the commandments in chapter 28. Certainly 

wilful disregard of the Prophet foretold in chapter 18 expo^sed them to 

these curses apart from the penalty of death foretold for it in that 

chapter. 

“ Curse as implying an imprecation of evil is not the exact equiva* 

lent of laa.nat which implies the banishing or estranging of one from good 

though unfortunately it comes to the same thing, as, such is the constitu¬ 

tion of nature, that stationariness is impossible—one who does not go 

towards good must go towards evil. 

The Quvsing, laanat prayed for, by angels and men is an expression of 

their harmony with the will of God, and so the Shias do it as a matter of 

duty, just as they pray for blessing of God on the Prophet, though ,it is 

known that God doth bless him. As there is distinct command to that 

effect in 33 : 56, so there is clear approval of this in the verse before us. 

The Sunnis demur to cursing any by name who have made a profes¬ 

sion of Islam, however their conduct may give the lie to that profession, 
f 
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The Shias see the force of this ; hnt there is no point in it when 

infidelity is a matter of certainty leaving no shadow of doubt about 

t,h(nv 

it, aa 

when the thing is expressly declared of them by inspired teachers, the 

Imams. Moreover, granting that any are saved, (say by repenting at the 

point of death), their being hated and cursed in this life may count 

as a punishment for their misdeeds and may be actually a matter of 

mercy for them. 

Cursing as an expression of hatred and disgust is useful also for 

ourselves. There is no better way to avoid the spiritual influence of 

these bad souls, the reality of which is a matter of common knowledge to 

spiritualists. Note also that, as every psychologist knows, expression 

is necessary for the sustaining of an emotion. If the expression is sup¬ 

pressed the emotion itself is liable to vanish altogether. 

Verse 160. Mark that repentance is never complete until a man tries, 

as much as he can, to undo the mischief he has caused. 

Verse 161. Allazina A' Those that reject ’ that is eonscioiisly 

and wilfully by perversity or in indolence. Surely not all unbelievers, 

all non-Muslims come under the category of these hard words, A clear 

exception is made in -4: 99 about “ the weak among men, women and 

childern who have no means at command, nor are they led to the way.” 

So 9 : 107 speaks of others who are made to wait for the command of God, 

whether He punish them or whether He turn to them (mercifally) for 

Godis Knowing, Wise.” Referring to these verses the great divine, Allama 

Majlisi says in Haqqul Yaqin. ‘ The other party are those persons who 

are weak of intellect, and so are unable to distinguish truth from error, 

or those, who living in the lands of our enemies, have not the means to 

leave their homes and search for the true religion, or who lived in the days - 

of ignorance and interreguin between prophets when the followers of error 

preponderated and the followers of truth were concealing themselves for 

their lives. And so are all those in conditions similar to these. These 

are those who await God’s command, and their salvation is probable.” 

Hell is only for those who wilfully reject the truth or having means to 

attain to it do not care to do so. 

For the eternity of the punishment see the tradition of Our Lord 

Jafarel Sadiq about the eternal happiness of those in Paradise cited in 

note to verse 25 in Supp. The virtuous are to have eternal bless, fox- 

in this life they were such that, however long they might nave lived, they 

would have continued to obey God in spite of its hardships. In the same 

way those who are perversely wicked deserve eternal damnation, as, how: 
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ever long they might have lived they would have continued in their state 
of perversity or indolence. 

F«rsf! ins. This verse is plausibly supposed to indicate the grand 

object which was set before the Muslims. It is the focus on which all the 

work of guidance must turn. 

Section 20. 

Divine Unity is manifest in God’s creation. Those who join others 

with God in obedience to their leaders will sorely repent. 

164. Verily in tlie creation of heavens and earth and 
the alternation of the night and the day, and in the ships 
that sail over the sea with that which profiteth mankind, and 
in that which God sends down of water fi-oin. heaven and 
quickeneth therewith the earth after its death and scattereth 
therein of every (kind of) animal, and in the changing 
of the winds and the clouds prisoned (or made subservient 
Miisakl’kar) between heavens and earth are surely signs for 
those who understand. 

V 

165. And of men there are some who take unto them¬ 
selves others beside God, and love them with love (due) to 
God. But those who are faithful are stronger in (their) 
love for God. And 0 ! that the iniquitous had seen (now 
what they will know) when they behold the torment that 
unto God belongeth all power, and that verily God is severe 
in punishing. 

166. When those who are followed shall renounce them 
that follow them, and they see the torment and the ties 
between them shall be severed. 

167. And the followers shall say, O that for us were a 
return (to world) then we would renounce them as they 
have renounced us. Thus will God show them their deeds 
(turned to) regrets for them and they will not come forth 
out of the fire. 
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Verse 164. All nature bears witness in its own unity and inter¬ 
dependence to the Unity of God, In this verse we are exhorted to reflect 
over creation and find out this unity in the midst of all the diversity and 
manifoldness of natural objects and phenomena. Also all the forces 
working in nature are purposive driving towards the C'/olution of life 
and the advantage of living beings chiefly man, showing that God is not 
a mere metaphysical necessity of thought but a Living Intelligent Creator 
and ruler of heavens and earth. Finally a God who has so much regard 
for His creatures that He has created this vast creation for their use 
would not leave it all undone b^’ making no provision for their guidance 
and spiritual development. 

Verse 165. They love their idols with the love due to God. The 
Arabic expression is ‘ like the love of God.’ The meaning seems to be ‘ as 
much as they might otherwise (bnt for these others) have of the love of 
God.’ Associating them with God all their afieetions centre on them at 
the expense of God who is but nominally believed in. This partly because 
they are nearer their comprehension, and partly because it is they that 
form the distinctive feature of their religion. Hence it is that we see 
these men look with complacent eyes on the growth of scepticism and 
atheism, but they are wild in fury when their idols or religious leaders 
are attacked. The same applies to all mere creeds. 

The truly faithful have greater love for God, for not only their 
spiritual leaders but all they love they love merely on account of God. 
If they love their sons and daughters it is because it is their duty to do 
so. Independently of God they should have no affections for anything. 
Conversely they must love^ for the sake of God, all the faithful they know, 
however remote they may be from themselves. Such is the Muslim 
ideal. If they fall short of it they are crippled in faith. See Kafi, 
Chapter on Love on account of God and hate on account of God ’ So 
intense must their love of God be that it must enable such a vast exten¬ 
sion of their affections merely on account of Him—by a mere association 
of feelings. 

Verse 16 7. The Ahmadi commentator says ‘ It should be noted that 
it is the intense regrets for the evil deeds done which is here described as 
being the^/f?^ from which there is no escape.’ I do not see where this is 
in the verse. It may be true that the torments of hell are only physical 
manifestations of their evil deeds, as is held by some, but what the Ahmadi 
commentator says is simply baseless. 
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Section 21. 

Injunction to use lawful and lawfully acquired things for food, 

Blind following of old customs deprecated. The concealing of truth and 

corrupting it for worldly gain amounts to eating of fire. 

168. O ye men, eat of that which is lawful, good, out 
of what is on earth and follow not the footsteps of Satan, 
for verily he is an open enemy unto you. 

169. He only enjoineth you to evil and abomination 
and that ye impute to Grod that which ye know not. 

170. And when it is said unto them, follow that which 
•God hath sent down, they say, Nay ! We follow what we 

found our fathers upon. What! and though their fathers 
had no sense at all, nor were guided aright. 

171. The hkeness of those that disbeheve is as the like¬ 
ness of one who shouteth to that which heareth naught but 
a call and a cry. Deaf, dumb, bhnd, wherefore they do not 
understand. 

172. 0 ye who believe! eat of the good things We have 
provided for you and thank God if it is Him ye worship. 

173. He hath but forbidden you that which dieth of 
itself and blood and the flesh of sv/ine and whatsoever hath 
other name than God’s invoked upon it, but whoever is 
forced to it without (spirit of) revolting or transgressing 
(Gliaira BagJiin tva la aadin) then there shall be no sin upon 
him. Verily God is Forgiving, Merciful. 

174. Verily those that hide that of the Book which 
God hath sent down and barter it away for a small price— 
these, they do not eat ought but fire in their belhes, and God 
will not speak to them on the day of resurrection and will 
not purify them, and for them there shall be grievous 
torment. 
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175. These are they who have taken error in barter 
for true guidance and the torment for forgiveness, 0 how 
(bold) they are to endure the Fire. 

176. That is because God hath revealed the Book in 
truth, and verily those that differ about the Book are in a 

great opposition [SMqaqin laid). 

I'erselSS. LaTrfnl, good. “ The la^rfnl things are not on]}’ those 

■which the Law has not declared to be forbidden, but even nnforbidden 

^^ . ] 3 * ^3} are aoqxiired nnlawfnlly, by theft, robbery, 

cheating*, bribery fe.” The good things are those that are wholesome, not 

only physically but also morally and spiritually. There is not the least 

doubt that food, plays an important part in the formation of character, 

and the heart and brain powers are clearly affected by the quality of 

food. Some articles, as lobsters &c, are believed to have an aphrodisiac 
effect and must be hurtful morally, if not physically. Some intoxicants are 

recommended as aid to spiritualistic powers, but they are biu'tfnl mentally, 

morally and physically. It is difficult for man to judge which food mav be 

best for man in all respects tending to produce the normal chai'acter that 

is desii'ed in Islam' having no quality over pre-pondei'ating at the expense 

of others. So the Prophet and Imams were pai*tictilar in specifying the 

kinds of food (usually flesh) which is lawful for Musalmans to use, allow¬ 

ing some only with a disapprobation {Kai'almi} these to be abstained as far 

as possible. The directions must be followed without any question about 

the good or evil in each case, for it is very difficult to know it though 

usually we come to know it in time. Thus swine’s flesh so mxieb in use 

among Christians is admitted to be a very dangerous thing if the proper 

piecautions aic neglected. Also it is believed to have a detrimental effect 
on modesty and shamefulness. 

bm-c 169, Impute to God ’ i, r. fictions as trinity and also, in 

name of God, as the setting np of legal and disciplinary diz-eetions witbont 

antbonty from God or his prophets. See traditions warning ns of the 

latter in Safi in loco. These include inventions with the best of the mo- 
tives-a warning to the Ahmadi commentator. 

^ i71. “ The likeness of those &c ” L .. in thy call to them for 

ai , as e:jplained by Onr Loi’d Baqir. The higher spiritual realities of 

ftoth are nmntelligible to the infidels and they simply think that the 

Prophet 18 calling them to a new and sti-ange faith, . 
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Verse 172. Notic’e that spirit of i.hankfnlness mnst aci^orapany 

dinini?, otherwise it is like the dining of the infidels—a thing to whieh, 

strietly speaking, they have no right in God’s ereation, for they worship 

others besides Him. Hence the repeated injunctions of the Prophet and 

the Imams to begin dining with the name of God Bimillah and to finish it 

with AlhamdiL lillah. Some go so far as to say these words with every 

morsel of food taken—making their dinners a veritable function of 
devotion. 

Verse 17S, Innama has been held by the grammarians to signify 

comprehensiveness, * only,’ ' nothing but ’ n to the exclusion of any¬ 

thing besides. But this it need do only in a perfect sense. Generally 

speaking there need not be any absolute negation of anything besides what 

is said. Thus the things specified here are further amplified in verse 5 : 3 

&c but only as a further exposition. Besides this we are enjoined in 

verse 59 ; 7 to obey the Prophet and accept all he directs. His directions 

about lawful and unlawful animals for diet being therefore as obligatory 

as any in the Holy Book. Sometimes, it seems, the force of Innama is 

simply that of the Urdoo to, saying something as a corrective of some¬ 

thing said or supposed, held by exaggeration, and the like. 

Verse 173. Necessity may be of two kinds, one that brought on by 

disease, extreme want &c so that life is in danger if the unlawful food 

is not taken. In these cases it is allowed provided that one does not 

dine for pleasure and does not continue to eat beyond the quantity neces¬ 

sary for subsistence, otherwise one will come under the category of Ba^hi 

or adi z. e, sinful, revolting against God, as every sinful man is. 
ft 

The verse is, however, meant chiefly as a warning to those who 

undertake jonrney for unlawful purposes. If these come to a place 

where they can get no lawful food they will not be held excusable even if 

they are dying of hunger or thirst. Baghi means revolting i. e. against 

the Imam, Adi means transgressing i. e. going for any other sinful pur¬ 

pose. This includes game for purpose of sport merely, as distinguished 
from that meant for providing food for self and family. 

Verse 174. This verse coming on in this section which is concerned 

only with directions for Musalmans seems clearly meant to be a warning 

to them that they should not like the Jews conceal anything4hat God has 

revealed and sell away their faith for a mean price, else they would be no 

better than them. Everyone should be on his guard and see if he can see 

any tendency towards this among his spiritual guides and leaders. It is 

known-that some sects have been dubbed by their opponents as Jews of 
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this Ummat, and it is time we enquire with a eonseieneious spirit and settle 

our historical disputes for the future. 

The espression ‘ they eat nothing but fire in their bellies ’ is clearly 

metaphorical for that they are spoiling their spiritual life even now. 

However strictly they may follow the ceremonial of the Law about food 

and everything else it is vain for them. 

Mark the terms in which the punishment of the hereafter is men¬ 

tioned. Before saying anything of the physical torment they are told 

that God will not speak to them and will not purify them, clearly indicat¬ 

ing that it is God’s displeasure and the lack of His grace for purification 

that is the chief thing of moment, all else being only a sequel to it. 

Indeed, the latter might be bearable to the faithful, not the former. As 

says Our Lord Ali in a well-known prayer of his, “ So if Thou place me 

in tortures by side of Thine enemies and join me with those in Thy tri¬ 

bulation and separate me from Thy friends and lovers, then let me grant 

1 suffer in patience Thy torment, but how will I have patience about Thy 

separation, and let me grant I suffer in patience Thy fire hW will I have 

patience to be debarred from the sight of Thy magnanimity. 

Verse 175, “ They take error in barter for true guidance.” This- 

further shows it is the Musalmans chiefly referred to in the preceding 

verse. The Jews being unbelievers had never anything of true guidance 

to barter it away. 

Ve?'se 176, “Differ about the Book,” The Book here is the 

complete Word of God, as explained in note to the first verse of this 

Surah. 

Section 22. 

Eighteousness consists not in formalities but in accepting the great 

principles of faith and practising charity and religions duties, showing 

strength of character and patience under trials and steadfastness in the 

battlefield. Ketaliation, though allowed as a necessity for society, may be 

pardoned as an act of charity. Bequests for charitable purposes allowed, 

but should not be meant to injure any legal heirs. 

177. Eighteousness is not (this) that ye turn yonr 
faces towards the East and the West, righteousness is rather 
one who heheveth in God and the Last day, and the angels 
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and the Book, and the prophets, and giveth (of his) his wealth 
out of love for Him to the near of Him and the orphans and 
the poor and the wayfarer and the beggans and for those in 
bondage ; and keeps up prayer and pays the Zaeat ; and those 
who fulfil their promise when they make a promise, and the 
patient in distress and affliction and in time of war—these 
are they who are true and these are they who are righteous. 

178. 0 ye who believe! Retaliation is prescribed for 
yon in the matter of the slain, the freeman for the freeman, 
the bondman for the bondman, the woman for woman, yet 
whoever is remitted aught by his brother, then (there should 
be) following (his example) in reason {Iciibann bil maritf) and 
payment made to him in a good manner. This is a relief (for 
you) from your Lord and a mercy, so whosoever shall be 
offender after this, for him there will be grievous punish¬ 
ment. 

179. And there is life for you in (the law of) retaliation, 
ye men of understanding, that haply ye may guard your¬ 
selves. 

180. It is laid down for you when death approach one of 
you if he leave behind wealth that he make a bequest to his 
parents and near relations according to reason—a duty on 
the God-fearing. 

181. And whosoever shall alter it after he has heard it— 
the sin of it then is only upon those who alter it. Yerily 
God is Forgiving, Merciful. 

Verse 177. Of this verse it is snffieient to say what the Prophet said 

Whoever acts tip to this verse has attained to perfection in faith.” The 

spirit cannot fail to strike even a most careless reader. Wherry says, 

'■ This is one of the noblest verses in the Quran. We clearly distinguish 

between a formal and a ■ practical piety. Faith in God and behevolence 

towards men is clearly set as the essence of religion.” 



Ala huhhihi (translated for lOYe of Hiin). The pronominal particle 

U here has been otherwise understood to refer to ita spending in' charity 

(contained in Ato) the meaning being for the love of charity, or to mal 

property the meaning then being ‘ in spite of love of property,’ as God 

says * you will never attain to virtue till yon spend (in charity) out of 

what ye love.’ Absolute indifference to property or other things of 

earthly value being not the ideal, but the complete subordination of it to 

the spirit of charity and duty. 

Fiv'-Riqah. lliqah (plural of Raqabah) means necks and thence the 

term comes to signify those in bondage as slaves, captives &e. These are 

usually men made captives in war, that is were enemies of the Musalmans 

before. As the Ahmadi commentator says, No religion in the world 

other than Islam has told ns how love for the enemy may be shown in 

practice. What kind of conquering nation does Islam require its fol¬ 

lowers to be ? A nation of conquerers who must spend part of their 

wealth for setting free those enemies who have been captured in war 1 

No nobler teaching, no practical ordinance is met with outside the pages 

of the Holy Book. However noble the teaching “ Love your enemies ” 

it did not pass beyond the domain of dream in Christianity, only the 

practical benefactor of humanity could say : ‘*For the love of Allah give 

away your wealth in freeing those enemies whom you have captured 

in war.” Elsewhere the setting free of a slave [Fakko raqaha}^ is one of 

the cardinal virtues of faith, 90: 13. Besides the general i*ecommendation 

of it as a work of merit in the Qtiran and the traditions the emancipation 

of slave is made a Kaffara (expiation) for several sins ; see 4 : 94, 5 : 91, 

68 : 4. 

Note that the mol money &c to be spent on these is something over 

and above the compulsory poor-rate zacat which is specified separately 

later in this verse. 

‘ Fulfilment of promises ’ is another characterestic which should 

distinguish the truly faithful. It includes fulfilment of the pledge made 

to God (2 : 38 &c) and promises made to each other both in the individual 

and in the public capacity. Breach of promises is said in the traditions 

to be one of the marks of hypocrisy in faith, F'lfaq. Nothing need be said 

about its importance in public relations. As the Ahmadi commentator 

says ‘ Faithlessness to treaties and pledges on the part of nations has 

wrought greater havoc on humanity than any other cause.’ 

‘ The patient in distress aud afflction and in time of conflet.’ This 
last is the characterestic par excellence, for it shows that the man has really 
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sold his soul to (rod, 2 :20S, 9 :112 &e.- A man who realizes and feels that 

he has sold his soul to God and keex>s it as a trust from him 

would certainly not care what comes to it, Indeed life would be a burden 

to him, the sooner one is relieved of the trust tne better. Such a man 

cannot but have unshakeable fortitude iu the direst conflict. Any who 

show the slightest cowardioe in war, or are otherwise sorry for them¬ 

selves in distress and affliction show they have not sold their souls—they 

still think it something their oWn, and so can be called faithful {Momh) 

only in a secondary sense. 

‘ These are they who are trno.^ These words are important, for in 

another place we aVe directed *‘to be with (/. c, follow) the true ones.” The 

verse is indeed a clear definition of those we should follow and associate 

ourselves spiritually with. All the qualities mentioned can be found 

together and in an ideally perfect sense in the case of the Imams and 

these only. The Muslims will do well to see if history can bear testimony 

to the popular Caliphs coming np to the ideal. 

Litemr:^ Note. In this verse we notice the following (1) The Ex¬ 

pression ‘ Righteousness is One who believes in God &c.’ (2) It is siiign- 

lar from * One who believes ’ to ^ pays zacat ’ and then it is plu|,'al'. (3) 

Those who fulfil their promises is in the nominative form, but the next 

phrase ^ the patient in distress &c ’ is in the accusative form. All these 

peculiarities have been shown by the commentators to be consistent with 

the literary practice of the Arabs. See the very able discussion of these 

in Amali of Sharif Murtaza where instances of similar unusnalities ar^ 

given from Arabic poets^ Ent since I believe that unusual foitns of 

expression have some great purpose at their back usually artistic repre¬ 

sentation. of some great truth, I think that these are meant represent 
artistic^iUy the great spiritual truth that, as taught in the traditions, (1) 

the soul of the Prophet in his pre“existent state is the Alpha and Omega of 

all virtue, all others are virtuous only by participating more or less in his 

holy soul, so be is called not virtuous hut virtue itself, (2) that this one 

great spiritual entity further differentiated into 14 lights'- the Imams 

with their mother Fatima and the Pi-ophet, and so in the later part wfe 

have the plural (3) The change of case from nominative to accusative is 

due to the two characters of their life as rulei*s and subjects. The fulfil 

ment of promises is something active and hence in the nominative, 

patience is something passive and hence put in the accusative form. See 

similar expressions in verse 189, 9 5 19 &c. 

Arabia was a country in which bloodshed and warfare 

\Vas of daily o4nrance> And, what is worse, any murder once effected 

Was sure to breed an endless hereditary animosity between the tribesmen. 
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oE tbe liiiirdei'er and tbe murdered, a stiffieient nnmber of tlie men of the 

Other part}^ being killed in retaliation for those slain on their side. Thifs 

was eonsidered a matter of hononr; and superstition also helped to keep it 

np. The soitls of the slain rfere supposed to he crying for the satisfaction 

of their blood in the shape of the screeches of the owl, and the sons and 

grandsons of the slain felt theipsel^es hound in duty to satisfy them. So 

the blood animosities were literally hereditary and continned for genera¬ 

tions without the slightest sign of abatement. It was no easy matter for 

the Prophet to stop this altogether, and the extent to which he siujceedod 

mnst be considered simply wonderful. In 49 : 9 it is directed that 'when 

■whole parties attack each other it is the duty of the Mnsalmans to have 

a reconcialition effected somehow, using force if necessary ; anyhow the 

matter must be settled and end there. There is no retaliation to be sought 

for the individuals slain. The faithful are brethren and must be recon¬ 

ciled. In the ease of pnvate murders^ and in all eases of private assault 

not amounting to a regular fight it is the duty of tbe K^tute to imsist oui 

retaliation. But the law makes provision for three things. One thing is 

that the actual murderer is to be put to death. The other is that the heirs 

of the murdered man may be allowed to pardon the innrderer for a tnomeu' 

tary consideration. The latter was evidently an .art of elenieiun- befitting' 

thefaithfnl. The intirderer is still called their brother-in-faitb in tbe 

verse. The fonner it was necessary to insist on as the pre-Islamic Ai-abs 

used sometimes to insist when the man killed was of noble desctmt 

■vhat the chiefest among tbe party of tbe innrderer be killed in retaliation. 

They were not content with tbe desith of the actual unirderer if he hap¬ 
pened to be an ordinai'y man. 

The third thing provided for was that in prescribing retalhttion by 

death regard must be bad as to whether the murderer and his victim were 

freemen or slaves, men or women, father or son, and sofortb. Every case 

is dealt with by jurists in works of I^aw tetsed on this verse and .snpple- 

mentary traditions of the Imams. Generally, this vei'se says, a freeman 

is to be put to death only on account of a freeman, not for a woman or a 

slave, except under conditions laid down in the books of law which cannot 

be detailed here. So it might be supposed in tbe ease of a woman or slave 

innrderer. But it is understood this is not the ease, if they may be put 

to death in case of their equals they are much more liable to it in case 

their victims are superior. The (^sas (equality) is not satisfied in such 
cases even with death. 

There is a fourth provision contained in tbe very word Q/ms. The 

murderer should ordinarily be put to death in tbe same way that he killed 
his victim. 
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Of tliese two things (1) eomposition of the offenee and (2) the eon- 

sideration of the relative ranks o-f the murderer and the murdered may 

be eonsidered as open to serious objection. 

These ean be easily disposed of, but before we enter unto disenssionf 

of these it is nec^essary to point out that besides the penal powers the 

Imam has as a judge be has indefinite powers (extending even to death) of 

2\:iazir (ehastisement). Where considerations of pnblie weal demand it he 

ean deal with any ease with as mueh severity as he thinks fit. Besides 

this society has its own ways of expressing its hatred and disgust of a 

criminal; and the two together ean make the life of a man as miserable 

as it ean possibly be. Then it must be mnembered that in the strict 

sense of punishment as a requirement of jnstiee neither death nor any 

other earthly penalty is reganled as absolving the man from the sin—the 

punishment for wilful mni'der of the faithful being eternal damnation (see 

4- 93), of course unless truly repented and made amends for. The penalty 

of death or the payment of the bloodvvit to the heirs is effective only as 

regaids the claim of the murdered man against the mnixlerer. In 4 : 93 

bloodwit is prescribed only in cases of murder in ignorance; here it may by 

the utmost strekdi of the words be held to include cases of grave pi’ovoeation. 

In such eases even the law in modern times allows concession in the form 

of imprisonment or transportation only (what is most objectionable) 

while it makes the criminal subserve the interests of the State it does 

nothing whatever to help the poor i^elations of the murdered man who 

suffer most by his sudden untimely death. Qur law aims cdiiefly at this. 

Then it must be observed that, as is well-known to every one, not 50 

per cent of the eases of murder succeeded to be traced but, and of those 

that do not thi^ee in ten get to be convicted, though in many eases it 
♦ 

becomes easily certain, morally, who is the actual offender. Owing to the 

very serious nature of the punishment the judges have to exercise the 

utmost caution and the benefit of doubt is given to the criminal in every 

possible and impossible way. It is this that keeps the number of murder 

cases is these ‘ civilized ’ countries undiminisbed from year to yean people 

always think they ean avoid the bold of law upon them by suitable pre¬ 

cautions. In our system the possibility of the offence being compounded 

and the thought that it will be difficult, very difficult, to do &o if it is 

denied and efforts ai-e made to spoil the evidence will no doubt minimise 

the temptation to do so, and few eases will I'emain unpunished. 

Again anyone who keeps an eye on actual facts will not fail to 

observe that, in civilized countries at least, muirier cases ai’e almost aways 

eases of grave provocation, 80 per cent cases in India are cases of honour 
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(clue to adultery) and we sympathise more with the nuwlerer than his 

victim. Here the laws of Islam are as strict as they can possibly be. 

But such is the inversion of moral sentiments in the present boasted civi¬ 

lization that our laws in this respect are held to be brutal and barbarous. 

As a matter of fact adultry is nothing in modern eivili2iat)ion and under 

the British laws implanted in India and elsewhere one of the parties— 

the woman is not punished at all. The same is the ease with most other 

incentives, drinking, gambling &e all of which are practically passed over 

in the present ‘‘civilized ’ governments. Islam on the other hand seeks to 

strike at the root of the evil,'—and when the crime has oceured it seeks 

to i-^ctify and make amends for the consequences as far as possible. 

Murder connected with robbery comes under the head of robbery axid there 

is no compounding there. 

Further, we have said that society has it own ways of dealing with 

the oi-iminal. And all know that society is the best corrective of social 

evils. It is very difficult for any man to iM^sist the disgust or resentment 

of the public against him. Murder excites a sensation of horror which 

easts into shade all the provocation that may have led to it. But such is 

the weakness of human nature that when the criminal is sought by the 

State to be put to death the same sense of horror accompanied by regai’d 

for bis innocent relatives impels people to sheild him and make him 

escape the penalty as far as possible. This feeling will go away com¬ 

pletely and be turned into one of intense resentment and disgust for the 

offender if be is let off as a matter of grace by the relatives of the mux*- 

dered man. I say no man on earth can I'esist such feelings in all about 

him, and however beastly one nxay have been one cannot to fall into a 

remorseful attitude of mind. I say even if he is such that he is not tonehed 

by the grace of bis pardoners this will make him do it and he will be 
their slave for all his life. 

Will the society be better or worse for tbis^ The man will be 

rectified, the men suffering from his act will have some compensation. 

What, on the other hand, is the good of the present system of insisting on 

his death f I have said that owing to the great ehaixces of avoiding it it is 

not in the least effective in preventing others fi'om following his example, 

No other good can be imagined. This, I say, is amply provided for by the 

law prescribing it unless pardoned. Indeed does it more for it pres¬ 

cribes that the man will be put to death in the sarnie way that he billed Ms 

victim, not in the painless ways that the modern civilization insists on, 

BuUheviewof present governments is different. The chief thing in 

their eyes xs that people should not take the law into their own hands 
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Murder is a State offence and they must punish it. As for the poor crea' 

tures who suffer by tlie act they have not the slightest consideration It 

is satisfactory that inan^^ governments in the West have now abolished 

capital punishment altogether, though that is going to the other extreme. 

But murder is still with them a purely State offence, and the relatives of 

the murdered man have no chance to show their clemency and so make 

the murderer their slave, morally. Nor is there any thought in the law 

oi: helping these unfortunate men in their distress. 

The composition of the offence being thus not only justifiable but 

advisable not much need he said as regards the concession allowed for the 

various classes of murderes in relation to the persons slain by them. It 

is obvious that whoever meets unnatural death, whether by wilful murder 

or by wa}^ of its retaliation, it is the various elements of society, they 

severall}^ belong to, the kinsmen they have and maintain, that suffer by 

these acts. 

Now it is clear that the death of a slave does not cause so much 

suffering as that of a free man, he has few relations at all. So too a 

woman is ordinarily much more limited in her relations than a man. 

Hence the lives of tbe latter may be spared though besides the blood wit 

they have to pay they can otherwise be xmnished as severely as may be 

required both by the State and by society. . Moreover the murder of a 

son by his father, slave by his master, woman by a man will be usually 

be due to some serious provocation—the last will usually be connected 

with indecent life. 

Retaliation was compulsory among the Jews, tbe Christian religion 

on the other hand insisted on forgiveness in everything. Tbe former 

allowed no development of the feelings of mei'cy the latter was simply 

Impracticable. The law of Islam is a relief against both extremes, and in 

providing for composition as a concession both purposes are served. 

The original duty is to punish the murderer with deaths but since the 

Musalmans were to be a reasonable tender-hearted people they were 

allowed also to foi'give without pressui'e from the law either way. 

Verse 179, In Qisas i. e, putting the murderer to death in the same 

way that he killed his victim—not in the painless ways modern ingenuity 

has invented. Moreover for full moral effect the murderer should be 

publicly executed. There is no good of doing it away from men’s eyes in 

jails as it is done at present 

Verse 180, Kkatr according to most commentators of both sects here 

signifies a large property. It is said Ou.r Lord Ali had a freed man 
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possessing 700 Dii'ltams. When he was on his deathbed ho asked about 

bequest under this verse, but Our Lord prevented him saying he had 

not a large property. A similar incident is related of Ayesha, the amount 

in this ease being 400 Dirhams. 

The beqirest is to be for charitable or other specified purposes, and 

may be made to parents or other kindred who inherit under 4:11 or to 

those who do not take under that verse. The amount of the bequest is to 

be limited to one-thirds of the property. 

The Sunnis hold it to be abrogated by IV. 11 in which the various 

hairs have their shares a noted to them, but this is wrong as not only 

the Imams teach to the contrary, but the instances noted above and others 

cited by the Ahmadi commentator show that bequest continued to he made 

under this verse till late after the death of the Prophet. I am glad the 

Ahmadi commentator has taken the Shiah view on this (jnestioii. 

Vene 182 i. e. If the proper limits are exceeded, or it is not for 

rightful purposes, or it is sought thereby to deprive the heirs of their due 

claims. Not only proper advice may be given to the testator as the 

Ahmadi commentator says, but if he does not listen the bequest niay be 

altered by proper agreement between the heirs and those in whose favour 

the bequest has been made. 

PART II. 

Section 23. 

Fasting enjoined. The holy month of Ramazan to be observed as 

the month of fasting. Acceptance of prayers. The limits in fasting. 

Eights of property to be respected. 

183. O ye who believe ! Fasting has been laid down 

for you as it was laid down for those before you that haply 

ye may eschew sin. 

184. For a fixed number of days, but whosoever 
among you is sick or on a journey then (he shall fast) that 
number of other days ; and for those who are able to do it a 
redemption by feeding a poor man, however he who shall 

follow his impulse to good it shall be good for him; and that 
ye fast is (the greater) good for you if ye were knowing. 
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185. The month of K;mizan ! That iii which was sent 
down the Quran ! A guidance for men and clear signs of 
guidance and discrimination ! So whosoever of you witnes- 
seth the month, let him fast therein, but he who is sick or 
on a journey the same nu niber of other days. God desii*eth 
for you that which is easy ; He desireth not for you that 
which is hard, and that ye fulfil the tale (of days), and that 
ye glorify God for His having guided you, and that haply ye 
may be thankful. 

186. And when My servants ask thee about Me—then 
verily I am nigh. I answer to the prayer of the supplicant 
when he calleth to Me; let them therefore answer My call 
and believe in Me that haply they may have the right 
direction. 

187. It is made lawful for you on the night of the fast 
to be with your woman, they are an apparel for you and ye 
are apparel for them. God kuoweth that ye are wont to 
act unfaithfully to your souls, so He has tiumed towards 
you (mercifully) and forgiven you. Wherefore now lie y’ou 
with them, and seek that which God hath laid down for you, 
and eat and drink until the wliite streak of dawn becoineth 
manifest to you from tlie black streak, thereafter fulfil the 
fast until night; and touch them not while ye abide in 
mosques: these are bounds set by God wherefore draw not 
near thereto ; thus doth God make plain his signs unto men 
that haply they may guard^ (against evil). 

188. And do not swallow up your property among 
yourselves by false means, neither take it to the rulers that 
ye may sw'allow up a portion (fareenqan) from the property 
of men wroQgfulJy while ye know. 

Verse 183. ‘ As it was laid down foi* those before.’ Thus it 

has been ranch in vogue among Hindus, though in that religion 

its chief value recognised is either as an aid to health, or as 

a penance to gain spintualiatic powers. Among the Jews it 

was “much in use in times of mourning, sori’ow and affliction.” 
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Christ commanded his disciples to keep fasts as it appears from 

bis direction not to do it as hypoctrites do (Matli. 6 : IG, 17). Heie too 

the spirit seems to chiefly that of Jewish fasts, her in answer to the 

Pharisees #ho objected that his disciples do not fast as often as those of 

John the Baptist his anS\^er was that whetr he will be taken away “ then 

they shall fast in those days.’^ Sabians, the representatives of the oldest 

Chalden religion, had one fall month of fasting (see note on Sabians in 

verse G2 above), and in their case the spirit seems nearest to that of 

Islam as a mortification of the soiil for moral and devotional purposvcs^ 

It is perhaps owing to the corruption of the ancient religions that we 

find these variations of spirit, as also that We cannot show that it was a 

c'ompnlsorj^ institution in the case of any except perhaps the Sabians, 

though that alone would be sufficient for the words in the verscw 

Any way, whatever may be the spirit in which the ancient people may 

have observed fasting, in Islam it is an institution for the improvement of 

the moral and spiritual condition. This is, plainly stated in the conclu¬ 

ding words ‘that haply ye may eschew sin.’ So also it is that the section 

Concludes with warning about unlawful possession of other men’s 

property-. 

Vn'se 18S. ‘That haply ye may eschew sin ’—the object of enjoining 

fast is to train men to purify their souls—to attain a complete mastery 

over the lower possions and appetites and to keep the whole self absorbed 

in devotioin For^this we are trained to siippress even our legitimate 

appetites, hunger, thirst &c, and that in a spirit of obedience to the com¬ 

mand of God. It is clear the least effect of such a training should be 

that We should be careful about indulgence in what is prohibited, 

though it must be sorrowfully" admitted that many practise this merely 

as an obligation imposed by religion, without any thought that it is meant 

to be a moral discipline. What true fasting should be and in what spirit 

the month must be observed will appear from the following i^assages in 

the prayer of Our Lord Ali ’bn Husain. 

“ Praise be to God who has guided us to His praise and made us 

among its people (that we do so), so that we may be of those that are 

thankful for His favour, and that he grant to us for this the reward of 

the pious. And praise be to God that has favoured us with His religion 

and selected us for His community" and made us take to the paths of His 

grace that We walk therein by His grace to His pleasure—pi'aise that He 

accept from us and be pleased for it with us. And praise be to God that has 

made His month of Ramzan one of these paths—the month of fasting, the 

month of Islam, the month of purity, the month of absolution from sins, 
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the month of standino: up in prayers, the month in whieh was brought 

down the Holy Quran, guidance for people, and manifest evidences for 

guidance and distinetion. So He made manifest its superiority over other 

months in His appointing for it many restrietions and well-known escek 

ienees. Thus for regcUrd of the greatness of the month He made unlawful 

in it that whmh is lawful in others, prohibiting in it all sorts of food and 

drink for its respect. . . . . , . . , . 

0 Lord, bless Mohammad and his sons, and inspire to us the reali- 

ijation of its excellence and respect for its glory, and the beeping up of the 

prohibitions Thou hast made in it. And give us Thy aid to keep up its 

fasts by keeping away the organs of onr body from Thy sins and using 

them in what pleases Thee. Thus that we do not listen idle speech with 

our ears, and do not speed with our eyes to vain pastimes, and that we 

do not stretch our hands to the prohibited things, or carry our steps to 

things directed to be forsaken—that our bellies do not take in aught but 

what Thou hast made lawful, and our tongues either do not utter aught 

but what Thou hast Thyself given as an iiistauce> {In short) that we do 

nothing but what makes us near to Thy reward and pi'aetise naught but 

what spares us Thy punishment. Then make all this pure from the desire 

to be seen or heard of men—that in this (devotion) we do not partake 

anything (as end) with Thee and have no aim whatever except Thee, 

‘ 0 Lord, bless Mohammad and his sons, and give us the grace there¬ 

in to pray the five pitiyers at their appointed times with the restrictions 

Thou hast imposed and duties Thou hast assigned and the after-devotions 

Thoxi hast appointed.in the greatest and most perfect purity 

and the most marked and far-reaching devotion. And give us the grace 

that we treat our kinsmen with kindness and charity, and enjoixx charitr 

ableness and liberality on our neighours, and keep what property we have 

free from sinfulness, and purify it by the taking out of zamt from it 

And that we take bade (to friendship) him who has forsaken us, and do 

justice to him who has unjustly dealt with us, and make peace with him 

who has been our enemy &C-.” 

Verse 184. In ease of illness fasting is not allowed whei^e there is 

fear of the disease being aggravated. In ease of journeys th-e 

minimum distance is 8 Farsakhs (about 27 miles). The purpose 

of the journey must be strictly lawful and the journey oeeasionaL 

Where there is a halt for ten days or more the fast must, be observed, 

Tjourneys for worldly purposes should be avoided, and the month spent in 

devotion as far as possible. Ease and comfort in travel is no consldera" 

tiom The disallowing of fasts acts both as a penalty for those who 
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indulge mmeeeSsarilj' in jotirneys for world!}'- purposes and as an eletneni 

' of obedience for those who have to undertake them but do so with groat 

reluctance and regret for the loss of their devotion in this holy month- 

Also it is not sought that those barely able to fast while on journey 

Should be abashed to see numbers of their brethren fasting though in the 

similar state of travel. 

There remains the ease of those who are neither ill nor on journey, 

■who are able to fast in the strict sense of the word, bit in whose case it 

is inadvisable as it is apt to produce a great strain on their system 

Such for instance are old men, mothers with child, wet-nurses Their 

state is not likely to improve in a few months before the next Ramzan. 

They may forgo fasting altogether and feed the poor instead. This is 

aptl}' expressed by the woi'd yntiqunaJm ’ able to do it ’ which is less than 

yaseunafiu, ' Well able to do it.’ for God says ‘ He does not compel a 

soul to anything but what it is well able for (ilia Wusaahu).' The wordi 

‘ able ’ wide as it is, has been puiTDOsely used without any distinct qnalify- 

ing word as l^areiy &c to leave it entirely to individnal discretion atul 

eonseienee. Only it is said it would be better for them if tliey fust. Tbe 

Sunni commentators missing the point altogether say^ either after one 

divine that la (not) is here understood, or after others that this was a 

concession at first but afterwards withdrawn. 

Verse 185. The Quran is always spoken of*as having been 

sent down in the month of Eamaan, Nowhere is there any indication 

that the expression is used merely because it began to do so that 

month, as some commentators have conjectured Aceoi'ding to traditions 

admitted both by Sunnis and Sbias the Quran came down as a complete 

whole to the Baite Maamin^ in the month of Ramzan, and from thence it 

was revealed in paints through the coui'se of 20 years. What is the Baite 

Maamur'^ According to the traditions it iS’a counterpart of the Holy 

Temple of Kaaba in the 1st, 4th or 7th heaven and' is constantly visited 

by angels. It is understood to be a spiritual counterpart in a spiritual 

heavens. Thus tbe Author of Safi thinks that tbe sending of the Quran 

as a whole to the Baite Maamiir may be allegorical for the revelation of it to 

the heart of the Prophet. Tbe thing will be easily intelligible to those 

who know that consciousness, as we know it, is only a very insigmfi(?ant 

portion of our whole psychic life. Thoughts may be passing and emo¬ 

tions working in the lower strata of our consciousness of which we know 

nothing whatever, but tbe reality of which is quite certain in psychology. 

It is this inner and hidden consciousness that is chiefly operative in 

telepathy and other psychic phenomena. It may thus be readily intellr 

gible how the whole of Quran may be revealed and so known to the Prophet 
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in the spiritual plane of his being from the first day of his inspiration, yet 

in his human praetieal . life he may aet as if he had but a part of the 

revelation and waited for more. This double nature in the personality of 

the prophets and Imams seems to have been the origin of the Christian 

error of the duality of nature (Divine and human) in Christ. But the 

truth is very important and must not be forgotten. In short aeeording 

to this interpretation the revelation of portions of Quran in moments of 

inspiration meant the bringing out to the ph^^siologieal plane what was 

already there in the higher spiritual planes. In this change from the 

heavenly to the earthly plane there may be real changes of form. It 

may be translated with modifications suggested by the requirements of 

the times or thoughts passing in the human mind of the Prophet. Thus 

purile objections of the unbelievers may be refuted, and references may 

be made to current events, and so forth. The subject is highly spiritual 

and the few reports that have come to us from the Prophet and the 

Imams go only to extend the information without helping us to assimilate 

the same and understand it perfectly. 

Guidance &e. The month of Ram'azan is guidance to men in two ways 

one is direct in that it brings the souls of those who observe it in closer 

union with the spiritual world and this is true guidance in the sense 

explained in notes to 1 : o & If. 2. The other is indirect. Every year in 

the night of Qadr in this month there is a special visitation of the angels 

to the Efi-ophet and after him to the Imams (See Surah Qadr) in which 

there is special expression of the word of God with special reference to 

His decrees relating to the time, and he is thus able to guide the world ac¬ 

cordingly. This Matter will be discussed more fully in the notes on that 

Surah. So too as regards manifest signs there is a twofold meaning. 

In the case of ordinary men there is an indescribable internal sense*of 

Grace of God over-shadowing their souls, which as said above is true: 

guidance. Externally there is a clear grace of godliness on the face of 

the man who fasts in the true sense of the word. And this is 

sense explained in note to verse 53 above. In the ease of Imams thero 

is the visitation of angels which is itself manifest signs of God. The word 

Fiirqan (Distinction) is said to be here taken from the word used for this 

night in Surah 44; 4. ' Wherein ia sepamted every fixed thing.’ 

Verse 186, Prayer is an expression of the consciousness th^it.God is 

a living reality and controls the affair of the world. He is not a mere 

dead Law, nor is He in any way bound by the laws He has made.. His 

immutability consists in His Freedom and is no way distinct from it. 

This to speak theoretically, but as a matter of fact it is not time that, the 
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laws of iiatnrp tluat we, witli onr limited senses see in operation in onr 

narrow field of expej*ieuee are all. and there is notliing in heavens and 

earth besides. Only these higher sonrees of power are not given to ns to 

he used-as a matter of eoiirse, and must he approached through supplica¬ 

tion to Him and seeking His grace and favour. 

Prayer must be answered as there is a promise distinctly made to 

that effect in this verse, though it does not necessarily mean immediate 

fulfilment, nor fulfilment exactly of what is sought- for. Allowance must 

be made for what He in His wisdom sees best for us. But in all ordinary 

cases fulfilment does fallow, and sometimes under conditions extremely 

unfavourable. Everybody knows this from his own, experience. Every¬ 

one of us, the Bbias, must have, witnessed wonders of htikharah hundreds 

of times in his life, and what is htikharah but prayer for specific direction 

in dubious matters. 

The requisites laid down in the teachings of the Imams for the 

efficacy of prayers are many, and for ordinary men difficult of attainment. 

They all come under the two words ‘ answer Mv call ’ and ‘ have ‘ faith 
4r • 

in Me ^ used in this verse. ‘Faith in God’ means a vivid realization of His 

Living presence and the truth of His having care of us. ‘Answering His 

eair means doing what He commands, and this cavers everything moral and 

religious. God says ' fulfil your promise to Me I will fulfil Mine to you.^ 

Notice the form of the expression used, VastojihuU may also be rendered 

‘ let them ask Me for an answer ’ as Palmer has done. This is artistically 

to imply that both are practically the same thing. Obedience must be 

attended with the grace of God. But certainly God is too gracious to 

insist on all for granting a poor creature’s prayer. 

The chief things to be noted are (1) not to neglect the practical 

means that may be available. It is God’s command taught expressly by 

the Imams that we should labour to earn bread, to go to a physician in 

ease of illness and so forth. But this should be only in spirit of obedient 

compliance. The result is to be looked for only from God. (2) Next 

not to be wholly absorbed in our own troubles so as to foi'get those of 

others ; to be particularly careful in praying for othex*s along with our 

own needs. (3) Again to approach God thi*ough i. e. pray in the name 

of the Holy Prophet and Imams^ as they are the golden link between God 

and man; and neglecting them means slighting of God’s scheme of 

spiritual governinet, and lastly (4) to glorify God and pray for forgive- 

.ness of sins before coming to the main object in view. The last two are 

the most important, All mean that when one seeks a temporal object 

from God he should iqaim first to forget it for a time and seek to do that 
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wlii(‘h should be pleasing- in the sight of God. The prayers tauglit and 

recommended by the Imams—volumes of whieh have been eolleeted' are 

exeelleut models of this. In using them for prayer there is this further 

advantage that owing to their literary charms they ne\^er fail to produce 

a spirit of devotion in minds, not well having the mood for it. 

All this is very much against the Hindu notion of prajmr, which in. 

reality is no pra^^er at all, When practised as a religious duty it take& 

the form of meditation and when for any temporal object it takes the 

form of an incantation. Coming directly to the object, it strives to keep' 

the attention fixed intensely upon it. It is strange that the Ahrnadi 

commentator while demurring , to this for its lack of prayerful mood, 

seems to accept its principle in all its essentials in his note on this 

verse. He says ' Any one who sets before himself the attainment of an 

object first looks for the practical means to achieve it. In this search he 

has .... to give his whole attention to the finding of those means which 

will serve his object. This deep reflection or will-power may be called 

prayer in a certain sense. For when we strive hard in search of what is 

hidden from us we really seek for guidance from a Higher power from 

whom nothing is hidden in a language which is expressed by our very 

condition.’ 

Verse 187. The primary thought involved in clothing is that of 

decency then of comfort and protection. As the Ahrnadi commentator 

says, ‘ This description of the mutual relations of husband and wife and 

the mutual comfort they find in and the protection they offer to each 

other is unsurpassed in beauty. 

Verse 187. The latter part ‘ Eat and drink &c ’ is said to have- 

been revealed to remove the scruples of those who having fallen 

asleep ^without dining in the early part of the night would not 

dine afterwards even if they rose up before the morning. A case 

of this kind is recorded of ’bn Khawat bn Jubair who owing to^ 

this reason fell down senseless the next morning in the battlefield. For 

the earlier part about going into wives, ‘ God has known that yon play 

foul with your souls,’ the Sunni commentator, Zamakhshari relates the 

following incident of a much revered Sahabee and Caliph as having 

oceassioned the revelation. Having done this act he repented afterwards 

and confessed it to the Prophet. ^ ‘ Thou art not the only man ’ said the 

Prophet, and on this many others confessed the same thing. According to 
Dan-e Mansur the wife tx'ied to be excused saying she had slept, but he 

did not care and cohabited with her. Wabidi, Baizawi and other Sunni 
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eommentators also relate the same iiieident as having; oeeassioned this 

part ol the verse which is clearly of the nature of a rebuke followed 

with a concession for the future. The Ahmadi commentator tries to 

imke it appear that the practice was never forbidden but the words clearly 

show that it was, as th'e 8hiah commantator Qummi says. 

Food and drink must be abstained from the first streak of dawn to 

sunset. This applies to the major portion of the globe where the days 

are appreciably below 24 hours to admit of the two prayers in the night. 

In the frigid zones where days and nights might last longer than a 

complete rotation of the earth it must be remembered that 30 days fast 

must be completed in a lunation. There, “ the days should be measured 

according to the duration of their days ” as the Prophet is reported to 

have said in certain traditions A according to their measure in Medina. 

Vprse 188. “ The injunction to abstain from illegally taking other 

men’s property is a fitting sequel to the injunction relating to fasting, 

for by fasting a man abstains from using what he has a legal right to 

simply in obedience to Divine commandments. Fasting, in fact, enables a 

man to control his passions and once the passions are mastered, the 

greed for illegally acquiring what belongs to others will vanish.” See 
further in Supp. 

Section 24. 

Religious institutions should be according to lunar dates. Right 

ways to be adopted for guidance. Fighting in self-defence and to put an 

end to the state of Fimah in the country enjoined. The sanctity of the 

Holy City to be respected, sacred*months may be disregarded by way of 

retaliation, RuRs about pilgrims when prevented and about combining 
Umrah with Hajj. 

189. They will question thee concerning the moon’s 
changes ; say, They are time-marks for men and for the 
pilgrimage. Righteousness is not this that ye enter your 
houses from behind them, but righteousness is he that 
feareth God ; and entente yonr houses by their doors, and 
fear God that haply it may be well with you. 
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190. And fight in the eanse of God against those who 
fight with yon ; bnt be not aggressive, for verily God loveth 

not the aggressors: 

191. And slay them wheresoever ye come upon them, 
and drive them away wheresofrom they drove yon a,way, 
for mischief is more grievons than slanghter ; hut fight not 
with them nigh unto the sacred temple until they fight 
with you therein, but if they fight with you then slay them: 
Such is the recompense of the unbelievers. 

192. But if they desist, then verily is God Forgiving, 

Merciful. 

193. And fight against them until mischief {FitmJi) 
vanish, and religion he for God, but if they desist, then there 
is no hostility save against wrong-doers. 

194. A sacred month in reprisal for a sacred month 
and reprisal (is lawful in) things sacred; wherefore who¬ 
soever acts aggresively unto you, offer ye to him a violence 
the like of the violence offered by him to you ; and fear God, 
and know that God is with those who fear. 

195. And expend in the-service of God, and cast not 
yourselves with your own hands into perdition, and do good, 
for verily God loveth those who do good. 

196. And fulfil the pilgrimage {I£ajj) and Umra for the 
sake of God, but if ye be hindered, (C/hsirkim) then what¬ 
soever is the easiest offering; and shave not your heads until 
the sacrifice reach its place; but whosoever of you is sick or 
hath an ailment in his head, then let him atone with fast¬ 
ing, or alms or saeriflee. But when ye are secure from 
hindrance, then he who profiteth by combining the ' Umra to 
Hajj (pilgrimage) let him offer whatsoever is the easiest offer¬ 
ing, hut he who is not able, let him fast three days during 
pilgrimage and seven when ye return, this is the complete 
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ten. This is for him whose people dwell not iit the ^acred 
Temple; and fear God and know that God is severe in 

chastising. 

Verse 18D, AhUa is plnrai of hilal, tile earliest ereseeiit shapes of 

the moon, and hence has been translated as ' new moons ’ by Rodwell or 

* phases of tne moon ’ by Sale and Palmer. The commentators say on the 

authority of some traditions that the question was about the reason of, or 

the wisdom in giving us a light that changes in quantity and time every 

day. Ignoring these as usual the Ahmadi commentator thinks that the 

question was about the distinction of sacred and ordinary months, the 

answer being that war being forbidden in the former they were reserved 

for pilgrimage and peaceful occupations. This felicitous explanation 

which is agreeable to the subject of the section as a whole however hangs 

on the applicability ot the word ahUh in the sense of months, but unfor* 

tunately there is no instance of it in literature, even lexicons do not write 

any such meaning. So it has to be ^received with caution. Also the 

traditions cited by the commentators should not be lightly passed over. 

In a superficial view both the question and the answer may seem 

too simple to be worth taken up in the Revelation. Everybody knew 

that our fasts and festivals, pilgrimage &c are fixed in lunar montns and 

the phases of the moon help ns to find out the dates when necessary. 

What they did not know and what they are taught here by implication is 

that in the design of creation (for we believe there was design in creation) 

the moon was designed to fix periods (a) ior man and (/>>) for his religious 

life. This implies that (a) there should be something in the life of man 

really connected with the pnases of the moon oi% what is the same thing, 

the positions of the moon relative to the sun and earth which gives rise 

to these phases, and W that in the nature of things religious festivals 

should be fixed according to lunar months, and not a(ieording to the solar, 

as is done in other religions. 

As to (a) above we now see that there is some real connection. Thus 

the period of gestation in man and all other animals (including the hatch¬ 

ing of eggs in birds) is either in weeks, or fortnights, or lunar months. 

The same may be seen in the periodicity of diseases caused by germs, as 

typhoid fever. The periods are again week^ or multiples of weeks. The 

evolutionists explain this as due to the fact that the primitive animal 

forms lived in the sea and their lives were affected by tidal changes. 

The tidal changes, everybody knows, are connected with the position of the 
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If there is any reality in the subtler influences of the planets sueli 

as is claimed in oeciilt sciences the moon has certainly a great share in it, 
possibly the greatest owing to its proximity to the earth. 

As to (b) we see that it is necessary in the nature of things that 

pilgrimage and all other religious festivals should be held according to 

the lunar year (of 354 days as in Islam), and not according to the solar 

year (of 355 days) or any adjustment of the lunar with solar years as is 

done by Jews and Hindus. In the latter systems of the calendar the 

months fall invariably in the same season of the year while in the former 

they make a round throughout all seasons in the course of 33 years. 

Now suppose the Eamzan were flxed according to the solar or luni-soJar 

year about the month of January. It would all be very well for us in 

this northern hemisphere, but it would be death to the people living in 

southern hemisphere. In our system not only no country is better off 

than another, but everyman having an average life of seventy fasts both 

in his youth and in his old age throughout all of these seasons, 

is here symbolic for all religious practices. Originally too 

the word means qusd ‘setting mind to a purpose.’ It is selected in 

prefei'ence to the others, apparently, as in this long Journeys are 

involved and here it is that the phases of the moon are quite indispens¬ 

able. They give us the readiest means to determine the longitude of a 

place, and so help us to localise the place where we are. 

It ma}' also be said that the crescents of the moon fix the happy or 

propitious days according to the traditions, if these ai*e well credited. 

This is of utility both for temporal and religious requirements. 

‘ Enter houses by thexr gates.’ To explain this ktter part of the 

verse the commentators say that it was a practice among the Arabs , 

that after taking to Ikram ipilgrira’s garb) they considered it unlawful to 

enter their houses through the doors, but would cut out openings in the 

back walls, or scale the roof for this purpose. Only five tribes including 

the Prophet’s Were exempted from this. These were called Jims collec¬ 

tively, One day one man in Ihram entered his house by the door, not 

caidng that he was not one of and on being questioned by the 

t’rophet about this said he had only followed his practice. This verse 

abolishing the custom was revealed on this occasion approving of his 

conduct. It is said this was also a practice when any one set out from 

his home for some enterprise but failed to accomplish it 

How this latter part of the verse is soldered to the fii*st part is a 

mystry to the commentators. They make all sorts of puriie suggestions, 
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Siicli that questions about tbe two things were put to tlie Propliet togetlier, 

or i.liat the mention of Ilajj in the first part snggesteif a direction in con¬ 

nection with Hajj in the second part. The Ahraadi commentator is dis¬ 

creetly -silent about it. To us the connection seems elear. The Terse may 

have abolished these enstoms if they existed, but the objeet of the revela¬ 

tion is eertainly inneh wider. Entering by the baeb, as Razi says, is a 

figure for turning aside from the right conrse, while entering by the door 

signifies sticking to the right conrse. After citing several instances in 

which door and back are used in common parlance to devote right and 

wrong methods he says there is no right interpretation of the verse but 

this (Tafsire Kabir). It comes to this then in our opinion that though 

lunations and the moon’s phases therein fix periods for devotion such as 

fasting, pilgrimage &e yet the knowledge that such and such thing should 

be done on such and such date and in such and such month should come 

from the right sources and not from indefinite tradition, as was the ease 

with the Quraishites, and is usually the ease with other false religions. 

Even if they do a right thing in this way it is only like entering a house 

like thieves from its back. 

Everything is now clear. The house is the house of guidauee. 

The door is the right source to gain admittance into iu. It remains only 

to remind one of the famous saying of the Prophet, ‘ I ana the house of 

(divine) wisdom {Ilihnot) and Ali is its Gate ; whoever wishes to come 

to the Tlihnat he should come to it through its Gate,’ and one is able to 

see where lies the door to spiritual advancement. And history has 

abnndantly proved the justice of the Prophet’s remark. That the Shias 

derive all in their religion and philosophy from Our Lord goes without 

saying, but even among Sunnis the Motazalites (Rationalists) and Sufis 

(spiritualists) publicly announce that their systems are derived from the 

teachings of Our Lord Ali. In short, all guidance, ail that is true, noble 

and sublime in Islam comes from that door and that door only. See 

futher in Supplement. 

Note that here too as in verse 177 the form of the expression is 

Virtue is he who is God-fearing ” identifying virtue with a virtuous 

man, and the object seems that pointed out in the end of the note on that 

verse. It is significant that this form of expression is never used in the 

Quran of any other thing. In verse 177 we have that those who come up 

fully to the descpiption are God-fearing and Virtue itself. So here the 

Virtue itself is the same man or men. It only requires taste to appreciate 

the use of the artistic expression in that verse, and more particularly in 

this where the d<'‘br of guidance is mentioned. 
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190, Inirodnctorj-j, T])e (xospel of lig’liting' in tlie (Museof (tOiI 

is tbe second (ihe iirst; beiu^ as a law^ivei*) g’reat point of resemblance 
that made Oar Holy Propliet' like unto Moses ’ showing it was he, not 
Christ, that was foretold in Dent eli. 18 : 15,18. Thegospel of fighting was 
tbe same, bat if we are. to judje from the very corrupt account lae have in the 

Pentateuch there are important difierenees both in the object and in the 
character of Jehad in the two cases. The Israelite wars were wars of 
extirpation—heartless massacres of which the world hardly knows a 
parallel instance. Thus at the conquest of Median “ they slew alt the 
males,” ‘‘ took all the women of Median captives and their little ones and 
took the spoil of all the-r cattle and all their fiocks and all their food. 
And thev burned all their cities ” &c. But that was not sufficient. Moses 

*’ was wroth with ” them and said “ Have ye saved all the women alive 
.Now therefore kill every male among the little ones and kill 

every woman that hath known man by lying with him. But all the 
women children that have not known a man by lying with him keep ye 
alive for yourselves (Numbers 81: 7-18). And all for what? What was 
the fault of these man ? The Israelites as they abode in Shittim ‘‘ began 
to commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab here,” ‘‘and they 
called the people unto tbe sacrifices of their gods and the leeople did eat 
and bowed down to their gods. And Israel jomed himself unto Baal' 
Peor and the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel ” (Numbers 
21 : 1—8). The anger against Israel was ea.^ily appeased, but as to tbe 
Medianites with whom they were tempted tbe Lord spoke unto Moses 
saying “ Vex the Medianites and smite them for they vex you with their 
evils wherewith they have beguiled you in the matter of Peor ” &e. 
Similarly Sihon, King of Heshbon interrupted the passage of Israelites 
through his territories. And the punishment was that ‘ we smote him 
and his sons and all his people. And we took all his cities at that time 
and utterly destroyed the men and the women and the little ones: of 
every city we left none to remain : only the cattle we took for a prey 

unto ourselves and the spoil of the cities we took/ 

Instances can he multiplied without number. But we refrain. It 
is clear the wars were of extirpation in the fullest sense of the word, and 
the object was no more than to gain possession of the land of Canaan as 
God’s chosen people. Any pretext that could be available was seized 
upon to have tbe land cleared of the old inhabitants as far as po>*jsible. 
What to say of checking religious persecution on the part of the 
heathen, there was no desire on the part of the Israelites to convert the 
heathen by force, even that could havebeena jnstifijation in those primitive 

times. Let me repeat, however, I do not impute all this to Our Lords 
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Moses, Joslna and other holy prophets. ■ I am sure the accounts have 

been very inneh eorrnpted aiul exaggerated to justify the callous massacres 

of later days. The thing that remains however after this allowance is 

that Moses fought relentlessly with the iuMels in the cause of God ; and 

if his surroundings, the character of people he had to deal with,, 

justified him in this, would it be wrong in ano-ther peophet placed exactly 

in the same position and with the same sort of people to deal with or 

even worse 

The Christians along with admitting “ with regret,’* as they do, that 

they never scrupled to take up the sword and to commit brutalities when 

opportunity^ served them to foi*ce the Gospel on the wO'idd must also 

disown in plain words their belief in the word of God that eame to Moses 

which was fully subscribed to even by their God the Christ .; yet what 

comparison can there possibly be between the wars (reputed of course) of 

Moses and those of Our Holy Prophet. Our wars were clearly of self- 

defence. These are not the first vei^ses that were revealed about Jihad,, 

though they may be some of the earliest in the Qui*an we have. Yet in 

these verses there are the directions ‘ Fight (only) with those who fight 

with you and do not exceed the limits, verily God does not have those 

who exceed the limits. But if they desist then 

verily God is Forgiving, Merciful. And fight until there is no more 

trouble and religion be for God (alone,) so if they desist there should be 

no hostility except against the oppressoi*s. 

These are not the earliest verses as I have said. The fiii^st command 

to fight is in Suiuh Hajj 22 : 89, 40. ‘"Permission is given to those that 

fight for they have been oppressed, and God is competent to help them. 

Those that were driven out from their abodes without any just cause, 

only that they say Our Lord is Allah **; And were it not that God 

should repel some people by others, certainly there would have been 

pulled down cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques in which 

God’s name is much remembered. And surely God will help him who 

helps His cause. Surely God is Strong, Mighty ” (Zarqani and Mawahib 

from Ziihri). 

Nobody who has any idea of the miserable condition of the early 

Musalmans, would for a moment imagine that this handful of people 

could have wantonly set themselves to provoke the active hostility of the 

whole world about them. They would quitely have borne any provoca- 

tion—rather than take the risk of fighting with hordes without number. 

If they did engage themselves in this way, one would presume that cir¬ 

cumstances had forced them to it; unless their very existanee were in 
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peril, they eoiilcl not possibly have thought to plunge themselves into a 

mortal struggle. This is so elear apriori that even if in the wars the 

initiative did appear to be taken by the Musalmans, no sane-minded person 

would for a moment suppose that they were really offensive wars—they 

must have been offensive with a defensive import. The eirenmstanees 

had foreed them to take action, and if the Prophet had not been quick to 

it and had waited for a formal assault from the other side, he would oaly 

have given the enemy time to collect their forces; and who can doubt 

that in that ease the world would soon have heard the last of this little- 

band of Mosalmans. 

Yet such is the perversity of prejudice that no such considerations,, 

obvious as they are, are allowed to have any weight Mth writers like 

Muir. Sell, Noeldeke and others. All they can see is that in the Battle of 

Bedar and its prelude, the raid of Abdullah bin Jahsh, it was the MusaP 

mans that began the quarrel with the infidels. What the infidels had 

been doing all the time bt:fore is, as a matter of . principle, ignored and 

forgotten. 

How deep-rooted was the acrimony which drove the inifi[dels on 

against the new converts may be easily judged from their per&uing them 

down even to Ab^’-ssinia where they had fi.ed to avoid the horrible tor^ 

tnres they were suffering at their hands. They would not let them live- 

in peace even in another country. Could it be imagined that they could all 

complacently see them flourish and develop their mission from a centre- 

only 70 miles away from themselves 1 What are the facts ? Soon after 
* 

the emigration of the Prophet they wrote to the chief of Medina Abdullah 

’bn Obai as follows *.—“ You have given protection to our man. We have 

sworn by God that yon either kill him or expel him, otherwise we will 

come upon you with all of us, and kill your fighting men and take hold 

of ^mur woman as lawful for us.” (Abu Baud, Sunan). Obaj’* bin. Kaab 

says, “ When the Prophet and his people came to Medina and the Ansars 

took them under their protection, all Ai-abs were united to make an 

assault upon them ” (^ ) ’-^They never lay down 

to sleep except with their weapons with them. (Hakim). 

This is not the place to give an account of the various wars and 

battles that were fought. They will be described under the various versea 

relating to them. 

This is merely an introduction that may help ns to understand the 

time state of things at the time. All is silently passed over by European 

exitics of Islam. 
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Fiaally it sliovild be noted that as without Jihad the eorrespoiidenee 

of Onr Prophet to the eareer of Our Lord Moses would fail to he perfeet, 

Islam would also fail to be a complete and perfect religion for the world. 

Fighting has well been said to be the direst nccessit}'- of human nature, 

a religion that did not provide for it, did not regulate its principles and 

detine its rightful limits would not be a perfect religion, much less a final 

religion, for the world. 

Verse 190. This verse teaches us that fighting should be limited to 

the cause of God and is permissible only when religion is in danger; people 

take up arms against us because of oiir following onr religion or trying to 

preach it to others. The hostilities should be limited to those who 

actually fight or have fought with us and there is no indication of their 

desisting for the future (see verse 192). In no case is anything to be 

allowed which can come under the category of the word letida exceeding 

the limits. This is explained in Safi as beginning the assault, falling upon 

the enemy unawares without due invitation to Islam, maiming the persons 

overcome in war, slaughter of forbidden persons such as women, children, 

aged men, persons under contract, so also hermits, monks &c. 

Verse 191. As the Ahmadi commentator says, ‘ To kill the enemy 

wherever one finds him is nothing strange when a state of war exists; 

and yet the critics of Islam draw the most grotesque conclusions from 

these simple words. The verse, read together with the first, runs thus : 

And fight with those who are fighting with you and kill them wherever 

you find them. Do the civilized nations fight with each other to spare 

their enemies ^ Razi says : And the personal pronoun in the words 

Jail them refers to those with whom fighting is enjoined in the pi'evious 

verse. In fact it cannot refer to anything else, nor to unbelievers gene- 

rally, who are nowhere mentioned in the previous verses, not even in the 

previous section.’ 

It seems to me, however, that the verses here give only a general 

injunction about fighting and the broad general principles tbat should 

regulate their military operations. None of these verses have been 

revealed to enjoin any particular attack or any other particular event in 

history. And it was for this reason that the injunction we are consider¬ 

ing seems never to have been carried out. There was never any such 

thing as anarchical assaults on private individuals. That shows that the 

verse was not meant to enjoin any such thing. It only meant that, fighting 

should not be restricted to persons actually assaulting them just at the time. 

The sacred territory was, however, to remain iixviolable notwith¬ 

standing the fact that it was the centre of all attacks upon the Musalmana. 
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loa. 
hostilities. 

must cease if the infidels desist from their 

IVrsc 19S. F/tmih is a diflhnilt word to give the exact eqrnvalent of. 

Originally it means temptation ; and so it applies to any corrupt and vin- 

desirable state of things in political sitnation whicdi makes itdifficnlt fora 

man to stick to his conscience, and he is led away irresistibly to a course 

of life or religion which he knows is not the right one. It therefore 

applies preeminently to states of flagrant persecution, though it 

can extend to any corrnpt state of things having more or less the effect 

like to that of open religions persecution. 

‘ That religion may be for God.’ This has been held to mean that 

Islam becomes the preponderating religion. But in view of what is said 

above it seems sufficient to end fighting that there remain no obstacles in 

the way of the religion of God. In its full sense religion will be God’s 

alone in the days of Our Lord the Mahdi of Islam. Every age and 

country has remained, and will remain more are less in a state of Fitnah in 

the sense explained above. 

iVcic. In connection with the subject of Jihad which is introduced 

in this section and is continued later it is essential to make the position 

of the Shias clear on this point. As this requires a rather lengthy note 

we will do it in the Supplement. 

T'ow 195. ‘ For if yon withhold monetory aid to yonr own people 

yonr very existence would be in danger and thus by yonr slackness in 

helping the cause of the community yon would be easting yourselves to 

Iterditiou with your own hands. 

Tvrjfc 106. Ilajj and Umrah differ slightly. The latter which may 

be rendered lesser pilgrimage or visit may be performed at any time, 

while the former has its months and dates rigidly fixed. Also the cere¬ 

monies to be observed in Umrah are fewer. Both are compulsory though 

there is difference of opinion among the Sunnis aknit the latter. How¬ 

ever pilgrims coming from distant places do both in one combination as 

laid down in this verse though the S-unnis discountenance this owing to a 

prohibition made by Caliph Omar about it. 

For the benefit of those who may not know it a brief description of 

the routine to be observed in pilgrimage may be given here, Ofi arrival 

at the last stage {Bliqai) near Mecca the pilgrim bathes and performs two 

'liafraat prayers and then divesting himself of bis clothes puts on his 

pilgrim’s dress called Ihram which consists of two seamless wrappers only, 
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one being wrapped round his waist, and the other thrown loosely over 

shoulders, the head being left uncovered. So shoes also must be east off 

though sandals may be worn. From this time forth the x^iitai*im must 

abstain from all worldly affairs and all thoughts of the comforts of the 

body must be given up. He must not annoint his head or shave any part 

of the body, pare his vails, nor wear any other dress than the Ihram. He 

is not allowed to hunt or tahe any life down to the vermin on his body or 

in his bed. He must not even scmteh himself lest the vermin be destroy* 

ed ; he can only rub himself with the oxoen palm of his hand. And Jin 

this state he has to live for days and days together. 

He then proceeds to the Holy City steeped as far as possible in 

thoughts of devotion and crying Lubhaika ‘ Here am I 0 Lord ’ A e, to the 

service of God). On arrival at Mecca he performs the legal ablutions in 

the Great Mosque round Kaaba and then kisses the Holy Stone [Ilajarul 

Asicad). He then makes seven circuits Tawaf round Kaaba reciting 

X)rayers He then proceeds to the Maqam Ibrahim mentioned in verse 125 

above and performs two Ui^lcaot prayei'S there, after which he returns to 

the Holy Stone and kisses it. He then proceeds immersed in thoughts 

of devotion and in the memoi-ies of Abi-aham, Ishmael and Hajar 

to Mount Safa, and runs between the two hills Safa and Marwa, a distance 

off, seven times repeating prayers. This is the sixth day of Zulhijja the 

evening of which is again spent at Mecca and circuit {Tavxtf) is again made 

round Kaaba. The seventh and eighth days are spent in devotion at 

Mecca and Mina respectively. On the 9th the pilgrim proceeds to 

Arafat and stays there engaged in prayers &c. In the evening be leaves 

Muzdalifa and spends the night there The next day is the Eidul Azha 

when, after a ceremony of casting stones at the devil to symbolise the 

resolution to kick him out in future life, the x)ilgrimage ends with sacri- 

ffee in honour of the heart-thrilling sacrifice that Abraham prepared 

himself to make in obedience to the divine command. The pilgrim’s 

dress, Ihram is then taken off, and the pilgrim gets himself shaved and his 

nails pared and he returns to ordinary life. However he should stay at 

Mecca for three days, and before returning perform circuits round Kaaba 

and throw stones at the devil. He also drinks of the water of the 

Zamzam well found by Hager when her child was dying of thirst. In 

Urni'di the Ihram is put on and circuit is made round Kaaba and the 

running between Safa and Marwah is done but the other ceremonies 

are ommitted. 

The above outline which gives only the barest routine of the cere¬ 

monies will suffice to show that Ha^j is a week of intense devotion 
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itoiifiimied. in tlie midst of the most miserable (•om’litious. To sav nothin!! 

of the vast (*on*ours'.3 of soiu ^ iMin.ire.i tlionsauds hefero^eneous of people 

iua spm^e barely siiffii*ieut for tlieiu, \vhi(*h is alone suffieieiit to make the 

mind dizzy, even the most elementary comforts of the body are tabooed and 

yet tiie mind is expected to be eonstantly fixed in devotion to God, The 

prayers and other acts of devotion that the pil<?]-im remains engaged in 

fills volumes, and I cannot give even the' barest idcta of it. In the supple¬ 

ment I propose to translate a prayer that, after the example of Our Lord 

Plnsain, the 8hia pilgrims read on the 9th (the xVrafa day). This single 

prayer will suffice to show that it is not mere ceremonial but real devo¬ 

tion that the pilgrims are (at least are meant to be and expected to be) 

engaged in in their Hajj. Yet neglecting all this the Christian writers 

stigmatize it as puerile rites and ceremonies,” '' We know of nothing ” 

says Hughes which can justify the act of giving the stupid md unmianing 

ceremonies of the pilgrimage all the force and solemnity of a divine 

enactment.” And yet it is not necessary in reply to refer to the real 

devotion which fills these ceremonies. This these men will always pass 

over. It is sufficient to reply that it is a stupid and unmeaning ” reli¬ 

gion which only gives precepts but does nothing to train the people for 

the cultivation of the moral qualities that are sought to be developed by 

these precepts. It is one thing to say that a man should continue to fix 

his mind on God in the midst of the most miiid-distracting conditions. It 

is another to force a man to place himself occasionally in these distract¬ 

ing conditions and then try to realize that ideal in oneself. That is the 

dilfereiice between Christianity and Islam. Islam tries to make its people 

what it wants them to be. It does not content itself with empty words. 

Think of it! Rich, well-to-do persons—for such the majority of Hajis must 

be, for these are alone able to pay for the expenses of the journey—some 

lords and even kings, who have never IaIiowu anything but luxury and 

delicacy in their life, compelled to live and go abant like the most miserable 

betJ’'-'»’ar“Uot allowed oven to clean their body or bed of the vermin that may 

ivifesfc it. And yet in that state they have to devote his mind as much as 

they can to God. Is that easy 1 and does that have no moral effect “? No 

difference, no vestige of a difference, between the highestand the lowest—a. 

king, a prince, a noble, a magnate, running miles of distance between the 

pushes of a million unknown people, many of whom may not have the 

position even to stand before them. Does that all go for nothing ? 

Does it nothelp to make them realisse.and also remember again afterwards, 

their absolute nothingness in the sightof Godand the equality of other men 

with them. Thus even neglecting the devotion and the inflnenee of memo¬ 

ries called up, neglecting everything of the higher religious and spiritual 
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matters the Haij has a value of its own as a moral ex(?ercise whieh jaakes it 

indispensable—there are no other duties that help to develop the moral qua¬ 

lities Oi this kind. The chief object of relig'ious duties being gradually to 

prepare the mind for moral qualities of all kinds, Islam would have been 

sadly lacking as a religion if it had not preSiU'ibed some duties analogous 

to this. All exercises, whether they be physical, or moral, disciplinary 

or spiritual, must appear stupid and meaningless ” to those who do not 

oai^e to consider the object that they are meant for. The drills practised 

by police and military men appear strangely " stupid and meaningless 

to the ordinary people. Alas, it is too much neglected, being much too 

unpleasant for the rich, (who can alone afford for it, and whom really it 

is specially meant for) otherwise it would have snfficed to change the 

moral tone of the Muslim community. The mere consolidating effect of 

the annual gathering would suffice to make the Musalraans a power in 

the world. 

Objections are also made on account of the “ callous ” “ waste of 

life ” that follo-ws the Hajj in the sacrifices, and is done in memory of it 

all the world over. It is said that of all civilised religions Islam is the 

only one that has retained animal sacrifice to this day. ITes, Islam seeks 

its followers to be " callous ” and “ brutal ” at times. In the same Hajj 

where so many animals are slaughtered the Haji is given the greatest 

lesson for respect of animal life. Not only is hunting of all kinds for¬ 

bidden, even the frightening of animals in Jlarcwi is regarded a sin. Not 

only in Hajj but at all times of the year it is a mortal sin to shoot the 

pigeons of the Eanmu Every pilgrim brings a load of corn on his head 

for the feeding of these pigeons in the Holy Mosque. Not even a bug or 

mosquito may be killed by a Haji as long as he is in Jhram. No person 

who has the meagrest sense in him can fail to see c.arkAv'/that unless 

there were something intrinsically good in regard for the life of low 

creatures these directions could not have been given. He mnst see and 

feed that, though/cr ncce.a^itu of it the killing of animals is allowed 

elsewhere, it is not a commendible thing in itself, or it could 

not be held to violate the sanctity of the Holy place. The extent to which 

Islam is particular in the matter of animals can hardl}’’ be realized by any 

not conversant with the traditions of the Prophet and the Imams. lu 

the instructions that Our Lord Ali gave on his deathbed he did not forget 

the ducks kept in the house, and he enjoined his sons to have particular 

regard for their feeding. A disciple of his having killed some pigeons 

in irritation, Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq made him make an expiation of his 

act by giiving away onefor each one of them in charity, A dog 

having come where Oar Lord Hasan was dining his companions wanted 
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to have the iiueleaii ai^iiDal turned out, but preventin^^ fhoin Our Ihord 

be!;?a>n to take one iuoi*s(d himseli' and ^\vo another to the dog and said^ 

“ 1 feel asluiuual of Clod that a ereature of His should look to my diuner 

and I turn him away.’^ 

Sneh should be the feelings of Alusalmans towards lower animals; 

sueh should neeessarily their feelings beeonie when they cultivate the 

feelings of tenderness so earefnlly by the practice of monrning ovei* 

Husain. And such must gradually be the feelings of all if education and 

enlture have to have any effect upon them. It is jnst here that the 

greatness of Islam appears as a moral discipline. It knows how feeh 

ings can overgrow^ and so take possession of the soul that they can pre- 
I 

vent a man from overcoming tiiem when duties calling for this arise. 

Few will find themselves ])repared to act as executioner to put to death a 

friend, supposing feliat he is rightly condemned by Law. This overgrowth 

of tenderness Islam regards as a moral weakness, and it can only be 

removed by proper exercise. This slaughter of animals is rightly a 

shadow of the great sacrifice which Onr Lord Abraham had prepared 

himself for, and making ns accustomed to the pangs of tender emotions^ 

seeks to make ns equal, however imperfeetly, to the task of overcoming 

them. For some men at least it is a great sacriiice,. and they would gladly 

have it .substituted by anything however costly for them. 

Then, it is said it is a compromise with idolatory. I do not see* 

what shadow of idolatory there is in the Hajj. If a holy shrine the 

pagans appropriate for themselves and make of it an idolatrous temple^ 

and then a man comes and (dears the p^iace of idols and restores the 

shrine to the worship of the one true Lod, will that be a compromise 

with idolatory t True, Islam lias done something for idolatory. It has 

given permanence to what was-jnst and good in it-—the- sp^irit of holding in 

veneration things associated with something truly venerable. It has not 

allowed itself be carried away by a frenzied spirit of iconoclasm. It des¬ 

troyed the images which p')urported to i^epresent false gods. But it 

retained and kepit. in reverence the relics,- such as the slab of Abraham or 

the Black Stone believed to have come from heaven. So it- retained the 

veneration attached to Safa and Marwah. If that is idolatory we are 

piwid of it, and do not wish to part with it. No religion can be truly 

perfect without making due provision for the cultivation of these sublime* 

emotions. 

Ivr.?#’ 1&6. * Whoever pi*ofits by combining Umrak to- Hajj.^ This 

means that after performing the rites of Umrak the pilgrim casts off his- 

Jkram and resumes it for Ilajj; when its season approaiehes. This is 
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spe(*ial]y meant for those whom is not in Meeea or its preeints. Tliis 

gives tliem tlie advantage of doing both in one joiirnevTand they are also 

relieved of the hardsliips of fhnnn in the interval. Tlie Caliph Omar was 

very inneh against it and presumed to make it nnlawfnl, but he was not 

listened to as it has got a plaee in the Quran. ^ Shaving the head ’ marks 

the termination of Hajj. 

Note. ‘‘ A remarkable point about the injiinetion fa fight in the wag of 

Allah is that it is vei^y often mentioned in eonneetion with the subject of 

pilgrimage, as here and in the ord and 22nd chapters. From this may be 

conrdnded what is clearly stated many times, nc, that lighting was per¬ 

mitted or ordained as a measure of self-defence and to put a stop to 

religious perseeiition ; the pilgrimage to Mecca, which is one of the four 

fundamental principles of Islam, being impossible so long as the holy 

place was in the hands ok unbelievers who had driven the Muslims from 

Mecca by cruel persecution.^^ 

SEcmoN 2f3 a 

Further ordinances regarding pilgrimage. Hypocrites would bide 

their time to do mischief. Muslims warned of falling into Fdiuih. Neces¬ 

sity of complete submission. 

]97. The (time of) pil^rimag’e is (in) the well-known 

months, whoever then taketh upon himself to do pilg-rimage 
therein, then let there be no lewdiiess, nor transgression nor 
disputing during the pilgiimage; and whatever good ye do 
God knoweth it; and make provision, verily the best provi¬ 
sion is the fear (of God); and feai’ Me, Oh ! ye people of 
understanding. 

198. On yon then shall be no sin if ye seek bounty 
from your Lord; them when ye return (afastum) from Arafat 
remember God nigh the holy monument, and remember Him 
as He hath guided you although of a surety ye were thereto¬ 
fore of the erring. 

199- Again, pass ye on (from Arafat) the way other 
people pass on, and seek forgiveness of God, verily God is 
rorgiving. Merciful, 
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200. TliPii when ye have eompleted your rites of pil¬ 
grimage, reuienil,)er (foil as yereiupinber j'our fathers, rather 
witli a more intense rememberanee ; for of men then be 
one who saitli* Jjord ! give us iu tliis world—and for him 
there shall be no portion in the next; 

201. And there be some among them who say: 0 ! 
Lord ! give us good in this word, and good in the next, and 
keep us from the torment of the fire.. 

202. For these there shall be (their) lot from that 
which they have earned : and verily God is swift to reckon. 

203. And remember ye God on the appointed days; 
then he who hasteneth away in two days on him there 
shall be no sin, and he who tarrieth on him (also) there 
shall be no sin—this for him who feareth God. wherefore 
fear ye God, and know that verily in the end unto Flirn ye 
shall be gathered. 

204. And among men there is one whose talk concerning 
the life here below pleaseth thee, and he taketh God to 
witness as to that which is in his heart, yet is he the most 
crabbed in disputing. 

205. And when he cometh to rulership (or turneth his 
back Tamila) he spaedeth through the land that he may 

spread disorder therein and lay waste tilth and life ; but God 
loveth not mischief-making. 

206. And when one saith unto him. Fear God, pride 
(or power hzat) driveth him on to sin. So hell (alone) shall 
suffice him, and surely what an evil resting-place ! 

207. And among men there is also one who selleth his 
life seeking the pleasure of God ; and God is kind (tender 

Eaui) unto His servants. 
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208 . 0 yo who bfh’evo! enter yo into peaee (or sub¬ 
mission iSilin) wlioll}’, and follow not the tootsteps^ot Saiau, 

for reril}’’ he is for yon an open foe: 

209. Bnt if ye slip after that which hath come unto 
jmu of evidences, then know that Grod is Mig'hty, Wise. 

210. Await they aught but that God come unto them 
in canopies of bright clouds, and the angels, and the doom he 
fulfilled. But unto God are all things committed (or return¬ 

ed iOo-'/ao). 

Verse 197. The well-kiiown niontbs are Shawwal, Ziqaad and the 

first nine day of Zil Hijja. In these months tlie Ihram dress) 

can be in\t on as a beginning for the rites of Hajj the principal of w^hieh 

come only in the month of Zil Hijja. Whoever starts on pilgrimage in 

this way must put an end to all unbecoming acts inconsistent with devo¬ 

tion though perfectly lawful and allowed at other times. Thus Rafos is 

law^ful sexual intercourse and all that appertains thereto and jidal includes 

every ordinary disputing. Instead of this ‘ Whatever good you do God 

knows it.’ God know'^s everything ; but the meaning is that your liajj is 

known and appreciated of God in the measure of the virtue you do 

therein. 

IVr.9^ 198. ‘ Seeking bount}^ from God ’ here stands for trading. 

That is not prohibited^ The Mashaariil Ifaram (liberally the Holy sign ox* 

monument) is the place known as Muzdalifa where the pilgrims stop for 

the night after their return from Arafat on the esmiling of 9th Zil Hijja. 

The association of the place with worship has given it this epithet. See 

note on verse 158. 

Afeezic (advance). The word signifies pressing on in journeying 

with a multitude. 

Ve?'se 199. The Quraish and Kenana who styled themselves Hehms 

as superior to the rest of the Arabs used to stay at Muzdaiafa thinking it 

beneath their dignity to join other pilgrims in going forth to the plain of 

Arafat. This distinction is reprobated here as it was contrary to the 

practice of Our Lord Abraham, and no people can be allowed to have any 

distinction in matters of religion. 

Verse 200, ‘ As you remembered your fathers.’ Reference to the 

old custom in the days of ignorance that after the pilgrimage they 
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spinit tiniein A[ina hnasHncr of fainily greatness in eulogistic poems, 

lliey are told to sto]") this and spend time in praisniir and G'lovitA'ins' God 

iiistf-'a.cl. As tli0y prnisc God tlioy nmst Diitiirfilly prtiTj for prayer is 

the best expression of faith, and nnless a, man prays there is no eertainty 

he really believes that God is what lie talks about. Well, this prayer if 

confined to worldly matters shows that he is a worldling and he has no 
portion for him in the hereafter. 

\ orHe201. Those who pray for the'Hereafter only and not at all 

for their welfare in this life show either that (e) they feel themselves 

some way secure in this life wdthout praying to God for help, or that (/?) 

they are careless of this life, while it is a great trust from God and is a 

thing of great value if rightly used, or that (c) they do not sufficiently 

believe in God, thinking Him to be possibly good for the Hereafter, but 

here He is tied up to the things as they are. So the true believer must 
pray both for this life and the next. 

Verse 302. ‘ Earned.’ Mark the word. The best deeds done bv a 

man may be wasted unless accompanied by an bumble spiidt of prayer 
for their ac(*eptance. 

Verse 20S. The numbered days are the| thi^ee days following the 

da3^ of sac-rifiee and are called the days of tarhr/g. 

Verses 204 to 206. Why these verses and the rest of this section 

which liave no connection with Ha;ij are placed here Ita:ii explains by 

saying that in verses 200 & 201 it is said there attend the Hajj two sorts 

of persoiis (1) Infidels (verse 200 : I should like to say, worldlings) (2) 

True believers (verse 201). There lemain the hypocrites and these are 

mentioned here. 

It is preferred to say that these verses are genei-al and no particular 

person is meant. But traditions show that from the earliest times 

specific persons or their events have baeu held to have occasioned these 

verses, and not only these but verse 207 also which was in contrast with these. 

Also there is too much detail in the verses, leaving there no doubt that 

some particular person is meant. The words cannot apply to the hypo¬ 

crites generally. One version and that commonly received is that the 

person referred to was Akhnas ’bnIShnraiq. This man, according to one 

account, dissuaded a party of Meccans from fighting against the Prophet 

in the battle of Beder and made away with them. This pleased the Prophet^ 

and so these verses were revealed to tell him that he was a blaguard. 

It was owing to this act of his that be was nicknamed Akhnas (concealer) 
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bv the ii’.tiilels. His real name was Ubay. Another aeeovnit is that some- 

time niade a profession of faith and love to the Prophet niakinj^' an 

impression on the mind of the Prophet, but as lie went away {Tauudld) 

from liioi he burned a held belonging to some Mnsalman and that oeea- 

sioned the verses. One should say with Razi that the fii-st aeeonnt does 

not malv<? deserving of this damnatory revelation ; and as he was an 

insigniideant person after all there seems hardly any purpose to notice him 

in a Revelation meant for all time. As to the olher one must beg to say 

that there was hardly any need for a revelation. If his fair words had 

deceieved the Prophet his conduct must have nndecieAmd him. 

The other version is that some infidels among Quraisli sent word to 

the Prophet that they had embraced Islam and that they wanted some 

learned ^oen among his disciples to he sent to them to teach tliem the 

new faith. The Prophet sending a party of such men accordingly, they 

fell upon them and killed them. So these verses were revealed in con¬ 

nection with the infidels, nnd verse’ 207 in honour of those who suffered 

martyrdom .on this occasion. This imddent is historical; but as in the 

first case it is hardly intelligible why there was revelation in this form— 

unless the object is to blame him for what he did, and to warn him that 

there are many such people round abont and that he should beware of 

them. X wonder if any Musalman has such a low conception about the Holy 

Prophet that he is prepared to believe that he deserved such a rebuke 

from God. Moreover why have a numbe]’ of persons been denounced in 

words which show it is one man who is referred to The singular is 

sustained in all the three verses. Usually we find that revelation meant 

in praise or denunciation of one man is generalised and the words mre 

in the plural. Here those who are many are held to be spoken of as one. 

Again who remonstrated with these infidels 1 

The worthlessness of these explanations is evident. There is 

nothing Hie Quran but is meant for the teaching of the Musalrnans. 

The ‘ iu ‘ whose speech pleases thee ’ is simply an /y//a/-a .4m?/ taa 

asma/’e jarah. (The address is to the Prophet but the people are meant) 

of which the Quran is full One should be glad to believe, if possible, tliat 

no particular person is meant, and that the words apply generally to all 

the MuTiafiOiS. But, as gaid above, there is too much detail in the verses, 

and feW of the well-known Munafiqs can be shown as coming up to the 

description. • (1) He is nimble tongned (2) Counsels the Prophet or the 

Musalrnans about matters of temporal interests (8) Is very solicitous to 

make it appear that he is sincere (4) Is likely to be made a ruler [Tawalla) 

Qila iza Walian {Abu 8cmd, also /fm/, Sing) (5) As ruler he would be 
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oppressor anti would kill iiuMi nud lay waste the lauds. (6) He AYOuld be 

rernoustrated with for this by the people, but (7) eonsideratioiis of power 

would foree liim to eontiuue his atrocities. (8) lie is some wav in contrast 

to the man in W'hose lioiionr the next verse 1107 is revealed. This makes 

everything clear to tliose Avho know anything of the early history of 

Islam, 

As Ra55i says the mischief spoktni of in this verse is the greatest 

that can be imagined ; and there are hardly any more thrilling words in 

the Quran about anybody. 

Verse .207, The 81iia and the tSunni commentators agree in saying 

that this verse was revealed in honour of Our Lord, in reference to his 

sleeping in the bed of the Prophet on the night when, the infidels collect¬ 

ing to kill the Prophet, lie Avent away leaving Our Lord iii his place on 

his bed. Only the Suuui commentators liave some other accounts which 

make the honour go to other meu. One is that it was revealed in honour 

of the men who suTcrred perseention at IMet'ca such as Ammarc Yasir, 

his father and mother, Bilal, Khubab &c. Por some reason the name of 

Suhaib most frequently appears in books, though he is said to have been 

very easily let off on parting with his property. TJie other alternative 

account is that it refm-s to some unnamed person who admonished men 

about right and Wrong. On the faca^ of it, the account which says it was 

in honoui* of Our Lord Ali has claim to preference, for on this traditionists, 

both Sunnis and Shias, agree, and the other two areconlined to the Sunnis 

only. Blit the verse ending itself serves to show Avhich is the (forrect 

a(*c,ount. For tuxl closes it with the words ‘‘ And Ood is Afflectionate to 

the servants.” Thi.s implies that the Tnau”in'(|U(^stion’s sidling his life 

seeking God’s pleasure was an aid; of gra<*e oii the part of God to His 

servants. Wbat Avould have been if Our Lord Ali had not ruidertaken to 

remain behind in that lionr of danger and sleep in Iris bed ? The Pro¬ 

phet could not go away and was sure to be killed. Not only had he tlio 

articles of the infidels left to his trust, and it Avas unbecoming on liis part 

to go aAvay without making them over to their owners, but it Avas uir 

becoming on his part to loa\m a place of danger without leaving in his 

place one Avho is, as it wt^re, Amritably, really his own self—the same to 

him as his oavii life. (See 3 : 54). And this was not the only occasion 

when he did this. When he went to the Jews of Bani Nazir seeking to 

take a loan from them, and the Jews seeing it was a fit opportunity 

arranged to have a millstone thrown over his head, he went away nn- 
#. 

noticed, but not till he made Our Lord Ali stay in the place where he was. 

When the Jews saw it was Ali Avho was there and the Prophet had gone 

they refrained from doing the imu-derous (let. (SiraJ). 
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Verse 208. ‘ 0 ye who believe.’ This address is elearly to the 

Mnsalmaus, and it is foolish to take it, as some have done, to the Jews, 

It is strange Ixazi approves of this in his comment on verse 210. Silni 

is peace, or submission, whence the word has been nnder.stood to mean 

Islam. The meaning of the passage is obvious in the light of the com¬ 

ments made on the previous verses. They should submit wholeheartedly 

and not rebel against his commands. They should accept him whom he 

proclaims to be their guide and ruler after him. 

Verse. 200. This verse is obvious. The Prophet had a veiy clear 

idea of bow the people would fall after him. See the hosts of traditions 

collected on this point in Miskhat. Particularly see the traditions in 

Sahih Bokhari relating to the Sahabas coming to the Prophet on the 

pond on the day of judgement and being repulsed. 

Verse. 210. If this verse was revealed before the battle of Beder it 

may have reference, as the Ahmadi commentator suggests, in a metapho¬ 

rical way to that battle. No commentator seems to have made that 

suggestion before. In Surah 25 sec, J which he refers to verse J2 is 

clearly in complaint of Mu^salmans. 

Section 1’6. 

The fall of Israelites a ■warning for the Mitsalmans. Sehismatie 

diflferenees spoil religions, and only a few retain the right path. Trials 

and tribulations in store for Musalinans in the future. Sacrifice of money 

must be made and there should be no shirking in fighting in the cause of 
God. 

211. .Ask the Israelites how many a clear sign have 
We given them; and whoever changeth the favour of God 
after it hath come to him then surely God is severe in 
requiting {Eqdb, punishing with torment). 

212. Life here below hath been made to look fair to 
those who believe not, and they mock at those who believe, 
but those who fear God shall bo above them on the day of 
resurrection; and God provideth subsistence for whom He 
will without measure.' 

213. Mankind was one people, thereafter did God send 
unto them prophets with good tidings and warnings, and sent 
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dowii witli them the Book witli the tinith that it might 
3udge het\Yeei) men in that whei'ein they differed about it; 
and none differed therein save those very to whom it was 
given, after that clear proofs had come to them, out of spite 
among themselves; whereupon God guided those who be¬ 
lieved regarding that wherein those (others) differed about 
the truth, with His permission, and God guideth whom He 
listeth to the right path 

214. Think ye that ye will enter Paradise when upon 
you hath not yet come the like of that which came upon 
those who have gone before you ; distress and affliction came 
upjon {massathion, touched) them, and they were shaken until 
the apostle saith and those who believed with him. When 
will come the help of God? Behold! the help of God is 
nigh. 

215. They question thee regai*ding what they shall 
spend. Say, Whatsoever ye spend (in charity) let it be for 
parents, the near of kin, and the orphans, and the poor, and the 
way-farer, and whatever good ye do, surely God knoweth it. 

216. Fighting is enjoined on you albeit it is hateful to 
you ; and belike you abhor a thing whereas it is good 
for you, and belike ye desire a thing whereas it is bad for 
you: and God knoweth but ye know not. 

Vme 211. By the favour of God is meant here the revelation of 
the Holy Prophet as the Ahrnadi eommentator says. The changing of 
it after one has reeeieved it cannot mean its rejection (by unbelievers) as 
he understands; it refers clearly to the corruption of Islam by 
changing its teachings (doctidnal or disciplinary) as the Jews have 
done with their “ Shariat.” The verse does not seem directed against 
the Jews, ij.s the Ahmadi eommentator and othei's would have us believe. 
They appear mentioned simply as a warning for the Musalmans. 

Verse 212. This verse though on the face of it i-eferring to the 
infidels seems also in place here. Look to the State of true believers, the 

liarfcizans of the Prophet’s household after his death—chiefly in the 
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Oiny>‘d, !iiid Alilifisido timos. Tlio f'onolndin" words also <;an apply to 

thoiii, as they appliod to tlio boliovers in the Prophet’s day. Those who 

were mocked at on account of their poverty eventually got an abundance 

even of the provisions of this life. 

khr.s« 21S. Tlie same subjeet is continued. If all people bad eonti- 

nued to follow the Book rightly without perverting it to suit the views 

they sought to force upon it, the reason for this being their prejudices in 

their hatred of each other, there would uot have heen so niauy religions. 

Onlv a select few kept strictly to the right path. The same is stated in 

verse 25o, ‘wliere too the ret'ereiiec is to seetariiiu tlift'ereiiecs. The verse 

requires to be earefully understood. 

All iriankiud was one iieoplc ” r. without doetriiial dilfereuees. 

This can be either a state of Imrvn (faith) or hvfr (unbdief) or ft trot (state 

of nature in wlrlctli man followt^d Iris reason or instinct unaided). The 

llrst is the most probalile nieaninj>‘ as Adam liimself was a pvO])]K't :■ there 

seems no time when mankitid was hrft without a divunely appointed relr 

trions teaidier. So the view tliat diff'erences arose before tlie advent of 

the prophets, and tltat tlnyv cainie to setde tliese differences seems unten¬ 

able. Even if tln^ primitive stute of mankind were a state of nature 

without any roli.a'ion in the ])roper sense oi the word—even then doctrinal 

differences would seem to arise only after the advent of the prophets. 

It was these who first tau^’ht men sonaethiip:^ over and above what their 

unaided rea,son taught them to believe. On this some possibly might 

have rejected and so differed in this way, but the majority took the 

point (of supernatural religion) from the prophets, but professing to 

believe them added new interpretations of their own upsetting sometimes 

the whole doctrine. Thus polytheism and idolatory was originally a 

perversion of the true monotheistic doctrine taught by the prophets. 

Pantheism and the like were simply one-sided views of it. Thus it is 

that the various false religions which appear to have no foundation 

whatever in revealed religion were really perversions of it due to dif¬ 

ferences arising among believers or followers of the true religion. 

Absolute rejection of supernatural religion was an idea foreign to the 

minds of primitive people and is hardly probable. In highly concentrated 

religious .systems such as Judaism, Christianity and Islam which grew to 

be associated with the name of a great teacher these differences came to 

be called sects ; in others not so well associated with a particular teacher 

they became different religions. Thus in the first instance the prophets 

were not sent to settle differences existing before thena, as some followed 

by the Ahmadi commentator say, though afterwards this may be so. 
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Th(‘‘u the propliets wove sent and tlio Book was sent with them to 

.imlj^o anion^^ men in tliat in wlkndi tln^y dirtored ahnni ; that is, about’ 

the Book or the tvuth that was taus'ht* This shows Avliat the Book is 

primarily intended to be. It was meant to caud should be able to cleeide 

cliflereiKies amony* tlie followers that w^ero likely to arise till another 

propliet is raised. The Book Wcas cdiiefly meant/hr the follower,^ after the 

prophetr, as tbc Quran is for the Miisalinans (sec introduetion). The 

])rop]iets when tliey were Hying’ w'ore able to settle the diiferenees tbera- 

selv’es. They were the Book themselves (see note to verse 1 of this 

yurah). Tins is important to bear in mind, as it puts an end to the 

puestion whieJi might otherwise be raised that only a few of tlie pro¬ 

phets were given special Scriptures such as Taurat, Injil, Quran. All 

prophets were the Book—their teachings whieh should have been pre¬ 

served were the Book. Special revealed Books were given for special 

reasons (see Introduction). Eeally the teachings of the prophets serve the 

I'mrpose of the Book whether any special Book was given or not. 

“ And none differed about it (/. e. the Book or the doctrine) except 

those who were given it.” That is it was the followers, no others, who 

differed about it [ilhi). Indeed no others could be said to have " differed ” 

about it. These others simply rejected it. This shows conclusively that 

the verse is dealing with the falling away of faUatver,^ hitev receiving 

guidance and manifest proofs of the truth. The reason is stated to be 

Out of spite among themselves ” which we know to be too well the ease 

in the ease of schisms in Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 

So the believers whom God guided or kept on guidance in what 

{Umci) they differed are those who stuck to the right path. 

The Ahmadi eoranientator in his note on this verse first seeks to 

translate the opening words of the verse as ‘ all people are a single 

nation,’ a translation which cannot possibly stand, and the illustration he 

has givmn ‘ Kavnl iiuana Kafoora ’ is simply inapplicable as everybody con¬ 

versant with Arabic language knows. Then he has—^God knows how— 

passed over i'he.fiM ‘ about it ’ in ‘ as to that in whieh they differed abont 

it ’ : and dividing the passage into’ two parts reads an entirelx’- novel mean¬ 

ing in the verse. Prophets came to settle differences existing before 

them, but the people upset this by introducing fr^sh differences, yo a 

prophet was required to show the right way to all nations, and this, he 

says, is stated in the second part of the verse. Thus ” in his words 

“ among the different national religions of the world Islam occupies the 

position of an international religion.” 
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Tvr.sv ,?/■/. M:irk \]\\^ is said at'tor tho Mnsaluians, mast of thmn, 

had suffered the extre iie perseentiou at Meeea. There seems no time for 

the Mnsaimans in the Prophet’s days after the revelation of this verse 

about A. H. 2 which can really he said to be hard for them—except per¬ 

haps the few days of terror at the time of the Battle of Confederate 

{Ah:(il>) which came suddenly to an end by the fall of one eharnpion only, 

by the hand of Our Lord All. And according to one report the passage 

was revealed at the time c/'the battle of Ahzab as a rebnke to the Musalmans 

who were losing their patience atThis time (Mawahib). The state, if it was 

ever to come iipon the Musalmans, must have come after the death of the 

Prophet and the thoughtful reader (‘ouversant with history can easily 

determine what and when it was. Also note it is distress and e/Z/m/m?? that is 

spoken of in the verse. 

2Id. The verse shows the order in which charity should 

proceed. The first claim is of tliat of tin- parents, then of the nearest 

relations, and so on (Raxi). The end of the verse makes provision for all 

others not expressly mentioned in the verse. It seems to me that it is 

cdiiedy to give permanence to tliis order that the verse got a place in the 

Quran. Many people ai*e fairly generous to others but neglect their 

parents and relations. For parents we are taught to see that they do 

not require to ask anything of us. The passage may hace been put in 

here to imply taat any sacrifice of money they make in time of war goes 

only to their own kindred, as the Ahmadi commentator suggests. 

Verse 215. ^'Let those who think that the Muslims fought for booty 

ponder ! They were too weak to carry on the struggle against the 

mighty forces that were bent upon their destruction and disliked the war. 

Only a diseased brain could come to the conclusion that the Prophethad 

now determined to resort to the sword to accomplish what his preaching 

had failed to do ” (Wherry). Where were the military forces with which 

the Prophet was going to convert the proud and warring Arabs who had 

not listened to his word. His first army at Beder, when the Quraish of 

Mecca were marching upon Medina with a thousand of their most 

experienced warriors, was 313 including boys of thirteen years of age* 

Could any sensible tnan say that the Prophet was now going to conveid 

the hundreds of thousgitads of Arab warrioi‘S with bis 313 unequipped and 

inexperienced followers —Ahmadi commentator^s note. The whole note 

is excellent. 
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SECTroN 27, 

Will’ is not move serious tliun iiiisebief. Iiilidels seek to tlviv'e 

Mnsalmans to iipostaey and will not cease to fi<jht them till they do. 

Wine and gambling prohibited. The properties of orphans mast be 

carefully looked after. Intermarriage between Muslims and iuMels 

condemned. 

217. '■.l.’hey will questioti theecoiicarning the sacred month, 
about war therein. Say, War therein is a grievous sin ; 

but to hinder (people) from the way of Grod and deny Him, 
and (to hinder people from) the holy temple and drive its 
people therefrom, is more grievous in the sight of Grod ; and 
mischief {ftinah^ is more grievous than bloodshed. And they 
will cease not to fight with you until they turji you from 
your faith if they can. But those of you who will turn 
from their faith and die while they are unbelievers, their 
works shall be naught in this world and the next, and they 
are the inm-ates of the fire, thei’ein shall they abide for ever¬ 

more. 

218. Those who have believed, and those who have fl.ed 
from their homes and have striven in the service of God—these 
hope for the mercy of God, and God is Forgiving, Mei’ciful. 

219. They question thee concerning wine and gambling. 
Say, In both these is grievous sin, and also benefits for men; 
but their harm is greater than their benefit. And they will 
quastion thee regarding what they shall spend in alms. Say, 
Wliatsoever can be spared. Thus doth God make clear to 

you the signs that haply ye may ponder. 

220. Concerning this world and the next. They will 
que.stion thee regarding orphans. Say, To look after their 
interests fairly were best. But if ye become partners with 
them, they are your brethren, and God knoweth the foul- 
dealer from the fair-dealer, and if God so willed .He could 

surely make it hard on you, verily God is Mighty, Wise. 



221. And many not: womoii who join olliors witli God, 
tkey believe, for, of a surety, a believing bondswoman is 

better tliau a freewoniau who joinetli others with God, 
fdbeit she please you; and wed not your women to men who 
join others with God, for, of a surety, a believing ].)ondsman 
is better than a freeman who joineth others with God, 
albeit he please you. These call (you) to the Fire, wJiereas 
God calleth you to Paradise aud forgiwmos.s by His will, aud 
inaketh clear His signs for men that haply they may lake 
warning. 

Vfrsi‘2I7. ‘ TIic last vevs(! (contains the Divine injinictiou to fight 

in spite of the odds against them. This ver.se gives the reason whieli 

necessitated the taking up of the sword. The infidels "will not eeaso 

■fighting with yon until they turn you back from your religion, if they 

can.” Yes, the infidels were fighting with the Musalmans at this time— 

before the battle of Beder. Let alone the dreadful atrocities they iutlictod 

on the Musalmans when they were in their hands at Mecca. Tliey would 

not let them sit at ease even at Medina' and had sent their ultimatum to 

Abdullah ’bn Obay threatening to kill them one and all (see note on vnu'se 

187). They Avere simply waiting to collect their forces'to do this. Vi'hat 

remained more for a state of war to be created. The only reconr.se for 

the Prophet rvas to prepare his men to fight and to provoke the infidel!, 

to attack him as soon as possible without having time to collect all their 

forces. The incident which gave rise to the question in this ver.se was 

one of the moves in this direction. The Prophet sent bis cousin Abdullah 

’bn Jahsh with eight other men to raid a trading caravan of the Qnraisu. 

One man of the caravan was killed and the mei'chaudi.se Avas taken as 

booty. This according to the infidels’ version was on the 1st of Rajab 

(a sacred month when fighting was not alloAved by the old custom) while 

according to'Abdullah’s statement it was the last day of .Jairada I.I and the 

new moon of Rajab was seen Avhen the sun went down. ‘The infidels 

■who made much of this incident are told that having domj all those acts of 

violence against the lives and property of the:helpless eonvert-s of Lslaui 

within the sacred territory and never Amniiug for the sacred months 

when persecuting the Muslims they could not question the legality' of 

what Abdullah had done.” 

Ve?-se. 21S. Ehwnr means wine or grape wine. ... It has 

common application to intoxicating expressed juice of utiything (Qamus.-* 
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Tfijul Arus) or any intoxicating thing that clouds or obscures 

(lit. eov’-ors) the iutelleet as some say (Aiughni, Alisbab).and the 

general application is tlie m)re c.oi-recii, because IChaDir was forbidden 

when there was not in el Mcdiuali any Khamr of grapes (Lane’s Lexicon 

cited by the Ahinadi commentator)- It is unfortunate that the Hanafi 

school insists on and other kinds of spirituous liquors (prepared 

from other bases than grape) to be lawful. But Abu Hanifah was obliged 

to decide in favour of tlioir lawfulness owing to several very much 

revered Sahabas continuing to use these other kinds of spirit. To his 

mind the practice of the Saliabas could not be wrong. 

This is the first verse that was revealed iu prohibition of drinking : 

for many it was effective, but some continued the habit and were seen 

inebriated at prayers ; this occasioned 4 : 45. Finally d : 92, 9o did not 

leave any excuse for anybody in the matter. 

^faimr was a game of hazard among the Arabs and in legal language 

includes all games of chance. 

‘‘ Thus doth God make clear to you His signs {a>/at) 41iat ye may 

reflect—on this world and the Hereafter ” (verse 220). The object of 

til ese commandments is not that ye stick to the letter and easuisti(*ally 

seek to find ways to legalise things unlawful as in the case of AV>/c 

described above, ye should reflect on the spirit of the commauchnents 

and act accordingly. For this reason the commandments are given with 

some statement of the reasons thereof. 

Versr 220. Co-partnership vrith an orphan is expressly allowed here, 

because when strict injunctions were given regarding tbe safeguarding of 

orphan’s property some men thought it may be a sin to have anything to 

do with it. 

♦ 

Verse 221. Alarriage is essentially a matter of love and hence of 

spiritual union. It is impossible that in such relations one should not 

influence the other. The effect on the infidel mate may be only some 

change in views which may mean little or nothing for salvation, but the 

same ‘ some change in views ’ may iu the ease of a believer drag him dow*ii 

to Hell. The same was the teaching of Judaism and Christianity, (see 

Dent 7 : 3, 4 and 2 eor, 6 : 14), There is no reason to account for this law 

which is for all time by mere reasons of policy as the Ahmadi commen-' 

tator has done—the idolaters being the enemies of the Mnsalmans, 

though the wisdom of caution in the matter is obvious from this side too. 
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Section 28. 

Sexual relations are matters of grave responsibility. The woinan is 

a tilth for man, and should be approaehed devoutly with due regard of 

the objeet—pro-ereation. The limits of temporary separation. Divorce : 

Period of waiting and the re-establishment of conjugal relations. 

222. They will question thee concernin.u’ menstniction. 
Say it a pollution (or sliglit evil Aza) wherefore keep away 
from women when in their courses, and approach them not 
until they have cleansed (themselves) ; then when they a].‘e 
cleansed go in unto them as God liath directed you to do; 
Verily God lovetli those who turn unto Him and He loveth 
those y/ho seek to be clean. 

223. Your women are ^mur tilth, wherefore enter yoiir 
tilth when (or as anna) je please and make proid.sion before¬ 
hand for yourselves ; and fear God, and know that ye shall 
meet Him (one day): and carry thou glad tidings to those 
who believe. 

224. And make not (the name of) God in your oaths a 
hindrance against that ye may do good, and he pious and 
bring about good-will among man, and God heareth, 
knoweth. 

225. God will call yen not to account for a vain yew, 
hut He will call j-ou to account for what your hearts have 
earned, and God is Forgiving, Forbearing. 

226. For those who swear to abstain from their 
women is ordai.ned a waiting of four months ; then if they 
come back, then verily God is Forgiving, Merciful. 

227. And if they resolve on a divorce, then verily God 
is Hearing, Knowing. 

228. The. divoTced women shall await the space of 
three uionthly courses; and it shall not be lawful for them 
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to coneeal that wliieh God liath o.reatod in wombs, if tliey l)o 

believers in God and the last day; and their husbands shall, 
be entitled to take them back during the period, if they rvish 
for reconciliation, and for the wiv^es shall bo rights (over 
their hnsbands) like as there are (for the hnsbaiids) over 
their wives in a just manner {hil iiiaaroof) and men are a degree 
above them ; and God is Mighty, Wise. 

Verse 22S, Anm meaning maia ‘ when ’ also means Kaif ‘ how.’ 
Taking: the word as meaning* w’hen it (*annot make lawful what is prohi¬ 
bited in the preeeding verse 222 ; taking it in tlie seeond sense it eannot 
make lawful inmatuml praetiees for whieh a people were smitten Avitli 
(xod^s punishment see 7 : 7r)'S2 &e. This very verse seeks to impress 
that sexual relations are matfiers of grave riesponsibility, and man should 
enter upon them in true spirit of fear and dt'votiou to Ood, ‘ And make 
provision beforehand tor yourselves, and fear (lot! and know tliat 
will meet Him.’ What mort^ eon Id be required to impress the extreme 
sanetity of the matter. Bat such has been the moral and intelleidiual 
degradation of the Musalir.aus in the fast, and so, such the evolution of 
seienee of Law (^7'///) among* them—it must be sorrowfully admitted— 
that all eomrnentaries, vSunni (*ommentnries at least, have to devote whole 
pages of the most disgusting matter, if only to disprove that preposter¬ 
ous venery could be allowed under this verse. See Durre Mansur, Tafsire 
Kabir, Mawaliib &e. The doiitrine made a great noise in the early days 
when/(24 was the all in all of the Musalmans, and some great names have 
been arrayed in its favour, God knows with what truth. 

Tvr,9r 224. Urzali means a thing set as an obstacle in the way of a 

thing, or a thing that is set as a butt like the butt of archers. The mean¬ 

ing is that you should not every now and then swear by God that you 

wilt not do such and such a thing, so that you deprive yourselves of the 

occasions of doing good alleging God to be an obstacle in yonr way, 

whereas He bids you to do good. The verse is put here as ila, the tem¬ 

porary separation of husband and wife dealt with in the following 

verse 226, rested on an oath on the part of the husband from going in 

to his wife. But the verse is genera] and discourages oaths of all kind. 

See the tradition of Our Lord Sadiq in Kafi in which he approvingly cites 

the teaching of Our Lord Jesus Christ to abstain from swearing at ail. 

Islam while it does not go to the extent of making it illegal disapproves 
of it see 68; 10, , 
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2:?5. P>3' vain o.ntlis is T^ioant invinteritional svvTaring in ordi¬ 

nary r-onversation, and bv what the hearts have earned is meant an oath 
intentionally taken. The former have no binding effeet, and a man may 

do what he has sworn in this wa}’ to abstain from. But the moral evil 
of taking vain oaths—that is a different thing. 

226, TIa signifies an oath that one shall not go in to one’s 
wife. This was an old enstoni among the Arabs, and sometimes the wife 
passed her whole life in bondage being neither in the position of a wife 
nor that oh divorced woman to marry else where. The Jaw of the Q.nran 
declares that if the husband does not come back i. e. reassert conjugal 
relations within four months the wife shall be divorced. 

Mark the verse ending. In verse 226 ‘Tlod is Forgiving. Merciful ” ; 
in verse 227 He is Hearing, Knowing.” What true believer but will not 
tremble to hear these words. 

228. Talaq ‘divorce’ is one of the institutions of Islam which 
shows the all-comprehensive view of the Prophet as a prophet, and hence 
the perfection of Islam as a religion. It is recognized as a necessary 
evil. '■ Of all things which have been permitted to men divorce is the 
one most J.iifed by God.” But permitted it must remain, and to all time, 
for the conditions*of men are so complex that it must ever remain neees” 
sary that in some eases the marriage tie must be dissolved. Thus mar¬ 
riage is essentially a matter of love *, a union without love is a body 
without a soul, and the sooner it is ended the better. And irrespective of 
that too occasions must arise from time to time when separation must be 
an act of charity. A whole volume can be written on the conceivable 
cases, and of actual cases hundreds must be in the knowledge of everyone. 
And so it is that the law must be elastic, as it is in Islam, and must not 
strictly define and restrict the causes of divorce, as Judaism and Chris- 
tianit}^ do. In these religions divorce must be limited to eases of 
“uncleanliness,” more striely fornication, and the result is that since 
nature must have its course and will not be controlled by rules prescribed 
by men the school of Hillel among the Jews extended it to the most 
trifling causes, and among the Christians it gave rise to special divorce 
courts whose proceedings have continued to furnish a mass of scandalous 
reading matter for the sale of the newspapers. And now one of the 
countries at least has upset everything, and grants divorces not only 
without assigning any reasons, but also without requiring that the other 
party should be informed of it. 

Islam allows it as a necessary evil, but discourages it, and expresses 
its disapproval of it in words that should make even the most reekless 
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hoiiover to slnitldor. It makes regulations for its exereise imposing 

restrictions wbicli slionld limit the separation to only the most hopeless 

eases. These are described in detail in the succeeding verses. 

This verse says that tirst there should be temporary separaiioii for 

three months during which conjugal relations may be established. “ If 

there is any love in the union its ])angs would assert themselves during 

this period of temporary separation, bringing about a reconciliation.” 

This is the Tah\<ie Sannat^ and is admitted to be the best form of Divorce. 

Remember this is one divorce only (see verse 229). He can marry her 

twice again, and she need not go to a second husband. 

‘‘ And they (wives) have rights similar to those upon them, and the 

men are a degree above them. And God is Mighty and Wise.” The 

women have a right to be loved and eared for tenderly, as they owe to 

their husbands that they obey him and do not go against his will. The 

husbands are a degree above them in that for them is the position that 

calls for obedience from the wife ; and in the matter of divorce they can 

exercise their judgement which the woman cannot. She can go to the 

Qazi for flagrant eases of maltreatment, or purchase her release by parting 

with a portion of her dower. This latter may be regarded as an unfor¬ 

tunate feature of the Law, but it is essential owing to the relative social 

relations of man and woman. Man is in free social intercourse with the 

whole world, and everybody can bring moral pressure upon him if he is 

acting wrongly. The woman is too much isolated and restricted in her 

relations. She* need not care and ordinarily will not even know what 

the world thinks of her. And there are a hundred other reasons, well 

evident to every one. 

In the end remember the verse-ending “ God is Mighty, Wise.” God 

has established these relations on full consideration of all eireumstanees 

and He is well able to punish those who go against His moral command¬ 

ments. (Abu Saud), 

Section 29. 

When divorce becomes irrevocable. Effects of this. The woman’s 

rights to be carefully looked to. 

229. Divorce (shall be lawful) only twice; then (there* 
should be) either keeping them in good fellowship (&<? nma- 
rufin) or sending them away with kindness ; and it shall not 
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bcHa\Yfal iV)i‘yoTi t<) a\vay rmg'lit I'O Jiavo yiveri tlunii. 

But if (in aliseiiae of di\'oro(>) the t’\V;iiu fear tiiey not 

(be able to) keep tlie bomuB I:)}' God, then if ye fear that 

tixo/ sli dl n.>t (be abb to) keep tire boaai-s set by Clod there 

shall be no sin on the twciii.) a,bout what she grv es up to relieve 

herself (f rom liiin). These are the bounds set by God, where¬ 
fore overstep them not; fto‘ those ivho overstep) the bounds 

set by God, then verily they, they are the unjust [Zdllmm 

iniquitous). 

2B0. So if he divorce her she shall not ])e lawful to him 

until she marry a husbauxi other than he, and if he (the 

second husband) divorce her, there shall be then no sin on 

the twain if they return one to the other, if they think that 
n- ^ 

they shall (be able to) keep to the bounds set by God. And 

these are the bounds set by God. He maketh them clear 

for a people who understand. 

231. When ye have divorced your women and they 

reach the oppointed period, then retain them in a fair 

manneiG^'s them away in a fair manner ; 
and keep not hold of them to their hurt, that ye map'' treat 

(them) with cruelty, for whosoever shall do this, he shall surely 

hurt himself: and make not a mockery of the command¬ 

ments of God, and remember the favour of God np)on you 

and that He hath sent down unto you of the Book and 

Wisdom (Eikmat) admonirshing yon thereby; and fear God 

and know that God is the know'er of all things. 

Vi’rsf S30,. In the days of ignorance a raan used to divorce his wife 

and take her back within the prescribed period even though he might do 

this a thousand times (Razi). Islard reformed this practice by allowing a 

a revokable divorce twice, so that the husband must make his choice after 

the second divorce either to retain her permanently or bring about a final 

separation. Repeated marrying and repudiating is simply scandalous. 

If there be any genuine affection or possibility of true union in the. 

Spirit two experiences of remorse must be sufficient to keep them within 
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b:)Lin(l,s for tlie future. Tbe iiiaii eaiinot marry her aguiT) exceut in the 

hi*,^i'aded eoDclition stated in verse 233. 

It is not lawful far yon to tahe (or withhald) anything out of what 

you have given (or promised to pay) them (of dower Maha^-). h'his vatlH 

as a great ebeek upoii the ]iu&ba7)d in resorting to unneeettsary divorce 

as tl;ie sum is risnally lai-ge and in pniethfe liiueh of it remains unpaid all 

through life. Also w'hatever the husband ba^ given to bis wife besides 

dowei- ho eann(?t take hack from her- 

The next part of the vei'se deals with what is technieailv ealied 
c 

JOnila Or M/.(harat in Law. If the wife becomes impatient of her linsbaiid 

and cannot hear to live with him she may seek to get ]'id of him 

giving back her dower or any other additional sum that the husband mav 

propose [klnda). This is when it is the wife alone that is disinclined to 

continue the marital rcdations. if there is disincdiuation on both sides 

nothing but the dower need be renounced {Mabarat). Both are &ubject to 

tbe willingness of the husband to grant the divorce. But here tbe 

ILildta? Sliaraa, tbo Mujt-ahid, Whose function it is to aclridm&ter the La\v 

can interfere and make the liusbtuid accept reasonable terms. The sudden 

change of address in And if ye-fej^r that they cannot keep within the 

limits set by (tod is to this class of persons. Thus tbe drawback in the 
« 

matter is to a great extent removed. In fact he shonid interfere from 

the beginning when things have not come to this stage. Clear directions 

about tbrs are given in 4 : 3d And if ye fear a breach between the two^ 

then appoint an arbitrator from his people and one from hers^ if they both 

desire agreement (irod \viU e If ec t. bn run ony between them.. Surely God is 

Knowing, Aware ” The decision of the arbitrators appointed by 

the Ihiliine Sbaraa will be binding on the husband and wife unless 

they decide a separation wliieh will not he binding (Sharael Islam)v 

S ailing a Shara& or in alj^sence of reference being made to him the 

people may remonstrate and bring about a reconciliation. If this is done 

the occasions for hltMja or Mabarat will he exceedingly rare. And indeed 

so rare they are that few have even beard of these tenns of kw^ and as to 

divorce the most that can be .said is that people know it. 

Note that if the woman is to be kept s-he should be kept he ??2Cfar>ijm 

?\ e. honourably (Rodweli) or in good fellowship (Alimadi). And if sh© 

is to be sent away it sbauid be with kindnessf^ The saine is repeated m 
verse 231. 

230. Divorce z. e. the third time. 

Verse 23L ^ Do not retain them for injniy/ That is, if after 

divorce you resume the conjugal relations this mu&tbe for geimine desire 
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to keep ]iei% not for tke purpose of troubling lier by doubling or trebling 

her period of ’waiting. 

Mark the appeal in the latter part ot the vertse. 

N'ote. It is uiiLOi'tnuate that the tSanuis while they adnait that 

divovee is proper and regular only when given aeeording to the restrie'’ 

tions given in these versos do not regard these restiictions as essential to 

the validity of the divorce. Thus they admit the most irregular forms 

to have legal validity. They give it the name of Taluqe Bidmd, An irre- 

vocable divorce might be pronounced at once liy merely repeating it 

thrice. It may not even be properly expressed, or even expressed in 

words at all. This is admitted to be irregular but is not the less effective. 

’One form of making a divorce irrevocable, the pronouncing of it thrice, 

once in each tuhr (period of woman’s purity) is allowed to be regular by 

Hanafees though eondeinned by Imam Malik. Farther, the greatest 

laxity is allowed iu the matter of intention. “ If a man proiiouiiee a 

divorce whilst in a state inebriety from drinking fermented liquor, sntdi 

as wine, the divorce takes place Eepudiation by any husband who is 

sane and adult is effective, whether he be free or slave, willing or acting 

under compulsion ; and even though it were uttered in sport or jest, or 

by mere slip of the tongue instead of some other word” (Fata,wae 

Alamgiri cited by Hughes). 

It is these things that have brought the Islam'c Law of divorce into 

contempt and ridicule. And it is responsible sometimes for the most 

unfortunate cases, so some strange methods have been devised by some to 

get rid of the effects of these irrevocable divorces. 

The Bhias eondetnn all the irregular forms and regaid them as void 

and ineffective. And for them it is necessary that ‘ the man must be an 
adult of understanding, of free choice and will, and of design and inten¬ 

tion when he divorces bis wife.” It “ does not take effect if given impli- 

catively or anibiguonsly whether intended or not,” And it is also 

’.absolutely- necessary that the sentence should be pronounced by the 

husband in the presence of two just persons, who shall bear and testify 

to the wording of the divorce.” This last condition is based on the 

teachings of the Imams who were very strict in this matter. And this 

not required for disputes about the Tulcifj* but absolutely i without this 

the divorce is simply void aud nothing. The wife continues to he his 

wife in fact though he divoi-ce her a hundred times. The i-estrietion was 
' apparently made to make it sure that no one divorees his wife without 

previously letting others know of it. This will give them a chance of 

with him iu the mutler. 
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Section 30. 

Divorced women not to 1)3 prevented from remarrying. The giving 
of snek to eliild by the divorced wife. The period of waiting for widows. 
Remarriage within the prescribed period of vfaiting is illegal. 

232. And when ye have divorced your women, and 
they have thereafter completed their appointed period, 
hinder them not from marrying their husbands when they 
have agreed between themselves in a fair manner : with this' 
is admonished whosoever of yon is a believer in G-od and the 
last day: this is the purer for you and cleaner; and Grod 
knoweth and ye know not. 

233. And mothers shall give suck to their children two 
entire years for one who desireth the completion of the 
suckliiig; and on the father shall devolve their food and 
clothing in a fair manner ; no sonl shall have imposed upon 
it anything except according, to his capacity; nor shall a 
mother be made to suifer on account of her child, nor a 
father hecanse of his child, and on the heir shall devolve the 
like of this. But if both desire a weaning by agreement 
between them and mutual consnltation, there shall be no 
blame (Ar sin) on them. But if ye desire to employ a wet- 
nurse for your children then thoro is no blame on yon so 
long as ye pay that which yon have settled to give according 
to custom; and fear ye God and know that He bohokleth 
what ye do. 

234. As for those of yon who die leaving widows, 
these shall wait four months and ten days, and when they 
have completed their appointed period, there shall be no sin 
on you in what they may do with themselves in a fair 
manner;'and God is aware of what ye do. 

235. ‘ But there shall ha up sin on you in indirect 

proposals of marriage that ye may make to the women oT 
keep to yourselves ; God knovkUtt that ye will mention them, ‘ 
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but make no secret engagements with them except that ye 
say that which is fair. And resolve not on wedlock until 
the period is reached (Ar the writing comes to its end), aud 
know that God knoweth what is in your minds ; wherefore 
fear Him, and know that God is Forgiving, Forbearing. 

Verse 2SS. The incensed relations of the divorced woman may not 

like her to go again to the husband who had divoived her even though 

the woman may be willing. This verse is meant to admonish them in 

the matter. 

Verse 2SS. The verse refers to nursing of the child and applies to 

all mothers. It is, however, divorced mothers that are meant here in 

particular as Razi says. 

^ A simiWr duty on the heir.’ If the father dies liefore the child is 

■weaned the heir is bound to pay the expenses. The mutual consent is 

that the mother is allowed to go away with the child and keep lier sepa¬ 

rately in her house. 

Verse 284. After four months and ten days the widow may 

remarry. 

285. It is unbecoming to talk about marriage to widow during 

their period of waiting. It is permitted, however, to do so in a very 

cautious way. The writing is the period of waiting written down for 

wmm(n. ‘God knows,’ that is, this is, not approved though owing to 

weakness of men it is not accounted a sin. 

Section 31. 

Provision for women divorced before consummation of marriage. 

Prayers should be observed though facing the enemy. Bequest in 

favour of widows for residence and maintenance for one year. Divorced 

women also should be given maintenance. 

233. There shall be no sin on you if ye divorce 
■women, when ye have not touched them nor made any 
settlement on them; but provide for them—he, who is in 
easy circumstances according to his means and he who is 
poor according to his means—a pi-ovision in fsurness—a duty 

.:<m those ■who do what is right. 
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237. Bat if ye divorce them ere ye have touched them, 
but have already made a settlement on them, then give them 
one-half of the settlement unless they forego, or he in whose 
hands is the marriage-knot foregoes ; and that ye should 
forego is nigher righteousness; and forget not genei*osity 
bstwoen yourselves, verily God bc-holdeth what ye do. 

238. Be strict in the observance of prayers and 
(especially) of the most excellent {W-usia) prayer, and stand 
up praying {Qamteen) before God. 

239. But if ye be in fear, then (pray as ye may) on 
foot or riding, but when ye are safe remember God like as 
He hath taught you what ye knew not. 

240. As for those of you who die leaving widows, they 
shall bequeath them a year’s maintenance without causing 
them to quit their homes, but if they quit their homes, 
there shall be no sin on you in that which they may do 
with themselves in a fair manner, and God is Mighty, 
Wise. 

241. And for the divorced women (too) let there be a 
provision in a fair manner custom—a duty on those who fear 
God. 

242. Thus doth God make clear to yon his statutes 
that haply ye may understand. 

Verse S8G. Fwizah is th.e dowry eomraonly called Mahar in law. 

So provision nanst be made according to one’s means for the injured 

woman even if the dowry has not been fixed. 

Verse 287. The man in whose hands is the marriage tie is apparent¬ 

ly the Wali (guardian i. e. the father or grandfather) in case the girl is a 

minor. Some followed by'the Ahmadi commentator have understood it 

to mean the husband supposing that he had paid the dowry in full and 

so he is entitled to get back half the dowry. 

Verse 238. Wusta is most middle and hence most excellent (see note 

on ffosaf verse 143). There are various aecouats as to which prayer 
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is uieaut liere, tlia inrijoi'iiy o£ tmilitioiis, Sunni and Sliia, is in favour of 

tlio A^'r (afternoon) pi'ayer, Bursi takes it to be Marjhrib to the offering of 

\vliird:i at the earliest {Fazeelat) time great importance is attached, and 

suggests a highly spiritipal explanation which applies to Asr as well. 

See Supp. Qaniiin, praying ; Qnrmt, prayer, is a very important part of 

the five daily prayers if not quite indispensable. It is allowed in Snnni 

traditions but is not eomm.only in practice with them. The word has, 

however, been understood by them otherwise as meaning rememibering 

God or being obedient to Him. Imam Shafee, however, agrees with us. 

Verse 2Sd. Mark the importance attached to the five daily prayers. 

It cannot be allowed to be foregone even in danger and may be offered 

running or on horseback. Indeed even a drowning man is not excused 

from it. The prayers are necessarily curtailed, coming in case of men 
dying to mere signs. 

‘ Then when ye are secure then remember Him as He has taught you 

^ ~ ^ s I j- e li a s t a.u li t ^ u, ?. e, in spirit of grati¬ 

tude for His guidance. That is the gratitude, and hence your remem- 

berance of Him must be proportionate to th^ favour (guidance) you have 
received. 

Verse 240. This verse enjoining bequest to be made for maintenance 

of wives for one year if they do not leave their homes has been held to 

be abrogated by verse 23o above and 4 : 12 assigning shares in inheritance 

for the wife, but, as the Ahmadi commentator says, there appears nothing 

inconsistent. Any way the making of such bequests is not obligatory. 

Verse 24L Note this provision is in addition to the dowry which 

must be paid to them. This and all the other regulations we have dis¬ 

cussed above show how much regard Islam has for women and their 
rights. 

Verse 242. That you may see to the spirit of them and regulate 
your behaviour towards women accordingly. See the well-tnown tradi¬ 
tion of Our Lord Aii ’bn Husain about Rights in Makarimul Akhlaq. 

' 8iK)noN32. 

How people flying from death were killed by God and then revived. 
Muslims enjoined to lay down their lives and wealth to save themselves, 

is made king of the,Israelites, but they demui^ and a sign is given. 
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243. Hast then not considered ,'or n Tant) those 
who went forth from their homes—and they were in thou- 
san<is—for fear of death ; then God said unto them, Die ; and 
thereafter brought them back to life • verily God is bounti¬ 
ful to men, albeit most men give not thanks, 

244. And fight in the cause of God, and know that 

God heareth, knoweth. 

245. Who will lend to God a willing loan ? So will He 
double it to him many times ; and God straiteneth and 
spreadeth out, and unto Him shall ye be returned. 

246. Hast thou not observed the elders of the children' 
of Israel, after Moses, when they spake to a prophet of 
theirs saying, Raise up over us a king that we may fight in 
the cause of God 1 He said. May it not be that if fighting 
were laid on you, ye would not fight ? They said. What 
aileth us that we should not fight in the cause of God, when 
behold ! we have been driven forth from our homes and our 
children'? But when fighting was laid on them, they 
turned back save a few of them, and G od knoweth the 
unjust. 

247. And their prophet spoke unto theru saying, 
Verily now hath God raised up Saul to be a king over you. 
They said, How can there be kingship for him over us, where¬ 
as we are worthier of it than he who is not gifted wdth 
abundance of wealth. He said. Verily God hath <‘hosen him 
before you and gifted him with increase of knowledge and 
stature, and God giveth His kingship to whom He listeth, 
and God is Bountiful, Knowing. 

248. Then their prophet spoke imto them saying, 
Verily the sign of His kingship shall be that the Ark {Taltii) 
shall come unto you wherein shall be Sakinah (lit tranquility) 
from your Lord and some of the felics left by the family (oi) 
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oi' Moses i 
it; veri.ly 

Hid the family u/?)of Aaron ; the angels shall bear 
therein shall be a sign for yon if ye be indeed 

believers. 

VerHc 24^. The people had left their town owing’ to repeated visits 

of plague, but that availed them nothing. They all died but afterwards 

were raised to life again on the prophet B2olders praying for them and 

spriiihluig water on their bones as he was commanded to do on this 

occasion. It is in memory of this event that we sprinkle water on each 

other on Nowroz (New Year’s Day) when the sun enters the first point 

of Aries. 

In its essentials the miracle of the dead being raised to life is given 

by all commentators, Snnnis and Shias alike, the slight differences in the 

ncconnts only help to make the reality of, the old tradition certain. Bat 

this is too much for the Ahmadi commentator, and he does not even make 

a mention of the traditional accounts. Taking, in his nsnal way, the death 

and the revival to bo both metaphorical he ititerprets the verse as refer¬ 

ring to tbe exodns of the Israelites under the lead of Moses and their 

wanderings and death in wilderness as pnnishment for tlieir refusal to 

enter the holy land owing to fear of the much more powerful people that 

inhabited it (5 • 21—26 compared with Numbers ch. 13 & 14). Then their 

rev^ival is this that the next generation was able to possess the land. 

This is all very well if his way of taking all to be poetic and metaphorical 

Quran is right. But we may be excused to stick to the^ old com- 

mentators, as there we are not begged to do so and we have some autbo-f 

rity for what we say. The reality of the fact as narrated by the 

eommentatox‘S derives some sxipport from the fact that o*ne part of the. 

traditions that state that the miracde was worked on a Nowroz day is cor¬ 

roborated by mathematical evidence. For the same tradition states that 

it was also on this day (Nowroz) that tbe Holy Prophet announced Our 

Lord Ali at Gbadeere Khum to be the Lord of all true believers i, e. to be 

his vicegerent and successor after him. The date of this memOTable event 

is'stated to have been the 18th of Zil Hijjah, year 10 A. B. Now it can 

be by mathematieal caleulation that this date corresponded 

with the 70th day of the year 632 A. L. If we are allowed to suppose-^ 

that owing to the non-visibility of the moon it was the 10th that passed 

for 18th Zil Hijjah we see that that night or the nest. morning was the 

vernal equinox. Clearly the calculation was beyond the scientific attain^' 

ments of the early Arabs, and the Imam (Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq whose 

-tradition it is) must have known of the correspondence by inspiration,. 

details see Science and Islamic Tradition). It will be readil^h 
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admitted that the triitlr of this one part goes a great way to (.'reate a 

probability at least iti favour of the other parts of the same tradition. 

It may be noted that the way in wiiieh the fact is stated in the 

Quran ‘Hast thou not seen shows that the thing was well-known 

to everyone. How is it tlieu that alt the earliest commentators, Sahahas 

and Tabien, did not know what it was and so in ven ted a story to explain 

it. Whether it was this thing perverted in Ezekiel eh. 37 or some other 

event of the prophet’s life we do not know. Any way we have sufficient 

authority and evidence to believe it It was belicvt d that the stink which 

has been marked in the Jews’ persons both by Mohammedans and Chris¬ 

tians was a lingering trace of this revival from the dead (Razi). 

Vene.245. Mark the comparison of virtue to Clm-ze Ihmmih. A 

good loan is that in which a lender lends, but does not care much whether 

it is paid sooner or later, or whether it is paid at all—ever. Any act of 

virtue done with a close eye upon its reward in the Hereafter is at best 

only a mercenary service and is not entitled to mncih credit. Only the 

pleasure of God is the thing of v.alne to be sought, and as to the rest it is 

sufficient to know that He is Infinite in grace and favour. He can add to 

or reduce the reward of our actions according to the heart with which we 

have done it. The loan here specially appealed for i-s peenniary gift for 
charity or for expenses of Jihad, 

I wonder why the Ahmadi commentator is at pains to make n.g 

believe that Qws here does not metrn loan at all. In the translation he 

renders the words thus, ‘'will offer to Allah a goodly gift,’ In the 

margin he says Or cut off for Allah a goodly portion,’ He has written 

a long note about it. So Vaqhizu ‘’straitens’ disconcerte him, and in the text' 

he translates it as ‘ receives ’ and leaves ‘straitens’ for the margin. Much 

of the point and the teaching in the verse is tost in this attempt to correct 
the language of the Quran. 

Verse 246. The prophet here referred to is Samnel. For the suf- 

ferings of the Israelites at the hands of Philistines and Amjnonites in thl' 

times of Judges (Circa 12015 B. C.) see Judges eh. 10. They ■were again in 

the hands of Philistines for forty years in the later half of the 11th 

cent. B. 0. (Ibid di. 13). The Holy Ark of the Covenat that had been 

taken by Israelites in their battle With themwas taken about the year 

1141 and remained with them for seven months but was afterwards;' 

returned. The Philistines were snbdrted about the end of the 11th cent, 

and from that time feamuel peacefully and religiously judged Israel, 

About 1112 Samuel being old he entrusted his work to his sops, but they 
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Vere ami it is said tonic bribrs and poi'Vertod jadg-nHoit.” 

*(1 Sarn. 1 : 3). It was this aei?ardiiig to the Bibliml aei'onnt that made 

Israelites ask for a king—not the nem-ssity of fighting in the eanse of 

God as wonld appear from the verse before ns. It is owing to this that 

the Christian critics of Islam call the Quranie aceonnt here as ‘‘ a garbled 

rendering of Israelitish history.” Anybody can see that if the only 

reason for their asking for a king was their dissatisfaetion \vith the rule 

of Snrniiers sons they would have simply set them aside and asked Samuel 

to appoint some other men to judge over them. \Yhy did they insist on 

having a king and persist in it though Samuel showed to them in a vivid 

description what sorts of things kings are and bow they would fare under 

them (1 Sam. 8 : 11—18). Yet Nevertheless the people refused to obey 

the voice of Samuel and they said. Nay. but we will have a king over xis, 

That we also may be like all the nations ; and that our king may judge us 

and go out before us and fight our battles ” (Ibid 19, 20). This reply 

shows they were long disgusted with the loose spiritual rule of the Judges 

and wanted to have a strong government. alleged corruption of 

Samuel’s sons was perhaps only an exciting cause—the dissatisfaetion 

had much deeper grounds. Also herd the complaint about the misrule of 

Samuel’s sons been a just one God would not have been incensed at it and 

called it virtually a rebellion ogcuvst Him, “ for they have not rejected- 

thee, but they have rejected me that I should not reign over them.” 

What are the facts ? The rule of the Judges was spiritual; in the 

military conditions in those times their function was simply exhortation, 

and the people were free to obey them or disobey them according to the 

strength of their conscience. There was no force to compel obedience 

“ In those days there was no king in Israel: everyman did that which was 

right in his own eyes.” The times were such that eyeryone was required 

to be a warrior^ and yet everyone was shirking from it. That was the 

essential weakness of their disorganised government. What they wanted 

was a king who should have an army, specialised for military work> leav¬ 

ing to others the choice of peaceful oeeupations. That is the essential 

difference between a spiritual and a temporal government, the latter 

keeps an army to compel obedience and to serve in the times of war 

Without much troubling the population at large. Morally it is an evil, 

for the sam» force can be an instrument of evil under a bad king, but for 

political troubles it is the best remedy—almost indispensable. It was this 

that the Israelites were hankering for. They distinctly said that they 

wanted a king that they might be “ like all the nations ” and that the 

king might go out before us and fight our battles.” They were dissatis¬ 

fied at having inespiudenced Wamors with leaders being 
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called every now and then to repulse the attacks of the well-organized 

forces of the neighbouring people. It is thus clear that the Israelite history 

as given in the Bible fully bears out what is said in the verse before 

us ^ only it has to be rightly understood. What perhaps nobody can 

answer is that from the mere words “after Moses ” the Christian critics 

infer that “ Muhamrned was ignorant of the long interval between Moses 

and Saul ” (Hughes). Moses’ age was about illO B. G. and after him was 

all this incompetent rule under the Judges we have been speaking of. 

Vew 247, It is an ingenions suggestion of the Ahmadi commentator 

that the name Ta^ciis given to Saul owing to his tall stature, {tvom tala 

meaning he was tall) And when he stood among the people he was 

higher than any of the people (I Sam. 10: 23). 

The verse shows that the only righteous form of government is that 

in which the ruler—even a mere temporal ruler—holds his office by divine 

appointment; further that divine selection is based on mental and moral 

qualifications, and that neither the ehoice of the people, nor force of arms, 
i 

nor influence of wealth and property has any concern in the matter. It 

would be well if Sunnis give serious attention to this verse. 

Verse 248. The Tabut is the same as Hebrew Tebah, the word used 

in the Bible for the Ark of bulrushes in which the mother of Moses set 

him afloat in the waters (Exodus 2 : 3 and Qui*an 20 : 39) thus confirming 

the Shia tradition that it was the same. For the Ark of the convenant 

the word used is not but Aron : this if it had any origin at all and 

was not simply an invention of later Israelites with images of eherubiii 

and a Mercy seat for God between them, couki only be a design for the 

popular religion, though owing to the association with Moses .and the 

Holy Name of God it may have had some mix*acles attached to it as is 

alleged. It was this Ark of tht covenant that was brought out from Shiloh to 

help the Isi^elites in their war with Pfolistines, but was taken and 

remained with them seven months. This has nothing whatever to do 

with the Ark {Tabut or 'Tebah) mentioned in this verse and stated precisely 

in our tx*aditions to have been the Ark in which Moses was saved. That 

was indeed a great relie for Moses and the prophets, and so it is probable 

as the tiTiditions say, it was in this that Moses had placed the original; 

tablets and other things extremely holy, and through it in eases of diffi** 

the spirit of God would spmk to the prophets and other holy* men. 

folk who were their own example in degradation 

certainly have no access. It was not taken by the Philistine’^ 

^ traditions ^y, was taken up to heavens or kept secret by > 

phefe. The ease.s.eema similar to that of the relies of Our Holv Prophet. 
.‘. 
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The Irtams are known to have kept them and transmitted them from one 

to the other without ever letting anybody have a sight of these things. 

But as the possession of these remains imposes on the masses exceedingly 

false relics have never ceased to be with the Abbaside and Ottoman 

Caliphs and should still be somewhere in the Sultan’s Treasury. 

That original relics being lost, the Israelites never scrupled to make 

imitations and pass them on for originals appears from the Brazen 

Serpent which, by the blessing of Moses is said to have healed those bitten 

by snakes, is yet said to have been destroyed by Hezekiah saying it was 

only a piece of brass (see II Kings 18 : 4 against Num. 21: 9). The same 

might be the case with the Ark if it was really that and not the Ark of 

bulrushes that we are dealing with here. But we have clearly shown it 

was the latter, not the Ark of covenant, that is spoken of in this verse. 

It was never taken by Philistines, and so there is no question of its being 

restored to Israelites long before the time of Saul as the Christian critics 

would have us believe. 

It is partly to avoid this objection and partly to get rid of the 

miraculous that the Ahmadi commentator seeks to translate Tabut by 

heart and Bacji^ah (relics) by best. And here let it be said that those who 

can believe that here, as in all places where there is something super¬ 

natural, the language of the Quran is poetic—to them he will certainly 

appear to have made out a case for himself. After showing that heart 

is frequently compared to chest (for learning &e.) and*has sometimes been 

metaphorically spoken of as a chest he says with great show of plausibi¬ 

lity that tranquility resides in hearts and is not a thing to be placed in 

boxes. Quite true, it may be said, but a material thing can be a source of 

trauquiiity and as such it can be said with great propriety, ' Herein is 

tranquility for you.’ He also thinks that his view is supported by 

; 1 Sam. ch. 10 where it is said that after his annointment by Samuel, Saul 

; a changed man (got another heart) and the Spirit of God came 

. upon him and he prophesied. But it is doubtful if he was a prophet, and 

if we can trust the Bible he did such acts that the Lord repented that 

he had made Saul King over Israel.” His saying that the Ark which 

was taken away by the Philistines was drawn by bullocks, not angels iS’ - 

nothing to the point, for we have shown that it was not that thing at alL 

' By al (children of) Musa and al (children of) Harun, eommentat^:^^' ■ 
say, are possibly.meant Moses and Aaron themselves, the form of the , 

.expression being meant for their exaltation (Siraj). The relies,' they 

‘ are the tablets, the rod of Moses and his clothes &c. and somethitig oi 

that itsed to ^ome to them for food (Ibid). 
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Section 33. 

The Israelite religious war and their victory over infidels, but for 

all the prophets sent to guide them people upset everything by creating 

differences and fighting among themselves. 

249. Then when Sanl salhed forth with (his) hosts he 
said, Surely Grod will try you with a river; whosoever of yon 
shall drink of it then he is not of me, but he who shall not 
taste of it shall be mine except that he drink a draught out 
of the hollow of his hand. But they drank of it save a few 
of them : and when he had crossed it, he and those who 
believed with him, they said to each other, We have no 
strength this day against Goliath and his hosts ; but those 
who knew that they were to meet God spake saying, How 
oft hath a small host prevailed against a lai'ge host by God’s 
will, and God is wdth the patient. 

250. So when they appeared agaipst Goliath and his 
hosts they said, Lord! Pour out steadfastness over us and set 
our feet firm, and help us against the unbelieving people. 

251. Thereupon they vanquished them by the will of 
God, and David slew Goliath, and God gave him kingdom, 
and wisdom, and taught him of whatsoever He pleased. 
And were it not for God’s repelling men, some of them" by 
means of others, surely the earth would be in disorder, blit 
God is bounteous to all (His) creatures. 

252. These are the signs of God ; with truth do We 
rehearse them to thee, and verily thou art one of the 

253. These Eqiostles, We have raised some of them 
above others; of them are some to whom God hath spoken f 
hhd some He hath raised many degrees; and We gave clear 

to Jesus son of Mary and aided him with theHOlf’' 
fepiif: ^d had God so willed, those who- came alt#^ .’ihim 
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had not foiigiit among themselves after that clear signs had 
come to them. But they split up, and of them there were 
some who believed and some who became unbelievers; and 
had God so willed they would not have fought among them¬ 
selves, but God doeth what He willeth. 

Vci'se 249. The Bible says nothing of this trying of forces by thirst 

in the ease of Saul, but relates a somewhat similar incident in the 

case of Gideon (Judg'es 7 : 5 & 6). And so the hostile critics of Islam 

cry out that here there is a ridiculous jumble. Granting (what it requires 

a large heart to grant) that there could be no ridiculous jumble in the 

Biblical narrative itself, is there anything strange that Saul followed 

Gideon’s example. and that the incident in his case was omitted to be 

recorded in the Bible f Will it be said that the Bible gives such a full 

and detailed record of the whole history of the Israelite nation that it 

could not have omitted a single incident! Saul was only the second 

deliverer of the Israelites after Gideon and acted only 150 years after 

him. It is natuial he should have fallowed his example. Were the 

people so changed in these 150 years that God who saw such a trial of 

forces necessary in the ca^ of Gideon’s army did not do so in the ease of 

Saul’s. That the two incidents are different is clear from the fact that 

Gideon tried his forces by “ the well of Harod ” (Judges 7 ; 1) and Saul 

by a river. And that a river was there in the eompaign in which Bavid 

bought with Goliath is clear from the maps for thePbiiistines had gathered 

together at between Shoehoh (1 Sain. 17 :1) and Azekah which is near the 

river Sorek and it bad to be crossed to fight them. It would be a vei^' 

strange coincidence that the prophet who had such a hopelessly deficient 

kifowl^dge of Ismelite history should in making his mistake fix upon a 

point which would show that he had aceui*ate knowledge not only of 

history but also of the geography of Palestine. 
B 

Verse 251, For an account of the might of Goliath and the dismay 

of the people at his challenge see 1 Sam. 4—11. David Slew Goliath in 

^ngle combat^ and as soon as the PhilMin^s saw this they all f[ed and the 

battle was over. It was just the same in the battle of the Confederates^ 

{Ahza^, Though all the tribes of Arabia had united in one body against 

the Musalmans and had come upon them with a mighty host twelve 

thousand strong there was hardly any fight at all The giant-like warrior 

Amr ’bn Abd Wood came forward ei'ossing the ditch (that the MusalmanS' 

. had dug to keep them away) and challenged them to come and fight Sim* < 

8one would dare to do so except Our Lord Ali, and he slew Mm.' ASr. 
te r ^ , I „ , ... - - 'I 

^ hfe Was sMM /they' 'all took to their heels. It ^ . not. 
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1^1 f.' 

owin<^ to this event whi(^h was shortly to happen in the history 

that this event of the Israelite history is recounted in the Quran. We 

have explained in the Introduction that in the Quran the stories of the 

old prophets are always related vvith some particular purpose in view— 

the most general being that similar events are to take place in the history 

o^ the Musalmans. There is probably no other instance of great battles 

in the history of the world, and probably will never be, except these two 

in which Our Lord David and Ali ’bn Abi Taleb were engaged which 

came to an end merely on one champion being vanquished. Referring to 

the thirst with which Saul tried his forces it may be remembered that in 

th is battle of the Confederates the companions of the Prophet had to siift’er 

the hardships of the siege in the month of Ramazan, and of one it is record¬ 

ed that having had no meals in the previous night he fell down senseless 

about mid-day. Yet they did not break their fast. 

Verse 262. These stories are recounted to thee so that thou might 

guide thy people accordingly. The same sorts of things are to happen 

to thy people and they should be prepared to do likewise on similar 

occasions. 

Verse 25S. It will be noticed that the sections 32 & 33 which end 

here are a continuation of section 24 & 26 in which are devoted mainly 

to the subject of fighting with infidels. In section 25 there are verses 204 

to 209 referring to the falling of the Musalmar.s after the Prophet. In 

section 26 there is reference to the differences that will aidse among the 

Musalmans. Now in this verse there is again reference to the Musalmans- 

dividing and fighting amongst each other for, as the previous verse has- 

hinted at, the same things that have happened to the people of the older 

prophets will happen to this. Thus it appears that whenever fighting; 

with infidels is mentioned there is a passing thought that, however unfor¬ 

tunate it may be, the religion for which so much is being done at so much- 

cost of life is itself soon to become a battlefield of sehims,. and the work 

of guidance will be lost except to a select few. There seems no other- 

purpose in putting at the end of this section a verse relating to sectarian; 

differences among the people of the past prophets and their fighting 
among each other in consequence. 

‘ Among them are some to whom God spoke/ God speaks to all 

prophets but the distinction here brought out lies in communication 

without the agency of angels and not in the form of inspiration, as it was 

to Our Loi*d Moses and Our Holy Prophet. That God cannot speak in 

the ordinary way is obvious,- but He can cause things to speak, to utter 
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sounds tlint I'onvoy wlint Pie desires to eommnnieate. As He Himself 
« 

says, ‘ It is not for man God should speak to him exeept by inspiration or 

beside a veil or send a mfssenger who might reveal bv- His permission 

what He likes. He is the High, the Knowing.’ The veil is the thing 

He speaks throngh—by eansing it to utter sonnds. What particular 

things He selects to be His manifestation in this way (and yet remaining a 

vei] for Formless Unconditioned Existence) we will discuss in our note on 

that verse and other suitable passages. It is sufficient to say hern that it 

must be some very high form of Existence, and it was that which had 

shone for Moses on Mount Sinae when it flew into splinders and Moses 

fell in a swoon see 7 : 139. We have no space to discuss it here. For 

llulvd Qadii see note on verse 87 above. 

The meaning of the passage is this. For the guidance of Mankind 

God has sent the greatest apostles with the highest honours and the 

clearest proofs of their great mission. But all this design, however per¬ 

fect, it may seem to be to guide all mankind to the truth was not designed 

to force the truth upon them and so obstruct their passage towards error. 

That sort of guidance is not designed of God, nor would it have any 

moral value whatever. But that the people remain sincere to Him and 

to the Truth He does not undertake to keep even those once rightly 

guided on the straight path. The followers of the prophets fell into 

schisms after them and fought amongst each other. Only a few remain¬ 

ed believers, others became infidels in their schisms. God could have 

prevented this if He had liked, but equally so He could have guided them 

t without the aid of prophets—directly by mere instinct. ‘ He does what. 

He intends ’ z. ^ He keeps to the original principle on which He has 

designed His creation—that the creatures should raise themselves to faith 

and virtue by their own willing efforts. His practice of sending apostles 

from time to time is not meant to upset His original design of creation. 

Note that Part {Juzw) III of the Quran begins with this verse in 

ordinary editions. But I prefer to take it from the next section. As it is 

a division by size merely it does not matter. 

PART III. 
Section 34. 

, ' I 

Charity an essential thing for.salvation. The gi-eat attributes of 

God I His all comprehensive knowledge and power. No compulsion in 

religion. Unbelievers get into the hands of the devil. Believers are 

Succoured of God. 
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25J. 0 ye who believe. Spend in chacity out of what 
We have bestowed on you ere the day come wherein there 
will be no traffickinjO^, nor friendship, nor intercession : and 
those who believe not they are the wrong-doers. 

25-5. Grod ! There is no god but He, the Living the 
Grreat Snstaiuer ! neither slumber seizcth on Him nor sleep: 
to Him belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and whatso¬ 
ever is in the eai'th : who shall intercede with Him save by 
His leave ? He knoweth what is before them and what is 
behind them. And they cannot comprehend anything out 
of His knowledge save what He willeth : His Ktir&i [lit. 
chair) embraces the heavens aiid the earth, and the uphold¬ 
ing thereof is not grievous to Him, and He is the Most High, 
the Great. 

256. There is no compulsion in religion ; timly hath 
the right way become distinct from error, wherefore he who 
shall reject the Taglmt (devils) and believe in God, shall surely 
have laid hold of the stoutest cable which snappeth not, and 
God is Hearing, Knowing. 

257. God is tlie g’uardian (WuU) of those who believe; 
He bringeth them out of darkness into light. And those 
who believe not, the Tayfmt are their friends (Anka guardians) 
they bring them from light into darkness, they shall be the 
denizens of Hell, therein shall they abide for everroore. 

Vfiv/> 254. This verse is probably placed here as tire trne criterioH 

of sincerity to a inan is the extent of willingness or pleasure with whicif 

one is able to part witli bis own for the sake of the other. It is this 

sincerity alone which can prevent men from falling away after the 

Prophet is taken away from their midst (see last verse) and there will 

be no chance of doing anything in the next life when there will be so 
mneh need for it for intercession. 

Verse 255. This is the very well-known and mneh repeated verse 

which goes titidei* the name of Ayatid E'it,rs/\ or the verse of the all 

comprehensive power and knowledge of Godi, It gives in a nut-shell ail 
we can know about Him. 
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'No God but He’ . That means not only that there no God besides 

Hinn but that the very thought of Him excludes the possibility of there 

being any other God. For if there con be any other that “can” takes away 

the quality of necessary Existence from him, and so he remains no God. 

Necessary Existence can only be One. Also the quantum of Existence 

whether taken as substance or attributes would be divided. Neither 

would remain infinite. So in thinking of two Gods we are not thinking 

of God at all-, 'The word God means something, and to use a word with-* 

out meaning it fully is nonsense. Tdehned as an Infinite Necessary 

Existence there can be but one God. 

The great formula of faith aims, however, not merely at the denial 

of other false Gods, but also at absolute Unity of God by Himself. There 

should be no vestige of complexity in Him, for every part would be a 

finite dependent God, and so the whole. This we have to remember even 

in the highest con(!eption we can form of Him. Thus we talk of His 

attributes, knowledge, power &c. We must bear in mind, and see we 

realize, that they are essential to and essentially one with and inseparable 

(even in thought) from His Being. He is nothing, inconceivable, with¬ 

out them. They are as essential for his Being as equiangnlarity is for- 

an e^quilateral triangle, else there would be complexity. This is true of 

God and of nothing but God. All objects being complex can be conceived 

with or . without one of the attributes that make up their conception. 

God must be such that He cauuot be conceived without all His attributes 

together—that is in a necessary sease. I wonder if any can rise to 

the conception. ^ 

Still that is not the end of it. Like His Being all his attributes are 

essentially one if we knew them right. His knowledge is no way dif¬ 

ferent from His power, Justice, and so forth, for that difference even 

would be a manner of complexity in attributes. But we can never hope 

to rise to that high conception* we are limited to our human terms in 

our conception of God. It is that high conception that is represented by 

the Great Name of God, which none know except whom He pleases—the 

Prophet and the Imams. 

The sum of it all is that God is a Transcendental Reality, Unknow¬ 

able, Unthinkable as much as regards attributes as regards nature. Both 

are unfathomable to our finite consciousness. 

And yet we know He is, for we come from Him. Nay, He should be 

even if we and all else never existed. He is Necessary Existence. And 

^0 we know Him—^within the limits of human knowing. 
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' Living ’ a bein^ real, eonseioiis, kiiow^ing', willing, active and 

possessed of ,all ellerg3^ 

' Qa^f/um' h Self-snbsistent, not dependent on another existence. 

Also it means Snstainei—that witliont whom nothing . can eontiniie in 

Existence. It must bo nnderstood that ail the words snch as eonseions, 

active &c, which we rise to express the attribntes or relation of God to 

His creatures must be understood with large qnalifi(»ations in their mean¬ 

ing. It is true that to express them at all we must express them in our 

human terms, but then we must be careful not to be led awaj^ by their 

finite implications. Thus He is active not in the sense of putting forth, 

energy in onr human sense of the word. Indeed, even when thus divested 

,of all their necessary implications, we must remember that the notion, 
however pure and perfect to onr human intellect, is but a shadow of the 

reality which really transcends all onr powers of comprehension 

To show that all this high conception of God is not the refinement 

of schoiasii<*^philosophers, but has been express]}’- taught by the Imams. 

I propose to give in the Supplement a few quotations out of a host from 

Nahajnl Balagah and other collections. 

‘ Slumber overtakes him not nor sleep.’ That means that He is not 
subject to change. 

' His is whatever is in Heavens or the Earth.’ Nothing could be 
His completely if he were merely a fashioner of things out of material 

existing eteinally not created by Him, as 'is taught by a modern school of 

of Hindu teachers. In this case both the supposed Maker and the 

material on which He works are finite, and neither can be God, 

^ Who is he that can intercede with him but by His permission ? ’ 

That means that with all His greatness and independence He is Gi^aeions 

and Merciful. It is noticeable that of all the things that could be said to 

show this quality it is intercession that has been selected here. The one 

thing is that it shows in one Word both the greatest graeionsness that 

could be shown to His obedient servants and the greatest regard that 

cOiild be shown for His sinful creatures. As for the former it is clear 

that no creature, however exalted, could have any greater honour; for 

intercession is a business of almost equality in rank—indeed but for God’s 

gift na creature could even think, of much less aspire to, that honour. 

To the sinners it proclaims, ‘ Be you ever so wicked and worthless, if 

you only retain a human heart so as to love those who cannot but be 

loved you will have a chance to be taken into the Mercy of God. What 
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more could one wish for ? Indeed one could hard’y imagine that for this 

little thing which is hardly even an act of his own all the sins of his life¬ 

time could be forgiven. But such is the mercy of God that it will be so, 

only that should not make him more fearless, so as to draw him more 

to sin. 

The other thing is that it is intercession and that only that recon¬ 

ciles mercy to justice, nay makes them one undivided whole. For what 

is the accepting of intercession, but setting a high value to the inter¬ 

cessor and the attachment of the souls to him by ties of love. It is a 

matter of grace, which is above justice for it is the original design of 

creation. The question of justice arises only when a principle, as the 

punishment of sinners, once adopted is sought to be broken. 

Intercession is entirely a matter of attachment of souls by ties of 

love- This is well expressed by the Arabic word Shafaat (joining). It 

must be stated, however, that of all self-delusions it is that of love that is 

the commonest; slightest matters sometimes cleave the fastest friendships 

asunder. No one can be sure that he reallv lovms a man unless^he finds in 

his heart a never-ending desire to do at any cost to himself some act of 

obligation to him. So no one can be sure that he loves the Prophet or 

the Imams unless he feels really grieved to have done something which, heX 

knows, must have grieved them, and would not be glad to be able to do 

something which should please them. So a true lover of the Prophet 

would naturally try to follow his commands and avoid his prohibitions as 

soon as possible. Tnis is quite true. But there are infinite types of 

character. There has been real cases of love, most intense love of the 

Imams, combined with loose moral character and without much attehipt 

at self-correction. They can no doubt hope for intercession and we trust 

it will be accepted. It is a very low view of the Holy Prophet’s interces¬ 

sion which the Ahmadi commentator has taken, namely that those only 

who try their best to follow the Prophet bnt fail owing to weakness of 

human nature will be benefited. 

‘He knows what is before them and what is behind them ’; God’s 
omniscience, 

^ And they do not comprehend anything of His knowledge except 

what He pleases.’ His knowledge is absolute and above the connection of 

things. Hence in Duae Adila “ He was knowing before the origin of 

knowledge and causality ” {qahla ijaclil ilme iml illate). Hence fore-know¬ 

ledge in spite of free-will in creation, and not destroying it, is possible to 

God only. None can have any access to it except what He Himself pleases 
to reveal. . 
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‘His Kant extends over tke Heavens and the Earth.’ Kursi 

means ehair or stool and, like Arsh ‘throne’ in other places in the Quran, 

is clearly used here metaphorically, the meaning being divine attributes 

in relation to creation such as knowledge, power &c. These relations ” 

with things in time and space make him as it ivere^ as He can be conceived 

by His creation, conditioned though He in the Infinitely Transcendental 

Reality of His Being is simply above and unaffected by relativity. Thus 

things become as it were a seat for Him who is otherwise far above any 

such limitation. We say He is here, there, everywhere, though we know 

that He is above the very category of where. In a word, such as it is, He 

must be conceived in these relations though we know He is above them. 

Thus words such as Arsh^ Karsi &e. stand for His attributes in relation to 

creation, such as knowledge, power &e. 

But, obvious as it is, it is desirable there should be precise authority 

for this interpretation. The following citations will suffice for this. 

' (1) Mufazzal ’bn Omar says he asked Our Lord Sadiq about Arsh 

and Karsi, ‘ what they are V He replied, ‘ In one of the senses {fi wajhin) 

Arsh denotes the totality of creation and Kursi a bag (that holds all in it). 

And in another of the senses Anh is the knowledge that God has pleased 

to make known to His prophets and other Ilajjats (Imams).’ 

(2) Hafs ’bn Ghiyas says he asked Our Lord Sadiq about Kursi 

in the verse before us. He replied ‘His knowledge.’ 

(3) The word Arsh is also used to denote His sovereignty or dominion. 

Thus in the course of a long ti^adition Our Lord Sadiq says “ The words 

‘ The Lord of the great throne ’ mean that He is the Lord of the great 

dominion. And so ‘ The Merciful sat on {Istaioa) the throne,’ meaning 
that He pervaded the dominion.” 

Mte, Allama Majlisi thus explains how the totality of ci*eation 

comes to be designated His throne consistently with the true inter¬ 

pretation of the term as denoting His divine attributes :— 

‘ For there is nothing whatever in heavens and earth but is a sign 

of His Existence and bears marks of His Power, Control and Wisdom. So 

all creation is the Arsh (throne) of His Might and Grandeur as through it 

does God shine forth to men of knowledge with His perfect attributes.’ 

I may supplement this by citing the words of Our Lord All in the 
prayer known as Duae Kumail. 

‘‘ And by Thy na?nes which have filled the hoses (arJcan) ot all things.’’ 



‘ And the preservation of tliem tires Him not’ That means that 

though all things are snstained by Him and but for Him, nothing eonld 

continue in Existence, yet t]uu*e is nothing in all this having the 

remotest analogy to the putting forth of energy. 

‘ And He is the Most High, the Great.’ Understand in the light of 

the notes above. 

Verse 256. ‘No compulsion in religion.’ Note this is a Medina 

verse ‘when Jihad was already entered npor, or at least contemplated. That 

shows that in the holy wars there was not the slightest thought of 

making men change their religion b^’ force. But note that the words 

‘ No compulsion in religion ’ does not necessarily mean that there should 

be no exercise of force in the interests of religion. This latter is rather 

necessary. First on the very surface of it, the infidels have to be subdued 

SO that they may not remain in a position to obstruct the progress of 

Islam (to say nothing of destroying it), or even to tempt away by show of 

force or in other ways those who might otherwise be inclined to receive 

the truth. Further (and this is rather more important, though too often 

forgotten) there is such a thing as indolence in religion and it is this that 

prevents the mass of mankind from entering seriously on religious 

enquiry. This easy-going levity and lack of the sense of responsibility in 

religious matters is the characteristic feature of all idolatorous religions, 

but as it depends much on culture, education, and individual temperaments, 

pez'suits and engagements it has been and will ever be sufficiently common 

in ail mankind. At the present day it seems to be a marked feature of 

the over-advanced sections of the people in Europe, Japan and other' 

countries. There is but one remedy for this—compulsion—in some form 

or the other. People must see that retaining their old creeds they cannot 

live as pleasantly and felicitously as they might. The situation must be 

made bad for them. Then they will be forced to open their eyes and 

reflect from time to time how far their old creeds are worth sufi'ering all 

this for. With an intensely wordly-rainded people this may lead for a 

time to hypocrisy (as it did in the case of Islam), but hypocrisy cannot 

last as a religion, and in time they all become true converts. This was the 

policy of the Prophet. He knew very well that the faith of the millions 

of his people was hardly worth anything (even if they wei-e not consci¬ 

ously hypocritical), yet he was glad to have any that could be enlisted, 

no matter bow they came to be enticed to join the pale of Islam. History 

bears ample witness to the wisdom of this course of action. Hypocrisy 

died a natural death in a century or so, and all Musalmans, however 

divided into seets^ became true Musalmans in all essentials. By mei'e 
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prea'.'hinj? Islam 1111,2:111 not linvo" spread iti tlio eonntry to this day. With 
all the support of the mi,o‘htiest powers of tlie world the missionaries 
have not been able to this day to (diang-e the religaon of (to say nothing' of 
converting to their own) the lowest fetish worshippers of India. Who 
was to bear the blame of it if thr road to salvation lies only in Islam 
How Christianity has spread in the West all the world knows. 

‘■Whoever rejects {jjal-fur h/) or refuses to have faith in TaqlnU.^ 

Taghnii^ivom tuglihjan and stands as a generic name for the Devil and all 
devilish agencies and intinenees. One cannot fail to admire the artfulness 
of, the Ahinadi commentator in translating ‘ galfnr ’ here with ‘ disbelieves 
in'—simply to find away to avoid the belief in angels that is taught 
expressly in verse 177 above as a cardinal tenet of Islam. Seeing no way 
to get rid of this as a basic principle of Islam, he translates gakfur hit 

Taf/Jait in this verse with disbelieves in the Devil, and says in the note- 
on that verse (177) ‘ "^’hat it does not mean that we should admit that 
there are angels is clear from the fact that not only we are not required 
to believe in devils, whose existence is as certain as that of angels, but 

we are plainly told that we should disbelieve in the devils (verse 2r)G).’' 
I hope the infidels when they disbelieved in ibe Prophet did not go to the* 
extent of disbelieving his existence. 

It is the same with believing in God. It is not sufficient to believe 
in God as the deist, do. It is neces:,ary to believe in the full sense of 
keeping the mind sincerely attached to Him seeking to receive His 
guidance. Also even as a mere matter of belief it must be complete 
as explained in note to verse 62 above. When this is done God 
will guide him or keep him on guidance through his apostles—spiri¬ 
tually if need be, as explained in note to 1: 5 above. This is the strong 
cable which leads man to, enabling him to rise to, God. 

The light is the light of faith, the darkness is the darknesB of 
unbelief. If a man does not stick fast to the cable .of God the devils will 
take hold of him and lead him from faith to some shade of unbelief. 

‘God is the WaU (guardian) of those who believe.’ See 5:60,61 
from which it will appear that God is the only WaU, yet He is so along 
wdh the others described in the verse showing there is unity between the 
two. So one cannot reject the latter without rejecting the former. So ail 
who in any way lead men to error are one with the devils. 



Section 35. 

Abrnham’s argmnent with Nimrod. How the dead are brought 

baeb to life. Proeess shown bj^ actual revival to Ezra and Abraham. 

Ezra himself raised to life with his donkey. Abraham told to make an 

experiment on birds. 

258. Hast thou not considered him who disputed with 
Abraham about his Lord, because Grod had given him 
kingdom ; (how) when Abraham spake unto him (saying) 
My Lord is He who maketh alive and causeth to die. He 
said, I give life and I cause death. Abraham said, And 
surely Grod causeth the Sun to rise from the east, do thou 
then cause it to rise from the west, whereupon he that was 
unbeliever was confounded; and Gtod guideth not an ini¬ 
quitous (or unjust zcilinvin) people. 

259. Or like him who came upon a town and (lo!) it had 
fallen on its .roofs ; and he said. How shall Grod make this 
alive after its death. Whereupon (xod made him die for a 
hundred years and thereafter raised him to life. He said, 
How long hast thou tarried I He said, I have tarried a day 
or part of a day. He said. Nay! thou hast tarried a hundred 
years, but look thou at thy food and thy drink, years have 
not passed over it (hm yatasannaJi) and look thou at thy 
donkey ; and (this) in order that We may make thee a sign 
unto men ; and look thou at the hones, how We mv:ke them 
stand together, thereafter We clothe them with flesh: then 
when the thing became clear to him, he said, Now I know 

f 

that God hath power over everything. 

260. And remember when Abraham said. Lord! let me 
see how thou makest the dead alive. He said. What! hast 
thou not faith ? He said, Yea! but only that my heart may 
be at ease. He said, Take thou four birds and draw them 
towards thee, and then put parts thereof on each hill, and 
thereafter call them, and they will come to the running : and 
know that God is Mighty, Wise, 
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358. Beeanse God <^ave him the Idng’dom/ No morhxl ever 

claimed divinity in the full and complete sense of the word but in 

idolatorons countries king's have been worshipped as manifestations of 

Gol, as having an element of divinity in them. ISee for instance the 

highly conceited account of this in Mann Srnriti chapter VIH. It is thus 

that kings come to be worshipped as veritable deities in degraded 

countries. A remnant of such beliefs has come down to onr own times 

in such highly civilized countries as China and Japan. It was this that 

being combated by Abraham was urged by Nimrod when he said, I give 

life and death, arguing that bis power over the life and death of people 

proved him to be a deity. It was for this reason that Our Lord passed 

over this as it would have led to nicer discussions, and passed to other 

signs of God to show that there was infinite difference between him and 

the Creator. 

This is according to the majority of the commentxtors. Some, however, 

take the pronoun in Atohu to Ab]*aham and for this purpose take Ata to 

signify not ‘ gave ^ but ‘ promised —a possible but unnecessary departure 

from the original and ordinary meaning of the word. They would have 

us suppose that the grant of temporal kingdom to his seed being an¬ 

nounced by the patriarch to Nimrod he disputed the possibility of this 

and that led to the discussion. All this is mere supposition and has no 

great probability to recommend it. The Ahmadi commentator follows it 

merely because be has a horror for the raising of the dead to life, and he 

everywhere seeks to make it a figure for the revival of dead nations to 

life. In fact he makes this the beading for this section trying to explain 

away the very clear verses that fallow in that sense. 

Verse 259. ‘Or like.’ Much has been made by the Ahmadi commen¬ 

tator of this which he renders as or the like of him ’ thinking this would 

help to take away the force of reality from the incident described. He 

also approvingly cites the strange construction Syed Ahmad Khan puts 

upon it construing it thus : thus making it mean ‘ or 

him who, as it were, passed by a town.’ Needless to say that by no pos¬ 

sibility can grammar be stretched to allow of such jugglery stud somer¬ 

sault. The beginning of the verse with ‘ or like’ is no doubt very abrupt, 

but all abruptness vanishes if we i^ead this verse after, not befoi-e the 

lext verse V^rse 2GQ tells how God’s power of reviving the dead was 

shown to Abraham, this one tells of a more modern instance of the 
same kind. % 

The Ahmadi commentator’s note on this vei’se makes one see that 

not even the clearest words, the minutest details can be proof against the 
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mis-iiitorpretations of tliose who want to get rid of them. He (1) trans- 

lates amaialni ‘ paused hiiu to die ’ as laiused him to remain in a state of 

deaih, and in the notes says it was only symbolical death to represent 

the desolation of Jerusalem from B. C. o99 when it was taken by. Nebu- 

ehadnezzar to B. G. 537 when it was granted permission by Cyrus to be 

rebuilt. He thinks that the prophet was shown his food and drink 

which remained intact to convince him that he had not really died for a 

hundred years, thong’h it was only God who had said so, the Prophet had 

not even dreamt of it. (2) renders aiina (how) as ‘ when ’ to make it 

appear that here there was only a question about the length of their 

misery, no wonder about God’s raising them to life in the Millenium or 

at the Resurrection, though the latter part of the verse and the closing 

words make it as clear as anything. (3) takes the setting together of 

bones and clothing them with flesh to be a vision identifying the event 

with that described in Ezekiel chapter 37, following in this the suggestion 

of some hostile Christian critics who make it to show that the event 

described therein or Nehem cb, 2 has been perverted in the Quran. The 

Muslim commentators however, say distinctly it was not the prophet 

Ezekiel but the prophet Ezra who is referred to in this verse ; and it is 

probable that it was thus that he was enabled to give back the law after 

it was quite lost to and forgotten by the people. 

Why the Quran does not clearly say that it was all a vision he seeks 

to explain by calling onr attention to'the way in which Joseph recounted 

his dream to his father (12: 4)saying thathesaw the sun andthemoon and 

the stars bow down to him, and not saying in clear words that it was in a 

dream he saw this. Surely a man must be pitied if he is really unable to 

see any difference between the two cases. He also relies on his identifi¬ 

cation of the stoiw with the vision of Ezekiel, though it has not anything 

in common with it, as it says nothing whatever of his own death, nor 

anything about his ass or his food. (It may be noted here that according 

to the commentators it was only himself aiad his ass that were revived— 

the dry bones of the dead bodies in the town were not revived as is said‘ 

in Ezekiel eh. 37). Theuise he has made for the particle Kafitov like) in 

the beginning of the verse we have dealt with above. 

We have said that it was Ezra not Ezekiel who is referred to in thist 
Id 

verse. We haVfe the authority of Jbn Abbas, the cousin of Jhe Prophet for 

this. We have said that it was in this way that he was enabled to give 

the law after it was completely lo.st to the people. That it was he appears 

also from the incredibly long age he must have had. Ibn Abbas says be 

'v^s^taken captive by Nebuchadnezzar, and from the Bible we leatm that- 
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his brother Jehozadiik (1 Chronieles G ; 15 eomparecl with E^^ra 7 : 1—5) 

was one of those taken captives by him. So there is no reasonable doubt 

about the truth of the traditional statement. Now Nebuchadnezzar’s 

conquest of Israel was about the year 607 B. 0. But Ezra appears in Ezra 7 

as coming up in the year 457 with the mandate of the Persian King 

Artaxerxes giving complete liberty to the people to return to Jerusalem 

and make offerings to the Temple there sending some presents of his own 

there. From this time he began his work of reformation for which he is 

so famous (see Ezra ch. 8 to 10). Thus he must be young about the year 

607 B, 0. His age must, therefore, be something between 150 and 

200 years. Granting that life can be continued to this length of time 

there is hardly any other instance in history of active life at such an 

exceptionally old age. The only explanation is that about a hundred 

years were somehow cut off from his life. There is a vague idea afloat 

that this may be possible by something analogous to hybernation of 

animals, which is death to all intents and purposes. If this is so it should 

be very easy thing for God to effect it by a miracle. Anyway there 

remains no reasonable doubt about this part at least of the story as related 

in the Quran. Notice also that if Ezra had continued to live all the time 

during the Babylonian captivity there should not have been any conster¬ 

nation and despair about the Law being ever found again. Before him 

the Israelites were released from Babylon under Gyrus in 536 B. 0. and 

under Darius in 520B.C., and negotiations for complete religious liberty of 

the people were going on all the time. Had Ezra been known to be living 

he should have continued to teach the Law, and certainly there should 

have been no despair about the holy Books being for ever lost. 

As to the miracle of the dry bones of the ass being raised to life it 

has to be observed that it was a prophet who was shown it. He had 

prayed to be shown how resurrection is effected and he was shown the 

process. He was first shown how his food and drink underwent no change 

all along these hundred years while his ass was reduced to ashes. The 
% 

immunity of the former from change is expressed by the expressive woi'dlam 

^atasannah which means that years did not pass over it. This is the first 

lesson. As Ernst Mach says ‘ Time and that certain changes go on is 

one and the same thing.’ Change is the necessity of existence. It is 

implied in the very continuity of being. But change as manifestation of 

force can also reverse itself. How forces can be reversed in direction and 

what effects would follow from it he was shown by the collecting together 

of the bones of the ass and clothing them with flesh, and ultimately 

infusing it with life. “ It is a well-known law in dyiiami<?s that if at any 

Instant the direction of motion of every molecule of a body were reversed, 
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but the magnitude of the velocity hept exactly the same, the body would 

move along the path it had come, and at every point of its backward path 

its speed would be exactly the same as when it passed through that point 

in the forward direction. It is conceivable, therefore, on the materialistic 

hypothesis, that if at any instant the motion of every particle of matter 

in the universe were reversed, the course of nature from xhat instant 

would be reversed for ever after.” What this will come to may be 

described in Lord Kelvin’s words. “ The bursting bubble of foam at the 

foot of a waterfall would reunite and descend into the water, the thermal 

motions would reconcentrate their energy and throw the mass tip the 

fall in drops, reforming into a close column of ascending water. Heat 

which had been generated by the friction of solids, and dissipated by 

conduction and radiation with absorption, would come again to the 

place of contact, and throw the moving body back against the force to 

which it had previously yeilded. Boulders would recover from the 

mud the materials required to rebuild them into their previous jagged 

forms and would become reunited to the mountain peak from which 

they had formerly broken away.” These are not visions but hard 

scientific possibilities. It was only an instance of this that the prophet 

was shown in the coming together of the bones of his ass and the clothing 

of the same with flesh. It is true. Lord Kel^nn with his usual carefulness 

was reticent to apply these physical generalisations to biology. In his 

opinion the real phenomena of life infinitely transcend human science. 

But that is a moot point. Those who are convinced of the unity of all 

existence must acknowledge that i-esurrectiou of the dead is possible in this 

way. It was this that the prophet had wished to see (A e. see in a way 

to understand) and that he was shown so that^ as the verse says, it was all 

clear to him. 
a 

Needless to saj^ he was in his revival after death a sign to the 
people about Eajaat or the raising up of the dead from their graves in the 
days of onr Lord Mahdi of Islam. The final resurrection of the dead is 
to be for the other world. Here he was raised up to live and do a 
prophet’s work in this world. 

Verse 260. The Ahmadi commentator interprets this verse also as 
referring to the life and death of nations. Abraham’s seed was given 
kingdom and he asks God to show how this is to be. “The answer to Abra¬ 
ham’s how as given in the Quran is a perfectly intelligibie parable. If be 
should take four birds and tame them, they would obey his call and fly to 

him even from distant mountains. If the birds, then, obey his call, he 
being neither their maker nor the author of their existence, would not 
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nations submit to the oall of their Divine M.astev and the Author of their. 

existenee.Whenever He wishes to destroy a people He brings 

towether the causes of their decline and evil fortune overtakes them, and 

when He wishes to make a people prosperous He creates those causes 

that bring about the rise and prosperity of nations.” This is what he makes 

out of the verse, but we suppose that in his sober moods he even would 

not consider the great prophet Abraham to be an idiot not to understand 

so simple a matter. To makeashow of support for his view.he identifies 

the prayer of Abraham with his question in Genesis 15 : 8, and supposes 

the text tampered with in the sequel (verses 9 to 11), which he pretends to 

be unintelligible as a sign of the grant of the land of Canaan promised to 

him. Anybody can see, however, that as a sign of this he was asked to 

make a sacrifice: (compare Lev. 1; 17 and Jer. 34 : 18, 19), if all fares 

well with it he will get it without much delay, but if it does not his 

generation will be affiictod for a length of time before they are able to 

attain to it. It did not fare well, the fowls came to the carcasses and he 

had a vision (verse 17) and he was told that down to his fourth generation 

his seed will suffer servitude in a strange land (verse 13). It is difficult to 

see what connection (to say nothing of identity) has all this with the 

verse we are on. here. It is a relief to turn from all this to the old 

simple commentators. It has never occurred to them that the prophet’s 

prayer to be shown how the dead are raised to life meant anything other 

than the resurrection of dead bodies. With the exception of one all say 

on the basis of traditions that Abraham tried the experiment and succeeded 

in restoring the birds to life. As directed he took four birds, cut them 

into pieces and put slices of them on different mountains, and on his call¬ 

ing out to them they came back to him fiying. There has been some 

discussion about the want of any words in the verse signifying command 

to cut them into pieces. The discussion has simply been due to some old 

commontators making the word Surhunna signify this, otherwise there can 

be no doubt about that being implied. When one says. Take four birds 

and put parts {Juzio) of them on all (Aullr) mountains that may be available, 

no one can understand that it is desired to place one each on four moun¬ 

tains, as the Ahmadi commentator prefers to take it following a curious 

old commentator Abu Muslim. 

The difficult and, as I think, the significant word is Swhunna ilaik. 

Surhunna means bend them or attach them (the other meaning, cut them, 

being inadmissible owing to being followed by ilaih, to thyself). The 

commentators usually say that the object is to recognise them fully, so as 

to identify them when they return. Abu Muslim, followed'by the 

Ahmadi commentator, thinks the significance to be that of taming them 
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fio that they rai^ht obey his call. In this sense the objeet might be to show 

him that not only are bodies revived but their individualities are preserved 

in tact. They would come to him not in obedience to the command of God 

but because they had been attached to him in life. I, however/suppose, 

this word gives the key to the whole thing. Abraham prays to be shown 

(i. e. shown so as to understand) /loiv the dead are to be raised to life at 

resurrection or in the Millenium ; /ww the various particles spread across 

the four winds are to be joined together and shaped into the original 

living bodies. God replies that he should be able to do that himself if he 

attaches them spiritually to bis own great and powerful soul, in the fullest 

sense of attaching. If he does that he will hsive coinp'i^te command over the 

material particles wherever they are. If he wants the parts or particles of 

his birds to come as they are they will do so, and if he wants them to be 

united to one another in the form they were as living bodies 

they will do so and they will return to him as living birds. Nor 

is this to be wondered at. Little as we know of life all indications 

point to the fact that life is a function of the structure and the 

organism. If the organism can someway be restored completely in the 

•fullest physiological sense life should be found returned to it. As to the 

first thing the obedience of the material particles to one’s command, this 

though unintelligible to us is a thing claimed by spiritualists to be not 

only possible but actualy manifested to some extent in spiritualistic 

phenomena. Of course ordinary spirits, our limited souls, can never hope 

to perform the feat that Abraham did, but every one of us can do 

something of it in a very elementary way and to a very elementary 

extent. Thus it is that the verse closes with the words, And know that 

God is Mighty, Wise. Eesurrection is not a work of God’s power merely. 

It is as much a.work of His infinite knowledge of all things and consider¬ 

ation of right means to an end. 

In the end it is to be noted that the prayer of these prophets 

to be shown how the dead are raised to life does not imply any want of 

faith or eei^tainty about the power of God to effect this. This is clearly 

stated iirthe story of Our Lord Abraham in this verse. But faith, 

however perfect, falls short of direct knowledge ; there remains a blank¬ 

ness in the mind as to the how of it, and it is natural for man to wish that 

the deficiency may be removed. 
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Section 36. 

Money spent in ehavity compared to seed sown in fertile land. 

What may destroy the effeet. Those who spend for show will not 

prosper. 

261. The likeness of those who spend their property 
in the cause of God is as the likeness of a grain that pro- 

■ duceth seven ears, in each ear whereof are an hundred 
■9 

grains: and G od giveth increase to whomsoever He listeth, 
and God is Bounteous, Knowing. 

262. Those who expend their wealth in the cause of 
God, thereafter follow not their gift with the laying of an 
obligation or with annoyance, for them shall he their reward 
before their Lord, and fear shall not come upon them, 
neither shall they grieve. 

263. A kind word and forgiveness is better than charity 
that is followed by annoyance, and God is Self-sufficing, 
Forbearing. 

264. 0! Ye who believe! turn not your charities to 
naught by the laying of obligation or annoyance, like one 
who giveth of his wealth to be seen of men and believeth 
not in God and the last day. The likeness of him is as. the 
likeness of a smooth stone with earth upon it, then a heavy 
rain falleth upon it and leaveth it bare. They shall not be 
able to gain anything of what they have earned ; and God 
guideth not an unbelieving people. 

265. And the likeness of those who expend their riches 
seeking God’s pleasure, and for the certainty of their souls 
(in confirmation of the faith that is in them tasbitam le anfu- 
siMm) is as the hkeness of a garden on an elevated land over 
which falleth heavy rain, so that it yieldeth fruit twofold, 

and if heavy rain fall not over it, then a gentle rain; and 
God beholdeth all that ye do. 
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263. Would any of 3^011 like tliat there should be tor 

him a garden of palms and gra pe-vines with the rivers fol¬ 
lowing beneath it, in which he should have every fruit, and 
that old age should overtake him, and he should have help¬ 
less children, and that a whirlwind in which is tire should 
then smite it so that it should be consumed ? In this way 
doth God make clear to you His signs that haply ye may 

ponder. 

V(m> 261. It is to be noted that the inerease of seven hnndved-fold 

or more is for the individual, whether this be considered in this life or in 

the hereafter. As to the hereafter it requires no saying. As to this life 

it must be remembered that he is no true Muslim who does not indentify 

himself with the interests of his brethren in faith and does not realize this 

intensely so as to be really happy in their happiness and really miserable 

in their misery. 

‘ And God increases (or multiplies) for whom He will.’ All depends 

on the condition of faith in which the charity is given—not on the amount 

of it. A poor man’s anna may be increased a hundred million times, and 

so may be greater in its effect (both in this life and in the next) than large 

sums of money spent by others 

Verse 262. Mannan. Mann, originally the coirferring of a favour, has 

the secondary meaning of doing anything to remind one of the obligation, 

making the recipient of the gift feel humiliated or stung with reproach. 

Hence the donor is for-bidden even to mention the thing afterwards to any¬ 

body. And we should do what we can to make the man feel as little of 

shame and humiliation as possible even at the time of receiving the gift 

from us. It was the practice of Our Lord Husain that whenever anybody 

eame to beg of him he would go inside the house and give him from 

behind the door so that he might not be ashamed in his presence. Our 

Lord Ali ’bn Husain would first kiss the hand of the man to whom he 

gave charity saying it represented the hand of God (referring to Quran 

9:105). 
f * 

Ata signifies harm or annoyance, and might refer to the same 

when the object is actually to humiliate one in the eyes of others. Thus 

many having supported some poor men think they have a right to treat 

them with eontempt.^ 

V{>rse SGB. Kind speech {Qaulun il/aarii/'ft??) is symxmthetie speech to the 

man wno begs, and forgiveness refers to forbearance if his begging or 
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insistenfie in it worric'S yon. " On no a:*eoimt slioukl one show any sign of 

irritation at a poor man's iniportnnity. 

Versr 264. ‘ x\ncl does not b'dieve in God and the la-^t day ’ There 

can be no stronger and more thrilling dennneiation of charity to be seen 

of men. The thing is sail to imply in elfect a disbelief in God. And a 

lack of faith it certainly is. No one who has firm belief in God and 

reward and piiiiishraent in the last day would do an}' act of v-irtue, inucli 

less one involving self-sacrifice to be merel}" seen of men. The verse 

applies to all, Muslims and non-Muslims—not “ to the efforts of the 

unbelievers to deal a death blow to Islam as the Ahmadi commentator 

says. They are said to be unbelievers only in effeijt. The Meccan tin-’ 

believers were not spenling what they did to destroy the power of 

Musalmans merely to be seen of men. 

Verse 265. Notice, (diarit}^ is the source of strength to the souL 

That faith is a source of strength to the soul goes without saying, but 

faith unless reali/jeci in the acts of faith is mere empty worrls, and the 

mind feels the blankness of it. The Ahmadi commentator turns every¬ 

thing to the ultimate triumph of Islam ; he explains the certainty of the 

souls thus. “ Every act of self-sacrifice being due to their certainty of 

the ultimate triumph of truth, which in its turn made them more certain 

Of iV^ 

Note that it is the spirit underlying charity that counts—not the 

circumstances mainly accidental that help to make it productive The 

tall trees do not depend very much on the extent of rainfall. 

They absorb sufficient moisture from the ground they grow upon. It is 

this ground. Kahwah, elevated land with streams running in them fSiraj), 

that is compared to the spirit underlying chanty. It will make little 

difference to them whether it rains heavily or lightly. This heavy or 

light rain is the external circumstances that seems to make a difference 

in the result to be gained. Thus it may be thought that charity given to 

keep up the life of a mau having no importance to society or nation may 

be wasted, or may be of infinitely less value than chanty given to the 

distressed musalmans in the Prophet^s days when Islam was struggling 

for its existence and, the grace of God abounding, conditions of the times 

were so directed that every little effort of self-sacrifice was bountifully 

rewarded, and that before the eyes of men that did it. Persons in other 

days and in other conditions may well despair that they can do anything 

of equal virtue in the result. Nay, says the verse, every act of virtue has 

an energy of its own to grow in this life and in the next, and it has 
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f(nmt:iin‘5 of life to draw upon i-ven if ttiefe are no good showers to 

no^ii-Lsh them. 

IVrsf’ SOB. Theiv charity may he real charity to begin with and so 

have go >d prospect of bearing fruit in this life and in the next. But the 

reproaching and annoyance that follows it may destroy it altogethei— 

may even cause greater harm than the good it could do to the self and 

the society. 

Section 37, 

Good things and lawfully acquired may only be given in charity. 

Charity brings abundance not poverty. Charity may be given both openly 

and in private. Persons fit to receive charity. 

267. 0 ! Ye avIio believe! spend in cliaiity out of (only) 
the o-ood things 3^011 have yourselves acquired and out of that 
which We have raised for }fon from the earth, and choose 

not the bad for alms-giving, whereas ye would not accept 
such yourselves exceyd that ye connived at it; and know 

that God is Self-sufficing, Praiseworthy. 

263. The devil menaceth you with poverty and enjoineth 
on you sordidness, whereas God promiseth yon pardon from 

Him and abundance, and God is Bounteous, Knowing. 

269. He giveth wisdom {Bihnat) to whomsoever He 
will, and he who hath been gifted wisdom hath been given 
abundant good ; and none take the lesson to heart except the 

wise. • 

270. And whatever alms ye give or (whatever) ye vow, 
verily God knoweth it; but they who act unjustly have no 

helpers. 

271. If ye give alms openly it is well, hut if ye hide it 
and give it to the poor, it will he better still for you, and 

wdil do away with some of your sins, and God is aware of 

all that ye do. * 
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272. No!' Vv'iLb tliae liotli tholr guidanca, nay! GrocI 
guide th whomsoever He Mstefcli; and whatever ye shall 
expend in alms shall be for your ownselves, so ye give not 
except' seeking Grod’s countenance; and whatever ye shall 
expend in alms shall be measured back to you in full and ye 
shall not be defrauded. 

273. (Charity is) for the poor that are beleagured in 
the cause of Hod and are hindered thereby from going about 
the world. Pie who knoweth them not taketli them for well- 
to-do folk because they beg not; thou wouldst know them by 
their appearance; they ask not of men with importunity cind 
whatsoever money ye shall expend in charity, verily it will 
be known to God. 

Verse 267. This verse is meant to impress the necessity of eonscieii- 

tionsness in paying the legal dues when they are paid in kind. Kfnvms 

and Zarat being personal obligations imposed by religion it is not desirable 

that the Imam’s offiinais should periodically inspect the belongings of 

every man so as to get what is due. It is for men to see of them¬ 

selves what is equitable and pay it. To the persons he appointed as 

colleet(^fS of Zacat Our Lord Ali used to give a memorandum of directions 

in which, he enjoined them to see that they do not harass peopie in any 

way. It is distinctly said that they should only proclaim that they 

have come to take Zacat and take whatever the people would offer, 

never pressing those who say they have none or no more dues to pay 

(Nahajul Balagah). It is not to be a State-tax but a free voluntary 

religious contribution for which the people are themselves morally and 

religiously responsible. Paying as a State-t^ax and the seeking to 

give away deteriorated or worthless things in piyment of it is hardly 

worth anything. The same applies to voluntary charity. A man who 

keeps on giving away easts off clothes and other things of no more use 

to him, should not flatter himself that he is really doing -something 

very virtuous, Vei’se 3: 86 says ye will never attain to virtue unless 

ye spend out of what ye love.” 

Verse 26S. Fahshaa usually meaning indeaeney is here used of 

miggardiiness or tenacious ness {hakld); the implication being that one 

should be as much ashamed of it as for indecent conduct. 

Yerue 269. Hikmat ‘ wisdom ' is not like the English rendering of it, 

something purely or predominantly intelleetuaL It implies knowledge 
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duly associated with proper emotions and a seehing to act up to one’s 

knowledge and eonseienee. The knowledge is mainly spiritual with 

capacity for spiritual illumination or guidance under the grace of God as 

occasion requires it—this being conditional on the constant seeking for it. 

Hence according to Suddi it means the gift of prophecy. But that is the 

highest stage of it. It is sufficient that it does not mean mere earthly 

wisdom or intelligence. It is something truly spiritual which can only 

be attained by attachment to the Imams leading to spiritual union with 

their holy souls. It will be thus and through them that the grace of God 

will completely enshroud the faithful and keep them from swerving from 

the right path (1: 5). Others can only rely on their intelligence which is 

much too finite and subject to the accidents of time and is not much 

available for man’s relations in the spiritual world. It is when a man 

has gained something of this “ Divine Reason ” that he can be said to 

have attained to a “ great good,” and it is only “ men of understanding ” 

who can duly appreciate this. 

Verse 270, Nazr Vow’ is voluntarily making an act of virtue binding 

on oneself in thankful gratitude for some special favour prayed for. 

God knows it z. e. appreciates it and will reward it, over and above the 

grant of the thing piuyed for. The vow and the money spent must be 

something virtuous in itself. Vows of or made for unlawful things, and 

likewise, money spent for illegal purposes are not only void but are sins 

and call for the denunciation at end of the verse. The last words may also 

apply to those who prevent men from right charity or right vows. 
* 

Verse 271, By the giving of charity openly are meant the payment 

of Zacat in a Muslim state to persons appointed by tbe Imam to collect 

the same from people. It may also mean "‘the giving of subscriptions for 

works of public utility or for national defence, or for tbe advancement of 

the national or public welfare.” As the Ahmadi commentator notes, 

“ The teaching of the Gospels (Matt, b : 1—4) is really defective because it 

lays all tbe stress upon private acts of chanty and makes no mention at 

all of subscriptions for works of public utility and for o)’ganised efforts 

f01* dealing with the poor without which national growth is impossible. 

The Quranic teaching is perfect, as it takes into consideration the varying 
i 

circumstances of human society and enjoins public as well as private acts 

of charity ”—the former may not be of less importance. 

It is said this verse was revealed in answer to some questions about 

the relative worth of giving alms secretly and openly (Siraj). The 

Prophet in his teachings had so much insisted on the hiding of charity 
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‘‘ so thnt one Imnd may not know what the other has given ’’ that people 

may well have doubted whether the giving of charity in public was of 

much worth. The answer in the verse is it is well, but the hiding of it 

is better especially when it is given to individual men in poverty. 

Generally, according to the traditions, compulsory payments such as Zahat 

prescribed by the Holy Law should better be given in public, and all 

private voluntary charity it would be best to give as secretly as possible. 

The former is not to be depreciated though the ideal is the spirit of 

hiding it. Sometimes the openly giving of charity may be necessary in 

the case of private individuals too as it may help to induce others to 

follow the example. 

Verse 272. ‘ Their guidance.’ Whose guidance f We know that a 

portion of 7jacat collected was paid to that well-known class of hypocritr 

cal converts called Mmlllfatid Q>dub, see 9 : GO—the object being to keep 

them attached to the Musalmans and prevent them from causing mischief. 

It is probable that people grumbled to see their money wasted on such 

persons, and it is possible the opening clauses of verse were revealed in 

reference to them. There could be no assurance that the payments would 

make them truly faithtnl. Yet all the same payments should not be 

stopx)ed to them. What was spent in this way was still for their own 

good, was still for the pleasure of God, and would be rewarded in the 

Hereafter. 

This illustrates a matter of principle in regard to acts of charity 

for the benefit of the unbelievers. If the thing is done in the idea that it 

may attract their affections and gradually open their hearts to the word 

of guidance, or may at least prevent them from throwing obstacles in the 

way of Islam it is commendable. Even without any such thought in 

view it is permitted in 60: 8 but, it must frankly be stated, it can¬ 

not be said to be an act of much religious merit. It may be positively 

condemnable if the appearances are that feeding upon the wealth of the 

Musalmans they might spend their resources in breeding troubles for 

thepa. The principle applies to all charity both public and private. It is 

best that money may be freely spent for the benefit of the non-Muslims 

but with some provision for preaching to them attached to it. 

Verse 27S. The people most deserving of charity are those who are 

confined in the way of God. Among these are included (1) those who 

had to fight in defence of Islam but had no means of livelihood; (2) those 

who could not go forth to trade because of the insecurity of the roads and 

the constant raids of the enemy (3) those who are wounded in fighting 
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(Razi). But, as m verse lO"), eanfuiiiig (ffui^r) need not be that of the enemy 

only. Nor is the way of God eonhned to figdlting* in the eanse of Islam. 

All leligioiis life, all useful and honest life is life in the way of God and 

is a struggle against the powers of evil. Anyone aspiring to it but 

prevented from want of means would come iinder the category of ‘^those 

confined in the way of God.’^ To say nothing of men with higher capa¬ 

cities as for missionary work, there is no doubt that those who but for 

their means would be able to lead a respectable, honourable life^ useful in 

any measure, however small, would come under this head. 

The ignorant man thinks them to be rich on account of their 

abstaining (from b?gging). Islam is very strict in denunciation of 

beggary—as strict in that matter as it is particular in enjoining the 

giving of charity to those who really deserve it. The Prophet is said to 

have cursed the man who stretches out his band to.beg. Here in this 

verse the men deserving of charity are said to be those who, however 

afflicted they may be with want, try to conceal it and keej) an appearance 

of pecuniary independence on their faces. If forced to make a request at 

ail they do it with great reserve, and do not do it importunately. 

To what extent prejudice can blind even an able man or can drive 

him to dishonest practices can be seen in Palmer’s protesting that the 

right rendering of the phrase ' Zarhan fU arz ^ jonvneymg in the land, 

should he ^ knocking about in the land ’ in the sense of wandering here 

and there in a rough causeless and aimless way. With this meaning stick- 

ing in his mind as the only appropriate one he natui’ally regards the 

language of the Qui‘an to be really rude and rugged.” The basis of 

this is no more than this that the word za?-b signifies beating, striking &e., 

and there is a colloqual English phrase ‘ knock about ’ in which the word 

knock has a sense analogous to striking. It is difflenlt to believe that a 

writer of Palmer’s ability should not know that the idiom of the Arabic 

language has given to the word zarb quite a number of senses in various 

connections and Zarban fil arz meaning nothing but journeying in the land, 

(seeking sustenance and for pirrpose of traffic) and has not the slightest 

implication of knocking about aimlessly in the country. It is difficult" to 

find in literature a single instance of the use of that phrase with that 

implication. 

Section 38. 

The religious virtue of charity. Usury forbidden. Its evil effects 

on the soul. Interest on loans already made to be foregone and capital to 

recovered with levity. - ^ 
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274. Those who expand what thay own by iiig'ht and 
by day, secretly and openly, for them there shall be their 
reward before their Lord, and fear shall not come upon them, 
neither shall they grieve. 

275. Those who swallow usury will not rise except as 
riseth one whom the devil hath confounded with his touch; 
this because they say, Trade is only the same as usury; 
whereas G-od hath made trade lawful and hath forbidden 
usury; wherefore whosoever will desist when an admonition 
from his Lord hath come unto him, shall keep what hath 
gone before, and his affair shall rest with God; but those 
who will return to usury, they shall be the inmates of hell, 
therein shall thev abide for evermore. 

276. God wasteth (yamlmqu) the gains of usury but 
Ho blesseth with increase what is given in alms, and God 
loveth not any ungrateful sinner. 

277. Those who believe and do what is right and observe 
prayer and give the appointed alms, they shall have their 
reward before their Lord, fear shall not come upon them 
neither shall they grieve. 

278. O! ye who believe, fear ye God and forego what 
remaineth of usury if ye be indeed believers. 

279. But if ye will not do so, then be ye warned of war 
from God and his Apostle. But if ye will turn from usury, 
then shall ye have your capital, neither injuring (your 
debtor) nor being injured (yourselves). 

280. And if one be in straitened circumstances, then 
let there be respite until he is easy in fortune. And if ye 
forego it were better for you if ye only knew. 

281. And dread ye the day when ye shall return to God 
« 

and each one shall be measured back in full what he hath 
merited and they shall not be defrauded. 
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Verse 274. This verse even aeeording to the admission of the Sniini 

writers was revealed in honour of Our Lord Ali. The very mueh preju¬ 

diced eommentator Shirbini has it thus in Siraj. ‘ This was revealed in 

honour of Abu Bekr, he having given away forty thousand Dinars 

(Dollars) =i:'2000), ten thousand by night, ten thousand in day, ten thou¬ 

sand secretly, and ten thousand openly; and also in honour of Ali, he had 

only 4 Dirhams (shil lings) = about S^), nothing but this, but he gave away one 

in charity by night, one in day and one secretly and one openly.’ The 

readers can easily judge whieh is the original and the true story, and 

which was invented later to east it into shade. The writer cites another 

interpretation which is too amusing to be omitted. Auzaie says this verse 

toas revealed about those who keep horses for use in Jihad. They are 

given fodder by night and by day, secretly and openly. Auzaie is a 

celebrated divine of considerable talents ; yet the spiritual disgrace which 

attends wilful rejection of the Imams does not infrequently make a man 
senseless—at times. 

It will be noticed this verse should have gone in the preceding 

section which deals with charity, it is not much in place in the present 

whieh is occupied with denunciation of usury. It is possible that the 

verses in the preceding section were read together to the exclusion of this 

and verse 277 in honour of Our Lord Ali, whieh being revealed on a 

special occasion were in general reading isolated from the rest. Some 

have misgivings of a purpose here, but we cannot be sure of anything. 

Notice the giving away of four Dirhams, having no other money 

besides, is not by itself something very impressive or creditable, especially 

in the case of a man like Our Lord Ali, who gave away his all in the 

cause of God, so as to call for a special revelation in commendation of ^ 

the act. Others may also do similar charity in similar conditions, without 

exciting a single word in the Revelation in their honour. It is the man who 

does it, not the act by itself, that counts in the sight of God. He 

desei-ved to be honoured and so is honoured, not every other man what¬ 

ever he may do. To be remembered of God one should make‘oneself 

beloved of God, and that is a condition not easily attained to by isolated 

acts of virtue. By imitating the example of the Imams with due sense of 

obedience to them one can claim something of the remembrance of God,, 

and so can hope to be covered, however indifferently, by verses revealed in 

their honour. (That is the reason of the plural form used in the verse. 

See Introduction). Thus it is that it is only the most angelic oi^the most 

devilish souls that are specially referred to ii^the, Revelatio^n for appro¬ 

bation or condemnation respectively. The others are only indifferently 

touebed by the verses that can apply to them. ' * * 
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Verse 275. (literally an oxeess or arldition) meains an addition 

over and above the principal sura that is lent and inehides usury as well 

as interest. Both are absolutely forbidden in our religion. It must be 

remembered that charity is an essential principle in Islam. It is a duty, 

not something voluntary. Whoever has means to help his brother in 

need, to say nothing of distress, and does not is sinful and must pray for 

forgiveness. See the prayer of Our Lord Ali ’bn Husain about the 

rights of Muslim brothers. If he persists in this or takes a slighting 

view of the thing he is virtually not a Muslim at all. The ininimum 

that is to be expected of a Musalman is to lend to relieve his brother in 

want expecting full repayment and taking due precautions for it. Even 

for that little service God promises a great reward. But to take advantv 

age of the distress of another, to extort money from him and make it a 

source of income to the self—this is simply fiendish and cannot possibly 

be tolerated. 

The social evils which this system of lending monej^ on interest 

gives rise to, are patent to a every one. Among the lending classes it 

produces miserliness and inordinate love of money for its own sake. No¬ 

body can have fafled to notice this among the Mahajans in this country. 

The root evil is that the man becomes “ obsessed by selfishness and this 

is the very death of religious spirit in a man. It also promotes habits of 

idleness in the lending cla&ses as they are able to make an income without 

toil or labour On the other side the facility this system gives to borrow¬ 

ing ruins families by promoting habits of extravagance. Islam seeks to 

do away with this fruitful cause of ruin by reducing the possibility of 

lending at all. When no gain is to be expected lending would be confined 

to cases where it is, as should be, a real matter of charity. The lender 

would have to see whether the borrower really deserves the peeuniary 
help he asks for. 

A question arises to money required for trade and other productive 

purposes. There it seems the capitalists who help to finance the bnmtiess, 

has a right to a share in the profits. Quite so; but not by lending money 

on interest. He may directlj- become a sharer and share its profits and 

lasses. A mei-e lender has no concern whatever whether the business is 

well or ill woiked. He has bis money assured to him on adequate secu¬ 

rities, and he does not care for anything. As sharer he would have 

interest in the business and he would see it is properly carried on. This 

is the distinction between trade and usury which is naade out in this 

verse. ‘ Whom the devil has prostrated by his touch ’ i. e. such will be 

their state at the time of resurrection. The touch of Satan is said to be 
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insanity. This will be their state tlien probuhjy beeanse the mentality a 

man has at the time of death he will retain at the time of resurreetiou. 

Obsessed as these men are with love of money for its own sake these men 

would become mad if some day in their life they learned that all the 

money they had laid out in debts was g‘oiie and they would not have a pie 

of it. So they would rise delerions from their graves. The touch is 

attributed to Satan as it is due to their love of Mammon. ' 

‘ He shall have what has already passed.’ If any had actually^ 

received any sum as interest before the prohibition was revealed he was 

not required to pay it back for such a procedure would have upset business. 

The prohibition was only operative from the time the verse was revealed. 

Verse 276. Muliq originally signifying the blotting out of a thing is 

here used in the sense of taking away the herl-at or blessing thereof 

(Raghibj. Usury is here c >udemned while ehari-able deeds are com¬ 

mended as being the real source of prosperity or of humanity in general. 

There may also be observed a prophetic reference to the general tendency 

an the growth of civilization to lessening rates of interest, so much so 

4hat usurious dealings, in the proper sense of the word are almost 

becoming extinct, while the tendency for public charity or personal 

saerilice in the interests of a community or even humanity in general 

is daily gaining ground,” Ahmadi commentator’s note. 

Verse. 2 78. The balance of interest which may be due at the time 

wdien the prohibition was made known must be given np. 

Verse .279. ‘ Be apprised of war from God and His Apostle.’ There 

can he no stronger words in condemnation of usury . They should make a 

true Musalman shudder even at the thought of usury. This means that, 

as the commentators say after Ibn Abbas, that the Imam (head of the 

Muslim State) should seize on the Musalmans who continue this practice 

and make them abjure it for the future. If they do not, or having done 

so, revert to the practice they should be beheadtd (Mawahib). 

It is strange that from this verse the Ahmadi commentator draws 

“ the conclusion that interest received on deposits in banks may be given 

away for the propagation of Islam, for this ii> really a war against the 

enemies of Islam.” If the receiving of interest on deposits in banks is by 

itself wrong the spending of it on anything, however laudable, would 

come under the prohibition in verse 267 above. It is quite a different 

thing if, as has been held, the prohibition relates only to taking interest 

from the Musalmans it does relate to taking interest from the non- 

Muslims. 
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Verse 280. Onr Lord Sadiq is reported to have said,‘‘Whoever 

wants that God may grant him shade on the day when there will be no 

shade for him exi*ept Ris ownshadow—(and said this thriee in a way that 

people were afraid to ask him), then said—let him give respite to his debtor 

who is in straitness or remit him something from his due.” The Prophet 

is reported to have said, “ Whoever gives respite to his debtor in straitness 

the amount due shall be accounted as charity on his part, each day till it 

is paid up.” Zurara says that once he toid Our Lord Sadiq that one of 

his debtors was contemplating to sell his house to pay him up. On this 

Our Lord said,/‘ I charge you in the name of God not to take away the 

shade over his head ”—and repeated it twice. 

Such is the kind of sympathy Islam demands a man to show to 

others. Nor is this all. The Imam undertakes to pay up the sums due 

from the people if the debts have really been taken in eases of dire 

necessity. As Our Lord Kiza says, ‘ Whoever seeks livelihood by lawful 

methods to serve for the maintenance of himself and his family he is like 

fighter in the cause of God. And if that be beyond his power let him 

borrow on (the security of) God and His Prophet what will serve for 

their maintenance and if he dies without payment then it is on the Imam 

to pay it up.’ 

Section 39. 

Contracts to be put down in writing and witnesses procured. 

Security may be taken when the debtor cannot be trusted. 

282. 0, ye who beJieye! when one of you hath loaned a 
loan to another for a given-term, write it down, and let a scribe 
wvite it down justly between you, and let not a scribe refuse 
to wuite as Grod hath taught him. Let him write then, and 
let him that oweth dictate, and let him fear God his Lord 
and minish not aught thereof. But if the one who oweth 
be witless or infirm, or if he be not able to dictate himself, 
then let his guardian dictate with fairness and let two of 
your men he called to he witnesses, but if both be not men, 
then a man and two women, of those ye approve for wit¬ 
nesses, so that should one of the twain forget, one of them 
should remind the other; and let not the witnesses refuse 
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when summoned: and weary not ye of writing it down, be 
the transaction small or big, with its time of payment. 
This is the fairest procedure in the sight of God, and the most 
suitable for evidence, and nearest to the removing of doubt; 
except it be a current traf&c that ye exchange between you, 
for then there shall be no sin on you if ye write it not 
down: and call witnesses when ye traf&c together, and let 
not the scribe or witness come to harm, for if ye do, verily 
it will be a wickedness in you ; and fear God, for God 
teacheth you, and God knoweth everything. 

288. But if ye be on a journey and ye find not a 
scribe, then let a security be handed over ; but if one of you, 
trust the other, let the one who is trusted fulfil his trust, 
and fear Grod his Lord; and ye shall not hide evidence, for 
whosoever hideth it his heart is verily sinful, and God 
knoweth aU that ye do. 

Verse 282, “ It is noteworthy, as the Ahmadi eommentator says, 

‘‘that these directions were given to a people notably illiterate as a nation, 

ISO much so that they took pride in being called Ummiox unlearned people 

"«*and that too at a time when the Muslim society was itself in danger of 

being swept away. This shows that the Quran was the word of the 

Almighty Being who knew that the Muslims must soon become a great 

nation and that, therefore, they would need all these instructions of which 

a well-developed society stands in need.’’ 

A few legal points are all that need be noted. 

(1) The writing of loan transactions is not compulsory. It is 

only recommended though very strongly. 

(2) The obligation on any particular literate man to write the 

transaction obtains only if others are not available. 

(3) So too is the becoming witness to the document according to the 

majority of the Shia jurists, 
•f 

There are various reasons why two women’s evidence is held equal 

to that of one mam Owing to confinement at home ando wing to Purdah 

system they cannot be expected to have a keen perception of all the 

material facts required for satisfactory evidence in a Law Court. They 
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may not be able even to recognize the parties some years afterwards so as 
« 

to swear they <a)‘e the same. So too their judgement in matters outside 

of their limited field of action is not so developed, Then they are more 

subject to tender emotions, and so can be more easily influenced in special 

eases, particularly as they have not to mix fi-eely with the outside woidd. 

Finally it is not at all desirable that they should appear in Law Courts as 

witnesses and indeed they cannot be, with propriet}', put to cross 

examination so freely as the men can be. 

Section 40. 

All that is in heavens and earth belongs to God. Men are account¬ 

able not only for their actions but for their thoughts as well. The plead¬ 

ing of the Prophet on behalf of his people before God. 

284. To G od beloiigeth whatsoever is in the heavens 

and whatsoever is in the earth, and whether ye make known 
that which is in your hearts or hide it, God will call you to 
account for it, and thereafter will He forgive whomsoever 
He wdll, and punish whomsoever He will,% and God hath 

power over everything. 

285. The Apostle believeth in what hath come dowii to 
him from his Lord, and so do the faithful, all believe in God 
and His angels and His books and His Apostles. We make no 
distinction between any of His apostles, and they say, We 
hearken and We obey; grant us Thy forgiveness, Lord! for 

unto Thee do we return, 

286. God burdeneth none except according to his 
capacity, for him shall be (the good) he hath earned, and 
him (the evil) he hath laboured to acquire. 0 Lord! call ns 
not to account for our omissions and our errors- 0 Lord! 
lay not on us a burden like unto that which Thou laidest on 

j those who lived before ns. 0 Lord! cause us not to carry 
that which is beyond our power, and forgive us our tres¬ 
passes and. cover over our sins, and have mercy on ns. Thou 
art onr protector, help us then gainst the unbelievers. 



Versf From tite passage as a whole it seems to me, tliongb it is 

not lu^eessary, the hearens and earth spoken of in the beginniug of the 

verse may be nnderstood more partienlarly in the higher spiritnal sense; 

the heavens standing for the spiritnal realm and the earth for the 

physical one. Both belong to God and both are to be kept sacred and not 

deiiled. Correct deportment is not all that is wanted. Evil thoughts and 

evil inclinations are as mnch punishable without expression as when they 

express themselves in speech or action. " By what is in the hearts does 

God requite His servants,” says Onr Lord Ali, and this applies as mnch 

to faith and affections as to conduct. See the tradition of Onr Lord 

Sadiq cited from Ayyashi in Safi. Evil thongdits arising in spite of self 

1)8canse of temperament &e. and promptly striven to be excluded are 

pardonable. But it must be remembered that the possibility of this can 

be increased or reduced by man’s efforts -and herein ivS a matter of 

infinite complexity in which God alone can judge men according to their 
merits. 

“ lie will forgive whom He will and will punish whom He 

will ” (Amenz ^ja,^4iaa in both cases) the construction as in other similar 

passages in the Qnran being such that it can also be rendered ‘ him who 

seeks it’ (n ^ his pniiishment or forgiveness). Birt both come to the same 

thing if we recognise (what the majority of the Snuni theologists dispute 

unnecessarily with xis and the Motassalites) that God is not unprincipled 

ruleiq and whatever He does, whether He forgives or punishes, will be 

strictly according to justice. 
Fene 285 4'The construction of these verses will be marked 

by the careful reader. Some words appear to come from God, others are 

submissions by the people. And they are all joined together without any 

connecting words such as ‘ they say ’ or ‘ said’ or the like. According to 

a tradition of Our Lord Jafarel Sadiq they are made up of words which 

passed between God and His Holy Apostle on his Ascension (Meraj) to 

heaven. God saidi‘ The Apostle has believed in what has been revealed 

to Him from his Lord.” The Prophet said “ And the people, ail believe 

&c.” The opening words of verse 286 are again from God and the 

succeeding prayer is again from the Prophet on behalf of the people. 

This, to indicate the highest honour that the Prophet bad in the sight of 

God. His words ax'e absorbed in Eevelation as the words of God Him¬ 

self. Mark the words “ Do not lay a burden on ns &c.” People have no 

business to pray as to what kind of religion they should have. It shows 

(what We are taught by the Imams, see Kafi) that the Prophet was 

entrusted with the task of Tudih or training his people in the ways and 

by the methods that appeared most suitable to him. He only did this 

duly consulting the pleasure of God in everythin§p/"^^J’'7^^ 


